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COMMISSION DECISION

of 18.7.2018

relating to a proceeding under Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (the Treaty) and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement

(AT.40099 – Google Android)

(Only the English text is authentic)

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,¹

Having regard to the Agreement on the European Economic Area,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty,² and in particular Articles 7, 23(2) and 24(1) thereof,

Having regard to the Commission decisions of 15 April 2015 and 20 April 2016 to initiate proceedings in this case,

Having given the undertaking concerned the opportunity to make known its views on the objections raised by the Commission pursuant to Article 27(1) of Regulation No 1/2003 and Article 12 of Commission Regulation (EC) No 773/2004 of 7 April 2004 relating to the conduct of proceedings by the Commission pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty,³

After consulting the Advisory Committee on Restrictive Practices and Dominant Positions,

Having regard to the final report of the hearing officer in this case,

Whereas:

1. INTRODUCTION

(1) This Decision is addressed to Google LLC (formerly Google Inc.) ("Google") and to Alphabet Inc. ("Alphabet").

(2) This Decision establishes that conduct by Google with regard to certain conditions in

¹ OJ, C 115, 9.5.2008, p. 47.
² OJ L 1, 4.1.2003, p. 1. With effect from 1 December 2009, Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty have become Articles 101 and 102, respectively, of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union ("TFEU"). The two sets of provisions are, in substance, identical. For the purposes of this Decision, references to Articles 101 and 102 of the TFEU should be understood as references to Articles 81 and 82, respectively, of the EC Treaty where appropriate. The TFEU also introduced certain changes in terminology, such as the replacement of "Community" by "Union" and "common market" by "internal market". Where the meaning remains unchanged, the terminology of the TFEU is used throughout this Decision.
agreements associated with the use of Google's smart mobile operating system, Android, and certain proprietary mobile applications ("apps") and services constitutes a single and continuous infringement of Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union ("TFEU") and Article 54 of the Agreement on the European Economic Area ("EEA Agreement").

(3) This Decision also establishes that Google's conduct constitutes four separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement, each of which is also part of the single and continuous infringement referred to in recital (2).

(4) Google is or has been:

(1) tying the Google Search app with its smart mobile app store, the Play Store;
(2) tying its mobile web browser, Google Chrome, with the Play Store and the Google Search app;
(3) making the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on agreements that contain anti-fragmentation obligations, preventing hardware manufacturers from: (i) selling devices based on modified versions of Android ("Android forks"); (ii) taking actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android; and (iii) distributing a software development kit ("SDK") derived from Android; and
(4) granting revenue share payments to original equipment manufacturers ("OEMs") and mobile network operators ("MNOs") on condition that they pre-install no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio.

(5) This Decision is structured as follows:

(1) Section 2 deals with the undertaking concerned by the Decision;
(2) Section 3 outlines the procedure leading to the adoption of this Decision;
(3) Section 4 addresses Google's allegations that the Commission's investigation suffers from procedural errors;
(4) Section 5 describes the products concerned by this Decision;
(5) Section 6 describes Google's activities in the mobile industry;
(6) Section 7 describes the relevant product markets affected by this Decision;
(7) Section 8 describes the relevant geographic markets affected by this Decision;
(8) Section 9 concludes that Google has a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs (Section 9.3), the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores (Section 9.4) and in each national market for general search services in the EEA (Section 9.5);
(9) Section 10 outlines general principles on abuse of dominant position;
(10) Section 11 concludes that Google has abused its dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores by tying the Google Search app with its smart mobile app store, the Play Store, and by tying its mobile web browser, Google Chrome, with the Play Store and the Google Search app;
Section 12 concludes that Google has abused its dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services by making the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the anti-fragmentation agreements;

Section 13 concludes that Google has abused its dominant position in the national markets for general search services by granting portfolio-based revenue share payments conditional on the pre-installation of no competing general search service;

Section 14 concludes that the four infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13 constitute a single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement;

Section 15 concludes that the Commission has jurisdiction to pursue this case;

Section 16 concludes that Google's conduct has an effect on trade between Member States;

Section 17 describes the addressees of this Decision;

Section 18 outlines the remedies imposed by this Decision;

Section 19 describes the periodic penalty payments necessary to compel Google and Alphabet to bring effectively to an end the separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13 and the single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Section 14, if they have not already done so;

Section 20 sets out the method for calculating the fine and the amount of the fine imposed; and

Section 21 presents the Commission's conclusions.

2. **Undertaking Concerned**

(6) Google is a multinational technology company specialising in Internet-related services and products that include online advertising technologies, search, cloud computing, software and hardware. It offers various services in the territories of all the Contracting Parties to the EEA Agreement. Google is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Alphabet.

(7) In August 2015, Google announced its intention to create a new holding company, Alphabet. The reorganisation was completed on 2 October 2015. Consequently, Google became a subsidiary of Alphabet on 2 October 2015.

(8) On 30 September 2017, Google converted from an incorporated entity (Google Inc.) to a limited liability company (Google LLC). In addition, a new holding company (XXVI Holdings Inc.) is now the sole shareholder of Google. XXVI Holdings Inc. is
itself a wholly owned subsidiary of Alphabet.  

According to the consolidated financial statements of Alphabet, its turnover for the fiscal year running from 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2017 was USD 110 855 million (approximately EUR 98 127 million).

3. **PROCEDURE**

On 25 March 2013, FairSearch lodged a complaint with the Commission against Google. On 13 June 2013, the Commission sent Google a non-confidential version of that complaint. On 23 August 2013, Google provided comments on the same complaint. On 5 December 2014, the Commission sent FairSearch a non-confidential version of Google's comments. On 7 February 2015, FairSearch provided observations on Google's comments.

Between 12 June 2013 and 11 March 2016, the Commission sent requests for information pursuant to Articles 18(2) and 18(3) of Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 ("Regulation (EC) No 1/2003") to Google, its customers, competitors and other parties active in the smart mobile environment.

On 16 June 2014, Aptoide S.A. ("Aptoide") lodged a complaint with the Commission against Google. On 27 June 2014, the Commission sent Google a non-confidential version of that complaint. On 8 August 2014, Google provided comments on the same complaint. On 5 December 2014, the Commission sent Aptoide a non-confidential version of Google's comments. On 30 January 2015, Aptoide provided observations on Google's comments.


Also on 15 April 2015, Yandex N.V. ("Yandex") lodged a complaint with the Commission against Google. On 6 May 2015, the Commission sent Google a non-confidential version of that complaint. On 7 August 2015, Google provided comments on the same complaint.

On 1 June 2015, Disconnect Inc. ("Disconnect") lodged a complaint with the Commission against Google. On 22 June 2015, the Commission sent Google a non-confidential version of that complaint. On 7 August 2015, Google provided comments on the same complaint.

On 9 June 2015, 8 July 2015, 30 September 2015 and 14 March 2016, the Commission met with Google. The Commission also held a number of meetings with third parties during the proceedings.

On 19 April 2016, the Commission held a state-of-play meeting with Google.

---

4 See Google's response to Question 4 of the request for information of 5 April 2018 (Doc ID 8850). Google LLC is therefore the same legal entity as, and the legal successor of, Google Inc.


On 20 April 2016, the Commission initiated proceedings against Alphabet pursuant to Article 2(1) of Commission Regulation (EC) No 773/2004 and adopted a Statement of Objections addressed to Google and Alphabet.\(^7\)

On 22 April 2016, after having informed Google, the Commission transferred certain documents in the case file in Case AT.39740 – Google Search to the case file in Case AT.40099.

Following the adoption of the Statement of Objections on 20 April 2016, the Commission granted Google access to its file. To this end, on 3 May 2016, the Commission provided Google with access to part of the case file. Access to the remaining part of the file was granted to Google's external legal and economic advisers subject to twenty-six Non-Disclosure Agreements ("NDAs"), under which such advisers undertook, with Google's agreement, not to reveal to Google any information relating to third parties derived from this part of the file, without the Commission's prior consent. In this context, documents were disclosed to Google's external legal and economic advisors under confidentiality ring arrangements, or access was provided pursuant to five data room procedures, under which Google's external legal and economic advisors accessed the information relating to third parties only at the Commission premises.

Between 21 September 2016 and 2 October 2017, the Commission sent a non-confidential version of the Statement of Objections to seventeen complainants and interested third parties.

Between 21 October 2016 and 16 October 2017, the Commission received comments on the Statements of Objections from eleven complainants and interested third parties.


Google did not request the opportunity to develop its arguments at an oral hearing.

On 25 January 2017, Google submitted a letter concerning a decision of the Canadian Competition Bureau and provided a copy of an industry report on trends in the mobile apps sector.

On 6 March 2017, Open Internet Project ("OIP") lodged a complaint against Google. On 15 March 2017, the Commission sent Google a non-confidential version of the complaint. On 14 April 2017, Google provided comments on the complaint.

Between 8 March 2017 and 10 April 2017, the Commission sent further requests for information pursuant to Articles 18(2) and 18(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 to Google, its customers, competitors and other parties active in the smart mobile

---

\(^7\) Hereinafter in this Decision, all references to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections and to other submissions made by Google after the opening of proceedings against Alphabet should be taken to refer to the joint Response to the Statement of Objections submitted by Google and Alphabet and other joint submissions made by Google and Alphabet. Expressions such as "Google argues", "Google submits" or "Google claims" should also be intended as referring to joint submissions made by Google and Alphabet. Equally, expressions such as "provided to Google" and "informed Google" should be intended as referring jointly to information or access to documents provided by the Commission to Google and Alphabet jointly.
environment, such as app developers and providers of web-based services.

(28) On 31 August 2017, the Commission sent Google a letter (the "First Letter of Facts") informing it about pre-existing evidence to which Google already had access but which was not expressly relied upon in the Statement of Objections but which, on further analysis of the Commission's file, could be relevant to support the preliminary conclusions reached in the Statement of Objections. The Commission also informed Google in the First Letter of Facts about additional evidence obtained by the Commission after the adoption of the Statement of Objections.

(29) Following the adoption of the First Letter of Facts, the Commission granted access to the file to Google. To this end, on 1 September 2017, the Commission provided Google with access to part of the documents added to the case file since 3 May 2016 and access to the remaining part of the documents added to the case file since 3 May 2016 was granted subject to four additional NDAs and two further data room procedures.

(30) On 15 September 2017 Google submitted a letter requesting full records of the Commission's meetings with third parties relating to the investigation.


(32) On 1 December 2017, Google submitted a letter and term sheet describing changes that it would be ready to implement in the framework of commitments pursuant to Article 9 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003. After assessing Google's letter and term sheet, the Commission informed Google on 12 February 2018 that it intended to continue the procedure under Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003.

(33) On 28 February 2018, the Commission provided Google with minutes of the meetings and calls that the Commission had with third parties concerning the subject matter of the investigation. The Commission also provided Google with new documents that had been added to the Commission file since the issuing of the First Letter of Facts.

(34) On 14 March 2018, Google submitted a letter concerning factual and legal developments since the Statement of Objections. In addition, on 14 March 2018 Google sent a letter requesting that Commission investigate whether FairSearch still has a legitimate interest in Case AT.40099 with a view to: (i) rejecting its complaint; and (ii) discounting submissions made by FairSearch since at least November 2015.

(35) On 27 March 2018, the Commission met with Google.

(36) On 5 April 2018, the Commission sent a request for information pursuant to Article 18(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 to Google, concerning Google's corporate structure, value of sales and turnover during the previous full business year.

(37) On 11 April 2018, the Commission sent Google a letter (the "Second Letter of Facts") informing it about pre-existing evidence to which Google already had access but which was not expressly relied upon in the Statement of Objections or First Letter of Facts but which, on further analysis of the Commission's file, could be relevant to support the preliminary conclusions reached in the Statement of Objections. The Commission also informed Google in the Second Letter of Facts about additional evidence obtained by the Commission after the adoption of the First Letter of Facts.

(38) Following the adoption of the Second Letter of Facts, the Commission granted access
to the file to Google. To this end, on 12 April 2018, the Commission provided Google with access to the non-confidential documents in the file added since 1 September 2017. Access to one document was provided subject to an existing NDA.

(39) On 30 April 2018, Google submitted a response to the Commission's request for information.

(40) On 7 May 2018, Google submitted a response to the Second Letter of Facts (the "Response to the Second Letter of Facts"). On the same day, Google also requested the opportunity to develop its arguments at an oral hearing.

(41) On 18 May 2018 the Commission refused Google's request for an oral hearing.

(42) On 11 June 2018, Google submitted a letter entitled "the Commission has failed to assess Google's Android agreements in their relevant economic and legal context".

(43) On 20 June 2018, Google submitted a letter requesting that it be afforded at least 90 days to comply with any remedies that the Commission may impose.

(44) On 21 June 2018, at Google's request, the Commission provided Google with two letters received from third parties.

(45) On 27 June 2018, Google submitted its observations on these letters.

4. Google's allegations that the Commission's investigation suffers from procedural errors

(46) Google claims that the Commission's investigation suffers from a number of procedural errors.

(47) First, the Commission granted access to file in a fragmented, time-consuming and difficult manner that was completed one day before the deadline for the Response to the Statement of Objections. Moreover, the Commission failed to provide Google with direct access to 142 documents.

(48) Second, the Commission has breached Google's rights of defence by not providing it with adequate access to minutes of meeting with third parties.8

(49) Third, the Commission has failed to assess the evidence properly by: (i) relying on documents and data that contradict the Commission's findings, (ii) ignoring exculpatory material that has been added to the file, (iii) misrepresenting and mischaracterising the meaning of documents in the case file, (iv) quoting selectively from the documents, (v) relying on speculation and unsupported conjecture as evidence, and (vi) failing to investigate matters that are central to the Commission's case.9

(50) Fourth, the Commission should discount submissions made by FairSearch since at least November 2015 because they "were made on behalf of an entity whose members had no relevant knowledge of the matters at issue and were motivated solely by a common desire to harm Google".10

(51) For the reasons set out in recitals (52) to (61) the Commission's investigation does

---

9 Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Executive Summary, pages iv-xii (Doc ID 8598).
not suffer from any of the alleged procedural errors mentioned in recitals (47) to (50).

4.1. The Commission's alleged failure to grant access to the file in a timely and complete manner

(52) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission granted access to the file in a timely and complete manner.

(53) First, the Commission struck an appropriate balance between the proper exercise of Google's rights of defence and the right of information providers to protect their business secrets and other confidential information.11

(54) On the one hand, the Commission granted Google access to non-confidential versions of the documents in the Commission's file. The Commission also granted Google's advisors access to entirely unredacted or less redacted versions of documents in the case file subject to thirty NDAs by disclosing documents to Google's advisors subject to confidentiality ring arrangements or pursuant to seven data room procedures.12

(55) On the other hand, the 142 documents mentioned by Google to which the Commission granted Google's advisors access subject to NDAs, contained business secrets and other confidential information within the meaning of Article 339 of the Treaty, Article 27(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, and Articles 15(2) and 16(1) of Regulation (EC) No 773/2004. Access by Google's advisors was in this case a sufficient and proportionate means to ensure the respect of Google's rights of defence.

(56) Second, between 3 May and 26 August 2016, the Commission gave Google, directly or through its advisors, access to confidential or non-confidential versions of the documents on the file. Google therefore had a period of almost four months to prepare its Response to the Statement of Objections, which it submitted on 23 December 2016.

(57) Third, the period of approximately eight months that the Commission granted Google to prepare its Response to the Statement of Objections was, in light of the complexity of the case,13 sufficient to allow Google to exercise its rights of defence. In particular, Google gave a detailed exposition of its views on each essential allegation made by the Commission.14

(58) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion is not affected by Google's claim that the

---


12 Data rooms took place on 30 August 2016 to 2 September 2016, 7 and 10 October 2016, 3 November 2016, 2 to 6 December 2016, 12 December 2016, 6 September 2017 and 4 October 2017.


Commission provided it with less redacted non-confidential versions of certain documents between 26 August 2016 and 22 December 2016.

(59) In the first place, prior to 26 August 2016, the Commission had provided Google, directly or through its advisors, with access to confidential or non-confidential versions of all documents on the file. The additional information provided to Google between 26 August and 22 December 2016 was limited.

(60) In the second place, any delay in providing access to certain non-confidential versions of documents was taken into account when granting extensions of the time-limit for Google to respond to the Statement of Objections.

(61) In the third place, the fact that, following Google's requests, the Commission provided it on an ongoing basis with less redacted non-confidential versions of certain documents is not out of the ordinary in investigations in competition matters.15

4.2. The Commission's alleged failure to provide Google with adequate access to minutes of meetings with third parties

(62) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission provided Google with adequate access to minutes of meetings with third parties.

(63) First, on 28 February 2018 the Commission provided Google with minutes of the meetings and calls that the Commission had with third parties concerning the subject matter of the investigation. These minutes were obtained by agreement with the third parties concerned.

(64) Second, there are no other documents in the Commission's possession that contain any further account of the meetings concerned.

(65) Third, Google has not brought forward specific arguments as to how and why the alleged failure of the Commission to provide fuller meeting notes has impeded the effective exercise of its rights of defence.

4.3. The Commission's alleged failure to assess the evidence properly

(66) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission has properly assessed the evidence in this case.

(67) As a preliminary point, Google's claims are in effect a challenge to the merits of the Commission's assessment of its conduct and are therefore irrelevant to the question of whether the Commission's investigation suffers from a number of procedural errors.

(68) First, in relation to points (i) to (iv) of Google's claim outlined in recital (49), the fact that the Commission does not make use of all the information contained in a submission does not imply that the submission is, in its entirety, of weak probative value. This is because it is normal that some information is irrelevant or that certain information is supported more convincingly by other evidence.16


Second, in relation to point (ii) of Google's claim outlined in recital (49), the Commission has not ignored exculpatory material that has been added to the file. Google has had the opportunity to draw the Commission's attention to allegedly exculpatory evidence in the file and to make arguments based on such allegedly exculpatory evidence.

Third, in relation to points (i) to (v) of Google's claim outlined in recital (49), it is not necessary for every item of evidence adduced by the Commission to be sufficiently precise and consistent to establish every aspect of the separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13 and the single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Section 14. It is sufficient that the body of evidence relied on by the Commission, viewed as a whole, meets that requirement. In that regard, the Commission may take into account all types of evidence, including evidence submitted by market players, parties to the administrative procedure and non-technical evidence.

Fourth, in relation to point (vi) of Google's claim outlined in recital (49), the Commission is not required to reply to all the arguments of an undertaking under investigation or to carry out further investigations, where it considers that its investigation of a case is sufficient.

4.4. **The Commission's alleged obligation to discount FairSearch's submissions since at least November 2015**

The Commission considers that there are no grounds for discounting FairSearch's submissions since at least November 2015. This is because, irrespective of whether FairSearch still has an ongoing legitimate interest in Case AT.40099, the Commission is entitled to take into account all types of evidence in its investigations.

5. **PRODUCTS CONCERNED BY THIS DECISION**

This Decision concerns the following products:

- (1) smart mobile devices;
- (2) operating systems for smart mobile devices;
- (3) apps;
- (4) smart mobile app stores;
- (5) application programming interfaces;
- (6) general search services; and

---

5.1. Smart mobile devices

Smart mobile devices are mobile devices with advanced Internet browsing, multimedia and app capabilities. Smart mobile devices are available in a variety of designs, and with a range of different features and hardware components. There are, broadly speaking, two types of smart mobile devices: smartphones and tablets.\(^{23}\)

Smartphones are wireless telephones with advanced Internet browsing and app capabilities. Smartphones incorporate hardware and software features that enable them to fulfil many of the functions traditionally associated with state of the art computing.\(^{24}\) There is no industry standard definition of a smartphone, but rather a spectrum of functionalities.\(^{25}\) Smartphones vary in terms of size, weight, durability, screen size, audio quality, camera size/zoom, web speed, computer processing power, memory, ease-of-use, optical quality, casing quality/design, and additional multimedia offerings.\(^{26}\)

Tablets are mobile devices in the spectrum between a smartphone and a personal computer ("PC"). Tablets are generally operated using a touch screen. Tablets are based on similar hardware to advanced touch-screen based smartphones, and provide a rich multimedia experience along with many of the functions of a PC.\(^{27}\)

The distinction between smartphones and tablets is not necessarily clear-cut. Devices combining the characteristics of both smartphones and tablets have been launched. These devices have both full voice transmission capabilities and a relatively large screen size, and are commonly called "phablets".\(^{28}\)

Smart mobile devices are sold by OEMs either directly to users or to MNOs, who in turn sell them to users under their respective brands.

5.2. Operating systems for smart mobile devices

Smart mobile devices need an operating system ("OS") to run on.\(^{29}\) OSs are system software products that control the basic functions of a computer and enable users to make use of such a computer and run software on it.\(^{30}\) OSs that are designed to support the functioning of smart mobile devices and the corresponding apps are hereinafter referred to as "smart mobile OSs".

Smart mobile OSs typically provide a graphical user interface ("GUI"), application programming interfaces ("APIs"), and other ancillary functions. These are required for the operation of a smart mobile device and enable new combinations of functions to offer richer usability and innovations.

\(^{23}\) Commission decision in Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, footnote 13.
\(^{24}\) Commission decision in Case M.7202 – Lenovo / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 14.
\(^{25}\) For example, in addition to mobile voice and text message communication, the latest smartphones include advanced hardware (e.g. touch-screen interfaces, flash storage, GPS navigation, WI-FI) and software (rich web browsers, full-featured e-mail accounts, a sophisticated user interface etc.), and a range of other functions (including music and video streaming; downloading; playback; video calling; cameras and camcorders; GPS; radio receiver; personal digital assistant functions; USB, Bluetooth etc.).
\(^{26}\) Commission decision in Case M.7202 – Lenovo / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 14.
\(^{27}\) Commission decision in Case M.7202 – Lenovo / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 15.
\(^{28}\) Commission decision in Case M.7047 – Microsoft / Nokia, paragraph 12.
\(^{29}\) Commission decision in Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 22.
\(^{30}\) Commission decision in Case COMP/C-3/37.792 – Microsoft, paragraph 37.
Apps written for a given smart mobile OS will typically run on a smart mobile device using the same OS, regardless of the manufacturer. Figure 1 shows the functions of the smart mobile OS.

**Figure 1: Functions of a smart mobile OS**

![Diagram showing the functions of a smart mobile OS]

Smart mobile OSs combine the features of a PC OS with touchscreen, cellular, Bluetooth, WiFi, GPS mobile navigation, camera, video camera, speech recognition, voice recorder, music player, near field communication, personal digital assistant ("PDA") and other features. While certain features of a smart mobile device are not dependent upon a technical interface with the smart mobile OS, others require a more substantial technical interface with it. Moreover, certain characteristics such as speed and memory size are at least partially influenced by the quality of the smart mobile OS.

Smart mobile OSs are developed by vertically integrated OEMs such as Apple Inc. ("Apple") or BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry") for captive use in their own smart mobile devices ("non-licensable smart mobile OSs"), or by providers such as Google or Microsoft Corp. ("Microsoft"), which then license their smart mobile OS to OEMs ("licensable smart mobile OSs"). The licensing of a smart mobile OS therefore constitutes an economic activity upstream from the level of sales of smart mobile devices to users.

5.3. Apps

Apps are types of software through which users can access World Wide Web ("web") content and services on their smart mobile devices. Apps can be "standalone" and serve offline tasks (such as games or photography) or incorporate some form of online service (such as geolocation or integration with social networks). Apps are optimised for the characteristics of smart mobile devices, as compared with PCs, such as reduced text input, limited screen size or convenience of touch-based interfaces.

Apps can principally be divided into native and non-native ones. Native apps are

---

31 Commission decision in Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 22.
32 Commission decision in Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 23.
33 Non-confidential version of the complaint by FairSearch of 25 March 2013 (Doc ID 17), paragraph 25.
34 Non-confidential version of the complaint by FairSearch of 25 March 2013 (Doc ID 17), paragraph 25.
apps written in a specific programming language of a given device – for example Java for the Android OS. Non-native apps are developed for several smart mobile OSs using a cross-platform SDK.

5.4. Smart mobile app stores
(86) The development of smart mobile devices has led to the emergence of a new type of software: digital distribution platforms, constituted by online services and related apps that are dedicated to enabling users to download, install and manage a wide range of diverse apps from a single point in the interface of the smartphone. These digital distribution platforms are called smart mobile app stores ("app stores").

(87) The most widely used app stores are specific to a smart mobile OS ("Play Store" for Google Android, "App Store" for the OS of Apple, iOS, "Windows Mobile Store" for the OS of Microsoft, Windows Mobile, and "BlackBerry World" for the OS of BlackBerry, BlackBerry OS).

(88) App stores are generally available to users for free. Users only pay to download certain apps or acquire paid content within apps ("in-app purchases"). Developers of revenue-generating apps pay an app store a fixed percentage of their app-related revenues when users pay for the download of apps or make in-app purchases.

5.5. Application programming interfaces (APIs)
(89) An API is a particular set of rules and specifications that a software program follows in order to access and make use of the services and resources provided by another software program or hardware that also implements that API.

(90) In essence, APIs allow software programs and hardware, or different software programs, to communicate with each other.

(91) In the smart mobile device environment, APIs are important as they allow app developers to integrate "cloud" web services directly in their apps. This allows app developers to offload computationally challenging or data intensive tasks to cloud computers, in order not to impact the storage, performance or battery of a smart mobile device. Due to the technical limitations of smart mobile devices compared

---

35 Non-confidential responses to Question 17.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers and non-confidential responses to Question 23.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs.
36 Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 17.1 of request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 4601) and Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 23.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764).
37 Non-confidential version of the complaint by Aptoide of 16 June 2014 (Doc ID 874), page 6, and non-confidential version of the complaint by FairSearch of 25 March 2013 (Doc ID 17), paragraph 85.
38 There are also certain app stores developed exclusively for PCs. Those app stores serve a different purpose compared to mobile app stores, as they allow users to download software for PCs rather than smart mobile devices. For this reason, they are not relevant for the purposes of this investigation, which focusses on app stores for Android.
39 See Section 6.2.2.1.II.
40 In this Decision, references to "Windows Mobile" include all versions and iterations of Microsoft's smart mobile OS, including Windows Phone, Windows RT, Windows Mobile and Windows 10 Mobile.
41 Non-confidential version of the complaint by FairSearch (Doc ID 17), paragraph 85.
42 Cloud computing is the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the Internet to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal computer.
to PCs, cloud services and related APIs have a particularly important role in the smart mobile environment.  

Google offers APIs that allow app developers to integrate within their apps a number of Google's services. Figure 2 shows how the Google API Client provides an interface for connecting to any of the available Google services such as those related to online games ("Google Play Games") and cloud storage ("Google Drive").

**Figure 2: Google API Client**

Another example is the integration of Google's mapping, navigation and geolocation service ("Google Maps") within a third party app. This is shown in Figure 3.

---


5.6. General search services

(94) General search services allow users to search for information across the entire Internet. Alternative ways of discovering content include specialised search services, social networks and content sites.

(95) While the user interface of a general search service may vary depending on whether they are accessed via PCs or smart mobile devices, the underlying technology is essentially the same.

(96) General search services are generally provided on the basis of search engines. A search engine is a coordinated set of programmes that normally includes: (i) a spider (also called a "crawler" or a "bot") that goes to every page or representative pages on a web site that wants to be searchable and reads it; (ii) a programme that creates an index (sometimes called a "catalogue") from the pages that have been read; and (iii) a programme that allows users to enter a keyword or a string of keywords ("query"), compares it to the entries in the index, and returns the results which are relevant to the query.

(97) The latter programme is called a search algorithm, which contains processes and formulas that rely on unique signals or "clues" that make it possible to come up with results that are relevant to the query.48

---

47 "General search" is also known as "online search" or "horizontal search". The Commission uses the terms "general search" throughout this Decision.
48 These signals include things like the terms on websites, the freshness of content, the user's location, and the ranking of the website, see "Algorithms", available at https://www.google.com/insidesearch/howsearchworks/algorithms.html, printed and saved on 11 April 2016. They can also include signals coming out of an in-built artificial intelligence system that interprets queries, see, e.g., Jack Clark, "Google Turning Its Lucrative Web Search Over to AI Machines" (26 October 2015), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-26/google-turning-its-lucrative-web-search-over-to-ai-machines; printed and saved on 11 April 2016; or
There are three main categories of search algorithms: general search algorithms, specialised search algorithms and search advertisement algorithms. General search algorithms run across all types of pages. Specialised search algorithms are specifically optimised for identifying relevant results for a particular type of information, such as news, local businesses or product information. Specialised search algorithms are used for specialised search services, which are different from general services for a variety of reasons beyond their nature and technical features.

In addition to the general and specialised search algorithms, a general search service can run a third category of search advertisement algorithms that provides search advertisements matching a user’s search query.

A number of different companies offer general search services. Some of them use their own search engine, such as Google, Microsoft (Bing), Seznam.cz, a.s. ("Seznam") and Orange S.A. ("Orange"). Others show results of a third party general search engine (often Google or Bing) with which they have an agreement. This is the case for example of Yahoo Inc. ("Yahoo"), AOL Inc. ("AOL") and InterActiveCorp ("Ask"), which return results powered by other general search engines.

General search services can be accessed on smart mobile devices via a number of different entry points. For instance, for Android, these include the following:


Google's submission of 7 September 2010, "Comparing apples with oranges – How Google ranks Universal results from specialized content-specific search algorithms within web search", paragraph 2 (Doc ID 4774).

"Specialised search" is also referred to as "vertical search" or "universal search". The Commission uses the terms 'specialised search' and 'specialised search results' throughout this Decision.


Seznam's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 and its updated response of 26 February 2016 (Doc IDs 4076 and 4371).

Orange's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594).


See "About AOL Search", available at http://search.aol.com/aol/about?y_t=na#webhome, printed and saved on 11 April 2016, which reads: "Web search results are Websites listed in order of relevance, with listings with the highest relevance appearing first. These listings are administered, sorted and maintained by Google." See also AOLs non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 19 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 3177).

(1) search widget (or Quick Search Bar);
(2) search app;
(3) URL line (also called "Omnibox") in web browser;
(4) search bar in notification area;
(5) search bar on the lock screen;
(6) default home page of browser;
(7) hardware search button;
(8) soft search button;
(9) long-press of the home button;
(10) voice search; and
(11) search bookmark in browser.

5.7. Web browsers

Web browsers are software used by users of client PCs, smart mobile devices and other devices to access and interact with web content hosted on servers that are connected to networks such as the Internet.

Users can access web content through a web browser by typing the relevant Uniform Resource Locator ("URL") into the browser. Alternatively, they can search for specific content via an embedded general search service, either in the same box where the URL can be typed, or in a dedicated "search box".  

In addition, web browsers typically offer a set of additional features. These include the following:

(1) proxy configuration (to specify how the web browser accesses web content);
(2) management of plug-ins to handle additional content types (such as Flash or Java programs);
(3) bookmarking (to keep track of useful web page addresses);
(4) HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) pre-processing (to filter out unwanted

---

57 Widgets are accessible on a user's home screen and offer an at-a-glance view of an app's most important data and functionality. See "Widgets", available at http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/widgets.html, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

58 Whereas on a PC the significant majority of access to web content takes place via the web browser as the general entry point, web content on smart mobile devices is mostly consumed via apps. See Sarah Perez, "Majority of Digital Media Consumption Now Takes Place In Mobile Apps" (21 August 2014), available at http://techcrunch.com/2014/08/21/majority-of-digital-media-consumption-now-takes-place-in-mobile-apps/, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

59 Proxy settings are used to tell the web browser the address of the proxy server. Microsoft describes a proxy server as a "[...] computer that functions as an intermediary between a web browser (such as Internet Explorer) and the Internet. Proxy servers help improve web performance by storing a copy of frequently used webpages. When a browser requests a webpage stored in the proxy server's collection (its cache), it is provided by the proxy server, which is faster than going to the web. Proxy servers also help improve security by filtering out some web content and malicious software. Proxy servers are used mostly by networks in organizations and companies." See "What is a proxy server?", available at http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-vista/what-is-a-proxy-server, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.
or dangerous content);

(5) cookie management (allowing users to keep control of small text files deposited by many web pages into web browsers in order to enable recognition of previous visitors);

(6) pop-up blocker (to manage web page window behaviour);

(7) tabbed browsing interface (to keep open several web pages at once);

(8) website certificate checker (to ascertain web page credentials and to protect against phishing);61

(9) offline cache (to keep a copy of accessed online content for later offline usage); and

(10) history (of visited locations on the web).

6. GOOGLE'S ACTIVITIES IN THE MOBILE INDUSTRY

6.1. Overview of Google's business activities

(105) Google's business model is based on the interaction between, on the one hand, online products and services it offers free of charge to users and, on the other hand, its online advertising services, from which it derives the majority of its revenues.62

(106) Google's flagship online service for users is its general search service ("Google Search"). When a user enters a query in Google Search, Google's general search results pages return different categories of search results, including generic search results63 and specialised search results.64 In addition, Google Search may return a third category of results, namely online search advertisements drawn from Google's auction-based online search advertising platform, AdWords.

(107) Google offers a number of other products and services free65 of charge to users. In addition to the smart mobile OS, Android, these include for example a web-based app store ("Play Store"), a web browser ("Google Chrome"), a web-based email account service ("Gmail"), a file storage and editing service offering a suite of office apps (Google Drive), an online mapping, navigation and geolocation service (Google Maps), an online video streaming service ("YouTube") and a social networking

60 HTML is a standard approved by the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO/IEC 15445:2000) for the creation of web pages.

61 "Phishing" is a fraudulent means used by cybercriminals to obtain sensitive information, such as credit card numbers or bank account numbers, for example by sending emails in which they disguise themselves as a company with which the recipient might have an online account and try to get the recipient to enter his login and password on a fake login page.

62 Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 4 (Doc ID 1584). In 2016, online advertising accounted for 88.7% of Google's total revenues, 80% of which was generated via Google's own websites, in particular Google Search's homepage. Source: "Google's Form 10-K Annual Report for the US fiscal year ending 31 December 2016", available at https://abc.xyz/investor/pdf/20161231_alphabet_10K.pdf, printed and saved on 13 June 2017.

63 "Generic search results" are also known as "organic search results" or "natural search results". The Commission uses the term "generic search results" throughout this Decision.

64 "Specialised search results" are also known as "vertical search results" or "universal search results". The Commission uses the term "specialised search results" throughout this Decision.

65 Google offers also some paid services, such as Google Play Music and Movie and for some of the free products there exists also a paid premium version, such as YouTube or Google Drive.
A number of these products and services are also search-driven, such as YouTube and Maps, and thus are of importance for the machine learning aspects of Google's general search service. The latest iteration of Google's machine learning technology used in its search services is called "RankBrain". RankBrain uses mathematical processes and an advanced understanding of language semantics to gradually learn more about how and why people search and apply those conclusions to future search results. It has become an important signal contributing to the result of a general search query.

Google also collects data via its products and services, such as Chrome, Google Maps, YouTube and Gmail. This ensures that Google receives a steady stream of user information that it can feed back into its search and search advertising business.

For example, an Android user signed into a Google account and running Google's apps generates a stream of varied signalling information – ranging, for example, from where a user lives, works and commutes to work and which phone numbers on web advertisements it dials. The consumer behaviour and device use data that Google collects from smart mobile devices using Android OS, its proprietary applications and APIs for Android includes:

- contact information (name, address, email address, telephone number);
- account authentication data (username and password);
- demographic information (gender and date of birth);
- information generated by the user through the use of the service (e.g. Gmail messages, user's query including audio, G+ profile, photos, videos and other Google-hosted content);
- credit or debit card details or bank/payment account numbers and associated details (e.g. expiry date/CVV used for Google Payments or identity

---


68 See Jack Clark, see footnote 66, quoting Greg Corrado, a senior research scientist with Google.


71 Google's response to Question 25 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790).
• transactional records from app, in-app and content purchases on the Play Store; Identity documents (e.g. government issued identity card/passport/bank statements);
• standard information sent to the web host by the browser software (IP address; URL, including referral terms;
• timestamp;\textsuperscript{72}
• browser attributes, including browser and OS version;
• information about the content served to the user (advertisement, pages visited, etc.);
• interaction data, such as clicks;
• user preferences and other settings;
• location data;
• cookie data;
• device event information including crashes, system activity, hardware settings; Mobile device data (Hardware and OS version);
• unique device identifiers (e.g. International Mobile Equipment Identity, or "IMEI");
• unique advertising identifier, such as the Android Advertising ID;
• mobile network operator;
• battery and volume state;
• telephony log information, such as phone number, calling-party number, forwarding numbers, time and date of calls, SMS routing information and types of calls (used for Google Voice and Hangouts only); and
• device configuration information, such as installed applications, and app usage data.

(111) The ability to collect and combine different valuable user data from its apps and services allows Google to strengthen its ability to present relevant search responses and relevant search advertisements.\textsuperscript{73}

6.2. The shift to mobile and Google's response

(112) Google developed its business model in a PC environment where the web browser was the core entry point to the Internet.

\textsuperscript{72} Timestamps are typically used for logging events or in a sequence of events (SOE), in which case each event in the log or SOE is marked with a timestamp. In filesystems, timestamp may mean the stored date/time of creation or modification of a file.

\textsuperscript{73} See "Welcome to the Google Privacy Policy" (version of 19 August 2015), available at \url{https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/}, printed and saved on 11 April 2016: "We use the information we collect from all of our services to [...] offer you tailored content – like giving you more relevant search results and ads."
When in the mid-/late 2000s the Internet industry began to shift its focus from PCs to smart mobile devices, Google recognised the opportunities and risks that this shift could bring about for its search-advertising business model.

In terms of opportunities, Google recognised the potential for a significant increase in the use of Google's services on smart mobile devices and the collection of valuable user data, in particular related to location. Smart mobile devices are a particular source of valuable user data, in particular in combination with other user data. As Google's CEO, Eric Schmidt, explained: "We are at the point where, between the geolocation capability of the phone and the power of the phone's browser platform, it is possible to deliver personalized information about where you are, what you could do there right now, and so forth—and to deliver such a service at scale."

In terms of risks, the increase in the number of searches on smart mobile devices could bring about for its search advertising business model.

---

74 See for example, e-mail of 26 May 2009, 5:pm, from [Google Executive] to Sergey Brin and other Google executives in relation to the 2008 Founders' Letter (Doc ID 1305-39872): "It's hard to believe, but we are on the verge of a tipping point. It is possible that in 2009, more internet capable smartphones will ship than desktop PCs. [...] These changes are opening up opportunities for Google. Today, almost a third of all Google searches in Japan are coming from mobile devices. This is leading indicator of where the rest of the world will be soon. We are committed to optimizing our products (particularly Search!) for the most popular mobile platforms to take advantage of this trend."

75 See the substantial amounts of consumer behaviour and device use data that Google acquires from Google Android devices, its proprietary applications and APIs for Android, summarised in recital (110).

76 See email of 29 May 2010 from [Google Executive] to various Google executives, including [Google Executive] (Doc ID 1305-36754): "We absolutely do care about this because we need wifi data collection in order to maintain and improve our wifi location service (especially after having Street View wifi data collection discontinued). Our wifi location database is extremely valuable to Google because it is not a competitive market, even worse than the map data market. Skyhook is the only other viable alternative and there would be incredible risk to depend on them." Another indication for the importance of location data is that in its Android developer guide material, Google strongly encourages developers to use its proprietary Google Location Services APIs instead of the AOSP location APIs, see https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/location/index.html, printed and saved on 17 August 2017.

77 Google's response to Question 25 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790). As Oracle points out in its non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request of information of 24 March 2017 and respective Annex C (Doc IDs 7835 and 7838), Google, collects current and historical location data even from devices not connected to a network; see also Keith Collins, "Google collects. Android users’ locations even when location services are disabled" (21 November 2017), available at https://qz.com/1131515/google-collects-android-users-locations-even-when-location-services-are-disabled/ (printed and saved on 23 February 2018), Google’s location data not only allows it to improve the relevance of its search results and search advertising. It also allows Google to offer additional services, such as allowing advertisers to measure their geographic performance or (physical store visit) ad conversion tracking, see e.g. the entries on "Measuring geographic performance" and "All conversions" on Google AdWords website, available at https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2453994?hl=en (printed and saved on 13 June 2017) and https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/3419678?hl=en (printed and saved on 11 April 2016). Another indication of the value of location data is that it is traded over marketing platforms similar to the way keywords are traded on search platforms, see "xAd Unveils MarketPlace, the First Self-Service, Fully Transparent Platform for the Buying and Selling of Locations” (23 February 2016), available at http://www.xad.com/press-releases/xad-unveils-marketplace-the-first-self-service-fully-transparent-platform-for-the-buying-and-selling-of-locations/ (printed and saved on 13 June 2017).

provided competing general search services with a chance to increase the numbers of search queries and data gathering. Google's 2007 annual report pointed out: "If we are unable to attract and retain a substantial number of alternative device users to our web search services or if we are slow to develop products and technologies that are more compatible with non-PC communications devices, we will fail to capture a significant share of an increasingly important portion of the market for online services, which could adversely affect our business."79

Another risk was that users would use apps rather than web browsers to access content. Accessing content via apps rather than browsers meant that users would not use Google's general search service to discover content.80

When developing a strategy for responding to the shift to mobile, Google also had to take into account the fact that it was a relatively late entrant in the mobile space and that it was not vertically integrated in the production of smart mobile devices (like Apple).81

6.2.1. Google Search as default on smart mobile devices

One step that Google took was to enter into agreements with OEMs and MNOs whereby Google Search became the default general search service on one or more entry points on their smart mobile devices.

For example, in 2007, Google entered into an agreement with Apple whereby Google Search became the default general search service on all Apple's smart mobile devices since the launch of the iPhone.82 In 2010, Google Search accounted for more than half of the traffic on the iPhone and almost a third of all mobile Internet traffic.83

---

79 See "Google Inc. SEC Form 10-K for Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2007", page 28, available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1288776/000119312508032690/d10k.htm, printed and saved on 18 April 2016. On page 31 the report further states: "More individuals are using non-PC devices to access the internet. If users of these devices do not widely adopt versions of our web search technology developed for these devices, our business could be adversely affected." Similar language about the risk that the shift away from PCs to non-PC-devices could bring about for Google's business can be found in all of Google's 10-K reports since 2004 until today.


81 Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 30 (Doc ID 1584).

82 Apple's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 (Doc ID 1453). According to Morgan Stanley's "The Mobile Internet Report" (December 2009), page 35, the iPhone held a share of 65% of HTML mobile page views and 50% of mobile Internet and apps usage of all smartphones globally. See Cliff Edwards & Peter Burrows, "Apple, Microsoft Discuss Giving Bing Top iPhone Billing" (20 January 2010), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/technology/content/jan2010/tc20100119_759795.htm, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

6.2.2. The development of Android and the Android ecosystem

(120) Another step that Google took was the acquisition and development of the mobile operating system, Android (Section 6.2.2.1).

(121) Google also tried to garner support of a critical mass of OEMs, MNOs and other industry players willing to adapt a new operating system by developing the Android ecosystem, in particular via the Open Handset Alliance ("OHA") (Section 6.2.2.2).84

6.2.2.1. The development of Android

I. Android Open Source Project

(122) Android85 is an operating system based on the Linux kernel and built on the programming language Java, albeit with important modifications. This has led to the fact that, while app developers could still use the Java language to write apps for Android, their apps would not run on the Java platform.86

**Figure 4: Android stack**87

(123) Google acquired the original developer of Android, Android, Inc., in 2005.88 It released the first Android version inside Google and the OHA in 2007, with the first

---

84 Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraphs 30 et seq. (Doc ID 1584).
85 For an explanation of how "Android" is used in this Decision, please see recital (131).
88 Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 19 (Doc ID 1584).

(124) Google makes the source code of Android available for free via the Android Open Source Project ("AOSP") and under an open source licence ("AOSP licence"). This means that anybody can access the AOSP source code and create modified versions of it (so-called "Android forks"). These were major selling points to get OEMs and MNOs to join the OHA.  

(125) However, at the same time, Google has an important influence on the key steps of the development of Android.  

(126) First, Google does most of the development of the source code of the Android platform.  

(127) Second, the governance model of Android is run by Google, which determines the roadmap, decides on features and new releases and tightly controls the compatibility of derivatives. Source code contributions by developers other than Google are verified and approved by people in the AOSP governance structure that are typically Google employees. A part of the development of the code is also done privately by

---

91 "Open Source" denotes a specific way of developing and distributing software. A distribution of open source software (OSS, sometimes augmented as FOSS = Free and Open Source Software) contains at least the source code of the distributed software. It often additionally contains binary versions of the software, that is to say the result of compiling (translating) the source code into a language understood by the machine on which the binary version of the software is supposed to run. For developing software, in many settings this approach has the advantage that it is simple for users to adapt software to their needs. The availability of source code also facilitates the treatment of software bugs (that is to say programming errors) by essentially enlisting many of the software's users as co-developers. The Open Source Initiative operates a license review process to determine whether a given software license complies with the Open Source Definition (http://opensource.org/docs/osd: there are several dozen approved open source licenses (http://opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical). In addition to the requirement of openly available source code the Open Source Definition also ensures that OSS can be modified and redistributed under the same license terms by its users.  
93 See, e.g., Google internal presentation by [Google Executive], "Android – Answers to strategy questions for BOD", 8 October 2010, slide 3 (Doc ID 1790-397): "Because of its Apache licensing model, we sent a strong signal that we are not controlling the platform;” “Because Google was historically seen as threat to operators, giving up control was a key component of operators adopting Android;" email of 16 January 2012, 09:25 pm, from [Executive] at Orange, to [Google Executive], regarding the intended configuration of Orange devices (ID 1751-764): "Android's positioning is as an open ecosystem, allowing operators and manufacturers to customise and differentiate, has played a major role in its success."  
94 As of early 2012, Google had already invested over USD [500-600] million in developing Android, see email of 16 January 2012, 09:25 pm, from [Google Executive] to [Executive] at Orange, regarding the intended configuration of Orange devices (ID 1751-764).  
95 See "Open Governance Index- Measuring the true openness of open source projects from Android to Webkit" (July 2011), page 16, available at http://www.visionmobile.com/product/open-governance-
Third, Google unilaterally decides when the source code of the Android platform is made available. Until October 2016, Google generally worked on the next version of the Android platform and released the source code of the Android platform in tandem with the launch of a flagship device, which between 2010 and 2016 was a Google Nexus device developed together with a chosen OEM. Google has confirmed that it releases the source code of the Android platform only after it has been developed and the first flagship devices have been launched: "code updates (…) become available shortly after the launch of the newest Android lead device". However, Google can delay (and has delayed) the release of the source code further. For example, in March 2011, Google announced that, for the time being, it would not be providing public access to the source code of the then latest version of Android – Honeycomb.

On 4 October 2016, Google unveiled its Pixel phones as the launch device for Android 7.1 Nougat. Google's Pixel phones are no longer developed together with a chosen OEM but rather designed and marketed by Google. Google also declared that it currently has "no plans" to continue to develop Nexus devices together with a chosen OEM.

Google's important influence on the key steps of the development of Android is confirmed by evidence on the Commission's file. According to a report by the Open Governance Index analysing eight open source projects, "[a]ll in all, Android is the most closed open source project, whilst also the most commercially successful mobile software platform to date." In its internal documents, Google states that it "define[s] the standard and shape[s] the [Android] ecosystem". [OS provider] indicates that Google holds "the copyright to source code not released under open source licence, and decides when and to whom to disclose the new versions of..."
Apple states that Google has a "tight control of Android". Amazon.com, Inc. ("Amazon") submits that not all versions of Android are made available under an open source licence.

In this Decision, smart mobile devices that run on any version of Android, including Android forks, are referred to as "Android devices". The versions of Android running on these devices are collectively referred to as "Android". In addition, smart mobile devices approved explicitly or tacitly by Google as "Android compatible" are referred to as "Google Android devices". The versions of Android running on Google Android devices are collectively referred to as "Google Android". The term Google Android, therefore, excludes Android forks. Lastly, smart mobile devices which in addition to running on Google Android also pre-install the mandatory Google apps as defined in Section 6.3.2 are referred to as "GMS devices".

II. Play Store

Google has offered an app store for Google Android since 2008. An early version of its app store was called Android Market, which in March 2012 was integrated into Google Play and became the Play Store.

The Play Store is part of Google Mobile Services ("GMS"), the bundle of Google apps and services that Google licenses together.

Unlike other Google apps, the Play Store is not downloadable and thus needs to be pre-installed by OEMs in order for users to have access to it. While Google does not prohibit the pre-installation of other app stores, developers cannot distribute alternative app stores via the Play Store.

In order to have access to the Play Store, users need to have a Google Account. A

[OS provider]'s non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers […].

Apple's non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 749).

Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 4187).

Technically, any modified version of the AOSP code can be considered a fork. Such fork, however, can be either compatible or incompatible with Google's CDD and CTS (see Section 6.3.1). For the purposes of this Decision, any reference to an Android fork is to a non-compatible fork, unless otherwise specified.

As discussed in footnote 436, the large majority of Google Android devices sold outside of China is accounted for by GMS devices. These devices can only be launched after Google has granted an explicit final approval (see, e.g., the MADAs referred to in footnote 165). In the case of devices that do not pre-install GMS, instead, hardware manufacturers need to send Google a CTS report, but do not need to receive Google's explicit approval before the launch (see, e.g., the MADAs referred to in footnote 164). "Tacit approval", therefore, refers to situations where hardware manufacturers send Google CTS reports for a device, and where Google does not react by disputing that device's compatibility.

Together with Google Music and the Google eBookstore Android Market became part of the Play Store at that time, see "Introducing Google Play: All your entertainment, anywhere you go" (6 March 2012), available at https://googleblog.blogspot.be/2012/03/introducing-google-play-all-your.html, printed and saved on 12 April 2016.

For more detail, see Section 6.3.2.

See section 4.5 of the "Google play developer distribution agreement" (last modified 5 May 2015), available at https://play.google.com/intl/All/uk/about/developer-distribution-agreement.html, printed and saved on 13 April 2016.
Google Account requires the creation of a Gmail account, unless the user already has a Google Account.  

Apart from allowing users to download apps, the Play Store allows users to rate apps from one to five and is important for other functions, such as payments or the updating of apps.

The Play Store is amongst the most widely used apps for smart mobile devices and the only app store in the list of 25 most visited apps in the US in June 2015.

**Figure 5: Top 25 apps in the US by unique visitors**

III. Google Play Services

Google Play Services is a Google proprietary software layer that provides background services and APIs for apps integration with Google's proprietary cloud services.

Google Play Services was launched in 2012 and its main components are the

---

113 [...] non-confidential briefing paper of 28 January 2016, paragraph 11.4 [...].
114 See "Welcome to the Google Play Help Center", available at [https://support.google.com/googleplay#topic=](https://support.google.com/googleplay#topic=), printed and saved on 11 April 2016.
Google Play Services APK and the Google Play Services client library.\(^{117}\)

(140) The Google Play Services APK contains the various Google services and runs as a background service in Android. The Google Play Services client library contains the interfaces to the individual Google services and allows Google's proprietary and third party apps to obtain authorisation from users to gain access to these services with their credentials.

(141) Almost all of Google's proprietary apps use Google Play Services.\(^{118}\)

(142) The Google Play Services library is also integrated in a large number of third party apps that embed Google's services in their apps for functionalities, such as push notifications, location and maps.\(^{119}\) According to AppBrain, more than 60% of the most downloaded apps in the Play Store use the cloud messaging service of Google through the Google Cloud Messaging library.\(^{120}\) 45% of all Android apps also contain the library for AdMob, Google's mobile advertising service.\(^{121}\) Without access to these services, many apps would either crash, or lack important functions.\(^{122}\)

(143) While Google Play Services and the Play Store are technically two distinct products, they are closely interlinked in a number of ways.

(144) First, the Play Store and Google Play Services are licensed together as part of the GMS bundle, and Google does not license them separately.

(145) Second, at its launch, Google Play Services was automatically delivered through the Play Store on all Android devices on which the Play Store was installed.\(^{123}\)

(146) Third, any update to Google Play Services automatically comes through the Play Store.

---

See "Google play services", available at https://plus.google.com/+AndroidDevelopers/posts/J1A5hc1ZnS1, printed and saved on 13 April 2016.

See "Overview of Google Play Services" (24 September 2015), available at https://developers.google.com/android/guides/overview, printed and saved on 11 April 2016. APK is the abbreviation for Android Application Package and a file format used for installing software on Android (similar to an '.exe' file on Windows).


See Benedict Evans, "Amazon and Android forks" (22 June 2014), available at http://benedictevans.com/benedictevans/2014/6/21/amazon-and-forks/?rq=android%20forks%20amazon, printed and saved on 11 April 2016. According to estimates by Yandex, approximately 65% of the most popular free Android apps use at least one of the API's of Google Play Services; see Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 2031).


See LG Electronics' non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2377).


---
Store, without the need for any action by the user or OEM, as shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 6: The interplay between apps, the Play Store and Google Play Services**

Fourth, as discussed in Section 9.4.4, a substantial proportion of apps downloaded through the Play Store would not function properly unless Google Play Services is pre-installed on a smart mobile device.

6.2.2.2. Development of the Android ecosystem

In order to compete with established companies in the mobile industry, Android needed the support of other industry players, in particular OEMs, MNOs and app developers. accordingly, in 2007, Google established the Open Handset Alliance ("OHA") and tried to convince other companies to join the alliance.

Among the 34 original founding members of the OHA were a number of important OEMs (e.g. Samsung Electronics ("Samsung"), Motorola, Inc. ("Motorola")), MNOs (e.g. T-Mobile International AG ("T-Mobile"), Telefónica S.A. ("Telefonica")), and other leading technology and mobile industry companies (e.g. Qualcomm Inc. ("Qualcomm"), Intel Corporation ("Intel"), eBay Inc. ("eBay")).

As the lead developer of the Android platform, Google has implemented a strategy based on different degrees of involvement from OEMs, MNOs and app developers:

1. **OEMs.** Google provides Android for free under the AOSP licence, which allows OEMs to customise their devices to some extent – as long as they still

---


125 Google’s response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraphs 27-33 (Doc ID 1584).


127 Google’s response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 32 (Doc ID 1584).
qualified as "compatible" and did not lead to fragmentation as defined by Google.\(^{128}\)

(2) **MNOs.** Google allows MNOs to add apps to devices in order to generate additional revenue in addition to mobile subscription fees. Certain MNOs also receive a share of the revenues that Google achieves with Google Search – subject to exclusivity.\(^{129}\)

(3) **App developers.** Google ensures\(^{130}\) that app developers have incentives to participate in the Android ecosystem as when developers write apps for Android, a positive feedback loop ensues: Android becomes more attractive to users, which in turn, makes Android more attractive to developers. For example, a week after the announcement of the establishment of OHA in 2007, the Android SDK was released to enable developers to create apps for the Android platform\(^{131}\) free of charge, but solely to be used to develop apps that run on Google Android devices.

6.2.2.3. Google’s activities at the level of smart mobile devices

(152) As mentioned in Section 6.2.2.1, while Google is active at the level of smart mobile devices with its Nexus and Pixel devices, the majority of smart mobile devices are sold by OEMs that run Android with GMS installed. OEMs compete amongst each other, with Google’s Nexus and Pixel devices and with the manufacturers of smart mobile devices powered by different smart mobile OSs.

(153) The extent to which competition at the level of smart mobile devices has an impact on Google is explained in detail in Sections 7.3 and 9.3.4. However, in order to understand properly the impact of such competition on Google, it is important to keep in mind Google’s business model. Unlike Apple, whose business model is based on vertical integration and the sale of higher-end smart mobile devices, Google’s business model is based first and foremost on increasing the audience for its online services so that it can sell its search advertising.\(^{132}\)

(154) This is why Google has, *inter alia*, entered into an agreement with Apple to become the default general search service for the Safari browser on Apple’s smart mobile devices.\(^{133}\) This agreement allows Google to also achieve substantial revenues on

\(^{128}\) See Section 6.3.1.

\(^{129}\) See Section 6.3.3.

\(^{130}\) See, e.g., the description of the "ecosystem"/"virtuous cycle" by Andy Rubin, Senior Vice President of Mobile and Digital Content, in the post "The Benefits & Importance of Compatibility" (14 September 2012), available at [http://officialandroid.blogspot.com/2012/09/the-benefits-importance-of-compatibility.html](http://officialandroid.blogspot.com/2012/09/the-benefits-importance-of-compatibility.html), printed and saved on 11 April 2016. See also [Google Executive], "Android Strategy and Partnerships Overview" (June 2009), page 31 (Doc ID 1348-570): "Applications aren’t just important for direct monetization— we need them to make the ecosystem work […]"


\(^{133}\) See Section 6.2.1.
Apple devices (see Table 16).

6.3. Google's agreements with members of the Google Android ecosystem

(155) Google has entered into a number of agreements with members of the Google Android ecosystem, in particular:

1. Anti-fragmentation Agreements ("AFAs");
2. Mobile Application Distribution Agreements ("MADAs"); and

(156) The relationship between the AOSP licence, AFAs, MADAs and Google's proprietary apps and intellectual property related to Android can be summarised as follows:

1. The AOSP licence does not grant hardware manufacturers the right to distribute Google's proprietary apps such as Google Search, Google Chrome, the Play Store and Google Play Services. The AOSP licence further does not grant members of the Android ecosystem the right to use the Android logo and other Android related trademarks that Google owns. See "Google Mobile Brand Guidelines", available at https://source.android.com/source/brands.html, printed and saved on 11 April 2016: "The use of "Android" on hardware, packaging or marketing materials of device is restricted to Android-compatible devices only" and "Android" should never be used in the name of your product or as the primary or dominant mark on your packaging or device" However, the Android robot is made available under a Creative Commons licence and can be used, reproduced and modified with proper attribution.

2. In order to obtain those rights, Google requires hardware manufacturers to enter into a MADA. In order, however, to be eligible to enter into a MADA, Google requires hardware manufacturers first to enter into an AFA.

6.3.1. Anti-Fragmentation Agreements

(157) Pursuant to an AFA, hardware manufacturers commit to the following:

1. "/[COMPANY] will only distribute Products that are either: (i) in the case of hardware, Android Compatible Devices; or (ii) in the case of software, distributed solely on Android Compatible Devices";
2. "/[COMPANY] will not take any actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android"; and
3. "/[COMPANY] shall not distribute a software development kit (SDK) derived from Android or derived from Android Compatible Devices and [OEM] shall not participate in the creation of, or promote in any way, any third party software development kit (SDK) derived from Android, or derived from Android Compatible Devices".

(158) These clauses of the AFA referred to in recital (157) are hereinafter referred to as the "anti-fragmentation obligations".

(159) The stated objective of the AFAs "is to define a baseline implementation of Android that is compatible with third-party apps written by developers." As explained on

---

See "Google Mobile Brand Guidelines", available at https://source.android.com/source/brands.html, printed and saved on 11 April 2016: "The use of "Android" on hardware, packaging or marketing materials of device is restricted to Android-compatible devices only" and "Android" should never be used in the name of your product or as the primary or dominant mark on your packaging or device. However, the Android robot is made available under a Creative Commons licence and can be used, reproduced and modified with proper attribution.

See for example Doc ID 1306-164.

the Google Android website, "only devices that are 'Android compatible' may participate in the Android ecosystem, including Google Play; devices that don't meet the compatibility requirements exist outside that ecosystem."\(^{137}\)

(160) In its internal documents, Google also refers to the fact that AFAs are meant to "Stop […] our partners and competitors from forking Android and going alone".\(^ {138}\) In other words, members of the Android ecosystem "didn't just commit to ship Android-compatible devices; they committed to *not* ship incompatible devices".\(^ {139}\)

(161) In order to build an Android compatible device, hardware manufacturers must comply with the Android Compatibility Definition Document ("CDD") and pass the Compatibility Test Suite ("CTS") (together the "Android compatibility tests").\(^ {140}\) The CDD enumerates the software and hardware requirements of a compatible Android device.\(^ {141}\) The CTS is an automated testing tool that can be run on a target device or simulator to determine compatibility.\(^ {142}\) Both are available via the Android webpage and developed, amended and adopted by Google.\(^ {143}\)

(162) Only hardware manufacturers that pass the Android compatibility tests can use the "Android" name on hardware, packaging or marketing materials of devices.\(^ {144}\) In addition, only those hardware manufacturers can make use of the Android logotype and the Android compatibility trademark.\(^ {145}\)

(163) The conditions for the Android compatibility tests are determined at Google’s sole discretion: "Yandex states that the CDD is "adopted and amended at the sole discretion of Google". This is correct. […] The fact that Google has the last word on how to define compatibility in the CDD, however, does not mean that Android partners cannot update compatibility criteria with incompatibilities and bugs they discover. In fact, since the CDD and CTS are open source, everybody can contribute. Google considers these contributions carefully, many of which concern bug fixes in the CTS or additional tests for CDD requirements or new Android features."\(^ {146}\)

(164) Google has entered into AFAs with hardware manufacturers active throughout the world, including OEMs, contract manufacturers (also known as original design manufacturers, or "ODMs") and chipset manufacturers.

---


\(^{138}\) Presentation by [Google Executive] (Doc ID 1305-50462).

\(^{139}\) See email from [Google Executive] of 14 September 2012 (Doc ID 1754-355).


\(^{143}\) Google's response to the complaint by Yandex, paragraphs 56-61 (Doc ID 2118). For more detail, see also Section 6.3.2.

\(^{144}\) See "Brand Guidelines", available at https://source.android.com/source/brands.html, printed and saved on 11 April 2016. In order to obtain the right to use such brand and trademark, hardware manufacturers need to enter into a MADA with Google first.

\(^{145}\) Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 99 (Doc ID 1584).

\(^{146}\) Google's response to the complaint by Yandex, paragraph 59 (Doc ID 2118).
Figure 7 shows the AFAs that Google has entered into since 2009 with the top 30 hardware manufacturers in terms of sales. It also shows the duration of those agreements.147

As discussed in Section 6.3.2, Google has also entered into MADAs with certain hardware manufacturers that contain certain anti-fragmentation clauses which are the same as or similar to the ones indicated in this section.
Figure 7: List and duration of AFAs entered into by Google and the top 30 hardware manufacturers in terms of sales\textsuperscript{148}

(166) All the largest OEMs active in the EEA\textsuperscript{149} have confirmed that, at present, they have

\textsuperscript{148} Source: Google’s response to Question 39 of the request for information of 11 July 2014 and to Question 15 of request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 1271 and 7894-6) and […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867). The data indicated by Google in its response appears to be incomplete and underestimates the duration of many AFAs. As regards [AFA signatory], the 2011 AFA remains in force until negotiations for its amendment are finalised. Source: [AFA signatory] response to Question 1 of the request for information of 28 February 2018 […]

\textsuperscript{149} Apart from Apple that only uses its own iOS operating system and Nokia, whose mobile division was purchased by Microsoft in 2013.
ongoing AFAs with Google.\textsuperscript{150}

(167) OEMs that have an AFA with Google have, since at least 2011, accounted for a significant proportion of smart mobile device sales. Given that Google requires hardware manufacturers to enter into an AFA as a condition for entering into a MADA, the percentage of smart mobile devices on a worldwide basis (excluding China) based on a licensable smart mobile OSs sold by OEMs that have entered into AFAs with Google corresponds at the very least\textsuperscript{151} to the percentage of devices covered by MADAs, as shown in Table 1.\textsuperscript{152}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>AFA coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>70-80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>80-90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>90-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>90-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>90-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>90-100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(168) While the duration of the first AFAs with hardware manufacturers was two years, AFAs now have a typical duration of [5-10] years.\textsuperscript{154}

(169) In addition, Google requires that a hardware manufacturer must have at least three years remaining on the term of an AFA before it can enter into a MADA or a Platform Development Kit ("PDK") agreement.\textsuperscript{155} As confirmed by [Google Executive], "[…] we should renew AFA for any new PDK partner (or MADA) that falls under [0-5] years. We need predictability around compatibility to ensure developers continue to invest in the platform to the benefit of users and everyone involved."\textsuperscript{156} As a result, once a hardware manufacturer has entered into an AFA, the AFA is normally extended beyond its original duration well before expiry.

\textsuperscript{150} In particular, BlackBerry (Doc ID 3510), Dell (Doc ID 3485), HP (Doc ID 3477), HTC (Doc ID 3519), Huawei (Doc ID 3495), Lenovo (Doc ID 3503), LG Electronics (Doc ID 3430), Samsung (Doc ID 3501), Sony (Doc IDs 3458), Toshiba (Doc ID 3472) and ZTE (Doc ID 3488) have confirmed that they have ongoing AFAs with Google.

\textsuperscript{151} The actual coverage is likely to be significantly higher, particularly in 2011 and 2012. This is because, while the figures in Table 1 consider Windows Mobile devices as not covered by AFAs, a large portion of these devices is likely to be sold by OEMs that manufacture both Windows Mobile and Google Android devices and which are thus prohibited by the AFAs to sell devices based on Android forks for the totality of their output (e.g. Samsung, HTC and Sony).

\textsuperscript{152} The Commission concludes the percentage of GMS devices as a better proxy for the coverage of the AFAs than […] sales data. This is because: (i) Google did not provide a complete list of all the AFAs that it entered into with OEMs and (ii) there are a number of inconsistencies of coverage values based on […] data (e.g. sales that were registered as sales by an MNO in the […] database did not appear as covered by an AFA since there is no contract between Google and those MNOs).

\textsuperscript{153} Source: Commission's calculations based on […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

\textsuperscript{154} See for example AFA with [AFA signatory] of 15 April 2013 […].

\textsuperscript{155} A PDK allows hardware manufacturers to port a smart mobile OS to their hardware. The Android PDK is normally made available to hardware manufacturers between two and three months before major Android updates (see T.C. Sottek, "Google will release an Platform development Kit for hardware developers ahead of each major Android upgrade" (27 June 2012), available at http://www.theverge.com/2012/6/27/3120980/google-announces-platform-development-kit, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

\textsuperscript{156} Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1366-2119) and [AFA signatory]'s non-confidential response to Question 46 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
On 28 March 2017, Google informed the Commission of its intention to notify hardware manufacturers of the option to enter into an "Android Compatibility Commitment" ("ACC") in place of an AFA.  

Contrary to the AFA, the ACC option would permit hardware manufacturers to:

1. Manufacture incompatible Android devices for a third party that are marketed under a third-party brand; and
2. Supply components to a third party to be incorporated into incompatible Android devices that are marketed under a third-party brand.

6.3.2. Mobile Application Distribution Agreements

The MADA grants hardware manufacturers a number of rights.

First, hardware manufacturers have the right to pre-install and distribute a number of Google apps on their Google Android devices.

Second, hardware manufacturers can sublicense the Google apps to MNOs, other distributors and contractors responsible for testing, evaluation and development.

Third, hardware manufacturers have the right to use Google's trademarks, subject to the Google Mobile Branding Guidelines.

The MADA also imposes a number of obligations on hardware manufacturers.

First, hardware manufacturers "may not, and may not allow or encourage any third party to: [...] (e) take any actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android".

Second, all devices running Android, including those on which hardware manufacturers do not pre-install Google's apps, must pass the CTS. Hardware

---

157 See letter of Google to the Commission of 28 March 2017 (Doc ID 7579).
158 See copy of the ACC template provided by Google on 28 March 2017, clause 2.2(A) (Doc ID 7580).
159 See copy of the ACC template provided by Google on 28 March 2017, clause 2.2 (B) (Doc ID 7580).
160 See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Sections 1.1(t) and 2.1 [...]. The agreement provided [MADA signatory] with a license regarding the following Google apps: Google Play Client, Calendar Sync, Contacts Sync, Gmail, Google+ (including Google+ Photos), Google Play Books, Google Calendar, Google Maps, Google Play Music, Google Partner Setup, Google Search (including Google Now), Google Chrome, Google Services Framework, Google Street View, Google Talk, Google Play Movies, Google Play Newsstand, Google Play Games, Google Drive, Google Backup and Restore, Google Voice Search, Media Uploader, Network Location Provider, Set Up Wizard, YouTube, Google WebView Component, Widevine, Orkut, Google Wallet, Google Shopper, Google Earth, Finance, News & Weather, and Google Voice.
161 See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 2.2 [...].
163 Such actions include, for example, "distribution of a software development kit (SDK) derived from Android or derived from Android Compatible Devices." See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 2.3(e) [...]. This requirement has been part of the MADA since 2009. See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 July 2009, Section 2.2(g) [...].
manufacturers must also send the CTS report to Google.\textsuperscript{164}

Third, hardware manufacturers must send the final software build of their GMS devices for final approval by Google.\textsuperscript{165}

Fourth, once a hardware manufacturer decides to pre-install one or more Google proprietary apps on its devices, it must pre-install all mandatory Google apps.\textsuperscript{166}

While each MADA lists the mandatory and optional Google apps, there may be variations of such lists at country level, since Google may not make all such apps available to hardware manufacturers for pre-installation in every country at the same time (e.g. due to language differences). The variations at country level of the mandatory and optional apps that are available for pre-installation are reflected in the "Google Product Geo-Availability Chart", with which hardware manufacturers should comply and which "may be updated by Google from time to time".\textsuperscript{167}

The number of mandatory Google apps has increased at least until 2014. For example, while the MADA entered into by [MADA signatory] in 2009 required the pre-installation of twelve Google apps,\textsuperscript{168} [MADA signatory]'s latest MADA, dated 1 March 2014, required the pre-installation of thirty Google apps.\textsuperscript{169}

Pursuant to each MADA, Google has discretion to change the list of mandatory

\textsuperscript{164} "[E]ach of its employees that are designated by Company ... is authorized to submit and upload CTS Reports on behalf of Company". See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 2.7 […]. This requirement has been part of the MADA since at least 2011 (for GMS devices) and 2013 (for Google Android devices on which a hardware manufacturer does not pre-install Google's apps). See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory], Section 2.7 […] and Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 January 2013, Section 2.7 […].

See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 4.3 […]. This requirement has been part of the MADA since at least 2011. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 January 2011, Section 4.3 […].

The MADA refers to mandatory Google apps as "Google Applications", whereas optional apps are referred to as "Optional Google Applications". The Decision refers to mandatory apps as "mandatory Google apps" and optional apps as "optional Google apps". Hardware manufacturers are free to decide whether or not to install optional Google apps. See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Sections 1.1(m), 1.1(t) and 3.3(a) […]. The MADA has referred to optional Google apps since at least January 2011. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 January 2011 […].

See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 4.3 […].

Set-up Wizard, Google Phone-top Search, Gmail, Google Calendar, Google Talk, YouTube, Google Maps for Mobile, Google Street View, Contact Sync, Android Market Client, Google Voice Search and Google Street View. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 March 2009, Exhibit A […].

Google Play Client, Calendar Sync, Contacts Sync, Gmail, Google+ (including Google+ Photos), Google Play Books, Google Calendar, Google Maps, Google Play Music, Google Partner Setup, Google Search (including Google Now), Google Chrome, Google Services Framework, Google Street View, Google Talk, Google Play Movies, Google Play Newsstand, Google Play Games, Google Drive, Google Backup and Restore, Google Voice Search, Media Uploader, Network Location Provider, Set Up Wizard, YouTube, Google WebView Component and Widevine. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 March 2014, Section 1.1(m) […]. This Decision examines only the requirement that hardware manufacturers must pre-install Google Search and Google Chrome.
Google apps that must be pre-installed. For example, in June 2015, Google decided that a number of mandatory Google apps (Google+, Google Play Books, Google Play Games, Google Play Newsstand, Google Calendar and Google Contacts) should become optional in relation to all hardware manufacturers that had a MADA in place.

Fifth, hardware manufacturers must place on the device's default home screen the icons which give access to the Google Search app, the Play Store and a folder labelled "Google" ("Google folder") that provides access to a collection of icons for a number of mandatory Google apps. Any other pre-installed Google apps should be placed no more than one level below the home screen.

Sixth, hardware manufacturers are required to "set Google Search as the default search provider for all Web search access points, [...]". In October 2014, Google

See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 1.1(m) [...]: "Google Applications" means the machine-readable binary code version of the Google applications listed below which are provided to Company in connection with this Agreement, and any modifications or updates thereto that Google may make available to Company hereunder from time to time in its sole discretion. List of Google Applications (may be changed by Google from time to time)”. Google’s discretion to change the list of mandatory Google apps has been foreseen in the MADA since at least January 2011. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 January 2011, Section 1.12 [...]. See "GMS 3.0 for Android Partners", submitted as annex to [MADA signatory] non-confidential response to the request for information of 17 June 2015 to developers of email applications [...]. This document distinguishes between mandatory apps (Google Chrome, Gmail, Google Search, Google Maps, YouTube, the Play Store, Google Drive, Google Play Music, Google Play Movies, Google Hangouts, Google Photos) and mandatory services (Android System WebView, AndroidForWork, Browser Provider, ConfigUpdater, Google Account Manager, Google Backup Transport, Google Calendar Sync, Google Contacts Sync, Google One Time Init, Google Partner Setup, Google Play Services, Google Services Framework, Google Text-to-speech Engine, Market Feedback Agent, Partner Bookmarks, Setup Wizard and Widevine).

The default home screen is the default display of the device, prior to any changes made by users, that appears without scrolling in both portrait and landscape modes when the device is in active idle mode (i.e. not in sleep mode). See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 1.1(i) [...]. For example, the latest MADA entered into between Google and [MADA signatory] determined that the Google folder should include Google Chrome, Gmail, Google+, Google Maps, Google Play Music, Google Play Movies, Google Play Books, Google Play Newsstand, Google Play Games, Google Drive, YouTube, Google Plus Photos and Hangouts. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 3.3(b) [...]. The first MADA provided Google with ample discretion regarding the placement of the Google apps: “3. Placement Requirements: Google search box on phone top, and other Google Application placement requirements to be defined by Google.” See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 March 2009, Exhibit A [...]. Since at least 2011, the MADAs have usually required Google Search and the Play Store to be placed "at least on the panel immediately adjacent to the Default Home Screen.” See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 January 2011, Section 3.4 [...]. See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 5 January 2014, Section 3.3(c) [...]. Since at least 2011, the MADAs have usually required these apps to be placed no more than one level below the home screen or the "device top" (which "means with respect to the default navigation hierarchy of a Device UI, the top-most level screen from which applications can be launched by an End User"). See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 January 2011, Sections 1.17 and 3.4 [...]. See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 5 January 2014, Section 3.3(d) [...]. The first MADA containing this provision dated from 1 June 2010: Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 June
began to remove the wording of certain MADAs requiring Google Search to be set as the default general search service. However, as of April 2017, there remained a number of MADAs in place with language requiring hardware manufacturers to set Google Search as the default general search service.

Seventh, hardware manufacturers must ensure that direct access to Google Search is provided by either "(a) long pressing the "Home" button on Devices with physical navigation buttons, or (b) swiping up on either the navigation bar or "Home" button on Devices with soft navigation buttons".

Eighth, hardware manufacturers must "configure the appropriate Client ID for each Device as provided by Google". The "Client ID" is a unique alphanumeric code that is incorporated in every GMS device and enables the tracking of usage of Google's apps (e.g. the Google Search app) on the device.

Ninth, the MADA typically foresees that Google may terminate the MADA and stop licensing its apps if the hardware manufacturer breaches any obligation in the MADA relating to device compatibility. Such obligations include the obligation not to "take any actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android" and the obligation for all devices running Android, including those on which a hardware manufacturer does not pre-install Google's apps, to pass the CTS.

The first hardware manufacturer with which Google entered into a MADA was [MADA signatory] in March 2009. Between March 2009 and April 2017, Google entered into MADAs with at least [200-300] further hardware manufacturers, including major hardware manufacturers such as HTC, Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. ("Huawei"), Lenovo Group Ltd. ("Lenovo"), LG Electronics Inc. ("LG

---


For a list of agreements where the wording was changed and when, see Annex Q15-16 to Google's response to the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-6).

See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 5 January 2014, Section 3.3(e) [...]. This requirement was first implemented with the so-called "GMS 2.0", i.e. as of November 2013. See Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 March 2009, Exhibit A [...].

Client IDs are unique for each company rather than for each device, see Google's response to Question 48 of the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1263).

See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Section 5.2(b) [...].
The duration of a MADA is typically been between [0-5] years, after which Google and the hardware manufacturers have negotiated a new MADA or an extension.\(^{186}\)

Google has sought to ensure consistency across the MADAs signed with hardware manufacturers. [Licensing practice].\(^{187}\) One major set of changes, labelled "GMS 2.0", was implemented as of November 2013.\(^{188}\)

### 6.3.3. Portfolio-based revenue share agreements

Between 1 May 2010 and 31 October 2015, Google was a party to agreements with at least six OEMs ([revenue share partner], [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner]) and at least four MNOs ([revenue share partner], [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner]) pursuant to which it shared with them search advertising revenues provided that the OEMs and MNOs did not pre-install any competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio ("portfolio-based revenue share agreements"). If an OEM or MNO had pre-installed such a service on any device, it would have foregone the revenue share payments not only for that particular device but also for all the other devices in its portfolio on which another general search service may not have been pre-installed.\(^{191}\)

A given device could fall within the scope of […] portfolio-based revenue share agreement with […] an OEM or an MNO. If the OEM that manufactured a device and the MNO that distributed that same device both had portfolio-based revenue share agreements with Google, the OEM and the MNO [explanations concerning revenue share agreements with OEMs and MNOs].\(^{192}\) In practice, the OEM or MNO [explanations concerning revenue share agreements with OEMs and MNOs].\(^{193}\)

---

\(^{185}\) Google's response to Questions 39 and 47 of the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1263) and Annex 39 to Google's response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1271) as well as Google's response to Question 15 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7892) and Annex Q15-16 to Google's response to the request for information of 24 March 2014 (Doc ID 7894-6).

\(^{186}\) See for example Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 February 2014 […] and Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014 […].

\(^{187}\) See for example Annex to Google's response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, email discussion between [Google Executives], 'Yet another MADA', between 30 April 2013 and 6 June 2013 (Doc ID 1751-818).

\(^{188}\) See document "GMS 2.0" (Doc ID 1404-1851). See also Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 26 November 2013 […]; The effective date of the portfolio-based revenue share agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] (see Section 6.3.3.2).

\(^{189}\) The end of the term of the portfolio-based revenue share agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] (see Section 6.3.3.1).

\(^{190}\) See e.g. [revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 20 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

\(^{191}\) Google's response to Question 48 of the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1263). [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […]. [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
(194) In this regard, [revenue share partner], stated that: "[explanations concerning revenue share agreements with OEMs and MNOs]". Similarly, [revenue share partner] stated that "The [client ID] specifies to whom Google will pay revenue share. Some of [revenue share partner]'s customers in the EEA, e.g. [revenue share partner], have their own client ID and their own revenue share agreement with Google and will receive revenue share on the Android devices sold".

(195) Search traffic and revenues generated on OEM and MNO devices were tracked via the Client ID incorporated in every GMS device pursuant to the portfolio-based revenue share agreement.

(196) The geographic scope of the portfolio-based revenue share agreements with OEMs was worldwide. As for MNOs, the portfolio-based revenue share agreements either applied to all the countries of operation of the given MNO or to those countries where the relevant subsidiaries of the MNO opted into a framework agreement negotiated by the mother company through separate accession agreements with Google.

(197) As of March 2013, Google began to gradually replace portfolio-based revenue share agreements in the European Union and the Republic of Korea by agreements pursuant to which the payment of revenue shares by Google was conditional on OEMs and MNOs pre-installing no competing general search service on a given device for which revenue shares were paid ("device-based revenue share agreements").

(198) For the purposes of this decision, any reference to "pre-install" and "pre-installation" refers not only to the pre-installation of the app of a general search service but also to any other means of making available a general search service to users by OEMs and MNOs immediately after the purchase of a device.

(199) A non-exhaustive list of Google's portfolio-based revenue share agreements with

---

194 [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].

195 [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].

196 These agreement include: a device-based revenue share agreement with [revenue share partner] as of 1 October 2014 until [date] (see Google Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] and extensions to Google Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] as from [date] [...] ; a device-based revenue share agreement with [revenue share partner] signed in March 2013, amending the existing portfolio-based revenue share agreement, and which remained in place until [date] (see Amendment Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] , Amendment No. 10 to Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] , Amendment No. 17 to Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] , [revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to the follow-up to the 8 March 2017 request for information [...] and [revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 8 of the 28 February 2018 request for information [...] ; a device-based revenue share agreement with [revenue share partner] from 1 September 2014 for a period of [duration] years, then extended until [date] (see Google Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] and extensions [...] ; a device-based revenue share agreement with [revenue share partner] as of 1 December 2013 for a period of [duration] years (see Google Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] ; a device-based revenue share agreement with [revenue share partner] as of 1 August 2013 for a period of [duration] years (see Google Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] ).
OEMs and MNOs is outlined in the following two Sections.

6.3.3.1. Portfolio-based revenue share agreements with OEMs

(200) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 August 2012.\(^{197}\) The agreement was initially for a period of two years but was later extended to 31 July 2015.\(^ {198}\) Pursuant to the agreement, Google agreed to share [revenue share terms]\(^ {199}\) of its net ad revenues\(^ {200}\) in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "\textit{will not, and will not allow any third party to implement}" on any Wi-Fi only tablet GMS devices with a screen size of 7" or more and that are configured with [revenue share partner]'s Client ID "\textit{any application, product or service which is the same as or substantially similar to Google Search Widget or the Google Mobile Search Service (or any part thereof)}".\(^ {201}\) [Revenue share partner] was, however, entitled to pre-install apps that did not include general search functionality and downloads by users of competing general search services were permitted.\(^ {202}\)

(201) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 November 2013 for a period of two years until 31 October 2015.\(^ {203}\) Google agreed to share [revenue share terms] of its net ad revenues in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "\textit{will not, and will not instruct or encourage any third party to implement}" on GMS devices that are configured with [revenue share partner]'s Client ID "\textit{any application, product or service which is the same as or substantially similar to the Google Search Widget or the Google Mobile Search Service (or any part thereof)}".\(^ {204}\) [Revenue share partner] was, however, entitled to pre-install apps whose primary functionality was not general search and downloads by users of competing general search services were permitted.\(^ {205}\)

(202) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 February 2011 for a period ending on 31 December 2012.\(^ {206}\) Google agreed to share [revenue share terms]\(^ {207}\) of its net ad revenues in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "\textit{will not, and will not allow any third party to implement}" on Google Android devices "\textit{any application, product or service which is the same as or substantially similar to Android Market, Google Phone-top Search or the Google Mobile Search Service (or any part thereof)}".\(^ {208}\) [Revenue share

---

\(^{197}\) See Android Search and Google Play Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […].

\(^{198}\) See Amendment No.1 to Android Search and Google Play Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […].

\(^{199}\) [Revenue share terms].

\(^{200}\) Ad revenues after appropriate deductions.

\(^{201}\) See Android Search and Google Play Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 3.6 […].

\(^{202}\) See Android Search and Google Play Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 3.6 […].

\(^{203}\) See Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […].

\(^{204}\) See Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 3.6 […].

\(^{205}\) See Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 3.6 […].

\(^{206}\) See Mobile Revenue Sharing Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […].

\(^{207}\) [Revenue share terms].

\(^{208}\) See Mobile Revenue Sharing Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 4.10 […].
(203) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 January 2013 for a period of one year until 31 December 2013.\(^{209}\) Payments under the agreement were subsequently informally extended until March 2014.\(^{210}\) Google agreed to share [revenue share terms] of its net ad revenues in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "will not, and will not allow any third party to implement" on Google Android mobile phones, tablets and WiFi-only devices that are configured with [revenue share partner]'s Client ID "any application, product or service which is the same as or substantially similar to Google Search Widget or the Google Mobile Search Service (or any part thereof)."\(^{211}\) [Revenue share partner] was, however, entitled to pre-install apps whose primary functionality was not general search and downloads by users of competing general search services were permitted.\(^{212}\) In addition, the payment of revenue shares was conditioned on [revenue share partner] setting Google Chrome as the default browser on its devices.\(^{213}\)

(204) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 January 2011 for a period of two years ending on 31 December 2012.\(^{214}\) Google agreed to pay [revenue share terms]\(^{215}\) of its net ad revenues in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it will not "pre-install, install, incorporate or otherwise make available" on any Google Android or non-Android devices, excluding [...] devices\(^{216}\) that are sold with Google Search, "any application, product, or service which is the same or substantially similar to a Search Client or the Google Search Services".\(^{217}\) [Revenue share partner] also committed not to: (i) pre-install access points to competing general search services; (ii) set the website of a competing general search service as the home page of a pre-installed browser; and (iii) pre-install any app that provides access to a competing general search service. This was a "non-exhaustive list of activities prohibited".\(^{218}\) [Revenue share terms].\(^{219}\)

(205) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 January 2013 for a period of one year until 31 December 2013.\(^{209}\) Payments under the agreement were subsequently informally extended until March 2014.\(^{210}\) Google agreed to share [revenue share terms] of its net ad revenues in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "will not, and will not allow any third party to implement" on Google Android mobile phones, tablets and WiFi-only devices that are configured with [revenue share partner]'s Client ID "any application, product or service which is the same as or substantially similar to Google Search Widget or the Google Mobile Search Service (or any part thereof)".\(^{211}\) [Revenue share partner] was, however, entitled to pre-install apps whose primary functionality was not general search and downloads by users of competing general search services were permitted.\(^{212}\) In addition, the payment of revenue shares was conditioned on [revenue share partner] setting Google Chrome as the default browser on its devices.\(^{213}\)

\(^{209}\) See Mobile Revenue Sharing Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 4.10 [...].

\(^{210}\) See Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...].

\(^{211}\) [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 30 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].

\(^{212}\) See Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 3.6 [...].

\(^{213}\) See Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 3.6 [...].

\(^{214}\) See Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 2.2 (c) (5) [...].

\(^{215}\) See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...].

\(^{216}\) [Revenue share terms].

\(^{217}\) See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Schedule 3 [...].

\(^{218}\) See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Section 12 [...].

\(^{219}\) See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 12.1 [...].

\(^{220}\) See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 14.1 [...].
agreement on 1 October 2011 for a period ending on 30 September 2013.\footnote{See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...].} Google agreed to share [revenue share terms]\footnote{[Revenue share terms].} of its net ad revenues\footnote{See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Schedule 1 [...].} in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "shall not pre-install, install, incorporate or otherwise make available" on any Google Android or non-Android devices that are sold with Google Search "any application, product or service (or links to any of the foregoing) which is the same or substantially similar to a Search Client or the Google Search Services".\footnote{See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 12 [...].} [Revenue share partner] also committed not to: (i) pre-install access points to competing general search services; and (ii) set the website of a competing general search service as the home page of a pre-installed browser. This was a "non-exhaustive list of activities prohibited".\footnote{See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 12.1 [...].} [Revenue share terms].\footnote{See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 15 [...].}

6.3.3.2. Portfolio-based revenue share agreements with MNOs

(206) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 September 2011 until 30 November 2013.\footnote{See Global Cooperation Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 5.1 [...].} Google agreed to share [revenue share terms]\footnote{See Amendment No.5 to Global Cooperation Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Exhibit D [...].} of its app sales revenues made through the Play Store on [revenue share partner]'s devices, and in return for the shares of net ad revenues and app revenues, [revenue share partner] committed that "[n]o widget, pointer, bookmark or application that is substantially similar to Google Search, Google Maps or Android Market may be preloaded on any [...] GMS or Symbian device on which Google Search is pre-installed "any application, product or service (or links to any of the foregoing) which is the same as or substantially similar to the Google Search Client [...] or to the Google Search
Services”. The limitation applied only to (links to) applications, products, services that had web search as their primary function. The agreement applied to [revenue share partner]'s subsidiaries in [various EEA Member States].

(208) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 September 2011 for a period of two years, which was subsequently extended for an additional year until 31 August 2014. Google agreed to share [revenue share terms] of its net ad revenues achieved by Google on Android smartphones and tablets that bear [revenue share partner]'s Client ID in [revenue share terms] and [revenue share terms] afterwards, in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "shall not, and shall not allow any [revenue share partner] or any third party […] to pre-install or preload" on any Android device "any Similar Application". For the purposes of the agreement, Similar Application is defined as an "application which is the same as or substantially similar to a Google Search Client or the Google Search Services". The agreement applied to [revenue share partner]'s subsidiaries in [various EEA Member States].

(209) Google and [revenue share partner] entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement on 1 May 2010 for a period of three years. Google agreed to share [revenue share terms] of its net ad revenues in return for [revenue share partner] committing that it "shall ensure that […] Google will be the exclusive provider of search and search advertising services presented in response to a Query" on (i) devices on which Google's general search service is pre-installed; and (ii) other mobile phones distributed by [revenue share partner] that are "technically capable of running the Google Search Client or Hosted Mobile Search". The agreement applied to all [revenue share partner] subsidiaries in the EEA.

---

233 See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 13.1 […].
234 See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 13.2 […].
235 See Google Mobile Search Client Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 14.1 [...].
236 [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 […].
237 See Google Mobile Search Client Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Schedule 1, Clause 1.5 […].
238 See Google Mobile Search Client Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 14.2 […].
239 See Google Mobile Search Client Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 14.1 […].
240 [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 […].
241 See Mobile Services Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […].
242 See Mobile Services Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Schedule E […].
243 See Mobile Services Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], Clause 14 […].
244 See [revenue share terms] clause of the request for information of 22 July 2014 […].
7. **RELEVANT PRODUCT MARKETS**

7.1. **Principles**

(210) The definition of the relevant product and geographic market in the context of the application of Article 102 TFEU is useful when assessing whether an undertaking has a dominant position and whether that dominant position enables it to prevent effective competition from being maintained on the relevant market by giving it the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors, its customers and, ultimately, consumers.\(^{246}\)

(211) The concept of the relevant market implies that there can be effective competition between the products or services which form part of it and this presupposes that there is a sufficient degree of interchangeability between all the products or services forming part of the same market in so far as a specific use of such products or services is concerned.\(^{247}\)

(212) An examination to that end cannot be limited solely to the objective characteristics of the relevant products and services, but the competitive conditions and the structure of supply and demand on the market must also be taken into consideration.\(^{248}\)

(213) The identification of relevant product markets by the Commission derives from the existence of competitive constraints. Undertakings are subject to three main sources of competitive constraints: demand-side substitution, supply-side substitution and potential competition. From an economic point of view, for the definition of the relevant market, demand-side substitution constitutes the most immediate and effective disciplinary force on the suppliers of a given product.\(^{249}\)

(214) Supply-side substitution may also be taken into account when defining markets in those situations in which its effects are equivalent to those of demand-side substitution in terms of effectiveness and immediacy. There is supply-side substitution when suppliers are able to switch production to the relevant products or services and market them in the short term without incurring significant additional costs or risks in response to small and permanent changes in relative prices. When these conditions are met, the additional production that is put on the market is expected to have a disciplinary effect on the competitive behaviour of the companies involved.\(^{250}\)

(215) Supply-side substitution is, however, not taken into account at the stage of defining the relevant market when it would entail each time the need to adjust significantly existing tangible and intangible assets, additional investments, strategic decisions or

---


\(^{247}\) Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 28; Case C-179/16 F. Hoffmann-La Roche and Others, EU:C:2018:25, paragraph 51. See also the Commission’s Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law (“Notice on market definition”), OJ C 372, 9.12.1997, p. 5.


\(^{249}\) Notice on market definition, paragraph 13.

\(^{250}\) Notice on market definition, paragraph 20.
time delays.\textsuperscript{251}

(216) If certain economic operators are specialised and are active solely on a secondary product or after-market of a primary market, that constitutes in itself a strong indication of the existence of a specific market.\textsuperscript{252}

7.2. \textbf{Application to this case}

(217) The Commission concludes that the relevant product markets are:

1. the market for the licensing of smart mobile OSs;
2. the market for Android app stores;
3. the market for the provision of general search services; and
4. the market for non OS-specific mobile web browsers.

7.3. \textbf{The licensing of smart mobile OSs}

(218) The Commission concludes that the licensing of smart mobile OSs constitutes a separate relevant product market.

(219) This conclusion is based on the following considerations:

1. PC OSs do not belong to the same product market as smart mobile OSs (Section 7.3.1);
2. basic and feature phone OSs do not belong to the same product market as smart mobile OSs (Section 7.3.2);
3. smart mobile OSs for smartphones and for tablets belong to the same product market (Section 7.3.3);
4. all licensable smart mobile OSs belong to the same product market (Section 7.3.4); and
5. non-licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as all licensable smart mobile OSs (Section 7.3.5).

7.3.1. \textit{PC OSs and smart mobile OSs}

(220) The Commission concludes that PC OSs do not belong to the same product market as smart mobile OSs.

(221) From a demand-side perspective, OEMs require smart mobile OSs to power their smart mobile devices, and cannot use PC OSs for that purpose. Amazon, for example, stated that "[..] a PC OEM cannot install a mobile OS on its devices. PC OEMs therefore require a PC OS and mobile handset OEMs require a mobile OS."\textsuperscript{253} Apple stated that: "From a demand perspective, the OS used in most, if not all, mobile devices is different from the OS used in PCs. Today, separate OSs have been developed for mobile devices that are simpler and have certain features that are different from OSs for PCs and desktops. Furthermore, apps developed for a mobile OS may not function (or may not function as well) on a device using an OS for PCs.

\textsuperscript{251} Notice on market definition, paragraph 23.
\textsuperscript{252} Case T-427/08 Confédération européenne des associations d’horlogers-réparateurs (CEAHR) v Commission, EU:T:2010:517, paragraph 108; and Notice on market definition, paragraph 56.
\textsuperscript{253} Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 4187).
(and vice versa).” BlackBerry also confirmed that: "[…] most mobile device OSs cannot be used by consumers to operate computers and most computer OSs cannot be used by consumers to operate mobile devices”.

(222) From a supply-side perspective, it is true that PC OS suppliers could in principle switch to the development and supply of smart mobile OSs. For example, Apple stated that: "[…] there is clearly a relationship between OSs for mobile devices (mobile phones and tablets) and OSs for PCs and desktops and the computer programming skills needed to develop a mobile OS are similar to those needed to develop an OS for PCs.”

(223) Smart mobile OSs, however, require functionalities that are specific to smart mobile devices and are different from those of PC OSs. For example, Nokia Corporation ("Nokia") stated: "The hardware requirements for a mobile OS are significantly different from a PCs OS e.g., in terms of processors, memory, display, and power management. In most cases, the applications developed in the mobile environment are also specific to the mobile domain and not shared with the personal computer environment, and vice versa.” Samsung also indicated that "Smart mobile device OSs constitute a separate market from PC and Desktop OSs. Smart mobile device OSs are customized for smaller screen sizes, mobile functions, wireless functions, and apps that are better suited for simpler mobile devices rather than PC OSs, which are designed for higher performance CPUs and larger screens, and greater drive storage capabilities.”

(224) As a result of those specific functionalities, any switch from PC OSs to smart mobile OSs would require substantial time and investment. This was confirmed by a number of developers of PC OSs. For example, Microsoft stated: "Total development costs for the modern Windows Phone platform through the end of June 2013 are approximately [in the millions of dollars]. […] Windows Phone 7, Microsoft’s first release of its modern smartphone OS, took more than [0-4] years to develop.” Apple also indicated that: "[the] development of iOS required a substantial amount of time and resources (financial and engineering). Apple continually invests significant resources improving iOS, adding new features and functionality.”

(225) This was also confirmed by Deutsche Telekom that stated as follows: "[w]hereas smartphones and tablets are using almost identical OS, PC OS have different

---

254 See Apple’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 690).
255 See BlackBerry’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3763).
256 See Apple’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 690). See also Huawei’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3998).
257 See Nokia’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764). See also Jolla’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 3981) and Mozilla’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 3951).
258 See Samsung’s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4117).
259 See Microsoft’s non-confidential response to Question 19.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 3794).
260 See Apple’s non-confidential response to Question 19.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 749).
performance capacities. Thus, different market leaders evolved in the OS segment for the different OS product markets. On the market for PC OS Microsoft Windows is still the market leader, whereas it plays only a subordinate role on the mobile and tablet OS market.”

(226) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.3.2. Basic and feature phone OSs and smart mobile OSs

(227) The Commission concludes that basic and feature phone OSs do not belong to the same product market as smart mobile OSs.

(228) From a demand-side perspective, basic and feature phone OSs cannot be installed on smart mobile devices because of their reduced functionalities. For example, Microsoft stated: "The ability to install and use applications is a defining characteristic for a smartphone OS that distinguishes it from other types of mobile phones. Indeed, users regularly access all of their most important applications from any one of a number of devices, such as smartphones, tablets, and other computer form factors. Since this activity is not possible with an OS for a feature or basic mobile phone, it is unlikely that they compete in the same market as smartphone OSs." Nokia also confirmed that: "[…] mobile OSs for smart mobile devices, unlike basic and feature phones, are designed to support computer-like features and the ability to install and make use of applications with rich capabilities – something that basic or feature phone OSs typically lack.”

(229) From a supply-side perspective, those differences in functionalities mean that the development of a smart mobile OS requires significant time and resources, regardless of whether the developer in question has already developed a basic and feature phone OS. This is confirmed by the fact that no developer of basic and feature phone OSs has successfully launched a smart mobile OS in the last five years.

(230) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.3.3. Smartphone OSs and tablet OSs

(231) The Commission concludes that smartphone OSs and tablet OSs belong to the same product market.

(232) From a demand-side perspective, the same OS, or similar versions of it, power both

\[\text{261}\] See Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 625). See also Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 4187) and Jolla's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3981).

\[\text{262}\] Basic phone is a category of mobile phone only capable of voice calling and text messaging. Feature phone is a category of mobile phones that adds minimal smartphone features to those of a basic phone, such as rudimental web browsing capabilities.

\[\text{263}\] See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 377).

\[\text{264}\] See Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764). See also Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 4187), Jolla's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3981), Mozilla's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 3951), Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3998) and Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 377).
smartphones and tablets. Mozilla Foundation ("Mozilla") stated: "[…] given that many mobile OSs are designed to run on both smartphones and tablets, mobile OSs for these devices are part of the same market. There are, of course, somewhat different use cases for smartphones and tablets – for example, one would not normally use a tablet to make a voice call – but even so, their underlying platforms remain largely identical."265 Deutsche Telekom also indicated: "[…] smartphones and tablets are using almost identical OS."266

(233) From a supply-side perspective, all main OS developers use the same OS to power both smartphones and tablets, or easily adjust a smartphone OS to allow it to run on a tablet (and vice-versa). For example, Apple has confirmed that "Apple has developed and implemented a single operating system for both its iPhone and iPad products. There are no significant differences from Apple’s perspective."267

(234) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.3.4. Licensable smart mobile OSs

(235) The Commission concludes that all licensable smart mobile OSs belong to the same product market.

(236) This is because, from a demand-side perspective, OEMs are free to choose between different licensable smart mobile OSs, such as Android and Windows, to power their devices.

(237) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.3.5. Licensable smart mobile OSs and non-licensable smart mobile OSs

(238) The Commission concludes that non-licensable smart mobile OSs such as iOS and BlackBerry OS do not belong to the same product market as licensable smart mobile OSs.

(239) From a demand-side perspective, OEMs cannot obtain a licence to use iOS or BlackBerry OS because Apple and BlackBerry do not grant licences to third parties.268

---

265 See Mozilla's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 3951).

266 See Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 625). See also Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 4187). Apple's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 749) and HP's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4162).

267 See Apple's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 749). See also Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 4187). Mozilla's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 3951), HP's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4162) and Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764).

268 See Apple's non-confidential response to Question 23 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 749) and BlackBerry’s non-confidential response to Question 23 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 733). In addition, see Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3998); LG Electronics' non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12
From a supply-side perspective, neither Apple nor BlackBerry has licensed or announced its intention to license its smart mobile OS to any third party. In addition, Nokia stated that: "[…], even in the extremely unlikely scenario that Apple would in fact start to license its iOS to competing OEMs, it would probably take at least two years to make all of the required changes in the chipset architecture as well as hardware and software configurations that would be necessary for the OEM to migrate to iOS. Furthermore, iOS has not been designed to be licensed out but to be a part of a closed vertical offering which could make the business case technically unsound and would in any case lead to high development and switching costs both in terms of transition time needed and necessary investments."²⁶⁹

The Commission's conclusion that non-licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as licensable smart mobile OSs is not affected by Google’s claim that the Commission fails to recognise competition between non-licensable and licensable mobile OSs, and in particular from Apple iOS, from the relevant market. In particular, according to Google:

1. the Commission itself recognised in the Statement of Objections that non-licensable mobile OSs such as iOS are "competing" against Android;²⁷⁰
2. Apple iOS competes with Android to attract users and app developers;²⁷¹
3. the judgment of the General Court in Case T-310/01 Schneider Electric and the Commission’s past decisions indicate that integrated and non-integrated operators compete, and must be included, in the same product market. This is why the Commission defined a single market for smart mobile OSs in the Google/Motorola Mobility merger decision;²⁷²
4. respondents to requests for information indicate that licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs compete with each other;²⁷³
5. the Commission has ignored the relevance of four internal Google documents that identify iOS as a competitor to Android;²⁷⁴
6. the Commission has considered user substitution as a constraint when defining the relevant markets for app stores and mobile web browsers, but not when defining the relevant market for smart mobile OSs;²⁷⁵
7. the Commission’s assessment conflicts with findings by competition authorities

June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 584); and Sony Mobile Communications non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).
²⁶⁹ See Nokia’s non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764). See also HP’s non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4162) and LG Electronics’ non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 584).
and courts in Australia, Canada and the US;\(^{276}\)

(8) the release dates of Android and iOS versions closely track each other;\(^{277}\) and

(9) the Commission fails to apply a SSNIP test.\(^{278}\)

(242) First, the two references in the Statement of Objections to the fact that non-licensable mobile OSs such as iOS and BlackBerry OS "compete" with Android simply reflect the fact that non-licensable mobile OSs may exercise a degree of constraint on Google's position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs because of possible competition between iOS/BlackBerry devices and Google Android devices both at the level of users of smart mobile devices and of app developers (referred hereinafter as "indirect constraint").

(243) Second, for the reasons explained in Section 9.3.4, the Commission concludes that iOS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs. These reasons confirm that iOS should not be included in the relevant market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

(244) Third, neither the judgment of the General Court in Schneider Electric\(^{279}\) nor the past Commission decisions cited by Google\(^{280}\) indicate that integrated and non-integrated players should necessarily be included in the same product market. Moreover, the Commission has never defined a single market for smart mobile OSs, in particular in the Google/Motorola Mobility merger decision.

(245) In the first place, neither the judgment of the General Court in Schneider Electric nor any of the past Commission decisions cited by Google indicates that integrated and non-integrated players should necessarily be included in the same product market. Rather, integrated and non-integrated players were included in the same market because: (i) integrated players were also selling their upstream products to third parties; and (ii) the downstream markets were bidding markets featuring large and sophisticated buyers. By contrast, in this case, Apple and BlackBerry do not license their smart mobile OS to any third party. Moreover, the downstream market is the market for end-users where buyers are neither large nor sophisticated.

(246) Moreover, in a number of the decisions quoted by Google,\(^{281}\) the Commission only assessed the indirect constraint from integrated players in the competitive assessment, which is in line with the Commission's approach in this case.

(247) In the second place, the Commission has never defined a single market for smart mobile OSs. In a number of the decisions quoted by Google, including the Google/Motorola Mobility merger decision, the Commission left open the question whether licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs should be considered part of

\(^{276}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 48, paragraphs 22-23 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{277}\) Google's letter of 25 January 2017 (Doc ID 7135) and Google's letter of 24 April 2017 (Doc ID 7862).


\(^{280}\) Cases M.3653 – Siemens / VA Tech and M.7342 – Alcoa / Firth Rixon.

\(^{281}\) See Cases M.6439 – Agrana / RWA / JV, recital 115, and M.4533 – SCA / P&G (European tissue business), recital 169.
the same market.\textsuperscript{282}

(248) In the third place, in the \textit{Microsoft / Nokia} decision not only did the Commission leave open the question whether licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs should be considered part of the same market but it stated that "\textit{Android was in 2012 by far the dominant OS with upwards of 80-90\% of the market}".\textsuperscript{283}

(249) Fourth, while respondents to the requests for information may have acknowledged the existence of a degree of competition between iOS and Google Android devices at the level of users of smart mobile devices, they did not indicate that licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs can be seen as substitutes from an OEM perspective. For example:

(1) Apple stated: "\textit{OSs that are not available for licensing by third-party OEMs should not be included in the relevant market. The non-licensable OSs do not constrain the competitive behaviour of licensable OSs. OEMs would not be able to switch to these non-licensable OSs in response to a SSNIP.}"\textsuperscript{284}

(2) [...] stated: "[...] mobile OSs that are not available for licensing should not be included in a mobile OS market for OEMs because proprietary systems like Apple's iOS are not open to third party OEMs."\textsuperscript{285}

(3) Sony stated: "\textit{From the perspective of an OEM the only relevant mobile OSs are those which it can competitively license and/or implement, and as for example Apple iOS is proprietary and unavailable for third party OEMs, it should be disregarded in the competitive equation when seen from the OEM's perspective.}"\textsuperscript{286}

(250) Fifth, the four internal Google documents quoted by Google do not support its claim that iOS and Android should be part of the same relevant market for smart mobile OSs.

(251) In the first place, two of the four documents are from 2010, which is before Google became dominant in the market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

(252) In the second place, the other two documents (an internal email dated 6 May 2012 and an internal presentation dated October 2011)\textsuperscript{287} indicate only that there is a degree of competition between Android and iOS devices at the level of users. These documents do not indicate that licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs are part of the same relevant market from an OEM perspective.

(253) Sixth, the indirect constraint exercised by non-licensable mobile OSs on Android can be relevant when assessing both market definition and dominance. The Commission's

\textsuperscript{282} See Cases M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, M.7047 – Microsoft / Nokia, AT.37792 – Microsoft and AT.39530 – Microsoft (Tying).

\textsuperscript{283} See Case M.7047 – Microsoft / Nokia, recital 102.

\textsuperscript{284} See Apple's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 690).

\textsuperscript{285} See [...]’s non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 690).

\textsuperscript{286} See Sony's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389). See also Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764) and LG Electronics' non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 584).

\textsuperscript{287} Google mistakenly stated that this document is from 2012 (see Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 47, paragraph 20 (Doc ID 7117)).
conclusions that non-licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as licensable smart mobile OSs, and that Google holds a dominant position since 2011 in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs are therefore not dependant on whether user substitution and the corresponding indirect constraint exercised by non-licensable mobile OSs on Android is assessed at the stage of market definition or dominance. This is confirmed by the fact that Google responded to the Commission's preliminary conclusions on market definition and dominance in a single section of its Response to the Statement of Objections.

(254) Seventh, the Commission's assessment is not contradicted by the findings of competition authorities and courts in Australia, Canada and the US quoted by Google.

(255) In the first place, the 2017 decision of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission ("ACCC") in the context of the Apple Pay investigation and the 2017 Canadian Competition Bureau ("CCB") Position Statement in the context of the investigation to the obligations on MNOs relating to the sale and marketing of the iPhone in Canada were focussed on Apple's behaviour. Given that Apple does not licence iOS to OEMs, there was no need for the ACCC or the CCB to assess the possible existence of a market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

(256) In the second place, the 2010 statement of the US Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") in the Google/AdMob case relates to in-app advertising rather than to licensable smart mobile OSs. In addition, the statement refers to the fact that "[i]n any nascent market there will be uncertainty about the path of competition and the durability of early leads in market share". However, as noted in Section 9.3.1, Google's market shares in the market for licensable smart mobile OSs have been stable and above 90% since 2012.

(257) In the third place the 2015 judgment of the US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in the Apple/Samsung case relates to competition between Apple and Samsung at the level of downstream sales of smart mobile devices. The judgment does not therefore concern competition at the level of licensable smart mobile OSs.

(258) Eighth, the release dates of Android and iOS versions do not support the existence of an overall market for licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs.

(259) In the first place, release dates of Android and iOS versions are not necessarily indicative of competition between the two OSs. The timing of version releases is likely to be determined by a number of different factors, including the time needed to develop a new OS version.

(260) In the second place, contrary to what Google claims, release dates of Android and iOS versions do not closely track each other between December 2008 and December 2011. Google misleadingly included in the table at page 48 of its Response to the

288 See ACCC's determination on applications for authorisation A91546 & A91547 of 31 March 2017.
Statement of Objections certain intermediate versions only for iOS (for example iOS 4.1 and 4.2) but not for Android. When one removes these intermediate versions, there were seven releases of Android versions and only three releases of iOS versions between December 2008 and December 2011.

(261) In the third place, the frequency of Android releases decreased after December 2011. This is consistent with the conclusion that, as of 2011, Google achieved a dominant position in the market for licensable smart mobile OS (see Section 9.3) rather than Google's claim that there is an overall market for licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs.

(262) In the fourth place, any comparison based only on release dates of OS updates is not meaningful because, as discussed in Section 9.3.4.1, iOS users generally update their OS faster than Android users.

(263) Ninth, the Commission is not required to carry out a SSNIP test.

(264) In the first place, the SSNIP test is not the only method available to the Commission when defining the relevant product market.²⁹²

(265) In the second place, the Commission is required to make an overall assessment of all the evidence and there is no hierarchy between the types of evidence that the Commission can rely upon.²⁹³

(266) In the third place, a SSNIP test would not have produced a different outcome in this case because OEMs cannot switch to non-licensable smart mobile OSs, regardless of the magnitude of a potential price increase or quality degradation in licensable smart mobile OSs.

(267) In the fourth place, notwithstanding the fact that SSNIP test may prove unsuitable,²⁹⁴ when assessing the indirect constraint exercised by non-licensable smart mobile OSs on Android, the Commission has analysed the extent of switching of users (see Sections 9.3.4.1, 9.3.4.2 and 9.3.4.3) and developers (see Section 9.3.4.2.IV) in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory quality degradation of the licensable smart mobile OS.

7.4. Android app stores

(268) The Commission concludes that Android app stores constitute a separate relevant product market.

(269) This conclusion is based on the following considerations:

(1) other apps do not belong to the same product market as app stores (Section 7.4.1);

(2) different app stores for Google Android devices belong to the same product market (Section 7.4.2);

(3) app stores for other Android devices belong to same product market as app stores for Google Android devices (Section 7.4.3);

(4) App stores for other licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as app stores for Android devices (Section 7.4.4); and

(5) App stores for other non-licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as app stores for Android devices (Section 7.4.5).

7.4.1. Other apps and app stores

(270) The Commission concludes that other apps do not belong to the same product market as app stores.

(271) From a demand-side perspective, app stores serve different purposes than other apps. App stores work as distribution channels, allowing users to search for and download a wide array of other apps. App stores cannot, therefore, be replaced by other apps for such purposes. This is why OEMs need to pre-install on their smart mobile devices at least one app store to allow users to download other apps. Lenovo, for example, stated: "Devices must have a pre-installed app store with a competitive catalog of apps in order to be relevant. It is not commercially viable to sell a smart phone without an app store." Microsoft also stated: "We believe that it is impossible to compete without an appstore, and OEMs find it very important to include an appstore on their mobile devices." According to Nokia: "A pre-installed app store is an absolute requirement for any device marketed as a mobile device. While technically there are other ways to get apps on mobile devices, such as via certain websites, most consumers are not aware of this and would likely find the device close to unusable without a pre-loaded app store that offered quick access to their personal favorites (apps)."

(272) From a supply-side perspective, the development of an app store requires significant time and resources, regardless of whether the developer in question has already developed other apps. In particular, developers of other apps have stated that the time and resources to develop an app store are significant. Microsoft, for example, stated: "Using [R&D data] for fiscal years 2007 to 2014, we roughly estimate that we spent [millions of dollars] over this time period to develop appstores for Windows Phone 7, 8 and 8.1."

(273) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.4.2. Different Google Android app stores

(274) There are a number of different app stores available for Google Android devices.

---

295 The installation of apps directly from a website, i.e. without the use of an app store (so-called "sideloading") is allowed on some smart mobile devices, and in particular on Android devices. However, sideloading is technically complex and does not constitute a satisfactory distribution channel (see Section 9.4.5).

296 See Lenovo's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2602).

297 See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2493).

298 See Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991). See also SFR's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 3975) and Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to the Question 5 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 2556).

299 See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc IDs 4557). See also Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).
These include the Play Store, the Amazon AppStore, Samsung’s Galaxy Apps store, Aptoide, the Opera Software ASA’s ("Opera") Mobile Store and the Yandex Store.

The Commission concludes that these different app stores for Google Android devices ("Google Android app stores") belong to the same product market.

From a demand-side perspective, an OEM can, in principle, choose from a number of different Google Android app stores for its Google Android devices. For example, Samsung indicated that its Galaxy Apps store is a substitute to the Play Store: "In terms of features and functionalities, OEM or third party preloaded apps stores, such as Galaxy Apps, could be a viable substitute to Google Play." As for Amazon's Appstore, Lenovo, for example, stated: "Amazon's app store is comparable to Google's in terms of its features and functionality. Amazon's app store is also comparable to Google's in terms of price, since OEMs do not have to pay to install the app store. Both Amazon and Google offer the same terms to developers. Amazon app store's quality controls and test process is best in class."

Other OEMs have, however, stated that other Google Android app stores can only be seen as limited substitutes for the Play Store. ZTE Corporation ("ZTE"), for example, stated: "Currently Play Store is open for ZTE to preload and it makes android apps available worldwide. It serves as the official appstore for the Android operating system. As OEM, currently we will not consider any other pre-installable appstore as substitutable to the Play Store in terms of usage, features, functionalities and price." Huawei has also stated: "From our perspective, Google Play Store is the main pre-installed appstores in EEA market, other pre-installed stores like Amazon App Store have very limit usage. They can be considered as complements to Google Play Store rather than substitutes." In addition, LG Electronics stated: "We think that [Play Store] cannot be replaced with another App Store because any other app store does not have more contents than the Google play store."

From a supply-side perspective, even if there is a certain degree of substitutability between different Google Android app stores, it would be difficult for a developer to replicate the features of the Play Store. Those features are discussed in Sections 9.4.4 and 9.4.5.

In any event, if all Google Android app stores were not part of the same market, such an approach would be less favourable to Google.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

The Commission concludes that app stores for other Android devices and app stores for Google Android devices belong to the same product market for app stores for

---

300 See Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2805).
301 See Lenovo's non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4095).
302 See ZTE's non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information to app store developers of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 2840).
303 See Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information to app store developers of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 2455).
304 See LG Electronics' non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information to app store developers of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 2377).
Android devices ("Android app stores").

(282) This is because, from a supply-side perspective, app stores developed for other Android devices can be easily modified so as to make them function on Google Android devices, due to similarities in the source code between different Android OSs. For example, Amazon has developed an app store for its own Android OS (Fire OS), in addition to the Google Android one.\(^{305}\)

(283) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.4.4. App stores for other licensable smart mobile OSs and Android app stores

(284) The Commission concludes that app stores for other licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as Android app stores.

(285) From a demand-side perspective, once an OEM has decided to install Android on its devices, it cannot, for technical reasons, pre-install an app store that has not been developed for Android. An OEM would only be able to pre-install a non-Android app store by installing a non-Android OS.

(286) OEMs would be unlikely to switch to other licensable smart mobile OSs in the event of either a small but significant, non-transitory increase in the percentage of app-related revenues that app developers have to share with an Android app store or a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Android app store (e.g. search functions within the store, presentation of the results, offer of special deals, update features, etc.).\(^{306}\) This is for a number of reasons.

(287) First, OEMs would not have any incentive to switch to another licensable smart mobile OS, even on the assumption that all app developers would fully pass on to users a small but significant, non-transitory increase in the percentage of app-related revenues that app developers have to share with an Android app store. This is because users would be unlikely to switch to another smart mobile device with a different OS as (i) the price increase for users would be negligible as Android users spend on average only USD 5 per year on apps\(^{307}\), and (ii) switching costs and the degree of OS loyalty are high (see recital (471)). As Deutsche Telekom explained, "The cost of purchasing apps is likely to be comparatively small compared to the cost of changing to a new mobile OS (which might entail a new handset) and time needed to move to another mobile OS for most users. This is because most apps are either free or charge or have a low price. Therefore the price of apps would have to increase very substantially in order to cause switching of users to other OS."\(^{308}\)

(288) Second, OEMs would not have any incentive to switch to another licensable smart mobile OS, even on the assumption of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of the Play Store. This is for the reasons set out in recitals

---

\(^{305}\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).

\(^{306}\) Google's survey to developers list several performance parameters important for developers: [Google internal communications on commercial relationships and business strategy]. Source: Google's internal document "Google Play Developer Sentiment Survey, Topline Report", August 2016 (Doc ID 6555-68).


\(^{308}\) See Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).
In the first place, users would be unlikely to switch from an Android device to another smart mobile device with a different licensable smart mobile OS because: (i) the number and quality of apps available for a given smart mobile OS is a more important factor than the features of the app store and Google Android is currently the smart mobile OS with the largest number of available apps; and (ii) switching costs and the degree of OS loyalty are high (see recital (471)).

In the second place, app developers would be unlikely to switch from developing apps for Google Android devices to developing apps for smart mobile devices with a different licensable smart mobile OS because, in doing so, they would forego access to a large number of users of smart mobile devices. Android devices represented 48% of the smart mobile devices sold worldwide in 2011, 65% in 2012, 75% in 2013, 78% in 2014, 78% in 2015 and 81% in 2016. This was further confirmed by the majority of respondents to Question 17 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores. Respondents indicated the number of users/coverage of users to be the most important factor that app developers consider when choosing for which mobile OS to develop apps, since this allows them the best monetisation opportunities:

1. ZTE: "Coverage of consumers: Because app developers earn their profits mainly by app downloads, mobile OSs with a large user base are considered more attractive by app developers".

2. Nokia: "The most important factors for app developers when choosing which mobile OS to develop apps for are the app store, the market share and the user reach of the OS, as app developers are looking for the best monetisation opportunities".

3. HTC: "The most important is number of users of the mobile OS".

4. BlackBerry: "1. Size of user base and potential addressable market; 2. Revenue/monetisation opportunities".

5. Microsoft: "In our experience, the most important factor for an app developer
is the ability to monetize their apps to the largest base of users". 316

(6) Yandex: "The most critical factor considered by an app developer is the number of end consumers who could potentially be able to download the application of such developer". 317

(291) Third, there is in any event only a limited number of alternative licensable smart mobile OSs that OEMs could switch to. As noted in Section 9.3.1, Microsoft's Windows is the only other licensable smart mobile OS that has an appreciable presence. Windows has, however, only a small share of the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs, which accounted to less than 6% in any year between 2011 and 2016. 318 Windows has also failed to attract nearly as many developers as Android. For example, in September 2015, there were only 669,000 apps available on Windows Mobile Store, which accounted for approximately 30% of the apps available on the Play Store at that time. 319

(292) App store providers and OEMs have confirmed that Windows and other licensable smart mobile OSs such as Firefox OS and Tizen do not exercise a significant constraint on Android due to the scarcity of apps available for their OSs:

(1) ZTE stated: "Other mobile OSs, such as Windows Phone OS, Firefox OS, Tizen etc. which lack adequate consumers and high-quality apps are very difficult to attract consumer's attention." 320

(2) Nokia stated: "[...] when many people purchased Windows Phone and so-called "must have" apps, such as YouTube, were not available on the platform; consumers noted lack of app-availability as a reason why they did not purchase a Windows phone as their next phone, and this was despite the fact that consumers could access YouTube via the browser on the phone." 321

(3) Telefonica stated: "In other Ecosystems like Windows Phone and Firefox OS, the lack of a proper ecosystem of apps has biased the perception of the overall ecosystem on the benefit of the 2 main players (iOS and Android) due to the lack of proper support for the most successful apps like WhatsApp, Facebook,

316 See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 17 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2493).
317 See Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 17 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).
318 Source: Commission's calculations based on [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867) using sales of smartphones and tablets. The tablet sales classified as "Windows&Android" were divided equally between the two mobile OSs.
320 ZTE's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2840).
321 Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).
Opera stated: "Windows Phone has been available since late 2011, yet it only commands a very limited global market share. While reviews of Windows Phone-equipped devices and even the Windows Phone platform as such are often favorable, more often than not, the lack of apps is cited as a detriment".323

Yandex stated: "Windows OS is much less popular among consumers, which results in only a small number of OEMs producing devices which run on the platform, which in turn leads to: incomparably low number of mobile device users and therefore much poorer audience reach; and a limited offering of applications at the application store in comparison to the Play Store and Apple App Store." 324

Fourth, a number of other factors influence the incentives of OEMs to install a certain smart mobile OS on their devices. According to Apple, "The number and quality of apps available is one of several factors (including design, user-friendliness, speed, etc.) that contribute to the success of an OS".325 In addition, Samsung states that a relevant factor, at least for users, appears to be "[...] cross compatibility, i.e. sharing data with their desktop or laptop computer",326 whereas for Sony, a factor is the "maturity of the platform".327

Fifth, as discussed in Section 9.3.2, OEMs face costs when switching to alternative licensable smart mobile OSs.

From a supply-side perspective, developers of app stores for other licensable smart mobile OSs are unlikely to switch to Android as the development of an app store for a given OS requires significant time and resources.328 For example, Microsoft, the largest developer of an app store for a non-Android licensable smart mobile OS, has neither developed nor announced any plan to develop an app store for Android.

The Commission's conclusion that app stores for other licensable smart mobile OSs do not belong to the same product market as Android app stores is not affected by Google's claims that:

1) "users and app developers will switch to a different mobile platform in the case of a decline in the quality of the app store" because app stores and smart mobile OSs compete together as a system against other "mobile platforms" on

---

322 Telefonica’s non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2658).
323 Opera’s non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3534).
324 Yandex’s non-confidential response to Question 19 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).
325 See Apple’s non-confidential response to Question 7.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 690). See also BlackBerry’s non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3763) and LG Electronics’ non-confidential response to Question 7.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 584).
326 See Samsung’s non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4117).
327 See Sony Mobile Communications’ non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).
328 See Section 9.3.2.
price and quality;\textsuperscript{329}

(2) When discussing the impact of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration in quality of Android app stores, the Commission: (i) does not define what it means by a deterioration in quality, (ii) does not compare the gains and losses of a deterioration in quality, (iii) ignores the effect of a deterioration in quality on app developers;\textsuperscript{330}

(3) Respondents such as HTC, Microsoft, Yandex, Nokia, ZTE and BlackBerry on which the Commission relies in recital (290) indicate that the different app stores are substitutable from the perspective of app developers and users;\textsuperscript{331}

and

(4) The Commission's approach implies that each app store of a smart mobile OS developer would hold a dominant position in its own market.\textsuperscript{332}

(297) First, in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration in quality of the Play Store, users and app developers would not switch to another "mobile platform".

(298) In the first place, this is for the reasons set out in recitals (288) to (290).

(299) In the second place, there are a number of reasons why app stores and smart mobile OS do not compete together as a system:

(1) app stores and smart mobile OS are only components of the smart mobile device and the spending on apps is small compared to the costs of a smart mobile device, as described in Section 9.4.7.

(2) a user's choice of an app store is determined by its choice of a smart mobile device and the corresponding mobile OS\textsuperscript{333} and a user cannot, for technical reasons, install an app store that has not been developed for that OS;

(3) app stores and smart mobile OSs are separate products satisfying different user needs: a smart mobile OS is a system software that controls the basic functions of a smart mobile device and enables users to make use of new combinations of functions, while an app store is an online platform dedicated to enabling users to download, install and manage apps;

(4) Google gives access to Android without the Play Store (namely for those OEMs that did not sign the MADA) (see Section 6.2.2); and

(5) there are several players that offer only one of these products (for example Aptoide, LG Electronics, Opera, SFR and Yandex offer an app store but not a smart mobile OS).

(300) Second, when discussing the impact of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration in quality of Android app stores, the Commission:


\textsuperscript{330} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 70, paragraphs 83-84 (Doc ID 7117).

\textsuperscript{331} Google’s Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 25, paragraph 67 (Doc ID 8598).

\textsuperscript{332} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, pages 72-73, paragraphs 87-89 (Doc ID 7117).

\textsuperscript{333} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, pages 68, paragraph 78 (Doc ID 7117).
(1) does define what it means by a deterioration in quality (see recital (286));

(2) does consider the potential losses associated with a deterioration in quality as regards user switching (see recital (289));

(3) does not ignore the effect of a deterioration in quality on app developers (see recital (290)); and

(4) has, in any event, also assessed the impact of a small but significant, non-transitory price increase in the percentage of app-related revenues that app developers have to share with Android app stores (see recital (286)).

Third, HTC, Microsoft, Yandex, Nokia do not state that the different app stores are substitutable from the perspective of app developers and users.

In the first place, the statements quoted by Google are irrelevant for assessing the substitutability of app stores for other licensable smart mobile OSs and Android app stores. This is because they refer to substitutability between app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs and Android app stores.

In the second place, and in any event, HTC, Microsoft, Yandex and Nokia refer to the importance of user reach and that, as a result, app developers focus on the two largest app stores (Apple AppStore and the Play Store). This is in line with Google's acknowledgment that app developers generally multi-home between the Play Store and the AppStore and do not need to switch away from Google Android. 334

In the third place, ZTE and BlackBerry state that users may switch, or have switched, smart mobile device OS but only in the context of large differences in terms of app quality and price. 335

Fourth, the Commission's approach does not imply that each app store of a smart mobile OS developer would hold a dominant position in its own market. An assessment of dominance would need to take into account a number of factors specific to each app store that potentially differ from the ones regarding Android app stores, such as the penetration of the respective smart mobile OS.

7.4.5. App stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs and Android app stores

The Commission concludes that app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs such as Apple's AppStore and BlackBerry's BlackBerry World do not belong to the same product market as Android app stores.

From a demand-side perspective, the app stores of Apple and BlackBerry have been specifically developed for iOS and BlackBerry OS and cannot run on Android.

From a supply-side perspective, developers of app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs are unlikely to start developing app stores for Android due to their vertically integrated business model. For example, neither Apple nor BlackBerry has, developed or announced any plan to develop and licence an app store for Android. 336

The Commission's conclusion that app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs do
not belong to the same product market as Android app stores is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) three internal Google documents, Apple's communication to investors and the findings of competition authorities in Australia and the US confirm the substitutability of the Play Store and Apple's AppStore;  

(2) the Play Store and the Apple AppStore have similar characteristics, prices and intended use; and

(3) the Commission wrongly ignores competition at the level of users and app developers when defining the relevant product market.  

(310) First, the three internal Google documents quoted by Google, Apple's communication to investors and the findings of competition authorities and courts in Australia and the US do not demonstrate the substitutability of the Play Store and Apple's AppStore.

(311) In the first place, two of the internal documents quoted by Google are from 2010. They are not informative on the degree of competition between, and thus the substitutability of, the Play Store and Apple's AppStore as of 2011 when Google started to hold a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores.

(312) In the second place, as regards Google's survey of developers in 2016, the fact that Google asked developers in 2016 to compare the performance of the Play Store with Apple's AppStore on various parameters (e.g. testing, guidance, feedback, distribution and payment) does not demonstrate the substitutability of the two app stores. Rather, it simply indicates that, given the absence of significant competitors in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores, Google uses the AppStore as one of the main references to benchmark the performance of the Play Store, given the AppStore's number of users and app developers and the fact that many app developers multi-home between the Play Store and the AppStore (see recitals (553), (555) and (610)).

(313) In the third place, as regards Apple's communication of its growth rate and revenues to investors in 2016, the fact that Apple compares the results of its AppStore with those of the Play Store does not demonstrate the substitutability of the two app stores. Rather, it simply indicates that Apple uses the Play Store as one of the main references to benchmark the growth and revenues of the AppStore, given the former's number of users and app developers.

(314) In the fourth place, the Commission's assessment is not contradicted by the findings of competition authorities and courts in Australia and the US quoted by Google.

(315) As regards the findings of the ACCC in the context of the Apple Pay investigation,340 they were focussed on Apple's behaviour. Given that Apple does not licence its AppStore to OEMs, the existence of a market for Android app stores is irrelevant for


340 See ACCC's determination on applications for authorisation A91546 & A91547 of 31 March 2017.
the purposes of the ACCC’s Determination.

(316) As regards the findings of the US Federal Trade Commission, the focus of its investigation was the mobile advertising market and thus the existence of a market for Android app stores is irrelevant.

(317) Second, Google’s claim about the Play Store and the AppStore having similar characteristics, prices and intended use does not demonstrate that they are in the same market.

(318) In the first place, the fact that two products may have similar features does not necessarily mean that they are part of the same market. For example, while all spare parts of a product may have similar features, this does not necessarily mean that they are all part of a same relevant market. This would depend, for example, on the compatibility of the different spare parts with the product.

(319) In the second place, while the Play Store and the AppStore have certain similar characteristics, there are also several differences between these two app stores as described in recital (661), such as regards ratings and data reporting.

(320) In the third place, the AppStore and the Play Store do not have the same pricing policies. For example, while Google charges developers a one-off registration fee of USD 25, Apple charges a yearly fee of USD 99.341 In addition, the pricing policies of the AppStore and the Play Store have evolved differently over time. For example, whilst Apple implemented a 15/85 revenue split with certain app developers in June 2016,342 Google implemented such a split only in January 2018.343

(321) In the fourth place, the intended use of the AppStore and the Play Store are different. Whilst both app stores have the main function of downloading apps, the intended use of the AppStore is to allow users to download apps on iOS devices and intended use of the Play Store is to allow users to download apps on Google Android devices.

(322) Third, the Commission does not ignore competition at the level of users and app developers. For the reasons explained in Section 9.4.7, the Commission concludes that app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs exercise an insufficient indirect constraint on Google’s dominant position in the market for Android app stores. These reasons confirm that app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs should not be included in the relevant market for Android app stores.

7.5. General search services

(323) The Commission concludes that the provision of general search services constitutes a separate relevant product market.

(324) This conclusion is based on the following considerations:

(1) the provision of general search services constitutes an economic activity (Section 7.5.1);

(2) general search services and other online services belong to different product

markets (Section 7.5.2);

(3) the product market for general search services encompasses searches via PCs and smart mobile devices (Section 7.5.3);

(4) the product market for general search services encompasses searches via different OSs (Section 7.5.4); and

(5) the product market for general search services encompasses all entry points on smart mobile devices (Section 7.5.5).

7.5.1. The provision of general search services constitutes an economic activity

(325) The Commission concludes that the provision of general search services constitutes an economic activity for the purposes of the competition rules of the Treaty.

(326) First, even though users do not pay a monetary consideration for the use of general search services, they contribute to the monetisation of the service by providing data with each query.\(^{344}\)

(327) In most cases, a user entering a query enters into a contractual relationship with the operator of the general search service. For example, Google's Terms of Service provide: "By using our Services, you agree that Google can use such data in accordance with our privacy policies."\(^{345}\) In accordance with its privacy policies, Google can store and re-use data relative to user queries.\(^{346}\) The terms and conditions of competing general search services contain similar provisions.\(^{347}\) The data which users agree to allow a general search service to store and re-use is of value to the provider of the general search service as it is used to improve the relevance of the search service and to show more relevant advertising.\(^{348}\)

(328) Second, offering a service free of charge is an advantageous commercial strategy for two-sided platforms such as general search platforms that connect distinct but interdependent demands. General search services and online search advertising constitute the two sides of a general search platform. Monetisation only occurs on the online search advertising side of the platform, therefore advertisers indirectly fund the general search services offered to users. The level of advertising revenue that a general search platform can obtain is related to the number of users of its general search service: the higher the number of users of a general search service, the wider the audience advertisers can reach and therefore the more the online search advertising side of the platform will appeal to advertisers.


Third, even though general search services do not compete on price, there are other parameters of competition between general search services. These include the relevance of results, the speed with which results are provided, the attractiveness of the user interface and the depth of indexing of the web.

7.5.2. General search services and other online services

The Commission concludes that general search services belong to a different product market than other online services such as content sites, specialised search services and social networks.

7.5.2.1. General search services and content sites from a demand-side perspective

General search services and content sites serve a different purpose. On the one hand, a general search service primarily seeks to guide users to other sites. As Google indicates on its website: "[O]ur goal is to have people leave our website as quickly as possible." On the other hand, while content sites may contain references to other sites, their primary purpose is to directly offer the information, the products or the services users are looking for. Well-known examples of content sites include Wikipedia, IMDb, and websites of newspapers and magazines such as The New York Times or Nature.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.5.2.2. General search services and specialised search services from a demand-side perspective

While search results provided by a general search service may sometimes overlap with the results provided by a specialised search service, the two types of search services are complements rather than substitutes.

First, specialised search services focus on providing specific information or purchasing options in their respective fields of specialisation. By contrast, general search services search the entire Internet and therefore generally return different and more wide-ranging results.

Second, specialised search services and general search services often rely on different sources of data: the main input for general search services originates from an automated process called "web crawling", whereas many specialised search services rely on user input or information supplied by third parties.

Third, specialised search services and general search services rely on different algorithms for determining and ranking the relevance of search results.

Fourth, specialised search services are usually monetised in a different way; in addition to relying on online search advertising, they generate revenue from, for

---

349 See "ten things we know to be true", available at http://www.google.com/about/company/philosophy/, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.


351 Google's submission of 7 September 2010, "Comparing apples with oranges – How Google ranks Universal results from specialised content-specific search algorithms within web search" (Doc ID 4774).
example, paid inclusion, service fees or commissions (pay-per-acquisition fees).  

Fifth, a number of companies offer specialised search services on a standalone basis, without offering general search services.  

Sixth, Google offers and describes its specialised search services as a service distinct from its general search service. Google has a help page on its website which purports to list its different products and services. The page includes a list of Google products and services. It distinguishes between, on the one hand, "Web Search - Search billions of web pages", with a link to Google's general search service, and, on the other hand "Specialized Search", which includes several different services, including for example "Google Shopping - Search for stuff to buy".  

Seventh, reports of specialised market observers such as comScore distinguish between general search services and other search services.  

The Commission's finding that general search services and specialised search services belong to different relevant markets is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. specialised search services exercise a constraint on general search services for the categories of queries for which their search functionalities overlap; and

2. the Commission should have taken into account the constraints from specialised search services in each major query category, which, taken as a whole, constitute a constraint for general search services.  

First, as Google itself admits, specialised search services exercise a constraint on general search services only for the categories of queries for which their search functionalities overlap.  

Second, even for the categories of queries for which their search functionalities overlap, specialised search services offer specific search functionalities for the queries on which they specialise which do not exist, or not to the same extent, on general search services. For example, on search services specialised in travel, users may look for hotels with a certain number of stars, or within a certain range of a city, or they may read user reviews of these hotels. These functionalities are not available to the same extent on a general search service for the same queries.  

Third, the constraints from specialised search services in each major query category taken as a whole do not exercise a sufficient constraint:

1. even though there are several categories of specialised search services, there are many types of queries which are not covered by any of them; and

Examples include services specialised in search for products such as Shopzilla, LeGuide, Idealo, in search for local businesses such as TripAdvisor and Yelp, in search for flights such as Kayak and EasyVoyage, and in search for financial services such as MoneySupermarket or confused.com.  
(2) general search services are the only online services on which users can seek potential relevant results from all categories at the same time.

7.5.2.3. General search services and social networking sites from a demand-side perspective

(345) While social networking sites are a source of traffic to other websites, they are not a substitute for general search services.

(346) First, general search services and social networking sites perform different functions. While general search services help users to find content they are looking for, social networks lead users to content they might be interested in by offering a means for users to connect and interact with people who, for example, share interests or activities.

(347) Second, while certain social networks offer a general search function on their websites, so that users do not need to leave the sites to perform a general search, none of these sites uses its own general search technology. Instead, they rely on existing third party search services to power these searches. For example, Facebook previously relied on Microsoft's Bing to provide search results.

(348) Third, the volume of general searches performed on social networks represents only a small share of the total volume of general searches. For example, in 2011, the number of general searches performed via Facebook in Europe was equivalent to only 3.2% of the number of general searches performed on Google Search, even though Facebook is by far the largest social network. Moreover, Facebook no longer offers a general search function on its website.

(349) Fourth, [...].

(350) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined above.

7.5.2.4. General search services and other online services from a supply-side perspective

(351) Providers of other online services would need to undertake substantial investments in order to provide general search services. This is primarily due to the costs associated with the development of general search algorithms (see further Section 9.5.2).

(352) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusion as outlined above.

7.5.3. General search services on PCs and smart mobile devices

(353) The Commission concludes that the product market for general search services encompasses searches via PCs and smart mobile devices.

(354) First, from a demand-side perspective, users expect to receive the same general search services regardless of whether they access them via PC or smart mobile devices.

---

357 ComScore’s definition of Europe does not coincide with the Union or the EEA. In particular, it includes the Russian Federation and Switzerland. However, the Commission concludes that this difference in scope is not substantial enough to significantly alter the meaning of the statistics.


359 Facebook's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 9 December 2014 (Doc ID 3947).

360 Facebook's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 9 December 2014 (Doc ID 3947).
Second, from a supply-side perspective, while the user interface is different, the underlying technology is the same.\textsuperscript{361} The infrastructure and volume of data necessary to execute the general search service are also the same irrespective of the point of access.

Third, and from a supply-side perspective, general search services on PC and smart mobile devices are offered by the same undertakings. For example, Google Search, Bing, Yandex, Yahoo Search and DuckDuckGo are available on PCs and smart mobile devices.

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Shares of general searches on PCs and smart mobile devices in Europe, 2016}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
& Mobile & PC \\
\hline Google & 96.7\% & 90.08\% \\
Yahoo Search & 1.36\% & 1.86\% \\
Bing & 0.92\% & 4.77\% \\
Yandex & 0.73\% & 2.00\% \\
DuckDuckGo & 0.11\% & 0.2\% \\
Seznam & 0.07\% & 0.22\% \\
Baidu & 0.03\% & 0.02\% \\
Mail.ru & 0.02\% & 0.28\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.5.4. \textit{General search services on different smart mobile OSs}

The Commission concludes that the product market for general search services encompasses searches on all smart mobile OSs.

First, from a demand-side perspective, users expect to receive the same general search services regardless of the smart mobile OS via which they access them.

Second, from a supply-side perspective, while the user interface is different, the underlying technology is the same.\textsuperscript{362} The infrastructure and volume of data necessary to execute the general search service are also the same irrespective of the point of access. Moreover, the cost of developing an app to run on a different smart mobile OS is small compared to the overall investment required to develop a general search service (see Section 9.5.2).

Third, and also from a supply-side perspective, general search services on different smart mobile OSs are offered by the same undertakings. For example, Google Search, Yahoo Search and DuckDuckGo are available on Android, iOS and Windows Phone.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.5.5. \textit{All entry points on smart mobile devices}

The Commission concludes that the product market for general search services

encompasses searches via all entry points on smart mobile devices.

(364) First, from a demand-side perspective, users access entry points interchangeably, depending on which entry point they consider most convenient to use. For example, Yahoo explained that "In general, the search entry points likely to generate the highest traffic are the ones that are most accessible to the user, such as the quick search bar and "omnibox" in browser" and that the traffic generated through an entry point "depends on [...] placement of apps".

(365) Second, from a supply-side perspective, although the user interfaces may be slightly different, the underlying technology used across entry points is the same. Each entry point provides the same functionality by allowing users to enter their query in a search box and returning a list of results in response to that query.

(366) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.6. Non OS-specific mobile web browsers

(367) The Commission concludes that non OS-specific mobile web browsers constitute a separate relevant product market.

(368) This conclusion is based on the following considerations:

1. web browsers for PCs ("PC web browsers") do not belong to the same product market as mobile web browsers (Section 7.6.1);
2. other apps do not belong to the same product market as mobile web browsers (Section 7.6.2);
3. mobile web browsers developed for different smart mobile OSs belong to the same product market (Section 7.6.3);
4. OS-specific mobile web browsers do not belong to the same product market as non OS-specific mobile web browsers (Section 7.6.4).

7.6.1. PC web browsers and mobile web browsers

(369) The Commission concludes that PC web browsers do not belong to the same product market as mobile web browsers.

(370) From a demand-side perspective, PC web browsers and mobile web browsers rely on different technology because of the differences between OS for PCs and smart mobile devices. Amazon observed that "[...] Web browsers generally have a version which is designed for the desktop and a version which is designed for the mobile device (in the form of an application). This is because the mobile device's small screen will require certain adjustments to be made to maintain user-friendliness. Further, given the greater processing power of desktop PCs, desktop web browsers tend to be quicker than mobile device applications [...]". Samsung also indicated that "The two types of browsers are designed for different input methods (mouse events vs. touch events), screen sizes, and different web contents (PC version web

363 Yahoo's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to search providers (Doc ID 3411).
364 See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 9 December 2015 to search providers (Doc ID 2973).
365 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 3645).
From a supply-side perspective, while developers of PC web browsers can switch, and indeed have switched, to the development and supply of mobile web browsers, such a switch takes significant time and requires substantial investments.

In any event, even if PC web browsers were to belong to the same product market as mobile web browsers, this would not alter the Commission's assessment of Google's conduct (see Section 11.4.4.IV).

The Commission's conclusion that PC web browsers do not belong to the same product market as mobile web browsers is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. almost all developers offer both PC and mobile versions of their web browsers,
2. web browser developers that responded to requests for information indicate that development costs would be low for porting a web browser from PC to mobile.

First, it is incorrect that almost all developers offer both PC and mobile versions. While developers that originally offered a PC version of their web browsers generally also offer a mobile version, the opposite is not true. For example, Samsung, Huawei, Amazon, BlackBerry, HTC, LG and Sony have never offered a PC web browser. They are also unlikely to do so because they offer their mobile browsers only on their mobile devices.

Second, a number of web browser developers that responded to requests for information indicate that development costs for porting a mobile web browser from PC to mobile are not low. For example, Samsung observed that "significant costs are required to build and maintain cloud infrastructure required for mobile browsers and convergence features, and for marketing".

The Commission's approach is also consistent with the approach that it took in its Microsoft (Tying) decision in which it defined the relevant product market as web browsers for client PC operating systems and excluded web browsers for smart mobile and embedded devices from that market.

The Commission concludes that other apps do not belong to the same product market as mobile web browsers.

---

366 See Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 3930).
367 See non-confidential responses to Question 5 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers.
370 See Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 3930). See also the responses to Question 5 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers by Access, Alibaba and BlackBerry (Doc IDs 2560, 2898 and 2335).
From a demand-side perspective, despite the increased use of apps, demand remains for a web browser as a general entry point for accessing and interacting with web content on smart mobile devices. While there is a certain level of substitutability between accessing content via a mobile web browser and a respective dedicated native app, users do not download an app for each web page they visit. As Sony confirmed: "The market expectation and compliance requirements stipulate that mobile products must include a browser."  

From a supply-side perspective, the development of a mobile web browser requires time and resources. It is also unlikely that a developer of other apps would start developing mobile web browsers in response to a small but significant, non-transitory quality deterioration of mobile browsers. This is because it does not make sense for the developer of an app, whose strategy will be dedicated to that specific app, to develop a general purpose mobile web browser.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.6.3. Mobile web browsers for different smart mobile OSs

The Commission concludes that mobile web browsers developed for different smart mobile OSs belong to the same product market.

On the one hand, from a demand-side perspective, mobile web browsers are specific to the OS for which they are developed to run on. OEMs and MNOs can, therefore, only pre-install web browsers that are developed for the OS on which their devices are running. Moreover, users can only either obtain mobile web browsers together with their smart mobile devices or download those developed for the OS running on their devices.

On the other hand, from a supply-side perspective, web browsers developed for different smart mobile OSs seem to belong to the same product market.

First, a number of developers of mobile web browsers offer their web browsers for different mobile OSs, such as Google (Chrome on Android and iOS), Mozilla (Firefox for Android and iOS), Alibaba, Access, and Opera.

Second, while a certain investment is required to port an app, such as a mobile web browser to a different OS from the one it was originally designed for, such an investment appears to be relatively limited for mobile web browsers. This is because all major OSs include an HTML rendering engine that is designed to be reused in apps on that platform. Moreover, by building on these reusable system components, developers.

---

372 See above Section 6.2 and, for example, Opera's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 4111): "The most used websites are increasingly replaced with native applications."

373 See Sony's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 4122).

374 It already requires time and resources to adapt an existing mobile browser to a PC OS or another smart mobile OS; see the non-confidential responses to Question 6 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers.

375 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 3645): "Web browser applications will generally only function successfully if the device in question has a mobile OS for which the web browser provider has developed a compatible application."

376 See the non-confidential responses to Question 1 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers.
it is relatively easy to build a mobile web browser for any mainstream OS.\(^{377}\)

Contrary to switching from the supply of a PC web browser to a mobile web browser, some significant costs, in particular related to building a cloud infrastructure, do not apply when porting a mobile web browser to a different OS.\(^{378}\)

(386) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

7.6.4. OS-specific mobile web browsers and non OS-specific mobile web browsers

(387) A number of developers of non-licensable smart mobile OSs (for example Apple and BlackBerry) have developed mobile web browsers that are unavailable on any other smart mobile OS ("OS-specific mobile web browsers").

(388) The Commission concludes that OS-specific mobile web browsers that are available only as part of a non-licensable smart mobile OS do not belong to the same product market as non OS-specific mobile web browsers.

(389) From a demand-side perspective, OS-specific mobile web browsers that are available only as part of a non-licensable smart mobile OS are not an alternative for OEMs and MNOs as developers of these mobile web browsers do not grant licences to third parties.

(390) In addition, as the value of a mobile web browser compared to the value of a smart mobile device is small, in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of a non OS-specific mobile web browser, it is unlikely that a user would switch to a different smart mobile OS in order to use the corresponding OS-specific mobile web browser.\(^{379}\)

(391) From a supply-side perspective, developers of OS-specific mobile web browsers that are available only as part of a non-licensable smart mobile OS are unlikely to start licensing their browsers in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of non OS-specific mobile web browsers available on more than one smart mobile OS. This is because the strategy of these developers is based on the tight integration of hardware and software rather than on the licensing of their software to third parties.

(392) The Commission's conclusion that OS-specific mobile web browsers that are available only as part of a non-licensable smart mobile OS do not belong to the same product market as non OS-specific mobile web browsers is not affected by Google's claims that:\(^{380}\)

(1) users do not need to switch mobile OS in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of the non OS-specific web browsers because both types of mobile web browsers appear on the same platforms;

---

\(^{377}\) See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information to web browser providers of 19 October 2015 (Doc ID 2413) as well as Access' (Doc ID 2560), Apple's (Doc ID 2890) and Samsung's (Doc ID 3930) non-confidential responses to Question 6.iii of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers.

\(^{378}\) See Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 3930).

\(^{379}\) See the non-confidential responses to Question 4 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers.

\(^{380}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, pages 89-92, paragraphs 140-147 (Doc ID 7117).
given that Chrome is largely present across all smart mobile OSs, Google cannot afford to degrade Chrome because it would face the threat of users switching, for example, to Safari on the iOS platform or to Edge on the Windows platform;

(3) both respondents to the requests for information and the Commission's Internet Explorer decision confirm that there is a single market for OS-specific mobile web browsers and non OS-specific mobile web browsers;

(4) it is technically straightforward to create different versions of web browsers for different smart mobile OSs; and

(5) Microsoft launched its Edge browser for iOS and Android in October 2017.

First, as explained in recital (390), as the value of a mobile web browser compared to the value of a smart mobile device is small, in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of a non OS-specific mobile web browser, it is unlikely that a user would switch to a different smart mobile OS in order to use the corresponding OS-specific mobile web browser.

Second, the fact that Chrome is largely present across all smart mobile OSs does not remove any incentive that Google may have to degrade Chrome on Android. This is because, as Google admits, a different version of Chrome exists on each smart mobile OS, with the result that Google could degrade the Chrome version for the Android OS, while keeping the version for iOS the same.

Third, respondents to requests for information did not confirm that there is a single market for OS-specific mobile web browsers and non OS-specific mobile web browsers.

In the first place, the fact that companies with OS-specific web browsers that are available only as part of a non-licensable smart mobile OS may experience competition from non OS-specific web browsers (and not necessarily the opposite) helps to explain why respondents to the requests for information that have developed an OS-specific web browser consider Chrome as a competitor to their web browser.

In the second place, the replies cited by Google refer to the perspective of users, not OEMs and MNOs. While users can choose which device and OS-specific or non OS-specific web browser they want to use, OEMs and MNOs cannot pre-install an OS-specific browser (other than those available for the OS that they pre-install) on a device (see recital (389)).

Fourth, it is irrelevant that it is technically straightforward to create different versions of web browsers for different smart mobile OSs. What is, however, relevant is that it is unlikely that developers of OS-specific web browsers (e.g. Apple) would start developing and making available their web browsers for other smart mobile OSs in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of mobile web browsers available on more than one smart mobile OS (see recital (391)).

381 Case AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying), Commission decision of 16 December 2009.
382 See also Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, pages 33-34, paragraph 94 (Doc ID 8598).
Fifth, Microsoft's launch of Edge for Android and iOS confirms the Commission's conclusions. This is because Microsoft launched Edge for Android and iOS in October 2017 only after Microsoft announced in July 2017 its intention to discontinue active development of its smart mobile OS. By contrast, Microsoft never granted any license to its OS-specific mobile web browser when it was part of its non-licensable smart mobile OS. Since July 2017, Edge has therefore become a non OS-specific mobile web browser.

8. RELEVANT GEOGRAPHIC MARKETS

8.1. Principles relating to geographic market definition

The relevant geographic market comprises an area in which the undertakings concerned are involved in the supply and demand of the relevant products or services, in which area the conditions of competition are similar or sufficiently homogeneous and which can be distinguished from neighbouring areas in which the prevailing conditions of competition are appreciably different. The definition of the geographic market does not require the conditions of competition between traders or providers of services to be perfectly homogeneous. It is sufficient that they are similar or sufficiently homogeneous and, accordingly, only those areas in which the conditions of competition are 'heterogeneous' may not be considered to constitute a uniform market.

8.2. Application to this case

The Commission concludes that the relevant product markets for the purpose of these proceedings are:

1. the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs;
2. the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores;
3. national markets for general search services; and
4. the worldwide market for non OS-specific mobile web browsers.

8.3. Licensing of smart mobile device operating systems

The Commission concludes that the market for the licensing of smart mobile OSs is worldwide in scope, excluding China.

First, barriers to entry are low in most of the regions of the world. Apple, for example, stated: "There are no significant limitations that would prevent an OS from being made available on a worldwide basis, or that would prevent an OEM from licensing an OS for use on a worldwide basis." Samsung stated: "Language specific demand characteristics regarding the relevant OS exist but, in so far as the supply side is concerned, do not constitute an obstacle to swift supply on a global basis."
Second, the agreements between OEMs and OS developers are generally worldwide in scope. Jolla Oy ("Jolla") confirmed: "OEMs typically license a mobile OS for worldwide use, not for a certain geographical area". Similarly, BlackBerry stated: "a single world-wide licence agreement is often entered into between negotiating parties, and [...] mobile devices are often sold on a world-wide scale."

Third, conditions of competition are different in China. This is for the following reasons.

In the first place, Google's activities in China are limited. For example, most Google apps, including Google Search, Google Maps, YouTube and the Play Store, are not available in China.

In the second place, a number of OEMs that are active only or predominantly in China have pre-installed Android forks on their devices sold in China. These include OEMs that either have entered into an AFA but do not respect the anti-fragmentation obligations or have never entered into an AFA. An example of an Android fork that has been pre-installed on devices sold in China is Alibaba's Aliyun.

These differences in the competitive landscape in China have been confirmed by OEMs and MNOs. Jolla, for example, stated: "Android forks are popular especially in China, where there are heavy restrictions to access Google services." Nokia also referred to the "[...] governmental influence on OEM's OS choices being significant in certain regions (e.g. China)." BlackBerry stated that: "Many Chinese vendors (e.g. Meizu) use a forked and heavily customized version of Android for devices that are sold in China. The customization removes many of Google's services, (e.g. replacing Google search with Baidu)." Equally, Deutsche Telekom referred to Chinese players such as "Alibaba, Baidu or OPhone from China Mobile" and made clear that "these products are not relevant in Western European and the
Fourth, it is unlikely that OEMs active in China would successfully sell devices based on a forked version of Android outside of China. This is because the OEMs selling in China that have gained a notable market presence outside China are those which sell Google Android devices, and which have entered into AFAs and MADAs covering their devices sold outside of China. Such OEMs include Huawei, Lenovo, ZTE and Xiaomi.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

8.4. Android app stores

The Commission concludes that the market for Android app stores is worldwide in scope, excluding China.

First, barriers to entry are low in most of the regions of the world. SFR, for example, stated: "appstores are developed, installed and distributed on a global scale, by companies that intend to offer their services on an international basis." Similarly, Amazon indicated that "[...] outside of China, there are no technological differences, trade barriers or legal barriers that would mean that some providers only compete on a narrower basis." Aptoide also stated that "Mobile App Stores operate globally except in markets where there are some restrictions (China)." Nokia also stated that "[...] select countries may have trade compliance issues or certain technical and/or business requirements that make it challenging to enter such markets (e.g. China)."

Second, the fact that there are language differences between different geographic areas does not appear to create obstacles for app store developers. As stated by ZTE, "Although providers will customize some apps to meet the local requirements, it does not contradict their identity as worldwide operators. Consumers don't care about provider's operation method as long as their requirements are satisfied." In addition, according to Huawei, "Generally speaking, competition takes place at a worldwide level because this is at that level that most of the apps in the appstore operate globally except in markets where there are some restrictions (China)."

---

399 Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 7.1 of the requests for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 625). See also HP's non-confidential response to Question 7.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 4162).
402 See responses to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores.
403 See SFR's non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3975).
404 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).
405 See Aptoide's non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2396).
406 See Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).
407 See ZTE's non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2840).
compete. For instance, customers in UK and USA will download the same version of gaming applications, such as Angry Birds. Some of applications like news-related ones may compete at a regional level, but their number is limited.”408

Third, OEMs can sell smart mobile devices with the same app stores pre-installed in most regions of the world. Android manufacturers, for example, sign a MADA which allows them to sell devices with the Play Store on a worldwide basis, with some limited exceptions.409

Fourth, conditions of competition are different in China. This is for the reasons described in recitals (417) to (419).

In the first place, as noted above, Google's activities in China are limited. For example, most Google apps, including Google Search, Google Maps, YouTube and the Play Store, are not available in China.

In the second place, a number of other OEMs and MNOs active in China have successfully developed and commercialised their own app store. For example, in November 2015, the top five app stores in China according to Newzoo and TalkinData were: Myapp (market share: 24%), 360 Mobile Assistant (21%), Baidu Mobile Assistant (19%), MIUI app store (13%) and Wandoujia (7%).410 These app stores are not available outside China, or have built no significant presence there.

These differences in the competitive landscape in China were confirmed by OEMs, MNOs and competing app store developers (see recital (413)).

Fifth, it is unlikely that Chinese app stores would be able to expand successfully to other geographic regions. This is because the OEMs that pre-install their own app stores on devices sold in China pre-install the Play Store on all devices sold outside of China. Examples of these OEMs include Huawei, ZTE, Lenovo, Sony and Xiaomi.411 In addition, no Chinese app store developer has managed to achieve a meaningful market presence outside of China, and in particular in the EEA.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

8.5. General search services

The Commission concludes that the markets for general search services are national in scope.

First, even though general search services can be accessed by users anywhere in the world, the main general search services offer localised sites in different countries and in a variety of language versions. For example, Google has national sites for each EEA country and in nearly every official language of the Union. Moreover, the

408 See Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2455).
409 See MADA, clause 4.3, and non-confidential Annex Q5 to Deutsche Telekom’s response to the request for information of 22 July 2014 (Doc ID 4636).
majority of users make use of the site of their own country/language when making searches.\textsuperscript{412}

(424) Second, there are barriers to the extension of search technology beyond national and linguistic borders.\textsuperscript{413} These barriers are one of the reasons why certain smaller general search services in the EEA use their own search technology mainly for websites from their own country and in their own native language, while returning the search results of Google or Bing for their websites in other countries or different languages.\textsuperscript{414} Moreover, even for large multinational companies, the costs associated with upsizing search technology to cover sites in other countries and in different languages can be prohibitive.\textsuperscript{415}

(425) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

8.6. Non OS-specific mobile web browsers

(426) The Commission concludes that the market for non OS-specific mobile web browsers is worldwide in scope.

(427) First, the technical framework, functionality and application of mobile web browsers are the same throughout the world.\textsuperscript{416} As BlackBerry confirmed: "Browser competition is global."\textsuperscript{417}

(428) Second, barriers to entry in terms of import restrictions, transportation costs or technical requirements for mobile web browsers are low.\textsuperscript{418}

(429) Third, to the extent there are language-specific demand characteristics, the related costs appear to be insignificant.\textsuperscript{419}

(430) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

9. DOMINANCE

9.1. Principles

(431) The purpose of Article 102 TFEU is not to prevent an undertaking from acquiring, on its own merits, a dominant position on a market.\textsuperscript{420} The dominant position referred to

\textsuperscript{412} Annex 2.1 to Google’s response to Question 2 of the request for information of 13 July 2010 (Doc IDs 4794 and 4786). Cyprus, Liechtenstein and Luxembourg are the only three countries in the EEA where fewer than 50\% of searchers on Google use the Google website of their country.

\textsuperscript{413} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594). See also Seznam’s non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 and its updated response of 26 February 2016 (Doc IDs 4076 and 4371).

\textsuperscript{414} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594).

\textsuperscript{415} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594).

\textsuperscript{416} See non-confidential responses to Question 7 of the request for information to web browser providers of 19 November 2015.

\textsuperscript{417} BlackBerry's non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information to web browser providers of 19 November 2015 (Doc ID 2335).

\textsuperscript{418} See non-confidential responses to Question 7 of the request for information to web browser providers of 19 November 2015.

\textsuperscript{419} See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information to web browser providers of 19 November 2015 (Doc ID 3645).

\textsuperscript{420} Case C-52/09 Konkurrensverket v TeliaSonera Sverige AB, EU:C:2011:83, paragraph 24.
in Article 102 TFEU relates to a position of economic strength enjoyed by an undertaking which enables it to prevent effective competition being maintained on the relevant market by affording it the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors, its customers and ultimately of its consumers.  

A finding of dominance does not require that an undertaking has eliminated all opportunity for competition in the market. A finding is also not precluded by the existence of competition on a particular market, provided that an undertaking is able to act without having to take account of such competition in its market strategy and without, for that reason, suffering detrimental effects from such behaviour.

The existence of a dominant position derives in general from a combination of several factors which, taken separately, are not necessarily determinative. One important factor is the existence of very large market shares, which are in themselves, save in exceptional circumstances, evidence of the existence of a dominant position. That is the case where a company has a market share of 50% or above. Likewise, a share of between 70% and 80% is, in itself, a clear indication of the existence of a dominant position in a relevant market.

A comparison between the market shares of the undertaking concerned and of its competitors is also an important. For example, an undertaking which holds a very large market share for some time, without smaller competitors being able to meet rapidly the demand from those who would like to break away from that undertaking, is by virtue of that share in a position of strength which makes it an unavoidable trading partner and which, already because of this, secures for it, at the very least during relatively long periods, that freedom of action which is the special feature of a dominant position. Similarly, an undertaking that enjoys a market share that is much more important than that of its competitors is a valid indicia of a dominant position.

---

429 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 111; Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 48; Case T-395/94 Atlantic Container Line and Others
While in recent and fast-growing sectors characterised by short innovation cycles, large market shares may sometimes turn out to be ephemeral and not necessarily indicative of a dominant position, the fact that an undertaking may enjoy high market shares in a fast-growing market cannot preclude application of the competition rules, in particular Article 102 of the Treaty, especially if a fast-growing market does not show signs of marked instability during the period at issue and, on the contrary, a rather stable hierarchy is established.

Even the existence of lively competition on a particular market does not rule out the possibility that there is a dominant position on that market, since the predominant feature of such a position is the ability of the undertaking concerned to act without being materially constrained by this competition in its market strategy and without for that reason suffering detrimental effects from such behaviour. Thus, the fact that there may be competition on the market is a relevant factor for the purposes of ascertaining whether a dominant position exists, but it is not in itself a decisive factor in that regard.

The fact that a service is offered free of charge is also a relevant factor to take into account in assessing dominance. Another relevant factor is whether there are technical or economic constraints that might prevent users from switching providers.

Other important factors when assessing dominance is the existence of countervailing buyer power and barriers to entry or expansion, preventing either potential competitors from having access to the market or actual ones from expanding their activities on the market. Such barriers may result from a number of factors, including exceptionally large capital investments that competitors would have to match, network externalities that would entail additional cost for attracting new customers, economies of scale from which newcomers to the market cannot derive any immediate benefit and the actual costs of entry incurred in penetrating the market. Switching costs are therefore only one possible type of barrier to entry and expansion.

9.2. Application to this case

For the purpose of this Decision, the Commission concludes that Google holds a...
dominant position in the following relevant markets since 2011:
(1) the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs;
(2) the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores; and
(3) each national market for general search services in the EEA.

9.3. Worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs

(440) For the purpose of this Decision, the Commission concludes that Google holds a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs since 2011. This conclusion is based on:
(1) the market shares of Google and competing developers of licensable smart mobile OSs (see Section 9.3.1);
(2) the existence of barriers to entry and expansion (see Section 9.3.2);
(3) the lack of countervailing buyer power (see Section 9.3.3); and
(4) the insufficient indirect constraint from non-licensable smart mobile OSs (see Section 9.3.4).

Moreover, the Commission's conclusion holds notwithstanding Google’s making the source code of Android available for free via the AOSP licence (see Section 9.3.5) and Google's other claims (see Section 9.3.6).

9.3.1. Market shares

(442) For the purpose of calculating shares in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs, the Commission has attributed to Google the share of all Google Android devices. This is because Google: (i) has an important influence on the key steps of the development of Android (see Section 6.2.2.1.I); (ii) controls the licensing of the Android trademarks and brand (see Section 6.3.2); and (iii) controls the implementation of Android on smart mobile devices through the Android compatibility tests (see Section 6.3.1).

The Commission has, however, not attributed to Google the share of Android devices: (i) running on Android forks developed by third parties regardless of whether these forks pass the Android compatibility tests; and (ii) where the fork

---

436 Google has not submitted data regarding the number of smart mobile devices sold with the pre-installed mandatory Google apps. However, evidence in the file shows that in the relevant geographic market, which is worldwide excluding China, practically all Google Android devices are sold with GMS. Therefore, the market shares would have been similarly high if solely GMS devices were taken into account. For example, according to Samsung, ”GMS is pre-installed in full on all of [Samsung’s] Android-based devices”. See Samsung’s non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2805). Sony also stated that ”Sony Mobile has only shipped Android Compatible Devices. All devices shipped have had the mandatory GMS applications installed in all countries where GMS is supported.” See Sony Ericsson’s non-confidential response to Question 46 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389). Furthermore, LG Electronics indicated that ”Android compatible device without GMS: This category has not existed in our models thus far”. See LG Electronics’ non-confidential response to Question 46 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 584). See also HTC’s non-confidential response to Question 46 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3841). Yandex also estimated that the share of Android smartphones sold in Europe with GMS between 2008 and 2015 was close to 100%. See Yandex’s non-confidential presentation “Exclusionary Effects of Google’s Tying Practices in Contracts with OEMs”, slide 24 (Doc ID 4217).
developer willingly decides not to apply for the Android compatibility tests. This is because the development of such forks is not generally subject to the monitoring and control of Google. This is the case, for example, for devices based on Amazon's Fire OS.

(444) The Commission has calculated shares in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs by volume and not by value. This is because, as described in Sections 6.1 and recital (514), Google's mobile business model is based on ensuring the widest distribution possible for GMS devices and Google does not earn any royalties from the sale by OEMs of GMS (or Google Android) devices.

(445) Since 2011, Google has enjoyed strong and stable market shares by volume and there has been no effective entry in any EEA country. This provides a good indication of Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OS.

(446) As shown in Table 3, Google has been the market leader since 2011 (when its volume-based share was 72%) and its share has since increased to 96.4% in 2016. As explained by [Google Executive]: "Android is poised for world domination — the success story of the decade."

Table 3: Worldwide (excluding China) market shares for licensable smart mobile devices OSs (in volume)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox OS</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

437 According to Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, "Meet Android. Android Core Troubleshooting Training" (Doc ID 1348-557), slide 22, an Amazon Kindle Fire device is a non-compatible device. See also Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 105, paragraph 22 (Doc ID 7117).

Even if non-licensable smart mobile device OSs were included in the relevant market, the Commission's finding of Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensing of smart mobile OS would not be altered because Google's share would still be significant throughout the period 2011-2016: (i) in 2011, Google's share would have been 45.9%, Apple's share would have been 25.2%; and BlackBerry's share would have been 11.1%; (ii) in 2012, Google's share would have been 59.5%, Apple's share would have been 26.6% and BlackBerry's share would have been 5.2%; (iii) in 2013, Google's share would have been 69.4%, Apple's share would have been 22.1% and BlackBerry's share would have been 2.3%; (iv) in 2014, Google's share would have been 74.9%, Apple's share would have been 19.2% and BlackBerry's share would have been 0.5%; (v) in 2015, Google's share would have been 77.1%, Apple's share would have been 17.9% and BlackBerry's share would have been 0.3% and (vi) in 2016, Google's share would have been 79.3%, Apple's share would have been 17.6% and BlackBerry's share would have been 0.1%. Source: Commission's calculations based on [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867) using sales of smartphones and tablets. For methodology, see footnote 440.


439 Source: Commission's calculations based on [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867) using sales of smartphones and tablets. For the calculation of Google Android market shares, Android forks sales were excluded (namely sales of Fire OS - Amazon.com sales -, Flyme, Nokya X and Yun). The tablet sales classified as "Windows & Android" were divided equally between the two mobile OS. This methodology was applied in all the calculations in this Decision using Google's Android number of devices worldwide (excluding China), in China and in the EEA.
Google’s volume based market shares would not be very different (and most of the times would even be higher) if China were included in the worldwide market for the licensing of smart mobile OSs. This is because OEMs that sell both inside and outside of China such as Huawei, Lenovo, Xiaomi and ZTE have entered into AFAs that cover Android devices, and are enforced, in relation to devices sold within China. The share of supply of Android devices for these OEMs in China, which represent the large majority of devices sold in China, would therefore have to be attributed to Google.

Google Android also enjoys the largest installed base of licensable smart mobile OSs. In 2014 there were 1.6 billion Google Android smartphones in the world, compared with 46 million Windows Mobile smartphones. In addition, as evidenced by Figure 8, in July 2016 there were 2.156 billion Google Android smartphones in the world, compared with 24 million Windows Mobile smartphones.

---

441 The Commission has also included the market shares of Amazon in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs even though Amazon does not currently license its Fire OS. This is because at least in 2012 and 2013 Amazon sought to license its Fire OS to a number of OEMs (see Section 12.6.3.3).

442 See the examples of Acer, Huawei, K-Touch and Lenovo mentioned in Section 9.3.4.

443 Google’s shares in China were: (i) 65.6% in 2011, (ii) 91.5% in 2012; (iii) 96.8% in 2013; (iv) 97.3% in 2014; (v) 94.9% in 2015 and (vi) 94.3% in 2016. Source: Commission’s calculations based on […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

Google Android has been therefore by far the leading OS since 2011 in terms of market shares in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile devices OSs and the alternative OS included in the relevant market do not exercise a significant constraint on Google Android.

The Commission's conclusion that since 2011, Google has enjoyed strong and stable market shares by volume and there has been no effective entry in any EEA country is not affected by Google's claims that those market shares:

1. incorrectly exclude Apple;
2. should not attribute to Google, market shares relating to Android devices that it does not manufacture as Android implementations by OEMs/MNOs are not controlled by Google; and
3. should not be based on volume but value of either of the Google Android devices sold by OEMs, advertising revenues made on Google Android or app revenues derived from Google Android.

First, the Commission has properly excluded Apple from the market share calculations as iOS is not part of the relevant market for licensable smart mobile OSs (see Section 7.3.5). In any event, as discussed in footnote 438, even if non-licensable smart mobile device OSs were included in the relevant market, the Commission's finding of Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensing of smart mobile OS would not be altered.

Second, the Commission has properly attributed to Google, market shares relating to Google Android devices built by OEMs and commercialised by OEMs and MNOs. This is because Google: (i) has an important influence on the key steps of the

\[445\text{ See } "\text{Installed base of smartphones by operating system from 2015 to 2016 (in million units)}"\text{, available at https://www.statista.com/statistics/385001/smartphone-worldwide-installed-base-operating-systems/}, \text{printed and saved on 13 June 2017.}\]

\[446\text{ An example of a device manufactured by Google is the Pixel phone, see https://madeby.google.com/phone/}, \text{printed and saved on 13 June 2017.}\]

development of Android (see section 6.2.1.1), (ii) controls the licensing of the Android trademarks and brand (see Section 6.3.2) and (iii) controls the implementation of Android on smart mobile devices through the Android compatibility tests (see Section 6.3.1).

Third, market shares based on the value of Google Android devices sold by OEMs do not provide a good indication of Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OS. This is for the reasons set out in recitals (454) and (455).

In the first place, Google does not derive any revenue from the sale of a Google Android device by a third party OEM and MNOs are free to set their pricing policy independently from Google.

In the second place, Google has no interest in OEMs and MNOs increasing the price of their devices. If anything, Google would have an interest in OEMs and MNOs maintaining or lowering the price of their devices in order to increase the distribution of Android and its profit-generating services (see as described in Sections 6.1 and 9.3.4, Google's mobile business model is based on ensuring the widest possible distribution for GMS devices).

Fourth, market shares calculated by value of advertising revenues do not provide a good indication of Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OS.

In the first place, advertising revenues made on the Android platform provide only a limited insight into Google's economic strength because these revenues are only one of the ways that Google monetises its economic strength relating to Android.

For example, Google obtains substantial amounts of data on consumer behaviour and device use from Google Android devices, its proprietary applications and APIs for Android. Google itself states that "Google Services collect user data, which are used to provide the Services, to improve the Services and to help show ads that users are more likely to find useful." These data can be valuable for Google, even in the absence of direct monetisation through advertising. For example, Amazon stated: "The behavioural information Google collects via Google Android, the Google APIs, the GMS suite, and other Google services tied to Android would provide tremendous value in improving Google's internet search, online advertising, and other businesses." In addition, Oracle stated: "In addition to allowing Google to maintain and deepen its dominance in online advertising, its data collection has allowed Google to entrench its dominance in search. As the EC is well aware, the advantage conferred to Google by its scale in data – combined with the anti-
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448 In any event, the shares of Google by value were not substantially different from those by volume. On the basis of […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867), Google's share by value in 2016 was 94.8% while the share of Windows was 4.5%. The value share of Google has been constantly increasing since 2011 when it was 77.8% (for methodology, see footnote 440). The value based market shares have been calculated by the Commission on the basis of […] data on average selling price of the mobile devices per OS.

449 Google's response to Question 25 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790). See also footnote 75.

450 See Google's response to Question 25 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790).

451 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 9 March 2017 (Doc ID 8247).
competitive conduct Google employs to protect its position – has raised insurmountable barriers to entry in the markets for general search and in particular specialized search services. […] In addition to giving Google an advantage in search and online advertising, the data Google collects gives it an advantage in optimizing its mobile (and PC) services such as YouTube and Maps, as well as in predictive technologies such as Google Now. For example, one way Google can gain competitive insight into user behaviour is to understand which apps are installed, or removed, by users on its platform.⁴⁵²

(459) In the second place, and in any event, the advertising revenue estimates provided by Google whereby it attributes to Google and Apple the revenues made by advertisers on Google Android and iOS respectively do not provide a proper indication of Google’s economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OS. This is because (i) advertisers (and not smart mobile OS developers) earn these revenues; and (ii) Google fails to take into account the fact that a large proportion of advertising revenues made on iOS devices (as well as on Google Android devices) are earned by Google through Google Search and other services.⁴⁵³

(460) Fifth, market shares calculated by value of app sales do not provide a good indication of Google’s economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OS. This is because those shares would relate to the Play Store revenues and, if anything, would provide an indication of Google’s economic strength at the level of Android app stores, not at the level of licensable smart mobile OSs.

9.3.2. Barriers to entry and expansion

(461) The worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs is characterised by the existence of a number of barriers to entry and expansion.

(462) First, developing a smart mobile OS is a costly and time-consuming process. Costs result both from the initial investment in research and development to bring a smart mobile OS to the market and the need to finance the ongoing development of the OS, its new features and releases.

(463) This has been confirmed by OS developers and by OEMs:

(1) BlackBerry "has historically made billions of dollars in ongoing investments to develop the BlackBerry OS and BlackBerry 10 mobile OSs. These investments include thousands of employees and manhours."⁴⁵⁴

(2) Jolla noted with respect to MeeGo "… Nokia and Intel cumulatively invested hundreds of millions euros and thousands of man working years in the

---

⁴⁵² See Oracle's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7835).

⁴⁵³ While Google stated that it is unable to allocate how much of the revenues on iOS would need to be attributed to Google (Google's response to Question 21 of the request for information of 24 March 2017, Doc ID 7790), this amount is likely to be substantial. Until 2016, iOS was [sources of Google Search revenues]. In 2016, [sources of Google Search revenues], Google still generated more than EUR […] in advertising revenues on iOS (see Google's response to Question 3 of the request for information of 24 March 2017, Doc ID 7955).

⁴⁵⁴ BlackBerry’s non-confidential response to Question 9.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3763).
development of Linux-based next generation mobile OS until mid-2011.  

(3) Microsoft has spent "[millions of dollars] on R&D to develop the Windows client and RT operating systems. Development time varies between versions and is usually between one and three years. Total development costs for the modern Windows Phone platform through the end of June 2013 are approximately [in the millions of dollars]. These costs cover [a range of expenditures]. Windows Phone 7, Microsoft's first release of its modern smartphone OS, took more than [0-4] years to develop."  

(4) According to Apple, Google cross-subsidised the development of Android with revenues from mobile advertising, mobile apps and in-app purchases in the Play Store.  

Second, the worldwide market for the licensing of smart mobile device OSs is characterised by network effects. Such network effects arise because, when deciding which licensable smart mobile OS to develop for, app developers consider the revenue potential of that OS and since they "earn their profits mainly by app downloads, mobile OSs with a large user base are considered more attractive by app developers."  

Google's market share and the installed base of Android (see Section 9.3.1) create strong incentives for developers of apps for licensable smart mobile OSs to concentrate their development efforts on Android and not develop apps for other licensable smart mobile OSs ("multi-home"). This is for three main reasons. 

In the first place, most app developers have limited resources. 

In the second place, the conversion of apps from one licensable smart mobile OS to another ("porting") is costly and time-consuming. Only few developers would be
ready to add a third platform to their portfolio, besides Android and iOS (see Section 9.3.4.2.IV), as emphasised by the difficulties of Microsoft to attract developers.\footnote{464}

In the third place, no other licensable smart mobile OS has the same reach as Android.\footnote{465} For example, in November 2015, there were 1.8 million apps available on the Play Store, the main app store on Google Android devices, compared to 700 000 on Windows in September 2015\footnote{466} and 400 000 on Fire OS in September 2015\footnote{467}.

The existence of network effects in smart mobile OSs and the barriers to entry resulting from them has been confirmed by OS developers, OEMs, app store developers, other app developers, Google's internal documents and a study by an independent consultant:

1. Regarding OS developers, Canonical noted that "there is not yet an OS which can sufficiently compel manufacturers to create devices with an alternative OS. Microsoft is an organisation that is comparable to Google in size and importance, but the Windows mobile OS has consistently failed to compete with Android because it is not able to create a cost efficient manufacturing process, nor is it a scalable OS which will allow manufacturers to create different devices across different retail price points."\footnote{468}

2. Regarding OEMs:\footnote{469}
   2.1 Sony stated that "[t]he main reason for consumer uptake is the availability of apps on each platform and the maturity of the platform. In Android's case the vast number of devices and span of price points [contribute] to the uptake".\footnote{470}
   2.2 According to Lenovo, "[a]ny new mobile OS would need to reach a certain critical mass of apps in its primary apps store to be appealing to an operating system like iOS is high because the developer will need to repeat the development process for each operating system – recode the app, integrate with the services available on that operating system and perform testing."\footnote{464}

According to Hutchison 3G: "Windows OS has a lower priority due to the low market share in the mobile world" - Hutchison 3G's non-confidential response to Question 18 of request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2383).

According to a survey conducted by Vision Mobile in the third quarter of 2015, "Android's reach is too large to ignore. (...) Android remains by far the most popular platform overall, targeted by 71% of all mobile developers with 28% only using Android". – Vision Mobile, State of the Developer Nation Q3 2015, p. 19 (Doc ID 2746).


Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).

Canonical's non-confidential response to Question 8.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 467).

The majority of OEMs consider that no other smart licensable mobile OS can provide features or characteristics equivalent to the Android OS – Non-confidential responses to Question 8.2 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers.

Sony Mobile Communications' non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).
developers/customers which is why it will be difficult for newcomers to enter at this point." 471

2.3 According to Acer Inc. ("Acer"), "The Android OS is important for our smart mobile device business because it is a very popular, reliable and attractive OS for mobile devices that has been very successful in attracting end-users to Android-based devices. This has been in large part due to the steadily growing availability of quality applications, often for free." 472

2.4 According to Huawei, "Developers pay a lot of attention to the ability and efficiency of the mobile OS in producing revenues for their applications." 473

(3) Regarding app store developers, according to Aptoide, "Google Android has become the de facto standard in this market and manufacturers or carriers face considerable barriers to using other operating systems. They would have not only to build their own software (which may not be difficult if they fork the Android source code) but then convince application developers to build software for their new system (which would require developers to rebuild their software and duplicate software maintenance and support tasks). In consequence, the current market situation is that Google's Android is the dominant product in this market, having no significant pressure from competitors." 474

(4) Regarding other app developers, WP Technology, Inc. ("Wattpad") stated: "iOS and Android OS both have mass adoption, for our application type is crucial to support these platforms." 475 According to Skyhook Wireless ("Skyhook"), "it is critical to develop client software that will operate on mobile OSs with a large market share, such as the Android OS." 476

(5) [Google Executive], acknowledged the existence of indirect network effects: "for every app written for Android, the value of the platform (and in turn the value to consumers who adopt phones based on the platform) increases. As more developers build great apps for Android, more consumers are likely to buy Android phones because of the availability of great software content (Angry Birds, anyone?). As more delighted consumers adopt Android phones, it creates a larger audience for app developers to sell more apps." 477 [Google Executive] also said: "Android now supports a hardware and services ecosystem worth over […] a year. Our apps and ads services have made this possible and work to protect our position.[…] These services inherently rely on

471 Lenovo's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4095).
472 Acer's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 507).
473 See Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 17 of the request for information to app store developers of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 2455).
474 Non-confidential version of the complaint by Aptoide of 16 June 2014 (Doc ID 874), page 5.
475 Wattpad's non-confidential response to Question 27.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 537).
476 Skyhook's non-confidential response to Question 27.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 542).
scale to succeed - – no one partner can easily fragment and replicate the complete platform". 478

(6) The study by the independent consultancy Vision Mobile noted that indirect network effects create "black oceans" which make competition with Android "impossible".

Figure 9: Vision Mobile – Assessment of mobile app ecosystem competition 479

MOBILE APP ECOSYSTEMS CREATE BLACK OCEANS

Red ocean existing markets fierce competition

Blue ocean uncontested markets no competition

Black ocean ecosystem-driven markets impossible competition

e.g. mobile handsets
e.g. luxury home appliances
e.g. app ecosystems

Third, OEMs wishing to switch to other licensable smart mobile OSs face switching costs. This is because implementing a smart mobile OS requires lead time and investment from an OEM. For example, Sony has estimated that the initial development cost "to implement the Android OS on our devices was approximately 50 million Euro, with lead time of 1.5-2 years". 480 OEMs also invest more in developing Android devices than devices operating on any other licensable smart mobile OS. 481

Fourth, the incentives of OEMs to switch to other licensable smart mobile OS providers are further reduced by the fact that users of Android devices face significant costs when switching to another smart mobile OS and exhibit loyalty to their smart mobile OS. 482

480 Sony’s non-confidential response to Question 10.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).
481 Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 4187).
482 See in more detail recitals (522) to (551).
Fifth, no alternative provider of licensable smart mobile OSs has been able to enter and expand successfully in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs. The share of the second most important player in this market – Microsoft - dropped below 2% in 2016. Microsoft exited the market shortly afterwards (see recital (399)). Other providers including Firefox OS, Tizen or Sailfish have also been unable to gain more than 0.2% market share since their entry in 2012, 2015 and 2013 respectively.

Except for the elements discussed in Section 9.3.5 and 9.3.6, Google does not contest these findings.

9.3.3. Lack of countervailing buyer power

The Commission concludes that OEMs have insufficient countervailing bargaining power.

First, whereas Google accounts for almost the totality of the sales of smart mobile device outside China of the largest OEMs that pre-install Google Android, most of these OEMs individually account for only a relatively small proportion of sales of Google Android outside China.

Second, the barriers to entry and expansion mean that a threat by the OEMs to promote entry of a supplier of an alternative OS that could be a credible competitive threat to Google, would not be realistic. Such entry or expansion in order to be successful would require significant investments to overcome these barriers and it is unlikely that OEMs would commit to such investments.

Third, lack of countervailing buyer power is evidenced by the limited negotiations that appear to take place in relation to recent AFAs, which are now "signed online" with Google's partners needing only to provide the contact details of the representative signing the AFA on their behalf and click the relevant box in the online form to accept the terms of the agreement. This suggests that Google's partners can choose only if they agree to enter into an AFA and are unable to influence any of its terms and conditions.

Except for the elements discussed in Section 9.3.4, Google does not contest these findings.

9.3.4. Non-licensable smart mobile OSs

The Commission concludes that non-licensable smart mobile OSs, such as iOS and BlackBerry OS, exercise an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

---

483 For example, in 2015, Google Android accounted for approximately 99% of the sales outside China of the five largest Android OEMs (Samsung, Huawei, LG Electronics, Sony and ZTE). Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710).
484 Apart from Samsung, which accounted in 2015 for approximately 36% of the sales of Google Android devices out of China, all other OEMs account for a percentage that is below 10% (Huawei for 5%; LG Electronics for 6%; Sony for 3%; and ZTE for 3%). Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710).
485 See Huawei's response to the request for information of 11 January 2016 (Doc ID 3493).
486 See [AFA signatory]'s AFA of 2015 [...].
487 iOS and BlackBerry OS are the only non-licensable smart mobile OSs to have been installed on a non-negligible number of smart mobile devices between 1 January 2011 and the date of adoption of this Decision.
First, users obtain smart mobile OSs as part of a wider bundle with a smart mobile device and take into account a range of factors other than the smart mobile OS when purchasing a smart mobile device (Section 9.3.4.1).

Second, iOS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs (Section 9.3.4.2).

Third, BlackBerry OS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs (Section 9.3.4.3).

9.3.4.1. Users obtain smart mobile OSs as part of a wider bundle with a smart mobile device and take into account a range of factors other than the smart mobile OS when purchasing a smart mobile device.

Users obtain smart mobile OSs as part of a wider bundle with a smart mobile device and take into account a range of factors other than the smart mobile OS when purchasing such a device. These factors include, for example, price of the device, battery life, quality of the device screen, quality of the camera, design of the device, and data storage available on the device. As such, it is unlikely that users would change their purchase behaviour and switch to devices based on non-licensable smart mobile OSs in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google Android.\(^\text{488}\) This has been confirmed by OEMs and MNOs:

1. According to Nokia: "[...] the operating system is only one relevant factor among many that affect the customer choice (other factors include, inter alia, the overall price of the product, available third-party applications, various hardware elements like screen, camera, radio, available utility software on the product, available services, available operator subsidies, brand, form and style factors.)"\(^\text{489}\)

2. According to Microsoft: "Customers base their purchasing decisions on many factors, including but not limited to operating system features, apps and services, hardware quality and characteristics, reputation, third-party application availability, and price. Every customer is unique, and ranks these factors, or others, differently. Mobile carriers also play a substantial role in driving customer demand and purchasing decisions for smartphones at the point of sale."\(^\text{490}\)

3. According to Samsung: "In general, consumers consider a number of different factors including device information as exemplified above, as well as the manufacturer's brand image:[...]."\(^\text{491}\)

\(^{488}\) The Commission considered user switching behaviour in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google Android because Google is unlikely to increase the price of Google Android, given that its business model is based on OEMs accessing Google Android on the basis of a royalty-free licence.

\(^{489}\) See Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764).

\(^{490}\) See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 17.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 377).

\(^{491}\) See Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 17.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4117).
(4) According to HTC: "In UK & Germany, OS is 7th most important factor in purchasing decision."  

(5) According to Eircom Limited ("Eircom"), "[...] a customer's purchasing decision is based mainly on the hardware as opposed to the mobile OS or mobile services available."

(484) This has also been confirmed by consumer surveys. For example, Nielsen data from an international survey conducted in 2012 indicate that for users in Italy and the United Kingdom, having a "good operating system" is only one factor among other criteria such as "stylish design" and "ease of use." Furthermore, a 2013 report by Accenture confirms that users are equally or more likely to mention a long range of other factors than the "Operating System" as an important feature when determining which smartphone to purchase, including price, security, screen resolution, screen size, design – look/feel and touchscreen.

(485) The Commission's conclusion that users take into account a range of factors other than the smart mobile OS when purchasing a smart mobile device is not affected by Google's claim that respondents to the requests for information, the Commission's past decisions and the evidence on file indicates that the smart mobile OS is an important factor, if not the most important factor, in user purchasing decisions.

(486) First, contrary to what Google claims, the Commission does not conclude that a smart mobile OS is an unimportant component of user purchasing decisions. Rather, the Commission concludes that a smart mobile OS is one important factor in the success of a smart mobile device but that other features are also important, if not more important (see recitals (483) and (484)).

(487) Second, users of Google Android devices are not sensitive to variations in the quality of their smart mobile OS and would not change their device purchasing behaviour in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google Android.

(488) In the first place, while Google claims that, since 2011, it has been "relentlessly" releasing new Android versions, it also recognises that OEMs have consistently failed to deliver punctual updates of the Google Android OS to users. This is also

---

492 See HTC's non-confidential response to Question 17.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3841).
493 See Eircom's non-confidential response to Question 14.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 437).
497 See also Commission decision in Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 83; and in Case M.7047 – Microsoft / Nokia, paragraph 104.
499 Google Android OEMs need to adapt OS updates to the specific version of Google Android that is installed on their Google Android devices. As such, OS updates need to be released by individual OEMs after Google releases the code. See for example Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 123, paragraphs 79 and following (Doc ID 7117).
confirmed by Figure 10 according to which a significant proportion of Google Android users do not use devices running the latest version of the Google Android OS. As of May 2017, only 7.1% of Google Android devices were operating on the latest version of Google Android ("Nougat") that had been released already in October 2016 while more than half were operating on the third newest or older OS. In spite of OEMs consistently failing to deliver punctual updates of the Google Android OS to users, during the period 2011-2016, as shown in Table 3, Google Android's share of devices has consistently increased.

**Figure 10: Breakdown of Google Android devices by releases of OS as of May 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Codename</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.3.3 - 2.3.7</td>
<td>Gingerbread</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0.3 - 4.0.4</td>
<td>Ice Cream Sandwich</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.x</td>
<td>Jelly Bean</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2.x</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>KitKat</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Lollipop</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Marshmallow</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Nougat</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second place, according to a study submitted by Yandex, handset sales do not appear to be related to Google Android updates. In fact, as shown by Figure 11, there is a general upward trajectory of sales of Google Android devices with no evidence that this trend accelerates when a new Google Android OS update is launched or decelerates when a new iOS update is launched.

---

500 These findings are also confirmed by the graph included in Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 12, paragraph 29 (Doc ID 8598).

501 See Figure of "Further evidence on the competitive interaction between licensable and non-licensable OS", CRA study on behalf of Yandex submitted on 16 June 2017 (Doc ID 8031) extracted from [https://developer.android.com/about/dashboards/index.html](https://developer.android.com/about/dashboards/index.html). The dates of the major releases of Android were as follows: Nougat 2016, Marshmallow 2015, Lollipop 2014, Kitkat 2013, Jelly Bean 2012, Ice Cream Sandwich 2011 and Gingerbread 2010.
Figure 11: Units sold of Android and iOS phones in Europe, and significant Android and iOS updates

(490) Third, contrary to what Google claims, Figure 11 does not confirm that the release of an update by Google drives Google Android device sales. This is because, as Google concedes, users cannot immediately benefit from an Android release ("the average time for OEMs and carriers to deliver Android updates ranges from […] months to […] months; and some OEMs/carriers never update their devices"). As such, the fact that as of 2013 sales of devices peaked each year in Q4 is because of other factors than yearly Android releases, such as seasonality.

(491) Moreover, contrary to what Google claims, Figure 11 does not confirm the "innovation race" between Google and Apple. Any comparison based only on release dates of OS updates is not meaningful given that updates on Google Android devices take much more time to reach user devices than iOS updates.

An Android or iOS update was deemed to be significant and therefore worth being included in the graph if it fell in the top ten, in terms of the number of features added to the OS. Data labels corresponding to a significant Android or iOS updates have an asterisk beside them if they coincided with the introduction of a new model of the Samsung Galaxy S or iPhone respectively (this analysis focused on releases of the Samsung Galaxy S, as Samsung enjoyed the greatest market share among producers of Android phones over the period in question, and Galaxy S is its flagship series). Source: "Further evidence on the competitive interaction between licensable and non-licensable OS", CRA study on behalf of Yandex submitted on 16 June 2017 (Doc ID 8031).

Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 12, paragraph 29 (Doc ID 8598)

Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 123, paragraphs 79 and following (Doc ID 7117). See also Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 12, paragraph 28 (Doc ID 8598) and Figure 10, as well as Google's chart "Proportion of Android versions installed on devices over time", which shows that [timing of adoption of Android versions].

Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 126, footnote 472 (Doc ID 7117);
Fourth, a survey submitted by Yandex (the "Yandex Survey")\(^{506}\) indicates that Google Android users are not sensitive to quality variations in Google Android as 59% of Android users do not know which version of Android their devices are running. When asked to identify recently-added features in the Android OS their phone was running, only 37% indicated they were aware of new features. When these 37% of respondents were asked to identify the most important new feature of which they were aware, approximately a third did not provide an answer or said "don't know".

Fifth, Google's claim that the Yandex Survey shows that certain users consider the smart mobile OS to be the most important factor in choosing a smart mobile device\(^{507}\) further confirms the Commission's conclusions. This is because the users concerned have already purchased a Google Android device. Given that Google Android users would face substantial costs when switching to iOS devices (see Section 9.3.4.2.II) and show a significant degree of loyalty to Google Android (see Section 9.3.4.2.III), it is not surprising that those users consider it important that their future device is based on Google Android.

Sixth, an internal Google presentation, prepared by the business consultancy Kantar dated from April 2016\(^{508}\) and focused on the United Kingdom, a Member State where Apple has a relatively large share of device sales, indicates that the smart mobile OS brand is only a small factor among those triggering user purchase decisions, [Google internal communications on business strategy]. The same document indicates that the top trigger by far in terms of popularity is the handset brand/model.

\(^{506}\) "Further evidence on the competitive interaction between licensable and non-licensable OS", CRA study on behalf of Yandex submitted on 16 June 2017 (Doc ID 8031), page 8 and following and Google's letter of 14 March 2018 (Doc ID 8768).


\(^{508}\) Appendix 8 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 6555-69).
Moreover, [Google internal communications on business strategy].\textsuperscript{510} This shows that: (i) hardware and not OS features are the main reasons why users switch; and (ii) the hardware defects referred to are not dependent on the OS, as Google claims,\textsuperscript{511} because higher-end Google Android devices are not said to be affected by the same defects.

Seventh, Google's claim that Figure 12 points at ease of use as the second most important purchase trigger for premium Google Android switchers to iOS\textsuperscript{512} does not contradict the Commission's conclusions as: (i) ease of use is not only related to the smart mobile OS of a certain device but also to hardware and the apps pre-installed on the device; and (ii) in any event, the handset brand/model remains by far the main triggering factor.

9.3.4.2. iOS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that iOS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

First, there are significant price differences between Google Android and iOS devices.

Second, users of Google Android devices would face substantial costs when switching to iOS devices.

Third, users show a significant degree of loyalty to their existing smart mobile OS.

\textsuperscript{509} Appendix 8 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 6555-69).
\textsuperscript{510} Appendix 8 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 6555-69). More specifically, according to this document, the main factors for switching are [list of factors related to hardware].
\textsuperscript{511} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 50, paragraph 30 (Doc ID 7117).
\textsuperscript{512} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 13, paragraph 29 (Doc ID 8598).
Fourth, app developers are unlikely to stop developing for Google Android and develop exclusively for iOS.

I. There are significant price differences between Google Android and iOS devices

More than half of Google Android devices are priced below USD 350, whereas all Apple smartphones have until recently been priced above this threshold. Users that wanted to purchase less expensive smart mobile devices, could not, therefore, switch to iOS devices. It was only in March 2016 that Apple announced the launch of a lower priced device – iPhone SE.

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the average selling price of Google Android and Apple smartphones in Europe between 2009 and 2014.

Figure 13: Average selling price of iOS and Android smartphones in Europe, 2009-2014

In the period taken into account in Figure 13, Apple smartphones have, on average, cost twice as much as Google Android devices. In addition, the average price difference between Google Android and iOS devices has been increasing, reaching a peak of 181% of Google Android devices average price in the first quarter of 2015. In the second quarter of 2015, the price difference decreased due to the launch of certain higher-end Google Android devices, while remaining in the region of 120% of Google Android devices average price.

With regard to the differences in prices for devices running on different smart mobile OSs, Google confirmed: "Almost a quarter of all Android smartphones sold in the EU belong to the lowest price range of USD 50-149. In comparison, iOS and BlackBerry are not present in this segment and Windows Phone has a negligible

---


514 Yandex's memorandum 'Why retail competition between Android and Apple does not eliminate Google’s ability and incentive to engage in anticompetitive bundling in its dealings with Android device makers' (Doc ID 3828).

515 Notably the Samsung Galaxy S6. See Yandex's memorandum 'Why retail competition between Android and Apple does not eliminate Google’s ability and incentive to engage in anticompetitive bundling in its dealings with Android device makers' (Doc ID 3828).
presence of 0.5%. Another 21.4% of all Android-based smartphones are sold in the second lowest price range of USD 150-249, whereas no iPhones can be found in this category and only 23.2% of all Windows Phone smartphones and 31.7% of all BlackBerry phones belong to this segment. Taken together, almost half of all Android-based smartphones are sold within the two lowest price ranges, whereas Apple is completely absent and less than a quarter of all Microsoft phones and less than a third of all BlackBerry phones belong to these two price categories. A similar pattern is seen among tablets. The majority of Android-based tablets are sold at a price less than USD 300, while a trivial share of Microsoft tablets (less than 1%) and no Apple tablets are even sold in that price range.\(^516\)

Google also provided Figure 14, which shows that more than 80% of Apple's sales are concentrated on sales of smart mobile devices priced above USD 550 whereas only approximately 20% of Google Android devices are sold with prices above USD 550.

**Figure 14: Device price comparison submitted by Google\(^517\)**

The difference in price ranges between Google Android and iOS devices reflects the different commercial strategies pursued by Apple and Google.

On the one hand, Apple's strategy is based on vertical integration and the sale of higher-end smart mobile devices.\(^518\)

---

\(^516\) Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 45 (Doc ID 1584).


\(^518\) See Apple's 2015 Annual Report (Form 10-K). For the fiscal year ended on 26 September 2015, Apple reported total net sales of USD 234 billion. iPhone sales were USD 155 billion (66.33 % of total net sales), and iPad sales were USD 23 billion (9.93% of total net sales). Apple's strategy is confirmed by business analysts. For example, it has been noted that: "Microsoft is focused on market share. Samsung is focused on market share. BlackBerry is focussed on market share (and trying to survive). Read any coverage of the smartphone ‘wars’ and the key metric is market share. Apple is measuring itself in another way... margins." (see Ewan Spence, "Nine Business And Strategy Lessons From Apple and The iPhone 5c and 5s", 14 September 2013, available at [http://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/%20-%2020715e4837a0b51cd36950324](http://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/%20-%2020715e4837a0b51cd36950324), printed and saved on 11 April 2016).
On the other hand, Google's strategy is to ensure that Google Android is installed on as many smart mobile devices as possible as a way to ensure market penetration for its services and the collection of data used for the purposes of search advertising. As stated in an internal presentation to the Google Board of Directors [Google Executive], "[Google internal communications on business strategy]"

The different commercial strategies pursued by Apple and Google are reflected in the evolution of share of supply of smart mobile devices using iOS and Google Android.

As can be seen from Figure 15, Apple's share of supply of smart mobile devices worldwide (excluding China) remained relatively constant between 2009 and 2016, ranging between 15% and 26%, despite the share of devices based on Google Android in the same time period increasing from 4% in 2009 to 80% in 2016.

The Commission's conclusion that there are significant price differences between Google Android and iOS devices is not affected by Google's claims.

See Liz Laffan, "[Report] A new way of measuring openness, from android to webkit the open governance index [updated]", available at http://www.visionmobile.com/blog/2011/07/the-open-governance-index-measuring-openness-from-android-to-webkit/, printed and saved on 11 April 2016, which states: "Google has made Android available at "less than zero" cost, since Google’s core business is not software or search, but driving eyeballs to ads. As is now well understood, Google’s strategy has been to subsidise Android such that it can deliver cheap handsets and low-cost wireless Internet access in order to drive more eyeballs to Google’s ad inventory." See Ben Bajarin, “iOS, Android, and the Dividing of Business Models” (30 June 2014), available at https://techpinions.com/ios-android-and-the-dividing-of-business-models/32237, printed and saved on 11 April 2016 and see Bill Gurley, “above the crowd” (24 March 2011), available at http://abovethecrowd.com/2011/03/24/freight-train-that-is-android/, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.


Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

Google Android devices are spread across all price ranges and up to half of Google Android devices users would switch to Apple as a result of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google Android;

[Google confidential sales plans and marketing strategy];

Android's competition with iOS for users of higher-end devices protects users of lower-end Android devices because Google does not release degraded versions of Android for lower-end devices;

Apple has started to target heavily users of lower-end Google Android devices with its iPhone C & SE; and

[Google confidential sales plans and marketing strategy].

First, Google acknowledges that at least 50% of Google Android devices are sold at prices below those of iOS devices. As a result, the users of those Google Android device are unlikely to switch to iOS devices given that would generally not spend 5-10% more than what they spent on their previous device. As regards the remaining users, they would be unlikely to switch to iOS devices for the reasons set out in Sections 9.3.4.1, 9.3.4.II and 9.3.4.III. This is confirmed by Opera, which explained that "The only comparable OS in terms of app quantity, variety, and quality is iOS; however, Apple's devices may nonetheless be too expensive for many Android users to consider switching to iOS/Apple".  

Second, users of lower-end devices are equally valuable for Google because it collects valuable user data from those devices and uses that data to improve its products and serve advertisements on all users. This is confirmed by Google's statement in its internal documents that it has decided to take "[Google internal communications on business strategy]"

Third, competition between Android and iOS for users of higher-end devices would not protect users of lower-end Android devices. This is because the impact on Google of higher-end Android users switching to iOS would be limited, given that such users would still run searches on Google Search and Google would retain the large majority of revenues from such searches:

1. Google Search is set as default on the Safari browser on each smart mobile devices sold by Apple pursuant to a [commercial] agreement between Apple and Google;

2. [Information about the compensation Apple receives from Google in connection with that agreement]; and

---

523 Whilst there may be exceptions to this principle, this assumption is in line with the rationale of a SSNIP test.
524 Opera's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3534).
525 See footnote 75.
527 Apple's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 (Doc ID 1453).
(3) Google share of searches on iOS devices is above [90-100]%.

(516) Fourth, significant price differences remain between Google Android and iOS devices, notwithstanding Apple's launch of the iPhone C & SE.

(517) In the first place, the cheapest version of Apple's iPhone C launched in September 2013 was priced at USD 550, which was higher than most Google Android devices.

(518) In the second place, the cheapest version of the iPhone SE as of 18 April 2017 was priced at USD 399, which was still higher than the majority of Google Android devices. In any event, the iPhone SE was launched only in March 2016.

(519) Fifth, the evidence submitted by Google does not support its claim that [Google confidential sales plans and marketing strategy].

(520) In the first place, Google bases its claim only on an unrepresentative study carried out in the United Kingdom, where iOS devices are used by a significantly higher percentage of users than in the rest of the EEA.

(521) In the second place, the study confirms that users of both lower-end and higher-end Google Android devices are unlikely to switch because of customer loyalty. [...]% of all users of Android devices in the United Kingdom are unlikely to switch compared to [...]% of higher-end users.

II. Users of Google Android devices would face substantial costs when switching to iOS devices

(522) Users of Google Android devices would face substantial costs when switching to iOS devices.

(523) These include the need to download and purchase existing apps for the new smart mobile OS, the need to learn and become familiar with a new interface and the need to transfer a large amount of data through often inconvenient and imperfect mechanisms.

(524) The existence of substantial switching costs has been confirmed by OEMs and

---

528 Source: [...] data provided by Microsoft in response to Question 13 of the request for information of 10 April 2017 (Annex 5) (Doc ID 8101).

529 See "The iPhone 5C Helps Make a Strong Argument for the iPhone 5S" (10 September 2013), available at http://techland.time.com/2013/09/10/iphone-5c-c-stands-for-cake/, printed and saved on 17 August 2017. Values indicated are without subsidies. Using a non-subsidised price allows more direct comparisons as it removes the effect of any potential carrier-specific discount. This is also the approach taken by Kantar in a survey submitted by Google, see Appendix 8 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 6555-69).

530 See Figure 13.

531 See https://www.apple.com/shop/buy-iphone/iphone-se/32gb-silver#00,20,30,40,60 (Doc ID 8152).

532 See Figure 13.

533 See Annex 20, attached to Google's response to the request for information of 24 March 2017, slide 5, according to which iOS's share of smartphones in the United Kingdom was between 30% and 41% in the time period from January 2014 to January 2016 (Doc ID 7791). This compares to a share in the EEA in the time period 2014-2016 of between 19% and 20% (source: [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

534 See Appendix 8 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 7 (Doc ID 6555-69).

Yandex's memorandum 'Why retail competition between Android and Apple does not eliminate Google's ability and incentive to engage in anticompetitive bundling in its dealings with Android device makers' (Doc ID 3828).
MNOs:

(1) Telefónica stated: "Once any customer has been using an ecosystem and has purchased several apps for it, it is very unlikely that the specific customer would jump to another ecosystem unless it had a bad experience with it or because of aggressive counter offers from the different devices manufacturers. Most of them, keep loyal to the ecosystem after 1 year of use. The main reason for that loyalty is that there are costs of switching to alternative platforms for end users. These costs include, in addition to that of replacing the device (if it has not been amortized), the following:

- cost of replacing (or [losing]) paid-for native apps and music that has been already acquired by the user, and cannot be transferred to any different platform;
- potential loss of network externalities, at least in the case of native apps that are used jointly with other users in the same ecosystem;
- switching costs are higher for users of multiple appliances for the same OS (smartphone, tablet, TV and/or PC) who share content through Cloud services due to stickiness inherent to the ecosystem services."

(2) Jolla stated: "There is a strong lock-in effect in mobile OSs. If a consumer starts using a certain mobile OS, (s)he is likely to buy the next device based on the same mobile OS. This consumer behaviour is logical because typically switching to next device with the same mobile OS is very easy, and consumer can transfer e.g. contact information, messages, settings, and media content (like pictures or music) easily to the next device. However, switching to device with other mobile OS is usually difficult, requires technical knowledge, time and effort, and results only part of the device content to be transferred. In addition, if a user has purchased applications and change the device with the same OS, (s)he typically can move the applications to the new device without need to purchase them again. However, this is not possible when changing to a device with a different mobile OS. Also the consumer needs to invest in learning the different user logic when switching to another mobile OS."

(3) Sony Mobile Communications Inc. ("Sony Ericsson") stated: "It is not very likely as most people will not want to learn a new system or re-purchase apps (and for the increasingly large community of mobile gamers, risk losing all the attributes or points they have won over time as they cannot be ported) if they are happy with what they have used."

(4) PT Portugal SGPS SA ("Portugal Telecom") stated: "The purchase of applications for a specific mobile OS creates loyalty to the OS. The fact that when a user changes from one device to a new one with the same OS the downloaded applications, for free or purchased, are almost automatically available in the new smartphone without any extra effort and cost is of course

---

536 See Telefonica's non-confidential response to Question 14.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 4142).
537 See Jolla's non-confidential response to Question 11.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS providers (Doc ID 3981).
538 See Sony Mobile Communications' non-confidential response to Question 17.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).
a way of turning the customers loyal to an OS."\(^{539}\)

(5) Yandex stated: "apps that were purchased in Google Play for usage on an Android phone would have to be purchased again in the Apple App store after a switch to iPhone. Migrating contacts can be a more straightforward process when the consumer follows a detailed guideline and photos and videos can be transferred using specific data-transferring apps. However, even then significant transaction costs are involved, which many consumers prefer to avoid. A number of other items cannot be transferred at all, as a recent switching guide describes, including:

- The Android phone case is not going to be compatible with an iPhone (and the dock might not be either)
- Android apps cannot be transferred
- Home screen customization is not available to the same extent on iOS
- Text messages are not easy to transfer and will like involve premium software options."\(^{540}\)

(6) Nokia stated: "Apps also contribute to consumer lock-in to an OS, owing to the lack of interoperability between the OS from different vendors. The threshold of switching becomes greater the more time and money the consumer spends on purchasing and getting accustomed to apps that are only compatible with their relevant platform. This is amplified by the fact that even if the applications were compatible with the new device, there is a tight connection with the application store both on re-installation to a new device (i.e. user account) and updates to the application already purchased from one store."\(^{541}\)

(525) The existence of substantial switching costs is also confirmed by Apple's launch in September 2015 of a "Move to iOS" app as part of its iOS 9 release, as an attempt to make switching easier.\(^{542}\)

(526) Furthermore, the substantial switching costs are not negated by the alleged low cost of repurchasing existing Android apps on an iOS device or the short life span of apps.\(^{543}\)

(527) On the one hand, the price paid for the purchase of apps is only one barrier to switching. Other barriers, as described in recitals (523) and (524), include the costs and time of learning to use a new smart mobile OS (including a new set of apps), of porting data, settings and content, of downloading apps on a new device, and of

---

539 See Portugal Telecom's non-confidential response to Question 14.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 365).
540 Yandex's memorandum 'Why retail competition between Android and Apple does not eliminate Google's ability and incentive to engage in anticompetitive bundling in its dealings with Android device makers' (Doc ID 3828).
541 Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).
542 Source: see "It's easy to make the switch to iPhone", available at http://www.apple.com/iphone/switch-to-iphone/, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.
reconfiguring app settings.\(^{544}\)

(528) On the other hand, because Google Android users download on average 10 apps per month,\(^{545}\) even if the life span of a majority of apps were to be short,\(^{546}\) there would still remain a large number of apps that users would need to transfer to a newly purchased smart mobile device.

(529) The Commission's conclusion that users of Google Android devices would face substantial costs when switching to iOS devices is not affected by Google's claims that:\(^{547}\)

1. switching costs are irrelevant because competition takes place at the point of purchasing a new smart mobile device;
2. Apple strives to make switching from Android to iOS easy via its "Move to iOS" app and by offering users, since May 2017, up to USD 260 credit if they traded in their Android device for an iOS device\(^{548}\); and
3. switching costs equally exist between licensable OSs, such as Android and Windows, that are part of the same market.

(530) First, the fact that competition takes place at the point of purchasing a new smart mobile device does not mean that switching costs are irrelevant. On the contrary, switching costs are relevant at the point of purchasing a new mobile device because the fact that a user currently uses a Google Android device influences its purchasing decision when it comes to a new device.

(531) Second, the Move to iOS app has not eliminated the costs of switching from Android to iOS:

1. user reviews as of 19 April 2017 indicate that the Move to iOS app has an average rating in the Play Store of less than 2.8 (out of 5). Furthermore, of the total 93 368 user reviews that the "Move to iOS" app has received, more than 50% (i.e. 47 478 users) rated the app 1 out of 5;\(^{549}\)
2. as the "Move to iOS" app was launched in September 2015, the existence of such an app cannot alter the Commission's conclusion in recital (522) above for the period between January 2011 and August 2015; and
3. Google has not submitted any evidence to support its claim that in the US Apple has started offering users a USD 260 credit for switching from Android

\(^{544}\) See Sony Mobile Communications' non-confidential response to Question 17.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389); See Portugal Telecom's non-confidential response to Question 14.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 365).


\(^{546}\) "30 days after installation only 54% of apps are still in use by the user. After 60 days this figure falls to 43% and after 90 days only 35% of installed apps are still in use". See Section 4.3 of the RBB economic report and response to the FairSearch complaint "Annex 1 – Assessment of competition between smart mobile platforms", 21 May 2014 (Doc ID 854).


\(^{548}\) Google's letter of 6 June 2017 (Doc ID 7969).

to iPhone devices. If anything, Google’s claim that Apple would offer such credit in the US would confirm that the "Move to iOS" app has not successfully eliminated the costs of switching from Android to iOS.

Third, the fact that other licensable OSs are part of the same relevant market as Android does not imply that users do not face certain costs when switching between licensable OSs. This is because the Commission has assessed the scope of the relevant product markets starting from the level of the OEMs, i.e. the counterparties that have entered into the AFAs, MADAs and portfolio-based revenue share agreements with Google (see Section 7.2) and, from the perspective of such counterparties, Android and other licensable smart mobile OSs, are substitutable, irrespective of the switching costs faced by users.

III. Users show a significant degree of loyalty to their existing smart mobile OS

Users show a significant degree of loyalty to their existing smart mobile OS. For example, it has been estimated that in 2015, 82% of Google Android smartphone users purchasing a new smartphone decided to purchase a Google Android device. These figures are slightly higher than the equivalent figure for iOS users (78%).

A number of app developers, OEMs and MNOs have confirmed such a high degree of customer loyalty:

1. According to the Yandex Survey, more than 90% of Google Android smartphone users in the United Kingdom would most likely consider purchasing a new Google Android smartphone;

2. Telefónica stated: "Once any customer has been using an ecosystem and has purchased several apps for it, it is very unlikely that the specific customer would jump to another ecosystem unless it had a bad experience with it or because of aggressive counter offers from the different devices manufacturers. Most of them, keep loyal to the ecosystem after 1 year of use. The main reason for that loyalty is that there are costs of switching to alternative platforms for end users."

3. Archos S.A. ("Archos") stated: "There is a great deal of fidelity to the mobile OS. The main reason may not be the fact that applications have been purchased and that consumers want to preserve their investment. This is a very small factor. The main factor is the difficulty to port one’s personal data (eg contacts) from a mobile OS to the next. The other factor is that users get used to the way their smart device works and do not want to re-learn a new system." These additional factors have also been mentioned by Yandex,

---


551 Results of online survey of Android users in the United Kingdom conducted by Ipsos MORI. The questionnaire was completed by 1,001 Android users aged 16-75 across Great Britain from its online panel of respondents. Source: "Further evidence on the competitive interaction between licensable and non-licensable OS", CRA study on behalf of Yandex submitted on 16 June 2017 (Doc ID 8031), page 8 and following.

552 See Telefónica’s non-confidential response to Question 14.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 4142).

553 See Archos’ non-confidential response to Question 17.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 3717).
Telefónica and Jolla, as mentioned in Section 9.3.4.2.II.

(4) Belgacom SA/NV ("Belgacom") stated: "When the customer does not choose to change [OS], which mostly is the case, given the relatively high loyalty both for iOS and for Android, the purchased apps can be transferred to the new device with the same OS, because it is linked to the account of the customer. The mere fact of being able to transfer the purchased apps to a device with the same OS makes this loyalty even higher." 554

(5) Wind stated: "Customer stickiness to a specific Oss is in our view strictly related to applications the customer has already bought." 555

(535) The conclusion that users show a significant degree of loyalty to their existing smart mobile OS is not affected by Google’s claims that:

1. the Commission ignores evidence that a substantial number of users have switched, or would be willing to switch, between Android and iOS;

2. the degree of competition for first time buyers of smart mobile devices would be sufficient to protect existing Android device users as Google cannot discriminate between these customer categories; 556

3. with regard to the Yandex Survey, 18% of surveyed customers stated that they did not know which device they were most likely to purchase. 557 Had the Commission considered these customers, it would have concluded that a lower percentage than 90% of users would most likely consider purchasing a new Google Android smartphone; and

4. the Commission’s reasoning conflicts with the Klemperer economic model, which, according to Google, suggests that when first-time buyers represent a large portion of demand, switching costs can increase competition because firms compete aggressively to win first-time buyers. 558

(536) First, the body of evidence does not demonstrate that a substantial number of users have switched, or would switch, between Android and iOS.

(537) In the first place, the fact that, in the period between 2013 and 2015, 16% of iOS users may have previously used Android confirms that only a minor proportion of Android users have actually switched to iOS.

(538) In the second place, the fact that, in late 2015 30% of new iPhone buyers may have previously been users of Android 559 is based on a limited period of observation (three months) and represents the highest ever rate of Android switchers. Furthermore, 554 See Belgacom's non-confidential response to Question 14.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 608).
555 See Wind's non-confidential response to Question 14.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 440).
given that this period coincides with the launch of a new iPhone, it is likely that
switching was influenced by factors related to the hardware elements of that device
(e.g. design, camera, screen and battery life), and not only by factors related to the
OS (see recital (494)). Moreover, and in any event, even those 30% of new iPhone
buyers corresponded to less than 5% of Google Android smartphone sales in that
quarter, given that the number of devices sold by Apple in the third quarter of 2015
accounted for a much smaller number as compared to Android sales (i.e. in Q3-2015,
iOS sales corresponded only to 48 million smartphones whilst Android sales
corresponded to close to 300 million smartphones).\footnote{560}

(539) In the third place, the 2013 report by Accenture referred to in recital (484)\footnote{561}
does not support Google's claim because it assesses only the importance for users of
owning different devices with the same smart mobile OS, and not the costs of
switching from one smart mobile OS to another. Moreover, the report assesses the
costs of switching between a PC OS and a smart mobile OS and not only between
different smart mobile OSs.

(540) In the fourth place, the statement in the internal Google document entitled "Switcher
insights"\footnote{562} that [...] Samsung Galaxy S5 users in the US switched to iOS in the
second half of 2015 does not support Google's claim:

1. Samsung Google Android devices are generally higher-end Android devices
and therefore more exposed to competition from iOS devices;

2. the period of observation coincides with the launch of a new iPhone, so it is
likely that switching was influenced by factors related to the hardware of such
device (e.g. design, camera, screen and battery life) and not only by factors
related to the OS; and

3. sales of Apple devices are relatively higher in the US than in the EEA.\footnote{563} As
such, it is likely that data related to the US would overestimate the competitive
constraint exercised by iOS devices on Google Android.

(541) In the fifth place, the statement in an internal Vodafone document\footnote{564} that 20% to
30% of Android users with a Vodafone contract that were due to change device
switched to iOS or BlackBerry is based on a limited period of observation (one
month). Moreover, even during that one month, around 70% of Android users that
were due to change their device purchased an Android device.

(542) In the sixth place, Orange did not confirm in its response to a request for
information\footnote{565} the readiness of users to switch from one smart mobile OS to another
regardless of the licensable or non- licensable nature of the smart mobile OS. The

---

\footnote{560}{Source: […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

\footnote{561}{See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 53, paragraph 37 (Doc ID 7117).

\footnote{562}{See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 53, paragraph 37 (Doc ID 7117); Appendix 20, Data Room Report (6 December 2016), paragraph 38 (Doc ID 7119).


\footnote{564}{See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 54, paragraph 37 (Doc ID 7117); Appendix 8 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 6555-69).

\footnote{565}{See Orange's non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 671).}
figures quoted by Google do not refer to switching rates but simply to "loyalty" rates, as measured by Orange on a scale from [0-20%] (minimum, assigned to Windows) to [80-100%] (maximum, assigned to iOS). Moreover, Orange also stated in that same response to a request for information that "iOS, Android and WP8 have shown high customer loyalty for various reasons amongst which: - Appealing features set including apps, multimedia functionalities, cloud services... - Proposition of brands/form factors".

(543) In the seventh place, other respondents to requests for information referred to by Google also did not confirm that users can and do switch between mobile OSs:\(^{566}\)

(1) a number of respondents indicated that only a large decrease in the number, range and quality of apps available on Android could trigger a switch to iOS:

(a) Hutchison 3G: "We believe that, in a very few cases, the range, quality, number or cost of apps available on pre-installed or downloadable appstores may make consumers switch between OSs."\(^{567}\) (emphasis added)

(b) ZTE: "If the quality of the apps cannot meet the needs of consumers, or prices of those apps are significantly higher than other mobile OSs, then consumers would consider switch to other mobile OSs."\(^{568}\) (emphasis added)

(c) Aptoide: "The quality and range of apps as well as the huge portfolio of free apps is a key asset to the Android ecosystem. Diversity of apps and services is also a key factor. A drastic change on this would surely affect the Android ecosystem and would allow other OSs to emerge."\(^{569}\) (emphasis added)

(d) Deutsche Telekom: "DT considers the switching to another mobile OS caused by changes in the range or quality of apps available in pre-installed and downloadable app stores, or in the price of those apps to be insignificant."\(^{570}\) (emphasis added)

(e) Huawei: "if users can easily obtain common apps and the experience meets their requirements, the number of other less common apps and changes in price are unlikely to make them switch to another OS."\(^{571}\) (emphasis added)

(2) Apple stated that: "non- licensable OSs do not constrain the competitive

---

567 See Hutchison 3G's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2383)
568 See ZTE's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2840).
569 See Aptoide's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2396).
570 See Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).
571 See Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2455).
behaviour of licensable OSs.”

(3) The Microsoft internal email referred to by Google is from 2009 and therefore two years before Google became dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs. In addition, the evidentiary value of the document is put into question by the same quote, which casts doubt on the reliability of the statement: “Take that for what it is – I think he meant it AND that doesn’t mean anything”.

(544) In the eighth place, the Statista study submitted by Google (the "Statista Survey"), according to which respectively 15% and 46% of the respondents would "definitely" or "maybe" switch to a different smart mobile OS in the future, does not support Google's claim. This is because:

(1) Google has not submitted the data underlying the survey;
(2) the Statista Survey seems to be based on only 517 interviews;
(3) the question and optional answers in the Statista Survey were ambiguous. In the Statista Survey, users were asked about the possibility of the future use of a different OS in the future and the most selected answer was "Yes, maybe", which does not necessarily imply that it is likely that user will switch OS in the next smart mobile device purchase.
(4) the Statista Survey appears to cover all users that are planning to purchase a new smartphone, therefore including iOS users as well as users of other OSs such as BlackBerry OS or Windows Mobile; and
(5) the Statista Survey covers only users in the United Kingdom, where Apple's share of smart mobile devices is relatively higher than in other Member States. As such, it is likely that the survey results related to the United Kingdom would overestimate the Apple's competitive constraint exercised by iOS devices on Google Android devices.

(545) Second, the degree of competition between OEMs for first-time buyers is insufficient to protect existing Android users.

(546) In the first place, users obtain smart mobile OSs as part of a wider bundle with a smart mobile device and take into account a range of factors other than the smart mobile OS when purchasing such a device (see Section 9.3.4.1).

(547) In the second place, between January 2009 and December 2013, when Google Android's share at the level of smart mobile devices grew substantially and first-time buyers represented a relatively higher percentage of smart mobile device users, the degree of competition for first-time buyers of smart mobile devices was insufficient to protect existing Google Android users because Apple was focussing exclusively on higher-end devices and only launched the iPhone C priced at USD 550 in September 2013 (see recital (517)).

(548) In the third place, since January 2014, the degree of competition for first-time buyers of smart mobile devices has also been insufficient to protect existing Android users.

572 Apple's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 690).
574 See recital (520).
because first time buyers represent a small and declining portion of smart mobile device users. This is confirmed by:

(1) estimates by the business consultancy Kantar that in the 3 months ending July 2015, 75% of smartphones sold in Europe were purchased by users that already owned a smartphone;\(^575\)

(2) [...] data which indicates that, between 2014 and 2016, the annual growth rate of sales of smart mobile devices has been small or even negative in Europe (between 9% and -5%);\(^576\) and

(3) Emarketer data according to which the majority of users keep their smart mobile devices for three or less years.\(^577\) This implies that most smart mobile devices sales since January 2014 correspond to the replacement of existing devices.

(549) In the third place, first-time buyers are less likely to react to a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google Android. This is because these buyers are not familiar with the functioning of a smart mobile device OS and are therefore less likely to perceive differences of the quality of Google Android when purchased as part of a bundle with a Google Android device.

(550) Third, it is irrelevant that 18% of users responding to the Yandex Survey stated that they did not know which device they are most likely to purchase. This is because, even taking into account these users, Google Android users that responded to the Yandex Survey were more than 10 times more likely to express an intention to purchase a Google Android device than an iOS device.

(551) Fourth, the Klemperer economic model referred to by Google is not applicable to the facts of this case because that model assumes that initially there are only first-time buyers, whereas this was never the case any point in time since 2011.

IV. App developers are unlikely to stop developing for Google Android and develop exclusively for iOS

(552) App developers are unlikely to stop developing for Google Android and develop exclusively for iOS in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google Android.

(553) First, developers generally consider it commercially important to develop apps for Google Android as it is only through Google Android that they can reach the large majority of users worldwide (see recital (290)).

(554) Second, developers that currently develop apps solely for Google Android would not need to cease developing for Google Android if they wished to start developing for

---


\(^{576}\) [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867). [...] data include in Europe the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the U.K., Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Ukraine and Rest of Central and Eastern Europe.

Third, a large percentage of Google Android developers already develop apps for both Google Android and iOS. This is confirmed by the following:

1. a Google internal document dated August 2016 and authored by [Google Executive] according to which more than [40-50]% of developers for Android also develop apps for iOS.

2. a report submitted on behalf of FairSearch, according to which "the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store have significant overlap among top apps: 92 of the top 100 third party iOS apps are also available on Google Play Store. By the same token, 90 of the top 100 third party Google Play Store apps are available on Apple App Store. This finding suggests that consumers can find the most popular apps on either app store, and that most developers of popular apps multi-home on the Google Play Store and the Apple App Store"; and

3. a submission by Yandex, according to which all but one of the top 50 apps in Apple's App Store are present on the Play Store.

4. Google's acknowledgment that developers generally multi-home between Google Android and iOS.

Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that app developers are unlikely to stop developing for Google Android and develop exclusively for iOS is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. multi-homing by app developers on Google Android and iOS reduces barriers to users switching from Google Android devices to iOS devices as they make these two type of devices homogeneous.

2. Apple and Google compete to lead app developers to develop first on their respective smart mobile OS and users of iOS and Google Android devices attach value to app developers developing first for the OS of their devices; and

3. Apple attracted the largest number of app developers.

In the first place, multi-homing by app developers on Google Android and iOS is not sufficient to make Google Android and iOS devices homogenous. This is because there remain other differences between Google Android and iOS devices including...
brand, battery life, quality of the device screen, quality of the camera, design of the device, storage space available on the device (see Section 9.3.4.1), price (see Section 9.3.4.2.1) and availability of apps (such as FaceTime, which is not available on Google Android devices). Moreover, as indicated in Section 9.3.4.2, there remain barriers to switching between Google Android and iOS that are independent of app developers developing for both Google Android and iOS, such as the need for users to learn to use a new OS.

(558) In the second place, Google has not submitted any evidence to support its claims: (i) that Apple and Google compete to lead app developers to develop first on their respective smart mobile OS and (ii) regarding the value to users of iOS and Google Android devices of app developers developing first for the OS of their devices.

(559) In the third place, as shown in Figure 15, since 2011, it is Google and not Apple that has attracted the largest number of app developers.

9.3.4.3. BlackBerry OS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs

(560) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that BlackBerry OS exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs.

(561) First, Google Android users switching to BlackBerry smart mobile devices would face similar costs than when switching to iOS devices (see Section 9.3.4).

(562) Second, BlackBerry does not constitute a significant constraint on Google given that, as footnote 438 indicates, BlackBerry's share of supply of smart mobile devices has fallen significantly since 2009, and was 0.1% of the worldwide market for smart mobile OSs (excluding China) in 2016.

(563) Third, only a limited number of apps are available on BlackBerry World (234 500). 586

(564) Fourth, in November 2015, BlackBerry launched its first device based on Google Android, the BlackBerry Priv. 587

(565) Fifth, in July 2016 BlackBerry confirmed that it has discontinued a large number of BlackBerry OS devices whilst it continues developing future Android devices. 588

(566) Sixth, it is unlikely that app developers would switch from Google Android to BlackBerry OS, given that by doing so they would only gain access to an insignificant share of the worldwide market for smart mobile OSs (excluding China).

9.3.5. The AOSP licence

(567) The Commission's conclusion that Google holds a dominant position on the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs is not


precluded by Google's making the source code of Android available for free via the AOSP licence.

(568) First, the evolution of Google's shares in the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs has shown no rapid variations or fluctuations. On the contrary, since 2011, Google has consistently held very high market shares in the relevant market.

(569) Second, the barriers to entry and expansion identified in Section 9.3.2 restrict the possibility of OS developers to enter the market and attract sufficient demand. The fact that the Google grants access to Google Android for free means that these barriers are even higher, given that competing OS developers need to compete against Google that does not charge hardware manufacturers any fee.

(570) Third, the substantial switching costs and OS loyalty – described in Section 9.3.4, mitigate any possible switch of users away from Google Android.

(571) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that Google holds a dominant position on the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs, notwithstanding the fact that Google makes the source code of Android available for free via the AOSP licence is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. Google Android is constrained by instant free availability of perfect substitutes in unlimited quantities;
2. Google cannot charge a price, degrade quality or reduce innovation in relation to Google Android. Due to the open-source nature of Android, there are no barriers to entry in the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs. After an Android version is released, it is available to everyone who wishes to make use of it;
3. OS developers are free to take and build on the latest Android release;
4. the alleged limitations to Android's open-source nature do not make Android any different from other open-source projects (e.g. Linux kernel);
5. Google cannot be considered dominant since Google Android is free; and
6. Google cannot be considered dominant since there are no trading relationships between Google and users, OEMs and MNOs.

(572) First, Google is not constrained by the availability of the AOSP licence for free given that it: (i) has an important influence on the key steps of the development of Android (see Section 6.2.2.1); (ii) controls the licensing of the Android trademarks and brand (see Section 6.3.2); and (iii) controls the implementation of Android on smart mobile devices through the Android compatibility tests (see Section 6.3.1). In addition, the very fact that OEMs are in the large majority of instances required to enter into AFAs and MADAs with Google for the commercialisation of their devices implies that Google cannot be considered as "constrained by the instant free availability of perfect substitutes."\(^{590}\)

(573) Second, Google can degrade quality or reduce innovation, given that it controls the


\(^{590}\) See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 63, paragraph 60 (Doc ID 7117).
Third, OS developers are not "free to take and build" on the latest Android release. Third, OS developers are not "free to take and build" on the latest Android release.

In the second place, developers which intend to "take over development" of Android and "turn [it] to a non-degraded copy" would also likely need to offer an attractive set of apps and APIs to OEMs. One option to obtain these apps and APIs would be to enter into a licensing agreement with Google in relation to Google's proprietary apps and APIs. However, this would imply that the OS developer would need to enter into an AFA and a MADA and follow the terms of these agreements, which are set by Google. In addition, Google could also refuse the licensing of its apps and APIs. Another option would be to replicate the Google app and APIs ecosystem. That would, however, require time and investment as suggested by the following statements:

(1) SFR: "One can estimate that the effort to build something equivalent to GPS is huge, typically hundreds of development man years".

(2) Aptoide: "Cloning the entire GMS API stack (Maps, Messaging, Games, Billing,...) implicates a enormous amount of resources. We had some contact with such a challenge during the development of Nokia X which targeted that goal. Today, would be even more difficult to try that. Is not only the implementation of the technology, but also the effort of convincing the 1.5M Apps developers to integrate them."

In the third place, the Commission's finding is not affected by Google's claim that OEMs have a broad choice of APIs available that replicate Google Play Services. This is because respondents to requests for information confirm that Google's APIs are commercially important for OEMs, regardless of whether they could in principle replace them with other competing APIs.

In the fourth place, it is irrelevant that apps and APIs belong to different relevant markets than smart mobile OSs. This is because, from an OEM's perspective, smart mobile OSs, APIs and apps are complementary goods, each of which is necessary to commercialise a smart mobile device.

Fourth, it is irrelevant that the alleged limitations to Android's open-source nature do not make Android any different from other open-source projects. The open-source nature of a product does not preclude the application of Union competition rules to that product.

See SFR's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3975).
See Aptoide's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2396).
See SFR's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3975).
See Aptoide's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2396).
Fifth, a finding of dominance is not precluded by the fact that it offers Google Android to OEMs free of charge.

In the first place, that claim is misleading. While OEMs do not pay a monetary consideration for the use of Google Android, they contribute to the monetisation of Google Android by distributing devices that are used to access Google services.

In the second place, and in any event, the free nature of a service is only one "relevant factor in assessing [...] market power". Other equally, if not more, relevant factors in this case include the elements referred in Section 9.3.1, 9.3.2 and 9.3.3.

Sixth, there are trading relationships between Google and OEMs. Google licenses Android by means of the Apache Software License 2.0 to Android OEMs.

9.3.6. Other Google arguments on dominance in the market for licensable smart mobile OSs

The Commission's conclusion that since 2011, Google holds a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) Android's pace of innovation is inconsistent with dominance; and

(2) Android did not become dominant instantaneously when it overtook Symbian between 2010 and 2011.

First, it is irrelevant whether Android's pace of innovation is inconsistent with dominance. This is because the existence of a degree of innovation does not preclude the existence of dominance, since Google would nonetheless be able to act without having to take account of competition in its market strategy and without for that reason suffering detrimental effects from such behaviour. Moreover, as stated in recital (261), if anything, the decrease in the frequency of Android releases after 2011 is consistent with dominance.

Second, this Decision does not conclude that Google became dominant in 2011 simply because Google overtook Symbian.

In the first place, Google's market share in 2011 was 72% and approximately four times larger than those of Symbian.

In the second place, the Commission's conclusion is based on all the factors referred to in Section 9.3, including barriers to entry, lack of countervailing buyer power and the fact that non-licensable smart mobile OSs such as those of Apple and BlackBerry exercise an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs.

In the third place, the Google / Motorola Mobility decision of February 2012 left

---

598 Case T-79/12, Cisco Systems Inc. and Messagenet SpA v Commission, EU:T:2013:635, paragraph 73.
open the possibility that Google might have been dominant in 2011.602

9.4. Worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores

(590) For the purpose of this Decision, the Commission concludes that Google holds a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores since 2011. This conclusion is based on:

(1) the market shares of Google and competing Android app stores market shares (Section 9.4.1),
(2) the quantity and popularity of apps available on the Play Store (Section 9.4.2),
(3) the automatic update functionalities of the Play Store (Section 9.4.3),
(4) the fact that the only way for OEMs to obtain Google Play Services is to obtain the Play Store (Section 9.4.4),
(5) the existence of barriers to entry and expansion (Section 9.4.5),
(6) the lack of countervailing buyer power of OEMs (Section 9.4.6) and
(7) the insufficient constraint from app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs (Section 9.4.7).

9.4.1. Market shares

(591) For the purpose of assessing shares in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores, the Commission uses two methods.

(592) The first method consists in calculating the share of smart mobile devices using Android on which a given app store is pre-installed. This method allows for an assessment of the economic strength of an Android app store at the level of OEMs and MNOs which pre-install app stores on their Android devices.

(593) The second method consists in calculating the share of a given Android app store on the basis of the number of apps downloaded via that store. This method allows for an assessment of the economic strength of an Android app store at the level of users of Android devices.

(594) The Commission has, however, not calculated shares on the basis of the revenues earned from sales of apps on a given Android app store. This is because each Android app store developer can obtain value from its app store in one or more ways.603 Google, for example, monetises the Play Store in three main ways: (i) by charging a fixed percentage of the revenues of app developers; (ii) by in-app advertising powered by Google's AdMob604 and (iii) by promoting the value of the

---

602 Commission decision in Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, paragraph 108.
603 See non-confidential responses to Question 2.ii of the request for information of 21-29 October 2015 on app stores. It results from these responses that some of the app store developers apply two or three monetisation strategies simultaneously.
604 Google is active in the in-app advertising space since its 2010 acquisition of AdMob, which according to AppBrain is the largest provider of in-app advertising services, with coverage of approximately 43% of Android apps. The second player, Chartboost, provides advertising services on 4.11% of Android apps, whereas the third player, AdColony, only covers 1.71% of Android apps (see "Android ad networks", available at http://www.appbrain.com/stats/libraries/ad, printed and saved on 11 April 2016).
Android ecosystem as a whole. Other Android app store developers may monetise their app stores in different ways.

(595) Google's share of the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores, whether calculated on the basis of the number of smart mobile devices using Android OS on which a given Android app store is pre-installed or of the number of apps downloaded via each Android app store, provides a good indication of Google's economic strength in that market.

(596) As shown in Table 4, since 2011, the Play Store has been pre-installed on more than [90-100]% of all smart mobile devices using Android. No other Android app store has achieved such distribution. The second most pre-installed Android app store is Samsung's Galaxy Apps store, which was pre-installed on [30-40]% of Google Android devices during 2014-2016, down from [40-50]% in 2012-2013.

Table 4: Worldwide (excluding China) shares of pre-installation for app stores on total sales of smart mobile devices using Android (units)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Play Store</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Appstore</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptoide</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG Electronics</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy Apps</td>
<td>[30-40]%</td>
<td>[40-50]%</td>
<td>[40-50]%</td>
<td>[30-40]%</td>
<td>[30-40]%</td>
<td>[30-40]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(597) As for the shares of each Android app store on the basis of the number of apps downloaded via that store, as shown in Table 5, since 2011, over [90-100]% of all apps on Android devices have been downloaded via the Play Store. The market

---


606 The Commission's calculations on the basis of the data accessible to Google in the data room submitted in response to Question 30 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores, updated with responses from app store providers to the requests for information of 8 March 2017 ( [...] and LG), 9 March 2017 (Amazon), 24 March 2017 (Aptoide and SFR) and 31 March 2017 (Yandex), and Google's response to Question 14 of the request for information of 11 May 2015 (Doc ID 3545) and to Question 8 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-3). The shares in Table 4 add up to more than 100% given that for some devices more than one app store would be pre-installed.

607 The Play Store's share of pre-installation was calculated by assuming that all Google Android devices in the relevant geographic market, which is worldwide excluding China, are sold with GMS, as stated in footnote 436.

608 Since LG Electronics did not provide data for the years 2011 and 2012, sales of LG Electronics devices were used as a proxy for the number of pre-installations. Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

609 As discussed in Section 7.4.4, Windows Mobile Store, the only app store for another licensable smart mobile OS with an appreciable market presence, is not part of the relevant market for Android app stores. However, even if Windows Mobile Store were to be included in the relevant market, the market shares of Google would not be significantly different. In particular, Google's shares would have still been above [90-100]% for any year of the period 2011-2016. Source: Commission's calculations on the basis of Annex 2 to Microsoft's response to the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app
share of Amazon, the second largest player in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores, has been decreasing since 2011 and in 2016 was only [0-5]%.

Moreover, the market share of pre-installed app stores other than the Play Store is insignificant compared to the Play Store, as shown by the example of Samsung’s Galaxy Apps, which did not exceed a share of [0-5]%. In addition, no downloadable app store has achieved any meaningful market share. Aptoide, which claims to be the largest "independent" app store outside China, has only achieved a market share of [0-5]% in the period 2011-2016.

Table 5: Worldwide (excluding China) market shares for Android app stores based on app downloads (units)\textsuperscript{610}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Play Store</td>
<td>[90-100]%\textsuperscript{611}</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Appstore</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptoide</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG Electronics</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera\textsuperscript{612}</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy Apps</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores has been confirmed by the evidence in recitals (600) to (605):

First, it has been confirmed by OEMs and MNOs that responded to requests for information.\textsuperscript{613}

(1) According to Orange: "Google Play has no real competitors on the market and as an application store is a must-have feature for a smartphone, embedding

\textsuperscript{610} Source: Commission’s calculations on the basis of data accessible to Google in the data room submitted in response to Question 30 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores, updated with responses from app store providers to the requests for information of 8 March 2017 ([…] and LG), 9 March 2017 (Amazon), 24 March 2017 (Aptoide and SFR) and 31 March 2017 (Yandex), and Google’s response to Question 14 of the request for information of 11 May 2015 (Doc ID 3545) and to Question 8 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-3).

\textsuperscript{611} Google has provided download data only for the last two months of 2011. This means that the 2011 figures included in the Table underestimate Google position, as they are only based on two months.

\textsuperscript{612} From November 2013, Opera could no longer complete the download itself but instead was required to redirect users to the Play Store (Doc ID 3893). As regards Vodafone, which was included in the Statement of Objections, its only app store in operation during the relevant period was Vodafone Updates, which is a service offering free Vodafone apps and updates to existing Vodafone apps, and therefore is not included in Table 5 (Doc ID 8233).

\textsuperscript{613} The majority of OEMs and MNOs consider that no other app store is currently a viable substitute to the Play Store - see non-confidential responses to Question 6 and Question 13 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores.
Google Play has become de facto mandatory" and "Given the two-sided character of this market (attracting enough developers requires having a large user base and users will reciprocally be attracted to shops offering many apps) it is indeed very difficult to offer an app shop in competition with Google Play given (i) its link with Android OS and (ii) its current size." 615

(2) According to Samsung it would "not be commercially feasible for an OEM to ship Android devices without Google Play pre-installed due to the variety and number of apps and contents available to users uniquely through the Google Play Store." 616

(601) Second, it is confirmed by an internal Google document dated 8 October 2010 in which [Google Executive], already stated that Google's app store had become commercially important for OEMs: "We created the first app store for Android and it got critical mass quickly. The store now has value and partners want access to it because of the number of apps available". 617

(602) Third, it is confirmed by the fact that other Android app stores still have difficulty in attracting developers, despite offering more favourable revenue sharing arrangements (for example, Opera Mobile Store and Aptoide offer a 15/85 split618 compared with 30/70 split offered by the Play Store until January 2018).

(603) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores provides a good indication of Google's economic strength in that market is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) market shares should be based on value and not pre-installations on smart mobile devices, given that: (i) OEMs pre-install several app stores; and (ii) users switch from pre-installed app stores to a downloaded app store;619 and

(2) Apple is the leading app store.620

(604) In the first place, market shares based on value do not provide a good indication of Google's economic strength in the worldwide (excluding China) market shares for Android app stores. This is because, as explained in recital (594), app store developers monetise their app stores in different ways.

614 Orange's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to Email service providers (Doc ID 4598).
615 Orange's non-confidential response to Question 12 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2479).
616 Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2805).
In the second place, Apple's AppStore and Google's Play Store are in different markets and Apple's AppStore exercises an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores (see Section 7.4.5 and Section 9.4.7).\(^{621}\)

9.4.2. Quantity and popularity of apps available on the Play Store

Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is reinforced by the quantity and popularity of apps available on the Play Store.

First, as mentioned in Section 6.2.2.1.II, the Play Store is the app store with the largest quantity of apps. As evidenced by Figure 16, the number of apps available in the Play Store has increased rapidly since 2010. The number of apps available reached 1 million in July 2013, 1.8 million in November 2015 and 2.8 million in March 2017.

Figure 16: Number of apps available in the Play Store\(^{622}\)

By contrast, competing Android app stores have consistently offered fewer apps:

1. Aptoide offered only 500,000 apps in January 2016\(^{623}\) and 910,000 in June

---

\(^{621}\) If Apple's AppStore was also included in the relevant market, the market shares of Google would still be above 50% for any year in the period 2012-2016, namely [50-60]% in 2012 and 2013, [60-70]% in 2014 and [70-80]% in 2015 and 2016. Source: Commission’s calculations on the basis of data accessible to Google in the data room submitted by Apple as response to Question 30 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores and to Question 6 of request for information of 31 March 2017. Since Google has been able to provide data only for the last two months of that year, the 2011 figures collected by the Commission including Apple would underestimate Google’s position.


Amazon Appstore offered only 400 000 apps in September 2015 and approximately [700 000 – 900 000] in April 2017; Samsung Galaxy Apps offered [100 000-150 000] apps in September 2015 and [150 000-200 000] apps in March 2017.

OEMs and app store developers have confirmed that the Play Store is the app store with the largest number of apps:

1. Lenovo stated: "The Google Play Store is in leading position in terms of the number and variety of apps offered: it has an app for more or less any purpose."

2. Amazon stated that its app store "[…] lags behind the Play Store [and] […] it has become increasingly difficult over time to obtain and retain a competitive selection of apps because, as the Play Store continues to grow by virtue of being pre-installed on all licensed Android devices, more and more app developers have focused their development efforts on developing apps that use [Google Play Services]."

3. Sony stated: "In our view, Google Play Store holds a unique position due to its large amount of content. The variety of the content offered is wide with apps in all kinds of categories."

4. Samsung stated: "developers in general aim to distribute their Android apps through the Google Play Store, because it is the market-leading Android store."

Second, as can be seen in Figure 17, the Play Store has attracted the largest number of app developers: almost 400 000 developers in 2014 and over 720 000 developers in 2016.

---


Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).

See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the follow up request for information of 11 April 2017 (Doc ID 8276).

Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 2.i of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2805).

Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 17 April 2017 (Doc ID 7803).

Lenovo's non-confidential response to Question 3.i of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2602).

Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).

Sony Mobile Communications' non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4121).

Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 25 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2805).

As Samsung stated: "Another important factor for developers is the fact that Google Play is the indisputable market leader for Android apps, in both number of apps and number of users. Developers of Android apps therefore target distribution through Google Play, and have no reason to exclude Google Play as a distribution channel for their apps." 635

Third, unlike other Android app stores, the Play Store offers all the most popular apps in terms of number of downloads. These include apps distributed by Facebook, Rovio Entertainment Ltd. ("Rovio Entertainment"), Spotify Ltd. ("Spotify"), Amazon and Netflix Inc. ("Netflix").

Fourth, OEMs, app developers and users attach significant importance to the quantity of apps available on an app store and whether an app store is able to offer the most popular apps:

1. According to Yandex, "[…] a number of factors such as the number of active users, number of available applications, popularity among developers, etc., [serve] as important criteria for OEMs to decide which app store shall be pre-installed in order to meet consumers’ expectations." 636

2. Orange stated: "[S]election [of apps] […] is an essential criterion for customers and for developers". 637

3. Sony stated: "The number of applications available in an app store must be
very high today in order to be relevant and competitive.\footnote{Sony’s confidential response to Question 61 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).}

(614) The Commission’s conclusion that Google’s economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is reinforced by the quantity and popularity of apps available on the Play Store is not affected by Google’s claim that what matters for users is the quality, and not the quality, of available apps.\footnote{Google’s Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, pages 79-80, paragraph 110 (Doc ID 7117).} The Play Store is the Android app store with both the largest quantity and quality of available apps, as measured by popularity.\footnote{See recitals (612) and (669).}

9.4.3. Automatic update functionalities of the Play Store

(615) Google’s economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is reinforced by the fact that other Android app stores that are not pre-installed but which can be downloaded to be used in parallel with the Play Store cannot automatically update apps, as confirmed by OEMs, MNOs and app store developers that responded to requests for information:

1. According to Huawei, "Google fully controls the package installer and permissions management. Other applications and app stores cannot implement automatic application updates. As a result, only Google Play Store can provide automatic application updates."\footnote{Huawei’s non-confidential response to Question 3.iii of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2455).}

2. According to Amazon, "Software updates, bug fixes and enhancements to apps distributed through the Play Store are also controlled by Google. Google’s App Distribution Agreement prohibits developers from updating their apps through any method other than Google Play’s update mechanism"\footnote{Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 3.iii of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).} and "For example, the version of the Amazon Appstore installed by customers on Google Android devices cannot automatically apply app updates and security fixes for downloaded apps, because it lacks the operating system permissions necessary to do so (in contrast, the Amazon Appstore for Fire OS devices can automatically apply app updates and security fixes)."\footnote{Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 9 March 2017 (Doc ID 8165).}

3. According to Vodafone, "Currently there is no alternative to update apps outside of the Play Store so the Play Store is extremely important."\footnote{Vodafone’s non-confidential response to Question 3.iii of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2399).}

4. According to Yandex, "Automatic updating is only available for apps downloaded through the Google Play store. If a user installed an application by downloading the APK file from a website (so called "side-loading"), it cannot be further automatically updated – the only option available for the user in such a case is to install a new APK file manually when one becomes available" and "downloadable app stores cannot be integrated in the firmware..."
in the same way as a pre-installed app store and cannot therefore offer automatic updates of mobile applications."\(^6\)

(616) Such an automatic update function is important from the perspective of users, developers and OEMs.

(617) From the perspective of users, as stated by Deutsche Telekom, "Regarding the update for Apps the PlayStore is considered to be essential from a consumer perspective as manual updates/downloads are rather cumbersome [...]."\(^6\)

(618) From the perspective of developers, Huawei stated: "Application updates can help developers to push the latest versions of their apps to users of Android phones for automatic installation, which is something valuable for developers."\(^6\) Opera also stated: "Update functionality is very important for app developers, because it facilitates app maintenance and because it helps efficiently to migrate users to the latest and most engaging version of the app without having to build their own notification engine, or requiring separate permission of end users to update the app."\(^6\)

(619) From the perspective of OEMs, Hutchison 3G stated that "The update functionalities are very useful. They mean that app developers do not need to include an update mechanism within the app code."\(^6\)

(620) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

9.4.4. **Google Play Services**

(621) Google's economic strength in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is also reinforced by the fact that the only way for OEMs to obtain Google Play Services is to obtain the Play Store (see Section 6.2.2.1.III).

(622) First, as explained in Section 6.2.2.1.III the Play Store and Google Play Services are closely interlinked.

(623) Second, the Google Play Service libraries are integrated in a large number of third party apps and without access to these libraries, many apps would either crash or not function properly:

1. according to Hutchison 3G, "[...] without [Google Play Services] the Android OS would be more like a feature phone OS than a smartphone OS."\(^6\)

2. according to Yandex: "all developers of top 500 paid applications and almost 70% of developers for top 500 free applications rely on one or more APIs

---

\(^6\) Yandex's non-confidential response to Questions 3.iii and 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).

\(^6\) Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 3.iii of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).

\(^6\) Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 3.iii of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2455).

\(^6\) Opera's non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3534).

\(^6\) Hutchison 3G's non-confidential response to Question 3.iii of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2383).

\(^6\) Hutchison 3G's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2383).
provided by Google via [Google Play Services]."\(^{651}\)

(3) according to Deutsche Telekom "[Google's] APIs are an essential input for developers. They offer much of the functionality that make apps attractive to customers (such as displaying your position on a map, or voice search functionality)."\(^{652}\)

(4) according to LG Electronics: "The Play Store [is] desired as many of the Google apps and third party apps are developed intimately tied with Google Play Services, they do not function without them being available".\(^{653}\)

(624) Third, if a competing Android app store developer sought to replace the Play Store, it would not only have to develop an app store to compete with it, but also "its own APIs with similar functionality to [Google Play Services]."\(^{654}\) This requires the competing developer to undertake substantial investments to replicate the whole Google ecosystem.\(^{655}\) This was confirmed by MNOs, app store developers and competing general search services:

(1) Amazon stated: "Amazon could not feasibly replicate the full functionalities provided by [Google Play Services] APIs. Amazon has invested a significant amount of money, time and other resources, yet has developed analogues for just a small number of the [Google Play Services] APIs so that developers may use device messaging, maps, in-app purchasing, mobile advertising, analytics, and games services in their Fire OS apps."\(^{656}\)

(2) Deutsche Telekom stated: "The APIs that Google has developed and the services that stand behind them (e.g. Google Maps) have evolved over years and required substantial input of software developers and other investments. It would be highly speculative to estimate the resources needed to develop an app store including the abovementioned functions (including APIs). As a matter of fact, DT submits that in order to effectively compete against Google's Android ecosystem characterized by strong network effects as well as its underlying data analytics business model, a company needs to replicate almost the whole ecosystem."\(^{657}\)

(3) Yandex stated: "The development of APIs, although possible, requires a substantial amount of resources and time. The development costs (depending on the number of APIs created) may exceed tens and hundreds of millions of Euros."\(^{658}\) In particular, as regards one of the Google APIs contained in Google

---

\(^{651}\) Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).

\(^{652}\) Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).

\(^{653}\) LG Electronics' non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2377).

\(^{654}\) Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 10 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).

\(^{655}\) See responses to Question 10 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores.

\(^{656}\) Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 10 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).

\(^{657}\) Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).

\(^{658}\) Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).
Play Services, namely the Google Maps APIs. Yandex has noted: "For instance, in order to develop a replacement for Google Maps API, the company needs to have its own maps service and server infrastructure, requiring substantial amount of development time and costs."\(^{660}\)

(625) Fourth, if a competing Android app store were to replace the Play Store, app developers would have to incur costs when switching to such Android app store. For example, Amazon explained that "[\ldots] while Amazon has sought to develop its APIs in a way that reduces switching costs for developers, Google has architected its APIs in a way that prevents interoperability and has made it impossible for Amazon to provide a solution that allows for switching between Google APIs and Amazon APIs without additional work on behalf of app developers" and added that "if an app is dependent on the Google Maps API (and the developer has not invested the resources necessary to create an alternate version of that app using the Amazon Maps API), that app will not function properly on Fire OS devices and will not be available in the Amazon Appstore for Fire OS".\(^{661}\)

(626) Fifth, contrary to Google's claim, developers of competing app stores find Google proprietary APIs commercially important, regardless of whether they could in principle replace them with other competing APIs (see recital (577)).

9.4.5. **Barriers to entry and expansion**

(627) The worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is characterised by the existence of a number of barriers to entry and expansion.

(628) First, the establishment of a fully-fledged Android app store (including its development and introduction into the market) requires significant investment:

1. According to Amazon: "Excluding the effort to develop APIs, Amazon has dedicated hundreds of employees and tens of millions of dollars each year over the course of several years to develop and commercialize its app store, including engineering, app store operations, business development, developer and consumer marketing, developer relations and support."\(^{663}\)

2. According to Sony, "[t]he cost for developing, marketing and maintaining an app store that is relevant and that can compete with Google Play is prohibitive."\(^{664}\)

3. According to Nokia, "the required resources, costs and time are very significant all together. Engineering wise it would probably require about tens

---

\(^{659}\) According to Google: "Millions of websites and apps use Google Maps APIs to power location experiences for their users." - See "Google Maps for every platform", available at [https://developers.google.com/maps/?hl=en](https://developers.google.com/maps/?hl=en), printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

\(^{660}\) Yandex's non-confidential response to question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).

\(^{661}\) Amazon non-confidential response to Questions 1 and 2 of the request for information of 9 March 2017 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).

\(^{662}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 81, paragraph 115 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{663}\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4228).

\(^{664}\) Sony's non-confidential response to Question 61 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4389).
of millions of euros once all the development work is done”. 665

(629) In addition to development costs there are also commercialisation costs because “one would still have to market the store”. 666 This was confirmed by Deutsche Telekom: “[w]hile the development of an app store (excluding the proprietary APIs or OS capabilities) is generally feasible, however the commercialisation (e.g. 30% revenue share of app sales and/or in-app payments) seems close to impossible due to significant network effects as well as developer and customer lock-in”. 667

(630) Commercialisation costs also result from the need to convince users to try a new Android app store in a market where the Play Store has an established position. According to Opera, since “Google Play […] has established itself over the past few years as the default storefront for Android apps […] significant customer education and marketing investment would therefore be required to change this user perception with respect to an alternative appstore”. 668

(631) Second, as noted in Section 9.4.3, the establishment of a fully-fledged Android app store requires significant investment in APIs and automatic update functionalities. According to Nokia, developing these functionalities “[…] would take many man years of effort as this would require other manufacturers to support those APIs in their devices and then developers to use them in their apps”. 669 According to SFR “[…] the effort to build something equivalent to [Google Play Services] is huge […]”. 670 Aptoide also observed, on the basis of its past experience concerning Nokia’s Android fork, Nokia X, that “[c]loning the entire GMS API stack (Maps, Messaging, Games, Billing…) implicates a[n] enormous [amount] of resources”. 671

(632) Third, a developer of a new Android app store would find it difficult to distribute its Android app store. This is for reasons described in recitals (633) to (636).

(633) In the first place, pre-installation is a key requirement for an app store in order to achieve a sufficient scale and a developer of an Android app store would have to pay an OEM or MNO a revenue share or other fee in exchange for pre-installation. This was confirmed by Amazon that stated: “[i]n an attempt to reach end users Amazon has in the past agreed to pay a share of revenues or other fees to carriers in exchange for the pre-installation of its apps – adding further cost.” 672 This is because: ‘App stores’ owners try as much as possible to have their shop pre-installed in the devices as end users usually use the store which is directly available on the

---

665 Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).
666 Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).
667 Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).
668 Opera's non-confidential response to Question 13 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3534).
669 Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).
670 SFR's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3975).
671 Aptoide's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2396).
672 Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).
In addition, "Preloading remains valuable to users, and hence OEMs, despite full unbundling because most users just use what comes on the device. People rarely change defaults."  

In the second place, because other Android app stores cannot be downloaded from the Play Store, the only way for users to download non pre-installed app stores on their devices is by means of "side-loading." Users that do not necessarily possess a sufficient degree of technical knowledge may, therefore, be under the impression that no alternative app stores to the Play Store exist on Android devices.

In the third place, users face a number of other restrictions when they wish to side-load a downloadable Android app store:

(1) According to Amazon, "[...] Google ensures the process for consumers to discover and install a downloadable app store is extremely difficult. First, the primary, and perhaps only, way many consumers know how to download an app to their device is through the Play Store. But downloadable app stores are not available through the Play Store, so consumers searching in the Play Store for alternate stores may be left with the impression that no alternate stores exist. Second, even for consumers who discover and download an alternate store outside of the Play Store, Google has configured Android to block the installation of that store. Consumers are unable to install downloadable app stores unless the consumer first navigates to and changes Android’s obscure "Unknown Sources" setting to allow installation of apps from sources other than the Play Store. When consumers attempt to change this setting, Google displays a message warning that "Your [tablet or phone] and personal data are more vulnerable to attack by apps from unknown sources. You agree that you are solely responsible for any damage to your tablet or loss of data that may result from using these apps."

(2) According to Deutsche Telekom: "The installation of alternative market place apps is possible but Google discourages their use. If a user wants to install an alternative app store he has to navigate to security-settings and allow installation of "unknown sources" which then shows a security warning. Therefore, "normal" customers tend to not download an alternative app store in addition to the PlayStore. In addition, other factors including (i) significant network effects (ii) number of apps, (iii) convenience of user experience, (iv) number of other users using it (no of reviews), (v) ease of download and (ideally automated background-) updating of apps."

---

673 Orange’s non-confidential response to Question 12 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2479).
674 Google’s internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1361-1060).
675 In the context of apps on smart mobile devices side-loading means downloading apps manually from the Internet (through a browser) without using the app store.
676 See Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).
677 See Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).
678 See Deutsche Telekom’s non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556). See also Mozilla’s non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3550).
In the fourth place, OEMs and app store developers have confirmed that the role played by downloadable Android app stores is minimal.

According to Lenovo, it "is not aware of any mainstream alternative app stores for Android devices other than the Amazon app store."\(^{(1)}\)

According to ZTE, "Under normal circumstances, ordinary consumers will not consider replacing pre-loaded appstores with downloadable appstores, unless they think pre-loaded appstores can't meet their requirement, for example they can't find their favorite apps or user experience of pre-loaded appstore is very bad.\(^{(2)}\)

According to Amazon: "Currently, consumers rarely download an app store onto their mobile device when another app store was pre-installed. Downloadable app stores struggle to gain traction because the pre-installed app store has the inbuilt advantage of being front and centre of the end user's experience when they first get their device.\(^{(3)}\)

Fourth, Google has gained a first mover advantage in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores. According to Samsung, "[c]onsumers tend to be familiar with the interface of the Google Play Store and its features, it being the de-facto standard Android app store.\(^{(4)}\) Nokia has also stated: "It is important to note that app stores have been evolving for almost a decade now. To start over from scratch, developing and commercialising an app store would not take a decade to get on par but it would most likely take a huge team and a considerable amount of time.\(^{(5)}\)

This first mover advantage coupled with the existence of indirect network effects on both sides of the two-sided market for Android app stores creates an additional barrier to entry. As stated by Nokia, "[d]evelopers do not consider any other Android app store as substitutable for the Google Play Store based on the ability to reach end consumers when considering their expected revenues.\(^{(6)}\) As noted by Amazon, it is therefore "extremely difficult to establish a meaningful market segment share" for a new entrant.\(^{(7)}\)

Fifth, a number of players have unsuccessfully tried to enter the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores. For example, in 2010, a number of MNOs created the Android app store, WAC. This project was discontinued, after two years,

---

\(^{(1)}\) See Lenovo's non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4095).

\(^{(2)}\) See ZTE's non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2840).

\(^{(3)}\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 15 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).

\(^{(4)}\) Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2805).

\(^{(5)}\) Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).

\(^{(6)}\) Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3991).

\(^{(7)}\) Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067).
in 2012 because it did not attract enough developers.\textsuperscript{686} As summarised by Orange "...no MNO or OEM has been able to launch a successful app store competing with Google play. They have made several attempts, but none of them has overcome Google."\textsuperscript{687}

(640) Sixth, the Commission's conclusion that the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is characterised by the existence of a number of barriers to entry and expansion is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) the costs associated with building the app store, marketing and developing functionality do not constitute a barrier to entry since they are normal costs of doing business;\textsuperscript{688} and

(2) competing app stores have successfully entered the market for Android app stores.\textsuperscript{689}

(641) In the first place, the high costs associated with building the app store, marketing and developing functionality constitute a barrier to entry, particularly for an entrant that does not enjoy network and reputation effects and/or that does not have the necessary APIs (see recitals (628) to (630)).

(642) In the second place, while Samsung and Amazon app stores have been pre-installed on more than 5%, they have not been used in the same proportion as the Play Store to download apps (see Table 5).

9.4.6. \textit{Lack of countervailing buyer power}

(643) The Commission concludes that OEMs have insufficient countervailing buyer power.

(644) First, because of the number and quality of apps available on the Play Store, its automatic update functionalities and close ties with Google Play Services (see Sections 9.4.2, 9.4.3 and 6.2.2.1.III), OEMs cannot switch from Google and rely on competing Android app stores.

(645) Second, the credibility of any threat by OEMs to switch to competing Android app stores will be weak as users expect that OEMs will pre-install the Play Store on Android devices. This is shown in an email from [OEM] Google's customer to Google: "Please provide me with information how to proceed. My customers in […] are forcing me to get Google Play at the device but I need your permission. […] We are facing a big time-pressure from our customers and already losing big orders and money because of this situation."\textsuperscript{690}

(646) Third, a threat by the OEMs to promote entry of a new Android app store would be unrealistic, because the new app store would have to overcome the barriers to entry and expansion to the market (see Section 9.4.5).

(647) Fourth, Google has been able to impose on OEMs the Android compatibility tests

\textsuperscript{686} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 12 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2479).
\textsuperscript{687} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 43 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 (Doc ID 4575).
\textsuperscript{688} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 81, paragraph 116 (Doc ID 7117).
\textsuperscript{689} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 82, paragraph 119 (Doc ID 7117).
\textsuperscript{690} Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1751-01356).
that OEMs have to pass if they wish to pre-install the Play Store on their devices (see Section 6.3.1). The fact that OEMs have accepted to pass these tests indicates that they have insufficient bargaining power vis-à-vis Google.

Fifth, the bargaining position that Google has vis-à-vis OEMs (including [OEM]) is confirmed by internal emails exchanged with these OEMs. In particular Google has been able to ensure that the [OEM apps store] would not be a strong competitive force against the Play Store:

1. An email from [Google Executive] stated: "[Confidential communication with partner]"\(^{691}\)

2. Another email from [OEM Executive] to Google, stated: "[Confidential communication with partner]"\(^ {692}\)

Sixth, the Commission's conclusion that OEMs have insufficient countervailing buyer power is not affected by Google's claims that OEMs can pre-install their own competing app stores\(^ {693}\).

In the first place, app stores developed by OEMs are differentiated in their intended use. For example, according to [OEM], "The purpose of each of these appstores is to serve as a distribution channel for apps, but there are differences in terms of concept and promotional aims. For instance, [OEM] concept is a curated storefront specializing in apps that enable special [OEM] device features as well as promotions for [OEM] device users"\(^ {694}\).

In the second place, app stores developed by OEMs do not constitute a sufficient constraint on the Play Store given that they neither offer a similar number of apps (see recital (608)) nor reach an amount of downloads comparable to that of the Play Store (see Table 5).

**9.4.7. App stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs**

For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs exercise an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores.

First, in order to switch to the app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs such as Apple and BlackBerry, users of the Play Store would need to purchase a new smart mobile device as developers of non-licensable smart mobile OSs such as Apple and BlackBerry do not license their app stores.

Second, users of the Play Store are unlikely to switch to Apple or BlackBerry smart mobile devices in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory increase in the price of the apps distributed on the Play Store.

In the first place, Android users spend on average only USD 5 per year on apps (see recital (287)), which is far smaller than the price of an Apple or BlackBerry smart

\(^{691}\) See non-confidential Annex […] to [OEM]'s submission of 2 February 2016 […].

\(^{692}\) Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information […].

\(^{693}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 82, paragraph 120 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{694}\) [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 12 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores […].
mobile device. 695

(656) In the second place, users of the Play Store are unlikely to switch to Apple smart mobile devices because of the price differences between Google Android and Apple devices, the costs of switching to a device based on a different smart mobile OS and the user loyalty to their existing smart mobile OS (see Section 9.3.4). As explained by Opera, "The only comparable OS in terms of app quantity, variety, and quality is iOS; however, Apple's devices may nonetheless be too expensive for many Android users to consider switching to iOS/Apple". 696

(657) In the third place, users of the Play Store are unlikely to switch to BlackBerry smart mobile devices because of the costs of switching to a device based on a different smart mobile OS and user loyalty to their existing smart mobile OS (see Section 9.3.4) and the fact that BlackBerry accounts for a small part of the worldwide (excluding China) supply of smart mobile devices during 2011-2016. 697 The limited number of apps available on the BlackBerry World (234 500) 698 also constitutes a disincentive for users to switch to BlackBerry.

(658) Third, instead of increasing the price of apps, Google can require OEMs, as a condition for obtaining the Play Store, to agree to certain requirements such as the pre-installation of a given Google app, without such requirements leading users or app developers to switch away from Google Android devices. Google can act in such a manner given that OEMs do not have credible alternatives to the Play Store and because those requirements would not alter the cost of Google Android devices.

(659) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that app stores for non-licensable smart mobile OSs such as Apple and BlackBerry exercise an insufficient indirect constraint on Google's dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) It cannot charge supra-competitive prices to app developers because competition between the Apple's AppStore and Google's Play Store would lead to developers switching to Apple. Competition between the Apple's AppStore and Google's Play Store is evidenced by (i) parallel innovation between the two app stores; and (ii) recent changes to developers' share of sales revenues in these two app stores; 699

(2) A 2017 Commission report entitled "The competitive landscape of online platforms" and respondents to the requests for information confirm that the


696 Opera's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3534).

697 BlackBerry sales of smart mobile devices corresponded to approximately 11% in 2011, decreasing to less than 0.01% in 2016. Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).


Play Store and Apple's AppStore are substitutes;\(^700\)

(3) Microsoft and BlackBerry confirmed in their responses to requests for information that users "switch mobile platforms if a platform's apps become uncompetitive";\(^701\)

(4) The fact that the price of apps is far smaller than the price of a smart mobile devices does not support the finding that Google is dominant in the worldwide, secondary, market (excluding China) for Android app stores;\(^702\)

(5) The Commission considers only the impact of a small but significant non-transitory increase in the price of apps on users of Google Android device that are not considering to purchase a new smart mobile device whereas such an increase would also impact users that are contemplating whether to purchase a new smart mobile device;\(^703\)

(6) The Commission fails to assess the impact that a small but significant, non-transitory increase in the percentage of app-related revenues that app developers have to share with the Play Store would have on app developers and how this would affect user's app purchasing decisions;\(^704\)

(7) App developers do not need to switch from the Play Store to the Apple AppStore, but only to prioritise their effort for the Apple AppStore, this being the main element of competition between these two app stores;\(^705\)

(8) Opera has stated that users would switch smart mobile devices if the app store on their devices "does not have a sufficient quantity of high-quality apps compared to the apps available on rival mobile OSs";\(^706\) and

(9) Switching costs are low given that the increase in Android's share came at the expense of BlackBerry.\(^707\)

\(^{(660)}\) In the first place, the evidence submitted by Google does not support its claim that the alleged parallel innovation between the Apple's AppStore and Google's Play Store results from competitive interaction between Apple's AppStore and Google's Play Store. Indeed, there are several other reasons for the alleged parallel innovation. For example, it may result from a common technological trend and/or of copying features/methods between both.

\(^{(661)}\) Moreover, despite these commonalities, there are also several differences between these two app stores, as confirmed by Google.\(^708\) For example, as regards ratings, Google shows an interval estimate of the total number of downloads and only one aggregate rating, while Apple shows users the reviews and rating from an app's most

\(^{700}\) Google's letter of 14 March 2018 (Doc ID 8768) and Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, page 75, paragraph 96 (Doc ID 7117).


\(^{706}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, pages 77-78, paragraphs 102-103 (Doc ID 7117) and Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 28, paragraph 70 (Doc ID 8598).

\(^{707}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Two, pages 77-78, paragraphs 102-103 (Doc ID 7117) and Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 28, paragraph 70 (Doc ID 8598).

\(^{708}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 27, paragraph 70 (Doc ID 8598).
recent update by default, with aggregate, all-time available in the app's product page. As regards data, Apple provides a cohort analysis of user retention for up to 30 days\textsuperscript{709}, a dashboard dedicated to showing subscription data and more comprehensive capabilities in reporting, while Google provides a substantial trending data, such as install/uninstall numbers by user/device by day, the precise number of current installs and ratings data, but provides a more limited breakdown of acquisition sources, when compared to Apple.\textsuperscript{710}

(662) Furthermore, as regards recent changes in developers' revenue shares, whilst Apple implemented its 15/85 price split in June 2016\textsuperscript{711}, Google announced the change from a 30/70 price split to a 15/85 split to take place only 15 months later, i.e. on January 2018.\textsuperscript{712}

(663) In the second place, the 2017 Commission study entitled "The competitive landscape of online platforms" does not indicate that the Play Store and Apple's AppStore are substitutes. Rather, the study states that: "Despite [the app stores'] multiplicity, users' preferences have consolidated around two main OS, and over two main apps stores, making competition extremely difficult for the smaller apps stores. Differentiation beyond the existing app stores seems unlikely (at least within the smartphone market)."\textsuperscript{713}

(664) Moreover, while certain respondents have pointed to the existence of some degree of competition between Apple's AppStore and Google's Play Store at the level of users, several statements from the same respondents indicated that an insignificant number of users would consider switching away from the Android OS due to changes in the range or quality of apps available on the Play Store or the price of those apps:

(1) Hutchison 3G: "We believe that, in a very few cases, the range, quality, number or cost of apps available on pre-installed or downloadable appstores may make consumers switch between OSs."\textsuperscript{714}

(2) Deutsche Telekom: "DT considers the switching to another mobile OS caused by changes in the range or quality of apps available in pre-installed and downloadable app stores, or in the price of those apps to be insignificant."\textsuperscript{715}

(3) Huawei stated that "if users can easily obtain common apps and the experience meets their requirements, the number of other less common apps and changes in price are unlikely to make them switch to another OS."\textsuperscript{716}

\textsuperscript{709} Cohort analysis corresponds to a subset of behavioural analytics that takes the data from a given dataset (e.g. an eCommerce platform, web application, or online game) and rather than looking at all users as one unit, it breaks them into related groups for analysis.

\textsuperscript{710} Source: \url{https://www.mobileaction.co/blog/differences-app-store-vs-google-play/}, printed and saved on 31 May 2018.


\textsuperscript{712} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, page 27, paragraph 70 (Doc ID 8598).


\textsuperscript{714} See Hutchison 3G's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2383).

\textsuperscript{715} See Deutsche Telekom's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2556).

\textsuperscript{716} See Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2455).
In the third place, it is irrelevant for the purpose of assessing Google's dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores that users switched away from Microsoft and BlackBerry devices to Android devices because the Windows Mobile and BlackBerry World app stores had "significantly fewer total apps available". This is because such switching relates to competition between smart mobile OSs, not app stores, given that app developers develop for a given OS, not for a given app store (see Section 7.4.4).

In the fourth place, the fact that the price of apps is far smaller than the price of a smart mobile device supports the finding that Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores. This is because the difference in the price of apps and of a smart mobile device is far greater over the lifetime of a device than the examples cited by Google of the difference in the price of coffee consumables and a coffee machine over the lifetime of a coffee machine and in the price of printer ink and a printer over the lifetime of a printer:

1. the amount spent on apps over the lifetime of a smart mobile device corresponds to less than 5% of the total spend on a smart mobile device. This is because users spend on average a maximum of USD 5 on apps per year (see recital (287)), which for an average lifetime of a smart mobile device of 2-3 years amounts to an average total expenditure of USD 15, while the average price of a Google Android device is above USD 300 (see Figure 13).

2. the amount spent on coffee consumables over the lifetime of a coffee machine and on printer ink over the lifetime of a printer can equal or even exceed the total cost of the coffee machine and printer.

In the fifth place, the reasons described in recitals (654) to (657) for users not to switch OS as a result of a small but significant non-transitory increase in the price of apps apply equally to users of Google Android devices that are contemplating purchasing a new smart mobile device and to users of Google Android devices that are not contemplating purchasing a new smart mobile device. This is because, in the event of such a price increase, both user groups of Google Android devices would have regard to the costs of switching to a device based on a different smart mobile OS and to the price differences between Google Android and Apple smart mobile devices.

In the sixth place, app developers would be unlikely to switch from the Play Store in the event of a small but significant, non-transitory increase in the percentage of app-related revenues because they would lose access to a large percentage of users whose smart mobile device OS is Android (see recital (290)).

Moreover, app developers would not need to switch to the Apple AppStore in the

---

717 Microsoft non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2493). See also BlackBerry non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 2666).


719 See Case M.7292 – DEMB/Mondelez/Charger OPCO, Commission decision of 5 May 2015 and Case AT.34330 – Pelikan / Kyocera, Commission decision of 22 September 1995, recital 62 where the Commission concluded that "the cost of supplies (i.e. toner and inks) can amount to as much as 70% of the total cost of ownership of the equipment".
event of such small but significant, non-transitory increase in the percentage of app-related revenues because many app developers multi-home between the PlayStore and the Apple AppStore.\textsuperscript{720} According to a Google internal document from August 2016 by [Google Executive], more than [40-50]\% of developers for Android also develop apps for iOS.\textsuperscript{721} A report submitted on behalf of FairSearch also indicates that “the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store have significant overlap among top apps: 92 of the top 100 third party iOS apps are also available on Google Play Store. By the same token, 90 of the top 100 third party Google Play Store apps are available on Apple App Store. This finding suggests that consumers can find the most popular apps on either app store, and that most developers of popular apps multihome on the Google Play Store and the Apple App Store”.\textsuperscript{722} A submission by Yandex also indicates that all but one of the top 50 apps in Apple’s App Store is present on the Play Store.\textsuperscript{723}

(670) As a result of this, users would also be unlikely to switch to another OS because they would not face a reduction on the number of apps available on Android app stores since developers would not have any incentive to switch to a different smart mobile OS.

(671) In the seventh place, Google has not submitted any evidence to support its claims:

1. regarding the alleged value to Apple or Google of app developers developing first for their OS; and

2. that because of such alleged value, users would switch from Android devices to Apple devices in the event of a delay in the timing for the launch of apps in the Play Store.

(672) In the eighth place, Opera did not generally state that users would switch smart mobile devices if the app store on their devices were to have an insufficient number of high-quality apps. Rather, Opera simply referred to the example of the Windows Mobile Phone, which has significantly fewer apps compared to Google Android (see recital (291)). Moreover, Opera also stated that "Apple's devices may nonetheless be too expensive for many Android users to consider switching to iOS/Apple".\textsuperscript{724}

(673) In the ninth place, the fact that the increase in the share of Google Android's devices may have come at the expense of BlackBerry devices does not necessarily indicate that switching costs are low. Rather, in the case of BlackBerry, it is more likely that such switching occurred because of overall user dissatisfaction with the BlackBerry devices, including the limited number of available apps (see recital (657)).

9.5. National markets for general search services

(674) For the purpose of this Decision, the Commission concludes that Google holds a

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{720} See non-confidential replies to Question 18 of the request for information of 21 October 2015.
\textsuperscript{722} “Assessing the relevant markets for licensable mobile operating systems and Google Android compatible app stores”, Marco Iansiti, Harvard University, submitted by FairSearch on 24 January 2017 (Doc ID 8003).
\textsuperscript{723} See “CRA addendum on multi-homing by app developers”, CRA, submitted by Yandex on 28 July 2017 (Doc ID 8270).
\textsuperscript{724} See Opera’s non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 3534).
dominant position in each national market for general search services in the EEA since 2011. This conclusion is based on:

(1) The market shares of Google and competing general search services market shares (Section 9.5.1),
(2) The existence of barriers to expansion and entry (Section 9.5.2),
(3) The infrequency of user multi-homing and the existence of brand effects (Section 9.5.3) and
(4) The lack of countervailing buyer power (Section 9.5.4).

The Commission's conclusion is not affected by the fact that general search services are offered free of charge (Section 9.5.5) and that users in the EEA may use Google's general search service because of the perceived relevance of the results provided by that service (Section 9.5.6).

9.5.1. Market shares

Since at least 2011, Google has enjoyed strong and stable market shares across the EEA and there has been no effective entry in any EEA country. This provides a good indication of Google's economic strength in each national market for general search services in the EEA.

The Commission has used market shares by volume as a proxy for two reasons. First, market shares by value do not constitute a useful indicator of economic strength in the national markets for general search services because those services are provided free of charge. Second, despite its best efforts, the Commission has been unable to obtain precise and verifiable values regarding the Revenue Per Search ("RPS") of the main general search services. The general search industry relies on RPS to calculate the average cost paid by advertisers for a query made on a given general search service, because this gives a good indication of the revenue that a general search service can generate.

There are several methods to calculate market shares by volume. All the methods indicate that since at least 2011, Google has enjoyed high shares in each national market for general search services in the EEA.

Data by Nielsen (based on page views) indicates that in 2010, Google's share of the national markets for general search services in the EEA was 84.6% in France, 85.3% in Germany, 85.9% in Italy, 91.3% in Spain and 81.3% in the United Kingdom. No competing general search service had a share exceeding 4.1% in any of these five countries.

Data by AT Internet (based on site visits) similarly indicates that in November 2014, Google's share of the national markets for general search services in the EEA was 93.5% in France, 94% in Germany, 96.7% in Spain and 92.9% in the United Kingdom.

---

725 Market shares by volume may provide a conservative indicator of Google’s economic strength, in view of the fact that Google’s RPS is higher than that of Yahoo and Microsoft, the only significant competing general search services between 2011 and the date of adoption of this Decision.
726 Including per number of queries, users, page views or per number of sessions.
727 Annex 3.1 to Google’s response to Question 3 of the request for information of 13 July 2010, (Doc IDs 4794 and 4787). The Nielsen data includes data until August 2010.
No competing general search service had a market share exceeding 3.6% in any of these four countries.

Data by AT Internet does not cover EEA countries other than France, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom. The Commission has therefore also looked at data from StatCounter which covers all EEA countries for the period 2008-2016.

Table 6: Google, Bing and Yahoo market shares in general search in EEA countries in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country in the EEA</th>
<th>Google</th>
<th>Bing</th>
<th>Yahoo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>80.5%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichtenstein</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country in the EEA</th>
<th>Google</th>
<th>Bing</th>
<th>Yahoo!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>97.0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>90.4%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(682) The only EEA country in which Google did not hold a market share above 90% in 2016 was the Czech Republic. Google has, however, been far the market leader in the Czech Republic since 2011, when it overtook Seznam.  

(683) Google has also enjoyed high market shares across the EEA for a longer period than the previous market leaders, AltaVista and Lycos, which maintained their leading position for two years (1997 to 1999) and one year (1999 to 2000), respectively.  

(684) Table 7 shows Google's lowest yearly market share since 2008 in each EEA country, as reported by StatCounter.

---


731 Google's submission of 14 March 2011, "Innovation in Search (Version II)", paragraph 3.9 (Doc ID 4771).

Table 7: Google's lowest market shares in general search in EEA countries between 2008 and 2016\textsuperscript{33}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country in the EEA</th>
<th>Google's market share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>97.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{33} StatCounter data for 2008-2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, \url{http://gs.statcounter.com/}. For Croatia, the reference period includes only the time since Croatia's accession to the Union on 1 July 2013.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country in the EEA</th>
<th>Google's market share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(685) The Commission's conclusion that since at least 2011, Google has enjoyed strong and stable market shares across the EEA and there has been no effective entry in any EEA country is not affected by Google's claim that the alleged tying product is not Google's general search service but the Google Search app.\textsuperscript{734} Dominance is assessed in relation to the general search service, which each undertaking may offer in multiple ways (e.g., search app, default on web browsers, etc.).

9.5.2. Barriers to entry and expansion

(686) The national markets for general search services in the EEA are characterised by the existence of a number of barriers to entry and expansion.

(687) First, the establishment of a fully-fledged general search engine requires significant investments in terms of time and resources. For example, each year between 2009 and 2014, Microsoft invested over USD [millions of dollars] in R&D and capital expenditure in the development and maintenance of the latest version of its general search service launched in June 2009 under the brand name "Bing".\textsuperscript{735} Other companies indicate that the costs associated with the establishment of a fully-fledged general search service constitute a barrier to entry. For example, Orange argues that it only operates its own general search technology for French language websites because "investments are too large to develop such technology for non French language websites".\textsuperscript{736}

(688) Second, because a general search service uses data to refine the relevance of its general search results pages, it needs to receive a certain volume of queries in order to compete viably. The greater the number of queries a general search service receives, the quicker it is able to detect a change in user behaviour pattern and update and improve its relevance. This is supported by internal Google documents\textsuperscript{737} and by

\textsuperscript{734} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part One, pages 32-33, paragraph 92 (Doc ID 8598).
\textsuperscript{735} Microsoft's response to Question 1 of the request for information of 8 December 2014 (Doc ID 4717).
\textsuperscript{736} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594).
\textsuperscript{737} Google document with reference 86978 and Google document with reference Texas 213247 annexed to Google's response to Question 43 of the request for information of 13 July 2010 (Doc IDs 4795, 4791
evidence from a number of other general search services.\textsuperscript{738}

(689) A general search service also needs to receive a certain volume of queries in order to improve the relevance of its results for uncommon ("tail") queries. Tail queries are important because users evaluate the relevance of a general search service on a holistic basis and expect to obtain relevant results for both common ("head") and uncommon tail queries.\textsuperscript{739} The greater the volume of data a general search service possesses for rare tail queries, the more users will perceive it as providing more relevant results for all types of queries.\textsuperscript{740}

(690) In that regard, there may be diminishing returns to scale in terms of improvements in relevance once the volume of queries a general search service receives exceeds a certain volume.\textsuperscript{741} It may also be that the lower success and relevance of a general search service can be explained by other factors, such as the fact that it does not localise its general search results in different countries, that its web index is more limited in depth, or that it is slower in updating its index in order to deliver fresh content to users.\textsuperscript{742} Regardless of the veracity of such arguments, however, they remain of limited relevance for the assessment of barriers to entry and expansion on each national market for general search services in the EEA because of the underlying fact that a general search service has to receive at least a certain minimum volume of queries in order to compete viably.

(691) The relevance of scale is also not called into question by the fact that in the late 1990s, Google was able to overtake the former market leaders, AltaVista and Lycos. At that time, scale was less of a critical factor because the indexing technology of general search services was not yet able to assess user behaviour.\textsuperscript{743}

(692) Third, general search services constantly invest to improve their product and a new entrant would have no choice but to attempt to match these investments. Table 8 shows worldwide capital investments made by Google and Yahoo in their general search services between 2009 and 2015.

\textsuperscript{738} Seznam's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4076); Orange's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594); and Ask's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4304).

\textsuperscript{739} Microsoft's complaint of 31 March 2011, p. 14 (Doc ID 216).

\textsuperscript{740} Orange's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4594); and Ask's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 3 October 2011 (Doc ID 4304).

\textsuperscript{741} Google's submission of 29 August 2011, RBB Economics, "Response to Microsoft on the Importance of Scale" (Doc ID 4783).

\textsuperscript{742} Google's submission of 29 August 2011, RBB Economics, "Response to Microsoft on the Importance of Scale" (Doc ID 4783).

Table 8: Google's and Yahoo's worldwide capital investments in their general search services between 2009 and 2015 in million USD\textsuperscript{744}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>4,018</td>
<td>3,438</td>
<td>3,273</td>
<td>7,358</td>
<td>10,959</td>
<td>9,915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(693) Fourth, the existence of positive feedback effects on both sides of the two-sided platform formed by general search services and online search advertising creates an additional barrier to entry.

(694) The positive feedback effects on the online search advertising side are due to the link between the number of users of a general search service and the value of the online search advertisements shown by that general search engine. The higher the number of users of a general search service, the greater the likelihood that a given search advertisement is matched to a user and converted into a sale. This in turn increases the price that a general search engine can charge advertisers if their search advertisements are clicked on. The general search engine can then reinvest that revenue in seeking to attract new users of its general search service.

(695) As regards the positive feedback effects on the general search side of the two-sided platform, they are of two types.

(696) The first type stem from the fact that a substantial minority of users of a general search service derive a benefit from search advertisements. The fact that advertisers are willing to bid for AdWords results on Google's general search results pages is evidence that at least some users value these advertisements. This is further supported by an economic analysis commissioned by Google, which indicates that [20-30]\% of online search users afford equal consideration to AdWords and generic search results returned in response to a query.\textsuperscript{745} In addition, of the remaining [70-80]\% of users, at least a certain number\textsuperscript{746} also consider AdWords results, albeit only after having looked at generic search results.

(697) The second type stem from the link between the attractiveness of the online search advertising side of a general search platform and the revenue of that platform. The higher the number of advertisers using an online search advertising service, the higher the revenue of the general search platform; revenue which can be reinvested in the maintenance and improvement of the general search service so as to attract more users. Google derives substantial revenue from its online search advertisement business: in 2016, it generated 88.7\% of its revenue from its advertisers.\textsuperscript{747}


\textsuperscript{745} Google's submission of 14 March 2011, "A guide to network effects, switching costs, and competition in online search", paragraph 60, first indent (Doc ID 4785). [70-80]\% of relevant users are reported to have either not considered AdWords results returned with a query or looked at them at after considering the generic search results returned with that same query. The corollary is thus that [20-30]\% gave equal consideration to both the AdWords and generic search results returned with a query. The figure is not made available by the report.

Fifth, certain general search services have access to data sources which cannot be indexed by competing general search services, either by their nature or for contractual reasons. For example, Google has scanned the holdings of several libraries and publishers as part of its Google Books and Google Scholar projects. The home page of Google Books offers users the possibility to: "[s]earch the world's most comprehensive index of full-text books."\(^{748}\)

The existence of barriers to entry and expansion is supported by a number of additional factors.

First, in the last ten years, a number of companies have exited the national markets for general search services in the EEA, either completely or by abandoning their general search technology in favour of third party technology. For example, Yahoo! abandoned its general search technology, including in the EEA, in 2009 and now relies on Bing's general search technology to power its portal.\(^{749}\) Equally, Ask.com abandoned its general search technology, including in the EEA, in November 2010 and now relies on Google's general search technology to power its portal.\(^{750}\)

Second, a number of smaller players still present on certain national markets for general search services in the EEA have been unable to expand and are contemplating interrupting their general search services in the EEA in the near future. This is the case of voila.fr, one of the first general search services in France, which currently offers general search services restricted to French language websites.\(^{751}\)

Third, since 2007, there has been only one significant entrant on the national markets for general search services in the EEA, Microsoft, which launched the latest version of its general search service, Bing, in 2009.\(^{752}\) Since 2009, however, Bing's market shares have never exceeded 6% in any EEA country.\(^{753}\) Microsoft’s general search service was [not profitable] for [a period of time].\(^{754}\)

While a number of start-ups have attempted to launch competing general search services in the last ten years, none of them has been able to establish a significant market presence. Several have either stopped providing general search services or chosen instead to provide complementary types of services that do not compete with

---

Google’s general search service in the EEA.

(704) In June 2008, Kosmix, at the time a search service specialised in health matters, was reported to have attempted to start providing a general search service. Soon after, however, it changed its business model and became a platform integrating a number of specialised search services.

(705) In July 2008, former employees of Google launched a general search service called Cuil. At launch, Cuil claimed that its index of the web was deeper than Google’s and certain industry observers considered that Cuil had the potential to compete against Google. Within a few weeks of launch, however, Cuil’s share of a hypothetical global general search services market decreased from 0.11% to 0.01% and on 17 September 2010, Cuil went offline.

(706) In April 2010, another general search service called DuckDuckGo, offered only in English, was launched. Its traffic, however, remains marginal. In December 2014, it processed only 221 million searches. This represented less than 0.8% of all general searches performed in the US in December 2014. Because of its US origin and the fact that it is only offered in English, it is likely that DuckDuckGo's shares of the national markets for general search services in the EEA are even lower. In addition, DuckDuckGo is dependent on third party technology for its general search services. As DuckDuckGo explains on its website: "While our indexes are getting bigger, we do not expect to be wholly independent from third-parties. Bing and Google each spend hundreds of millions of dollars a year crawling and indexing the deep Web. It costs so much that even big companies like Yahoo and Ask are giving up general crawling and indexing. Therefore, it seems silly to compete on crawling and, besides, we do not have the money to do so."

(707) In October 2010, a general search service called Blekko, offered only in English, was launched. Blekko’s distinctive feature was that it allowed users to mark the sites they visit with special attributes ("slashtags") which other users could use to focus their queries. However, similar to DuckDuckGo, its traffic remained marginal. In June

---


761 See "DuckDuckGo queries per day (1y avg)", available at https://duckduckgo.com/traffic.html, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

2013, it reported an average of only 5 million searches per day. This represented less than 0.8% of all general searches performed in the US in June 2013. Because of its US origin and the fact that it was only offered in English, it was likely that Blekko’s shares of the national markets for general search services in the EEA were even lower. In addition, because it relied on human input to generate and curate slashtags, Blekko could not generate large-scale real time search results comparable to entirely automated general search engines such as Google or Bing. This is supported by an internal Google document. Blekko stopped providing general search services at the end of March 2015.

(708) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

9.5.3. **Infrequency of user multi-homing and existence of brand effects**

(709) Only a minority of users in the EEA that use Google’s general search service as their main general search service actually use other general search services (a behaviour known as "multi-homing"). This is confirmed by a number of factors.

(710) First, a Keystone survey commissioned by Microsoft quantified how often Google users in five EEA countries (France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom) use other general search services. The survey was performed between December 2010 and April 2011 and defined as a multi-homer a user that conducts at least 5% of all its queries on at least two distinct general search services. Based on that definition, the survey found that only 12% of users in Germany, Italy and Spain multi-home. As for France and the United Kingdom, the percentage of users that multi-home was respectively 15% and 21%.

(711) The Keystone survey also found that users that use Google as their primary general search service in these five EEA markets are significantly less likely to multi-home than users that use Bing or Yahoo as their primary general search service in those markets. Table 9 summarises the proportion of users that multi-home, depending on their primary general search service.

---


Table 9: Multi-homing by users depending on their primary general search service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Spain</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(712) Second, because of the strength of the Google brand, users trust in the relevance of search results provided by Google. This further deters users of Google from multi-homing. This is supported by internal Google documents and third party studies.

(713) Third, even if a significant number of users of Google’s general search service were to multi-home, switching costs are in any event only one possible type of barrier to entry and expansion. Barriers to entry and expansion can also derive for example from the need for large investments or network effects (see Section 9.5.2).

(714) Google does not contest the Commission’s conclusions as outlined in this Section.

9.5.4. Lack of countervailing buyer power

(715) The Commission concludes that OEMs, MNOs and users of Google's general search services each have insufficient countervailing buyer power.

(716) First, OEMs and MNOs that pre-install Google's search service in exchange for a share of Google's revenues (see Section 6.3.3) have had to accept the revenue shares offered by Google and the percentage of revenue shares offered by Google has decreased over time. The fact that OEMs have accepted these shares indicates that they have insufficient bargaining power vis-à-vis Google:

1. According to [revenue share partner], "Google issues template agreements and

---


769 In a 2011 study of the most valuable global brands, WPP company Millward Brown Optimor found Google to be the second strongest brand in the world. In the preceding four years, Google was considered the strongest brand in the world (available at http://www.wpp.com/wpp/press/2011/may/09/apple-becomes-worlds-most-valuable-brand-says/; printed and saved on 27 June 2018).

770 Google document with reference 144271 annexed to Google’s response to Question 43 of the request for information of 13 July 2010, (Doc IDs 4792 and 4795). Internal email exchange between 29 and 30 July 2008 in which Google employees discuss user rating experiments that they had performed to compare Yahoo’s and Google’s general search results pages after an industry analyst had published a paper in which he stated that Yahoo performed better than Google for certain queries. An employee concludes that "when it comes to branded competitive SxS [side by side comparisons], it’s impossible to ask our raters to be impartial - they are much more familiar with Google products and Google results and in general favor Google’s UI [User Interface] over the others’.

771 An eye tracking experiment indicated that participants trusted Google’s ability to position results by their relevance to the query. When the participants selected a link to follow from Google’s general search result pages, they favoured links in a higher position, even if the abstracts themselves were less relevant. See Pan, Bet al, “In Google we trust: Users’ decisions on rank, position, and relevance”, Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, 2007.

772 See Section 6.3.3.
it is very difficult to negotiate the terms (including the [revenue share terms]).\textsuperscript{773}

(2) According to [revenue share partner], it had "not been able to increase the [revenue share terms].\textsuperscript{774} According to the Google Search Revenue Share Agreement effective 1 September 2014, [revenue share partner]'s Revenue Share has decreased from [revenue share terms] to [revenue share terms]. [...] [revenue share partner]'s only way of increasing Google's Relevant Revenues has been to sell more devices".\textsuperscript{775}

(3) According to [revenue share partner], "[it] has not been able to increase the [revenue share terms]. In fact, [revenue share terms] set by Google have consistently decreased over time whilst the obligations placed on the MNO to attain such revenue shares have increased [...] and the obligations on Google decreased."\textsuperscript{775}

(4) [Revenue share partner]\textsuperscript{776}, [revenue share partner]\textsuperscript{777} and [revenue share partner]\textsuperscript{778} have made similar statements.

(717) Second, users are unable to exercise any bargaining strength vis-à-vis Google as they each represent only a small proportion of the volume of total general search queries.

(718) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

9.5.5. The argument that Google’s general search services are offered free of charge

(719) The Commission concludes that a finding of dominance is not precluded by the fact that Google offers its general search services free of charge.

(720) First, the evolution of Google’s shares of each national market for general search services in the EEA has shown no rapid variations or fluctuations. On the contrary, since at least 2011, Google has consistently held very high market shares in each national market for general search services in the EEA.

(721) Second, barriers to entry and network effects make it difficult for actual or potential competing general search services from offering competitive or innovative services in an economically sustainable manner (see Section 9.5.2).

(722) Third, because of the infrequency of user multi-homing and the existence of brand effects (see Section 9.5.3) it is unlikely that a substantial proportion of its users would switch general search services in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google's general search services.

(723) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that a finding of dominance is not precluded by

\textsuperscript{773} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 26 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 [...].

\textsuperscript{774} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 25 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].

\textsuperscript{775} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 26 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 [...].

\textsuperscript{776} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 26 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 [...].

\textsuperscript{777} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 26 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 [...].

\textsuperscript{778} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 25 of the request for information 17 July 2014 [...].
the fact that Google offers its general search services free of charge is not affected by Google’s claims that:

(1) the Commission should have assessed instead whether Google could degrade quality and innovation in search without sufficient marginal users switching to competing services to render the degradation unprofitable.

(2) a Eurobarometer survey from April 2016, which states that nearly eight in ten users would switch general search services if they were to consider the search results provided not to be useful.\(^{779}\)

(724) In the first place, the Commission has assessed and established that it is unlikely that a substantial proportion of its users would switch general search services in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of Google’s general search service (see recital (722)).

(725) In the second place, respondents to the April 2016 Eurobarometer survey did not indicate that they would switch general search service in the event of a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of a general search service. Rather, respondents were asked how they would react if a general search service were to provide results that are "not useful". This would constitute a more fundamental deterioration in the quality of a general search service than that resulting from a small but significant non-transitory deterioration of the quality of the service.

9.5.6. The argument that users in the EEA may use Google’s general search service because of the perceived relevance of the results provided by that service

(726) A finding of dominance is also not precluded because users in the EEA may use Google’s general search service because of the perceived relevance of the results that service provides.

(727) Rather, this is a factor to be taken into account in assessing whether Google’s conduct is abusive. Irrespective of the reasons or the causes for which Google has a dominant position on the national markets for general search in the EEA, this does not relieve it of its special responsibility not to allow its behaviour to impair genuine, undistorted competition on the internal market.\(^{780}\)

10. ABUSE OF DOMINANT POSITION: GENERAL PRINCIPLES

10.1. Principles

(728) The concept of abuse is an objective one relating to the behaviour of an undertaking in a dominant position which is such as to influence the structure of a market where, as a result of the very presence of the undertaking in question, the degree of competition is weakened and which, through recourse to methods different from those which condition normal competition, has the effect of hindering the maintenance of the degree of competition still existing in the market or the growth of


that competition.  

(729) A dominant undertaking has a special responsibility not to impair, by conduct falling outside the scope of competition on the merits, genuine undistorted competition in the internal market.  

It follows from the nature of the obligations imposed by Article 102 TFEU that, in specific circumstances, an undertaking in a dominant position may be deprived of the right to adopt a course of conduct or take measures which are not in themselves abuses and which would even be unobjectionable if adopted or taken by non-dominant undertakings.  

(730) An abuse of a dominant position does not necessarily have to consist in the use of the economic power conferred by a dominant position. Moreover, Article 102 TFEU gives no explicit guidance as to what is required in relation to where on the markets the abuse took place. Accordingly, the actual scope of the special responsibility imposed on a dominant undertaking must be considered in the light of the specific circumstances of each case which show that competition has been weakened. It follows that certain conduct on markets other than the dominated markets and having effects either on the dominated markets or on the non-dominated markets themselves can be categorised as abusive.  

(731) Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement list a number of abusive practices. These are merely examples, not an exhaustive enumeration of the sort of abuses of dominant position prohibited by the TFEU and the EEA Agreement.  

(732) Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement prohibit both abusive practices which may cause damage to consumers directly but also those which cause consumers harm through their impact on competition. Article 102 of the Treaty and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement apply, in particular, to the conduct of a dominant undertaking that, through recourse to methods different from those governing normal competition on the basis of the performance of commercial operators, has the effect, to the detriment of consumers, of hindering the maintenance of the degree of competition existing in the market or the growth of that competition. Since the structure of competition on the market has already been

---

781 Case C-549/10 P Tomra v Commission, EU:C:2012:221, paragraph 17; Case C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 74.  
789 Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 91; Case C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 69; Case C-552/03 P Unilever Bestfoods v Commission,
weakened by the presence of the dominant undertaking, any further weakening of the structure of competition may constitute an abuse of a dominant position. It follows that fixing an appreciability threshold for the purposes of determining whether there is an abuse of a dominant position is not justified.

(733) Concerning the effects of the dominant undertaking’s conduct, while they must not be of a purely hypothetical nature, they do not necessarily have to be concrete. It is sufficient that the conduct tends to restrict competition or is capable of having that effect regardless of its success. The Commission is not therefore required to demonstrate that a particular practice has actual anti-competitive effects.

(734) It is for a dominant undertaking to provide justification for its conduct to be caught by the prohibition set out in Article 102 TFEU.

(735) Such an undertaking may demonstrate, for that purpose, either that its conduct is objectively necessary or that the exclusionary effect produced may be counterbalanced, outweighed even, by advantages in terms of efficiency that also benefit consumers.

(736) In that last regard, a dominant undertaking must demonstrate that four cumulative conditions are met:

1. The efficiency gains likely to result from its conduct counteract any likely negative effects on competition;


Case C-23/14 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2015:651, paragraph 73; Case C-525/16 Meo-Serviços de Comunicações e Multimédia, EU:C:2018:270, paragraph 29.


Case C-549/10 P Tomra Systems and Others v Commission, EU:C:2012:221, paragraph 68.


Case C-209/10 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2012:172, paragraph 41.

Case C-209/10 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2012:172, paragraph 42; Case C-23/14 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2015:651, paragraph 49.
(2) Those gains have been, or are likely to be, brought about as a result of its conduct;
(3) its conduct is necessary for the achievement of those gains in efficiency; and
(4) its conduct does not eliminate effective competition, by removing all or most existing sources of actual or potential competition.

10.2. Application to this case

In Sections 11 to 13, the Commission applies the principles summarised in Section 10.1 to Google's conduct. Section 11 applies those principles to the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app. Section 12 applies those principles to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs. Section 13 applies those principles to revenue share payments conditional on the pre-installation of no competing general search services on any smart mobile device within an agreed portfolio.

In Section 14, the Commission concludes that the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 constitute: (i) separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement; and (ii) a single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement.

The different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 constitute a single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement because they:

(1) pursue an identical objective. They are part of an overall "carrot-and-stick" strategy vis-à-vis OEMs and MNOs to protect and strengthen Google's dominant position in general search services and thus its revenues via search advertisements. They ensure that Google acquires traffic and valuable user data that it can collect and combine; and

(2) are complementary in that Google creates an interlocking interdependence between them. For example, in order to enter into a MADA, an OEM must enter into, and abide by the terms of an AFA and in order to enter into a revenue share agreement, an OEM must first enter into a MADA (and thus also an AFA). Also, if an OEM were to pre-install a competing general search service exclusively on one or more of its Android devices instead of Google Search, it would no longer be able to pre-install on those devices any of the mandatory GMS apps and services, including the Play Store.

11. Abuse of Google's dominant position: tying relating to its proprietary mobile apps

Google's conduct with respect to its proprietary mobile apps involves tying.

11.1. Principles

The abusive tying of two products or services is a particular form of conduct covered by Article 102 TFEU, in particular Article 102(d) TFEU. In order for tying to be liable to be caught by the prohibition under Article 102 TFEU, it is sufficient that the
following conditions are met:799

(1) the tying and tied products are two separate products;
(2) the undertaking concerned is dominant in the market for the tying product;
(3) the dominant undertaking does not give its customers or end users a choice to obtain the tying product without the tied product; and
(4) the tying is capable of restricting competition.

742 If these conditions are met, it is for the dominant undertaking, which bears the burden of proof, to demonstrate the existence of any objective justification for its conduct.800

743 Regarding the first condition referred to in recital (741), the distinctness of two products has to be assessed by reference to customer demand and not, for example, whether the tying product was regularly offered without the tied product.801 A range of factors are relevant to this assessment, including the nature and technical features of the products concerned, the facts observed on the market such as the presence of independent companies specialising in the manufacture and sale of the tied product,802 the history of the development of the products concerned and the commercial practice of the dominant undertaking.803

744 Complementary products can constitute separate products for the purposes of Article 102 TFEU, in particular Article 102(d) TFEU.804 This is because, for example, customers may wish to obtain complementary products together, but from different sources.805

745 Moreover, the technical integration of one product into another does not mean that the two products are no longer separate for the purposes of Article 102 TFEU.806 Equally, even when the tying of two products is consistent with commercial usage or when there is a natural link between the two products, such tying may nonetheless constitute an abuse unless it is objectively justified.807

746 Regarding the third condition referred to in recital (741), a dominant undertaking can apply compulsion or coercion either directly to end users or via its customers that pass on such coercion to end users. Such compulsion or coercion can be of a contractual nature, a technical nature, or both.808

747 Coercion or compulsion can still exist where the party accepting the tied product is

not charged a separate price for that product.⁸⁰⁹

(748) Equally, compulsion or coercion can still exist where the party accepting the tied product is not required to use it or is entitled to use the same product supplied by a competitor of the dominant undertaking.⁸¹⁰

(749) Regarding the fourth condition referred to in recital (741), Article 102 TFEU does not require demonstration of actual or potential anti-competitive effects in classical tying cases. Indeed, in Hilti⁸¹¹ and Tetra Pak II,⁸¹² it was sufficient to assume that the tying of a specific product has by its very nature a foreclosure effect. In Microsoft, however, the General Court explained that while it is true that Article 102 TFEU as a whole does not contain any reference to the anti-competitive effect of bundling, the fact remains that, in principle, conduct will be regarded as abusive only if it is capable of restricting competition.⁸¹³ As already explained in Section 10.1, the concept of abuse covers not only practices which may prejudice consumers directly but also those which may indirectly prejudice them by impairing an effective competitive structure.⁸¹⁴

(750) When conducting such an examination, it is relevant to consider whether, inter alia, the tying: (i) reduces the incentives of users to choose a product from among those of other suppliers than the dominant undertaking;⁸¹⁵ (ii) creates disincentives for customers of the dominant undertaking to offer the products of other suppliers of the product that is tied;⁸¹⁶ or (iii) encourages third parties to develop products that implement only the underlying technology on which is based the product that is tied.⁸¹⁷

(751) Regard must also be given as to whether there are technical or economic constraints that prevent users from downloading several apps on their devices or whether such apps may be free, easy to download and take up little space.⁸¹⁸

11.2. Summary of the abusive conduct

(752) Since at least 1 January 2011, Google has tied the Google Search app⁸¹⁹ with the Play Store. The Commission concludes that this conduct constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores.

---

⁸¹⁹ The Google Search app can be accessed through the Google Search icon and widget, as well as Google Now. See, for example, Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] of 1 May 2014, Sections 1.1(m) and 3.3(b)(i) […].
Since 1 August 2012, Google has tied Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app. The Commission concludes that this conduct constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant positions in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services.

11.3. Tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store

The Commission concludes that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores because: (i) the Play Store and the Google Search app are distinct products (Section 11.3.1); (ii) Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores (Section 11.3.2); (iii) the Play Store cannot be obtained without the Google Search app (Section 11.3.3); and (iv) the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store is capable of restricting competition (Section 11.3.4).

The Commission further concludes that Google has not demonstrated the existence of any objective justification for the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store (Section 11.5).

11.3.1. The Play Store and the Google Search app are distinct products

For the reasons set out in this Section, the Play Store and the Google Search app are distinct products.

First, the Play Store and the Google Search app provide the following distinct functionalities to users:

1. the Play Store enables users to download, install and manage a wide range of diverse apps from a single point in the interface of the smartphone;

2. the Google Search app enables users to search for information across the entire Internet.

Second, a number of undertakings such as Yahoo and Seznam supply general search services on a stand-alone basis, independently of Android app stores.

Third, Google develops and markets versions of the Google Search app that are designed to work on other smart mobile OSs such as Apple’s iOS or Microsoft’s Windows Phone OS.

Fourth, the Google Search app, as well as other competing general search apps, can be downloaded via other non-Android app stores.

Fifth, despite the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, OEMs sought the installation of the Play Store on their smart mobile devices separately from the Google Search app.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

---

820 The date when Google Chrome first became a mandatory Google app in a MADA. See Section 1.13 of the Mobile Application Distribution Agreement between Google and [MADA signatory] [...].

821 All objective justifications put forward by Google regarding the tying of its proprietary mobile apps are assessed together in Section 11.5.

822 See Google internal email referring to an instance when [MADA signatory] wanted to license only the Play Store and the Gmail app (Doc ID 1374-1937).
11.3.2. *Dominance in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores*  
As set out in Section 9.4, Google holds a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores since 2011.

11.3.3. *The Play Store cannot be obtained without the Google Search app*  
For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that OEMs cannot obtain the Play Store without the Google Search app.

First, OEMs can pre-install the Play Store on their Google Android devices only if they license and pre-install the GMS bundle, including the Google Search app.

Second, users cannot obtain the Play Store without simultaneously obtaining the Google Search app.

Third, OEMs that wish to install a different general search app on their GMS devices can do so only alongside the Google Search app.

Fourth, it is irrelevant that OEMs may not be required to pay anything extra for the Google Search app.

In the first place, while Google does not charge for the Google Search app, it monetises that app through advertising via the general search service offered through the Google Search app.

In the second place, the conclusion that Google ties the Google Search app with the Play Store does not depend on OEMs having to pay for the Google Search app.

Fifth, it is irrelevant that users may not be obliged to use the Google Search app which they find pre-installed on their GMS devices and that they can download on their devices a competing general search app. The conclusion that Google ties the Google Search app with the Play Store does not depend on users being forced to use the Google Search app or prevented from using a competing general search app.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

11.3.4. *Restriction of competition*  
The Commission concludes that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store is capable of restricting competition because it:

1. provides Google with a significant competitive advantage that competing general search services providers cannot offset (Section 11.3.4.1); and
2. helps Google to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services, increases barriers to entry, deters innovation and tends to harm, directly or indirectly consumers (Section 11.3.4.2).

Moreover, the Commission’s conclusion that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store is capable of restricting competition is not affected by Google’s claims

---

823 Insofar as ODMs and chipset manufacturers, which have entered into a MADA, pre-install mandatory Google apps on smart mobile devices, the conclusions reached by the Commission in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 equally apply to them.
824 See Section 6.3.2.
regarding the need for the Commission to consider that tying in its relevant economic and legal context (Section 11.3.4.3).

11.3.4.1. The tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store provides Google with a significant competitive advantage that competing general search services providers cannot offset.

The Commission concludes that, via the tying, Google is able to ensure for its general search service a significant competitive advantage that competing general search services cannot offset by other methods of distributing general search services on smart mobile devices. This is for the following reasons:

(I) the number of general searches via smart mobile devices has grown significantly;

(II) pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices;

(III) it is impossible to uninstall the Google Search app on GMS devices;

(IV) competing general search services cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself through tying; and

(V) Google’s competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of competing general search services to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of market shares.

Moreover, contrary to Google’s claims, when assessing the competitive advantage that Google ensures itself via the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, the Commission is not required to make a finding of "indirect network effects" with respect to the Google Search app or to undertake certain "empirical work" (VI).

I. The number of general searches via smart mobile devices has grown significantly

The number of general searches via smart mobile devices has grown significantly and since 2015, more general search queries have been undertaken on smart mobile devices than on PCs.\(^{827}\) While general search queries carried out worldwide with Google Search on smart mobile devices accounted for [20-30]\% of all Google Search general search queries in 2012, they accounted for [50-60]\% in 2015 and [50-60]\% in 2016.\(^{828}\)

II. Pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices

Pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices.

Pre-installation is important for service providers because it can increase significantly on a lasting basis the usage of the service provided by the app. This significant increase in usage is the reason why service providers, including Google, remunerate OEMs and MNOs for pre-installing their apps (on an exclusive or non-exclusive basis), for setting their services as default ("default setting"), and/or placing apps in a premium position on smart mobile devices ("premium

\(^{827}\) Google’s response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-5).

\(^{828}\) Google’s response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-5).
placement”).\(^{829}\)

(780) As Google itself acknowledges with respect to the pre-installation of apps:

1. "Pre-loading these apps and placing Search on the home screen is unquestionably valuable to Google."\(^{830}\)

2. "In addition to preinstalling their own apps and services, OEMs and carriers also sell preinstallation to app developer to gain additional revenue that lowers their costs."\(^{831}\)

(781) The reason why pre-installation, like default setting or premium placement, can increase significantly on a lasting basis the usage of the service provided by an app is that users that find apps pre-installed and presented to them on their smart mobile devices are likely to "stick" to those apps. HP described the creation of a "status quo bias" in the form of premium placement and default setting as follows: "Premium placement and default settings give applications and services located in those positions the advantage of being the first things users see when they start to interact with their device. Users are more likely to try these applications/services based on their prominent visibility and once they are using them, they usually continue to do so. It is an easy way to obtain new users and deliver almost automatic stickiness for an application or service."\(^{832}\)

(782) Users are unlikely to look for, download, and use alternative apps, at least when the app that is pre-installed, premium placed and/or set as default already delivers the required functionality to a satisfactory level. As Nokia indicated in relation to pre-installation: "Where a product is preloaded by default, consumers tend to stick to this product at the expense of competing products – even if the default product is inferior to competing products."\(^{833}\) In order to overcome the status quo bias and see users looking for alternatives, service providers need to convince users that their service is significantly better than the alternative that is already pre-installed, premium placed or set as default.\(^{834}\)

(783) Regarding the Google Search app, as a result of the MADA, it is pre-installed on a large number of smart mobile devices. In 2016, approximately 260 million smartphones were sold in Europe,\(^{835}\) of which approximately 197 million smartphones or 76% were Google Android devices.\(^{836}\) Practically all of these Google Android smartphones had the Google Search app pre-installed with the rest of the

---

\(^{829}\) Appendix 2 of Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 17 (Doc ID 8303-12).

\(^{830}\) Appendix 2 of Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 17 (Doc ID 8303-12).

\(^{831}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Executive Summary, page xvii (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{832}\) See, for example, HP's non-confidential response to Question 55 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 4162).

\(^{833}\) Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 17 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 4360).

\(^{834}\) See Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 35.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 4601):"[…] download levels of mobile applications that are competing with preinstalled mobile applications tend to be low if the pre-installed service is of comparable or even (insubstantially) worse quality."

\(^{835}\) Source: […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).

\(^{836}\) Source: […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867). In 2014, approximately 206.7 million smartphones were sold in Europe, of which approximately 156.6 million smartphones or 75.7% were Google Android devices (Source: […] (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710)).
GMS bundle. Furthermore, in 2016, approximately 1.65 billion smart mobile devices were sold worldwide (including China), of which approximately 1.33 billion or 81% were Google Android devices. Approximately 918 million smart mobile devices or 56% of the total number of all smart mobile devices, i.e. practically all Google Android devices outside China, had the Google Search app pre-installed together with the rest of the GMS bundle. These 918 million smart mobile devices in 2016 constitute a far higher number than any competing general search service would be able to achieve by way of pre-installation of its app on smart mobile devices. By way of comparison, from the total smart mobile devices sold worldwide (including China) in 2016, only approximately 21 million or 1.3% were sold with Windows Mobile on which Google’s main competitor, Bing, was set as the default general search service.

By tying the Google Search app with the Play Store, Google therefore ensures that distribution of the Google Search app is as wide on smart mobile devices as the number of GMS devices.

The importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of general search services on Google Android devices is confirmed by (i) internal Google documents, (ii) Google’s Response to the Statement of Objections, (iii) responses by third parties to requests for information, and (iv) a comparison of the use and revenues of the Google Search app and other GMS apps on Google Android devices, where they are pre-installed, with their use on other smart mobile devices, where they are not pre-installed.

First, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by internal Google documents:

1. [Google Executive], stated in an internal email dated 14 November 2008 that "I guess my biggest concern (and [Google Executive]) is GMA [Google's general search service] because of revenue implications of not getting a pre-load (underlying assumption that GMA prominently [sic] present leads to more searches, particularly with voice). How can we address this concern? Could we minimally require GMA to preload on Android (or all platforms) as a necessary condition for any GMS deals?"

2. [Google Executive], stated in an internal email dated 1 November 2010 that "Preloading remains valuable to users, and hence OEMs, despite full

---

837 See Section 9.3.1.
838 Source: […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867). In 2014, approximately 1.53 billion smart mobile devices were sold worldwide (including China), of which approximately 1.2 billion smart mobile devices or 78.4% were Google Android devices (Source: […] (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710)).
839 Source: […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867) and Section 9.3.1, in particular footnote 436, which explains that (excluding China) practically all Google Android devices in the world are sold with GMS.
840 Source: […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867). The low tablet sales figures classified as "Windows&Android" were divided equally between the two smart mobile OSs. There is no Bing app on Windows Mobile and thus Bing is not pre-installed on Windows Mobile devices. However, Bing is set as default on three entry points on Windows Mobile phones: the hardware button (“HardKey”), the Cortana digital assistant tile on the home screen and the address bar in the native browser (see Microsoft’s non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to search providers (Doc ID 2980)).
841 Google’s internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1305-381).
unbundling [i.e. the fact that Google apps are not only pre-installed but also available for download on the Play Store] because most users just use what comes on the device. People rarely change defaults".842

(3) In another internal Google email dated 26 April 2011, [Google Executive] stated the following: "Do we really need exclusivity terms? The current [non-US] terms give pretty much the same effect. OEM preinstall default under MADA + carrier revshare incentive with non-duplication + volume targets [search deals] = many hurdles for a carrier seeking to change the default. They'd need >$ from the alternative search AND EITHER persuade the OEM to seek (and get from us) an exception to their MADA to allow preinstallation of another search provider with preinstall of other GMS, OR ship a device with no GMS preinstalled [sic] at all [MADA requirements]. In practice, shipping without all GMS doesn't happen except in edge cases, like (previously) America Movil. All developed markets have users who expect and demand GMS."843

(788) Second, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, where Google acknowledges that "Pre-loading these apps and placing Search on the home screen is unquestionably valuable to Google."844

(789) Third, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by third party responses to requests for information:

(1) Nokia stated that: "Preloading of apps (as opposed to the availability of apps for downloading) plays a critical role for developers because being prominently visible on a smartphone's home screen or near to the home screen inevitably increases the likelihood of consumers trying out the app."845

(2) Amazon stated that: "Having an app pre-installed on a device significantly improves that app's discoverability by end users. That benefit increases the more prominently the app appears on the device,"846 and "[...] premium placement of preinstalled applications has a significant impact on their use [...]. [T]he presence of pre-installed mobile applications in many cases limits user willingness to try competing mobile applications."847

(3) Hutchison 3G stated that: "It is very powerful to have an application preloaded as opposed to a bootstrap or even a marketing recommendation to use the app. As with any other service, if it is within reach, the likelihood to use it is greater."848

842 Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1361-1060).
844 See Appendix 2 of Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 17 (Doc ID 8303-12).
845 Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 17.2 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 764).
846 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 17 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 8230).
847 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 35 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OS developers (Doc ID 3612).
848 See Hutchison 3G's non-confidential response to Question 51 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to MNOs (Doc ID 392).
(4) Yandex stated that: "The most efficient distribution channel is pre-installation by the OEM. OEMs mainly pre-install those services that potentially can generate additional revenue for them. [Information about revenues]. Most of our discussions with OEMs [confidential commercial information] concern the pre-installation of Yandex search."\(^849\)

(5) Yandex submitted an analysis which indicates that Yandex’s general search share in Russia in May 2015 was [2-5] times higher on Android devices where its search widget was pre-installed on the home screen and its general search service was set as default in the pre-installed mobile web browser, compared to when Yandex's general search service was not pre-installed at all.\(^850\)

Figure 18: Yandex’s share of general search queries on smart mobile devices depending on various scenarios of pre-installation and default setting

![Figure 18](image)

(6) Yahoo stated that it "expects that traffic generated by its search services would be higher if its search services were preinstalled than if not preinstalled, regardless of whether Google’s search engine is also preinstalled on the same device."\(^851\)

(7) Qwant stated that: "pre-installation [...] will likely highly increase our traffic."\(^852\)

(8) At the end of 2008, Microsoft signed a pre-installation agreement with Verizon, pursuant to which, in the US in 2010 and 2011, its general search service was pre-installed alongside Google on six models of Google Android devices. The traffic resulting from this agreement accounted for [15-25]% of the entire volume of mobile general search queries to Bing in the US during

\(^849\) Yandex’s non-confidential response to Question 25.5 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 4601).

\(^850\) Yandex’s presentation of 5 November 2015 (Doc ID 4216, 8193 and 8139).

\(^851\) Yahoo's non-confidential response to Question 10 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 3411).

\(^852\) Qwant's non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 3236).
Fourth, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by a comparison between the use and revenues of Google’s GMS apps on Google Android (where they are pre-installed) with their use and revenues on other smart mobile devices (where they are not).

In the first place, a study submitted by FairSearch indicates that the usage of each app in the GMS bundle is consistently higher on GMS devices where it is pre-installed than on iOS devices, where users must download each app (see Table 10).

The study looked at monthly usage (one of the industry’s usual standard for measuring app usage) in the United Kingdom for February 2016 using [...] data. For the Google Search app, 17% of users of iOS devices used the downloaded Google Search app, whereas 76% of users of Google Android devices had used the pre-installed Google Search app.

Table 10: Comparison of usage of Google apps (Pre-installation vs download on Android/iOS devices), United Kingdom survey, February 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google Applications preinstalled on all smartphones</th>
<th>iOS % Reach</th>
<th>Android % Reach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Drive (Mobile App)</td>
<td>1.873</td>
<td>39.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube (Mobile App)</td>
<td>50.438</td>
<td>68.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search (Mobile App)</td>
<td>17.405</td>
<td>75.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Maps (Mobile App)</td>
<td>22.445</td>
<td>59.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Play Movies (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>4.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gmail (Mobile App)</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>57.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Play Music (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>14.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google Applications preinstalled on some smartphones</th>
<th>iOS % Reach</th>
<th>Android % Reach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Photos (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>19.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangouts (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>8.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google+ (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>15.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Docs (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>7.702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google Applications not preinstalled on smartphones</th>
<th>iOS % Reach</th>
<th>Android % Reach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Earth (Mobile App)</td>
<td>1.693</td>
<td>3.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Authenticator (Mobile App)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An alternative way of visualising the importance of pre-installation contained in the figures in Table 10 is to present the figures comparing the usage of GMS apps on Android and on iOS in a graph, with the monthly percentage audience on Android on the y-axis and monthly percentage audience on iOS on the x-axis. As Figure 19 indicates, all of Google's apps are above the 45° line, meaning that for each of them their monthly audience and thus the percentage of users on Android devices that used

---

853 Microsoft’s non-confidential response to Question 10.1 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 4634).
854 "Assessing the relevant markets for licensable mobile operating systems and Google Android compatible app stores", Table 7, Marco Iansiti, Harvard University, submitted by FairSearch on 24 January 2017 (Doc ID 8003).
855 "Assessing the relevant markets for licensable mobile operating systems and Google Android compatible app stores", Table 7 and paragraphs 169-179, Marco Iansiti, Harvard University, submitted by FairSearch on 24 January 2017 (Doc ID 8003). "Reach" means percentage of users who use the app at least once a month (monthly audience). The term “smartphones” that is used in connection with pre-installation (or lack thereof) of certain Google apps relates to the Google Android devices that the study uses as a benchmark for measuring the “reach” of the respective app in comparison to iOS devices.
that app at least once a month is higher than the percentage of users on iOS devices that used that app. The apps which are closest to the 45° line are Google apps that are not pre-installed on GMS devices. Google Search is the Google app with the highest absolute difference (see the exact numbers in Table 10).

**Figure 19: Percentage of users that used a given pre-installed Google app at least once a month (i.e. monthly audience) on their Google Android/iOS device, United Kingdom survey, February 2016**

![Figure 19: Percentage of users that used a given pre-installed Google app at least once a month (i.e. monthly audience) on their Google Android/iOS device, United Kingdom survey, February 2016](image)

(793) In the second place, [...] data comparing general search queries on Google Android and Windows Mobile devices in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom between 2014 and 2017, indicates that on Windows Mobile devices, where Google Search is not pre-installed and Bing is set as the default general search service, Google Search accounted for [10-20]% to [40-50]% of general search queries. By contrast, on Google Android devices in these countries, where Google Search is practically always pre-installed, it accounted for [90-100]% of general search queries.

856 "Assessing the relevant markets for licensable mobile operating systems and Google Android compatible app stores", Figure 6, Marco Iansiti, Harvard University, submitted by FairSearch on 24 January 2017 (Doc ID 8003).
Table 11: General search queries shares for general search services providers on Windows Mobile and Google Android\footnote{857}

General search queries shares on Windows Mobile devices for largest EU countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing</td>
<td>[50-60]%</td>
<td>[60-70] %</td>
<td>[70-80] %</td>
<td>[80-90] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General search queries shares on Google Android devices for largest EU countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>[90-100]%</td>
<td>[90-100] %</td>
<td>[90-100] %</td>
<td>[90-100] %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
<td>[0-10] %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(794) In the third place, data provided by Google on worldwide revenues per apps and services included in the GMS suite, summarised in Table 12, indicates that it obtains significantly higher revenues with its general search app on Google Android devices, where its general search app was pre-installed, than on iOS devices where its general search app was not pre-installed. According to that data, Google's worldwide revenues with its general search app on Google Android devices were [...] % higher in 2014, [...] % higher in 2015 and [...] % higher in 2016 than with its general search app on iOS devices. This difference cannot be explained by the fact that the search volume on Google Android devices is higher than on iOS devices, given that Google's total revenues on Android devices were only [...] % higher in 2014, [...] % higher in 2015 and [...] % higher in 2016 than on iOS devices.

---

\footnote{857} Source: [...] data provided by Microsoft in response to Question 13 of the request for information of 10 April 2017 (Annexes 5 and 5A) (Doc IDs 8101 and 8102). For 2017, the data concerns only the first two months. The data included in the tables covers France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom and relates to smartphone and tablets.
Table 12: Google’s worldwide revenues with the Google Search app and other GMS services on Google Android and iOS devices (million EUR)\(^{858}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenues from apps</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google Android</td>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>Google Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Search app revenues</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total search revenues</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total GMS apps and services revenues</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(795) Fifth, the importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices is not affected by Google’s claims that:

1. Pre-installation on Google Android devices cannot be regarded as an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices because, between 2013 and 2015, queries on Google Search conducted on Google Android devices only accounted for [10-20]\% to [20-30]\% of the total number of queries on Google Search in the EEA;\(^{859}\)

2. The Commission should disregard all third party responses to requests for information cited in recitals (787) to (789) that were not accompanied by any internal data or empirical studies;\(^{860}\)

3. Some of the third party responses to requests for information cited in recitals (787) to (789) are incomplete, incorrect or irrelevant;\(^{861}\)

4. The studies and data described in recitals (790) to (794) are unreliable, based on flawed methodology and fail to include data related to general searches via browsers;\(^{862}\) and

5. Google Search’s high usage share on PCs demonstrates that pre-installation under the MADA is not a cause for its higher shares on Android compared to non-Android devices.\(^{863}\)

(796) In the first place, the fact that Google Android devices accounted for [10-20]\% to [20-30]\% of general search queries on Google Search in the EEA between 2013 and 2015 confirms the importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices. This is because:

---

858 Source: Google’s response to Questions 1 to 5 of the request for information of 24 March 2017, Appendix A (Doc ID 7955).
860 Google’s Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 67, paragraphs 18-19; page 68, paragraphs 20, and 22; page 74, paragraph 29; page 75, paragraph 30; page 78, paragraph 42 (Doc ID 8598).
(1) in almost all national markets for general search services in the EEA, [10-20]%) to [20-30]%) of general search queries on Google Search was equivalent to [1-6] times more than the combined [5-10]%) of queries that all competing general search services achieved in 2016 in total across all platforms. Moreover, consistent with the significant growth in the number of general searches via smart mobile devices (see recital (777)), in 2016, Google Android devices accounted for [20-30]%) of general search queries on Google Search in the EEA.\textsuperscript{864}

(2) the vast majority of the remaining [70-80]%) to [80-90]%) of general search queries on Google Search in the EEA were from browsers on iOS, Google Chrome on PCs, and other browsers on PCs. On all of these browsers, Google Search was set as default:

(a) approximately [10-20]%) to [20-30]%) of Google Search queries carried out in the EEA in 2013-2016 were from iOS devices\textsuperscript{865} and Google Search was set as default on the Safari browser on each smart mobile device sold by Apple (see Section 6.2.1);\textsuperscript{866}

(b) approximately [20-30]%) to [20-30]%) of Google Search queries carried out in the EEA in 2013-2016 were from Google Chrome on PCs\textsuperscript{867} and OEMs of PCs were required to set Google Search as the default general search service in Google Chrome;\textsuperscript{868} and

(c) approximately [10-20]%) to [20-30]%) of Google Search queries carried out in the EEA in 2013-2016 were from other PC web browsers, such as Safari, Opera and Firefox and, with the exception of Microsoft’s Internet Explorer/Edge, all major PC web browsers were required to set Google Search as the default general search service on their PC web browsers.\textsuperscript{869}

(3) general search queries via smart mobile devices are a particular source of valuable location data (see recital (114)) that allows general search services to

---
\textsuperscript{864} Google's response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-5).

\textsuperscript{865} Source: Google’s response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-5).

\textsuperscript{866} Apple's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 (Doc ID 1453).

\textsuperscript{867} This figure is obtained by multiplying, for each year during the period 2013-2016, the usage share of the browser Google Chrome on PCs in the EEA (source: StatCounter data for 2013-2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, \texttt{http://gs.statcounter.com/}) by the percentage of Google general search queries on PCs in the EEA (source: Google's response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017, Doc ID 7894-5). This assumes that, generally, searches are done via the general search services pre-set on the web browser and Chrome’s usage share for PC web browsers corresponds to the number of search queries via Google Chrome for PC (e.g. for 2016, the estimated percentage of Google general search queries on PCs that were conducted via Google Chrome would be [50-60]%), which corresponds to the usage share of Chrome on PC web browsers in 2016).

\textsuperscript{868} See Google's response to Question 13 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790).

\textsuperscript{869} This figure is obtained by multiplying, for each year of the period 2013-2016, the usage share of the browsers Safari, Opera and Firefox on PCs in the EEA (source: StatCounter data for 2013-2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, \texttt{http://gs.statcounter.com/}) by the percentage of Google general search queries on PCs in the EEA (source: Google's response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017, Doc ID 7894-5). As with Google Chrome, this assumes that, generally, searches are done via the general search services pre-set on the web browser and the web browser’s usage share for PC corresponds to number of search queries on a given PC web browser.
improve their general search and search advertising results (see recitals (687) to (691) and (693) to (697)).

(797) In the second place, the third party responses to requests for information cited in recitals (787) to (789) are consistent with a body of evidence of high probative value including internal Google documents and confirm that pre-installation can increase significantly on a lasting basis the usage of the service provided by the Google Search app.

(798) In the third place, Google’s criticisms of certain third party responses to requests for information cited in recitals (787) to (789) are misleading or incorrect:

1. Google is wrong to claim that Amazon did not provide any data to support its response to Question 35 of the request for information. While Google quotes Amazon’s statement that "[it] does not have any available data on the extent to which users download mobile applications that compete with mobile applications pre-installed on devices," that statement continues with "[…] except the information provided in response to Questions 36 to 39 below in relation to pre-installed applications with premium placement or default settings".

2. Google is wrong to claim that the fact that Qwant indicated that both pre-installation and being set as default would likely significantly increase traffic indicates that pre-installation is not an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices. Rather, Qwant's response confirms that pre-installation, like being set as default, is one important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices. Indeed, as explained in more detail in recital (818) and Section 6.3.3, Google sets Google Search as default on Google Chrome and has entered into agreements with OEMs and MNO to ensure that Google Search was the only pre-installed general search service and set as default on any pre-installed third party mobile web browsers.

3. Google is wrong to claim that Microsoft's pre-installation deal with Verizon indicates that pre-installation is not an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices. As explained in recital (789)(8), the traffic resulting from Microsoft's agreement with Verizon covering only six phones accounted for [15-25]% of the entire volume of mobile general search queries to Bing in the US. During the two years of the agreement for these six phones, Bing’s share of search queries on smart mobile devices in the US market grew from almost zero in 2009 to approximately 1.5% in December 2011.

4. Google is wrong to claim that the analysis submitted by Yandex, part of which is contained in Figure 18 in recital (789)(5), indicates that pre-installation is not an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart移动设备.
mobile devices. The analysis confirms the importance of pre-installation for the amount of traffic achievable by a general search service, notwithstanding the facts that: (i) Yandex may enjoy stronger brand recognition in Russia than in the EEA, (ii) the analysis is based on a comparison of 20-30 OEMs/OSs/models, the majority of which appear only in one pre-installation/default condition, and (iii) it uses a simple average. This is for the following reasons:

(a) while the analysis is based on information from Russia, it provides a more general insight into the impact of pre-installation on the usage of a well-established general search service (see further recital (814)(3)). The analysis indicates that pre-installation had an impact on Yandex's share of general search queries, even when the comparison across different pre-installation/default conditions is confined to the same OS, or even within the same model; and

(b) the fact that the analysis is based on a simple average, by which all entries are given equal weight in the calculation, does not in itself make it biased, not representative or not relevant.

(799) In the fourth place, Google's criticisms, and claims regarding, the studies and data described in recitals (791) to (793) are misleading or incorrect:

(1) Regarding Google's criticism that the FairSearch study cited in recitals (791) and (792) fails to take into account the importance of general search queries from web browsers, the importance of such queries does not alter the fact that pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices. According to data submitted by Google, pre-installation of the Google Search app is the single most important search entry point for general search queries on GMS devices accounting for [40-50]% of all searches in 2016.

(2) Moreover, Google Search is set as default for all queries not only on Google Chrome but also other major mobile web browsers, including the Safari browser on iOS.

(3) Regarding Google's claim that the [...] data cited in recital (793) is contradicted by general search query estimates from the web usage statistics provider NetMarketShare indicating that there is no material difference between Google's share of general search queries on Android devices where the Google Search app is pre-installed and on Windows Mobile devices where the Google Search app is not pre-installed, the NetMarketShare estimates are

---

875 See non-confidential version of Yandex's data submission of 24 November 2015 “Additional data on slides 20 and 25 (CRA Draft 2015-11-23).xlsx” with respect to the data underlying slide 20 of Yandex's presentation of 5 November 2015 (Doc ID 8193), access to the confidential data was given via data room from 30 August to 2 September 2016.
877 Source: Google's response to Question 11 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-4).
contradicted by actual internal search user data for 2015 and 2016 provided by Microsoft and Google. That data confirms that Google's share of general search queries on Android devices, where the Google Search app is pre-installed, is significantly higher than on Windows Mobile devices, where the Google Search app is not pre-installed. Moreover, given that Google has not submitted the data underlying the NetMarketShare estimates, the Commission cannot verify the veracity of these figures and whether they might be the result of a calculation error – similar to that for the download figures for the Google Search app on Windows Mobile submitted by Google.

In the fifth place, Google is wrong to claim that Google Search’s high usage share on PCs demonstrates that pre-installation under the MADA is not a cause for its higher usage shares on Android compared to non-Android devices. As the share figures in Table 2 and Figure 20 indicate, Google's share of general search queries is consistently higher on smart mobile devices than on PC.

III. It is impossible to uninstall the Google Search app on GMS devices

Only Google, but not OEMs and MNOs, can uninstall the Google Search app on GMS devices. The most that a competing general search service can, therefore, achieve on a GMS device is that its general search app is pre-installed side-by-side with the Google Search app.

While Google does not contest this fact, it claims that this irrelevant because users can download one or more competing general search apps on their GMS devices and/or set another general search service than Google as default.

As explained in Section 11.3.4.1.II, a significant number of users will not, however, download any competing general search app but rather use the general search app which is pre-installed on their GMS devices, Google Search. For example, on Windows Mobile devices –where Google's general search service is neither pre-installed nor set as default – Bing accounted for [50-60]% to [80-90]% of general search queries in 2014-2017 (see recital (793)).

IV. Competing general search services cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself through tying

The competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself cannot be offset by competing general search services using alternative distribution channels, such as downloads or agreements with developers of mobile web browsers whereby the competing general search service would be set as default in the URL line, the

---

879 Annex 1 to Microsoft's response to the request for information of 10 April 2017 accessible to Google in the data room and Appendix C to Google's response to the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-5). The Commission's calculations of general search query shares for Bing based on Microsoft and Google's data are conservative and favourable to Google. This is because when calculating query shares on Windows Mobile devices, with respect to searches via Bing, the Commission has attributed queries on Windows Mobile devices only to Bing. By contrast, with respect to Google Search, the Commission has attributed queries on all smart mobile devices other than Android to Google Search (and, unlike for Bing, not only on Windows Mobile devices). This is because Google was not able to separately report search queries on Windows Mobile devices.

880 See footnote 901.


browser’s home page or appear as a bookmark.\(^{883}\)

a) Downloads cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself

(805) Downloads of general search apps cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of the Google Search app on GMS devices. This is because, as explained in more detail in Section 11.3.4.1.II, users that find general search apps pre-installed on their GMS devices are, on average, less likely to download alternative general search apps, in particular when the pre-installed app already delivers the required functionality.

(806) This is confirmed by the elements set out in recitals (807) to (816).

(807) First, this is confirmed by a number of third-party respondents to requests for information:

1. As explained by Yahoo, ”[p]re-installation significantly influences adoption and application use, because most users do not uninstall pre-loaded software or replace a pre-loaded choice with a competing application”\(^{884}\) and ”[o]nly a small percentage of users download applications that compete with the preinstalled choices.”\(^{885}\)

2. As explained by Yandex, ”[…] download levels of mobile applications that are competing with preinstalled mobile applications tend to be low if the pre-installed service is of comparable or even (insubstantially) worse quality.”\(^{886}\)

3. As explained by AOL, ”Users are more likely to make use of a pre-installed mobile application for email services, which is subject to premium placement, than to search out and separately download a competing mobile application that provides the same service, features or functionality.”\(^{887}\)

4. As explained by Nokia, ”[…] when a competing application is already pre-installed on the device, it makes it even less likely that the consumer will seek out an alternative application on an app store, and makes it far less likely that the consumer will use competing apps unless there is a compelling reason to do so”\(^{888}\) and ”[a]lthough end-users may technically be able to download competing online services from Google Play or another app store or website,

---

\(^{883}\) Bookmarks are shortcuts to websites which can be set by the web browser vendor and later modified by users.

\(^{884}\) Yahoo's non-confidential response to Question 35 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 789).

\(^{885}\) Yahoo's non-confidential response to Question 35.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 789).

\(^{886}\) Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 35.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 4601). Contrary to Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 78, paragraph 42 (Doc ID 8598), the incidence when Apple decided to pre-install Apple Maps in lieu of Google Maps on iOS devices does not contradict this statement because, despite being regarded as clearly inferior at the time, users continued to use the pre-installed Apple Maps in large numbers, as explained in more detail in recital (931).

\(^{887}\) AOL's non-confidential response to Question 29 of the request for information of 17 June 2015 to developers of e-mail applications (Doc ID 2088).

\(^{888}\) Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 35 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 763).
in practice very few do.\textsuperscript{889}

Second, this is confirmed by the fact that, overall, competing general search apps were downloaded on [0-5]\% of the number of new devices sold during 2011-2016 on which the Google Search app was pre-installed.

Table 13: Number of downloads of competing general search apps worldwide from the Play Store in 2011-2016\textsuperscript{890} (in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naver</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nate</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daum</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Search</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuckDuckGo</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Search</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seznam</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of downloads of competing general search apps</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of Google Search pre-installations\textsuperscript{891}</td>
<td>215,092</td>
<td>379,425</td>
<td>594,272</td>
<td>808,200</td>
<td>916,293</td>
<td>917,909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total as % of Google Search pre-installations</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the downloads in Table 13 are of general search apps by Naver, Nate and Daum, which are active almost exclusively in the Republic of Korea. If only the EEA is considered, the number of downloads of competing general search apps is considerably smaller, also in relative terms (see Table 14). Overall, competing general search apps were downloaded on [0-5]\% of all GMS devices in the EEA during the period 2011-2016.

\textsuperscript{889} Nokia’s non-confidential response to Question 35.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to OEMs (Doc ID 763).

\textsuperscript{890} Source: Annex Q7 to Google’s response to Question 7 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-2) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).

\textsuperscript{891} The total number of Google Search pre-installations corresponds to the number of GMS devices, i.e., Google Android devices outside China. See footnotes 436 and 440.
Table 14: Number of downloads of competing general search apps in the EEA from the Play Store in 2011-2016\(^{892}\) (in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naver</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nate</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daum</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Search</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuckDuckGo</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Search</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seznam</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of downloads of competing general search apps</strong></td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of Google Search pre-installations</strong>(^{893})</td>
<td>59,928</td>
<td>119,762</td>
<td>174,217</td>
<td>196,349</td>
<td>203,740</td>
<td>197,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total as % of Google Search pre-installations</strong></td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The annual number of downloads of competing general search apps from the Play Store in each EEA country was minimal, with the exception of the Czech Republic (see Table 15).

Table 15: Number of annual downloads of competing general search apps per Member State from the Play Store, 2011-2016\(^{894}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

802 Source: Annex Q7 to Google's response to Question 7 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-2) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).

803 The total number of Google Search pre-installations corresponds to the number of Google Android devices in the EEA because practically all Google Android devices are sold with GMS, as explained in footnote 436. The percentages may be slightly under-estimated given that the download figures regard the EEA and not Europe.

804 Annex Q7 to Google's response to Question 7 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>[..]</th>
<th>[..]</th>
<th>[..]</th>
<th>[..]</th>
<th>[..]</th>
<th>[..]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
<td>[..]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(811) Third, the Commission's conclusion that downloads of general search apps cannot be
compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of the Google Search app on GMS devices is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) the Play Store allows for the downloading of apps (including of general search apps) for free and in an easy and convenient way;\(^{895}\)

(2) consumer communication and social networking apps such as WhatsApp, Facebook and Instagram have been successful on Android and not been impeded by the pre-installation of competing GMS apps such as Google Hangout, Google Photos and Google+;\(^{896}\)

(3) downloads of competing general search apps can offset any advantage that Google derives from the pre-installation of the Google Search app;\(^{897}\) and

(4) the low download figures of competing general search apps in the EEA "can only be plausibly explained" by user preferences for Google Search and are not the result of the pre-installation requirement under the MADA. This is confirmed by the high daily download figures of the Google Search app and corresponding low download figures for competing general search apps, including Seznam, Naver and Yandex on iOS devices in France, Germany and the UK.\(^{898}\)

(812) In the first place, even though the Play Store allows for the downloading of apps (including of general search apps) for free and in an easy and convenient way, this does not alter the fact that competing general search services must expend resources to compete against Google, the dominant general search service with strong brand recognition (see recital (712)). As a result of the MADA, they also need to overcome the status quo bias that Google creates through pre-installation of its general search app and convince users that their service is significantly better (see recitals (781) to (782)). Moreover, certain users still remain reluctant to download apps.\(^{899}\)

(813) In the second place, unlike competing general search services, developers of competing consumer communication and social networking apps can offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself by the pre-installation of competing GMS apps, such as Google Hangout, Google Photos and Google+. This is because users need to download the consumer communication and social networking apps that are used by their friends or other contacts because otherwise they cannot communicate with them. This is not the case for general search apps.

(814) In the third place, download figures of general search apps on non-Android smart mobile devices and in geographic areas in which competing local general search services achieve more than a negligible share of queries (the Czech Republic, the

---


\(^{899}\) See recital (923) and the evidence referred to therein.
Republic of Korea and Russia confirm that the downloading of general search apps is incapable of offsetting the advantage that Google derives from pre-installation:

(1) in the month of February 2016, 17% of users of iOS devices in the United Kingdom had used their downloaded Google Search app, whereas 76% users of Google Android devices had used the pre-installed Google Search app installed (see recital (791));

(2) between 2013 and 2016, on average [10-20]% of worldwide users of Windows Mobile devices had downloaded the Google Search app;

(3) In Russia and the Republic of Korea, Google faces incumbents, Yandex and Naver, whose general search algorithms are built around the Russian and Korean languages, respectively. This allowed them to become market leaders and to develop strong brands for general search on PCs before Google. However, in these countries, Google's share of general search queries is also higher on smart mobile devices where it benefits from the importance of pre-installation than on PCs. According to 2016 StatCounter data: (i) in Russia, Google's share of general search queries on PCs was 47% and Yandex's share was 46% while on smart mobile devices Google's share was 65% and Yandex's share was 32%; and (ii) in the Republic of Korea, Google's share of general search queries on PCs was 66% and Naver's share was 24%, while on smart mobile devices Google's share was 71% and Naver's share was 27%.

(4) The situation is similar in the Czech Republic where Google faces the incumbent Seznam, whose general search algorithms are built around the Czech language. Google's share of general search is higher on smart mobile devices where it benefits from the importance of pre-installation than on PCs. During the period 2009 to 2016, Google's share of general search queries was between 53% and 80% on PCs, 82% and 98% on smartphones, and 77% and...

Source: Microsoft's response to Question 10 and Annex 4 of the request for information of 10 April 2017 (Doc ID 8103) and [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867). In its Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, pages 81-82, paragraph 47 (Doc ID 8598), Google wrongly claims that in 2016, [90-100]% of all users of Windows Mobile devices had downloaded the Google Search app. Google's claim is based on a calculation error: while Google based its calculations on download figures of the Google Search app on all smart mobile devices, as regards the device sales figures, it did not take the figure for all devices but excluded Windows Mobile tablets. When the sales of tablets are included, the result of the calculation is that in 2016, [20-30]% of all users of all Windows Mobile devices had downloaded the Google Search app.


902 Source: StatCounter data for 2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, http://gs.statcounter.com/. While Google claims that StatCounter for the Republic of Korea is unreliable and provided figures that show higher shares for Naver (Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, page 221, footnote 740 (Doc ID 7117)), it did not challenge the fact that Google's share is higher on mobile devices than on PC.
In the fourth place, if user preferences were the only plausible explanation for the low download figures of competing general search apps on Google Android users should download the Google Search app and/or use Google Search on devices where Google Search is not pre-installed and/or set as default. However, as indicated in recital (793), Google's share of general search queries is lower on Windows Mobile devices where the Google Search app is not pre-installed (or Google Search set as the default search engine on the native browser), than on Google Android where the Google Search app is pre-installed.

Moreover, the allegedly high daily download figures of the Google Search app and low download figures for competing general search apps on iOS devices in France, Germany and the United Kingdom do not contradict the Commission's finding on the importance of pre-installation:

(1) Pre-installation does not play any role on iOS devices because no general search app is pre-installed on such devices. Rather, users have to download all general search apps (see recital (791)).

(2) Less than 20% of users of iOS and Windows Mobile devices have downloaded the Google Search app (see recitals (791) and (814)(1)).

(3) The download figures for the general search apps of Seznam, Naver and Yandex in France, Germany and the UK are not meaningful. As explained in recital (814)(3), the strength of the algorithms of these competing search services are built around the Czech, Korean and Russian languages, respectively and the number of people in France, Germany and the UK that are regularly looking for content in Czech, Korean or Russian and thus might consider downloading the general search apps of Seznam, Naver or Yandex can be assumed to be limited.

b) Agreements with mobile web browser developers cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself

Agreements with developers of mobile web browsers cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of the Google Search app on GMS devices. This is for reasons described in recitals (818) to (822).

First, in March 2017, Chrome held a usage share of approximately 75% of non OS-specific mobile web browsers in Europe and 58% worldwide (and thus even higher on Google Android devices). Google does not, however, allow any other general search service than Google Search to be set as default on Chrome.

Second, as explained in Section 11.4.4.1, by tying Google Chrome to the Play Store and the Google Search app, Google ensures an advantage for Google Chrome that competing mobile web browsers cannot offset.


Google Search has, however, been the default general search service on all of Apple's smart mobile devices since 2007. See recitals (119) and (796).


See non-confidential responses to the request for information […] ([…]; […]); Google's response to Question 13 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790).
Third, as explained in Section 11.3.4.2, several OEMs understood that the MADAs required them to set Google Search as the default general search service on pre-installed mobile web browsers.

Moreover, even if the MADAs did not require OEMs to set Google Search as default on their pre-installed mobile web browser, Google Search would still be set as default on Google Chrome (see recital (818)).

In addition, between 2011 and 2016, Google’s had revenue share agreements with OEMs and MNOs covering between [50-60]% and [80-90]%908 of all Google Android devices sold in the EEA pursuant to which the OEMs and MNOs were required to set Google Search as the default general search service for all pre-installed mobile web browsers on their GMS devices.

c) Pre-installation agreements with OEMs and MNOs cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself

Contrary to what Google claims,909 pre-installation agreements with OEMs and MNOs cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of the Google Search app on GMS devices. This is for the reasons described in recitals (824) to (834).

First, OEMs are unlikely to pre-install an additional general search app to the mandatory Google Search app. OEMs need to balance the potential upside with the potential downside. In particular, they need to balance the potential revenues that they would get from installing an additional general search app to the Google Search app with the cost of the transaction and other costs related to factors such as user experience and support. That balance generally weighs against OEMs deciding to pre-install an additional general search app to Google’s. This is for the reasons described in recitals (825) to (829).

In the first place, the share of potential revenues that OEM would get from one or more additional general search app services would be low, given that Google has enjoyed shares in most national markets of 90% and as explained at recital (796), Google would still be set as default on the other major entry points, in particular web browsers.

In the second place, OEMs would have to incur transaction costs when entering into pre-installation agreements with other general search services and such costs are unlikely to be justified for a small volume of devices. Google itself recognised the existence of such transaction costs when contemplating a revenue share agreement with [OEM] regarding Android Market, the predecessor of the Play Store.910

---

908 As explained in more detail in footnote 1314: (i) in 2011 and 2012, respectively, nearly [70-80]% and [80-90]% of Google Android devices sold in the EEA were covered by revenue share agreements with Google; (ii) in 2013 and 2014, respectively, [70-80]% and [60-70]% of Google Android devices sold in the EEA were covered by revenue share agreements with Google; and (iii) in 2015 and 2016, respectively, [60-70]% and [50-60]% of all Google Android devices sold in the EEA were covered by revenue share agreements with Google. Source: […] data (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710).


910 See email from [Google Executive], to [Google Executive], of 9 April 2012 (Doc ID 1373-2125), quoted and explained further in recital (1222)(2).
In the third place, given that the MADA requires OEMs to take a bundle of 12-30 apps, OEMs would have to be mindful which of Google’s mandatory GMS apps to duplicate (if any). This is because the duplication of too many apps can negatively impact user experience, for instance, because users will be repeatedly prompted to make decisions about which app to use or set as default. For example, [OEM] decided in 2014 to stop pre-installing certain apps (…) that duplicated mandatory Google apps, after Google rejected its request to limit the number of mandatory Google apps and exclude from the GMS.  

Google itself recognised that the duplication of too many Google mandatory apps could be considered as "bloatware" and negatively impact user experience.  

(1) In an internal Google email dated 10 January 2012, [Google Executive], explained that "Given the extensive user dissatisfaction with "bloatware" on devices, we need to be very cautious about what we allow OEMs to preload;"  

(2) In an email of 18 April 2014, [Google Executive], wrote to [OEM] that having the [OEM] widget promoting application downloads from the [app store] rather than the Play Store "would highlight duplication of services that we're all working so hard to avoid."  

In the fourth place, the duplication of too many mandatory Google apps can cause issues with the storage space of some devices. For example, Hutchison 3G has indicated that: "An agreement to pre-install an app is often not concluded with a third party for any one or more of the following reasons (i) the OEM has rejected the request by the MNO because of lack of space in the system memory of the device model [...] The device system memory includes the Operating System (Android), the OEM apps, the GMS apps and the MNO apps (for branded or 3rd party preloads). When an OEM rejects a request to pre-install an app due to lack of space in the memory system, this will be a result of all of these features. In the last few years, the number of pre-installed OEM and GMS apps on Android devices has increased, and there is less opportunity for MNOs to customise devices with other pre-installed apps (third party or proprietary)."  

Second, the MADA prevents OEMs from pre-installing exclusively a competing general search app on their Google Android devices. Exclusive pre-installation increases the value for competing general search app providers, not at least because it allows OEMs to offer competing general search service providers more than being pre-installed side-by-side with Google, the market leader with shares in excess of 90% and strong brand recognition (see recital (712)). As Yandex pointed out, while "pre-installation alongside Google would be of some benefit to an alternative general search provider such as Yandex [...] given the importance of default status
and pre-installation on home screen, a level playing field will not be established unless there is a meaningful competition for default status instead of Google.”

(831) An OEM that accepts to pre-install exclusively a competing general search app on their Google Android devices can, however, no longer enter into a MADA because the Google Search app is one of the mandatory apps in the GMS bundle. Thus, in order to pre-install exclusively a competing general search app on its devices, an OEM would need to find a replacement for the Play Store, the dominant Android app store as well as for the remaining GMS bundle, including other leading Google apps, such as Google Chrome, Google Maps or YouTube.

(832) Third, the MADA prevents MNOs from requesting that OEMs pre-install exclusively a competing general search app on Google Android devices. This is because nearly all OEMs have also entered into the MADA, pursuant to which the Google Search app must be pre-installed on the device.

(833) Fourth, Google’s revenue share agreements with OEMs and MNOs require the exclusive pre-installation of the Google Search app for [50-60]% to [80-90]% of all Google Android devices in the EEA, which prevents Google's competitors from even being able to achieve for side-by-side pre-installation of their general search service app on Google Android devices (see Section 13.4.2.1).

(834) Fifth, even Bing, Google Search’s main competitor, has not been pre-installed on any Google Android device between 2011 and 2016, with the exception of one model of device released in the US in 2011 (see recital (789)(8)).

V. Google’s competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of competing general search services to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of Google’s shares of general search queries

(835) Google’s competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of competing general search services to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of Google's shares of general search queries.

(836) Since at least 2011, Google's share of general search queries is higher on smart mobile devices than on PCs in all the countries in the EEA and the difference between PC and smart mobile devices increased in almost all national markets for general search services. According to StatCounter data, during the period 2009

915 Yandex's presentation of 5 November 2015 (Doc ID 4216).
916 With respect to the underlying figures for these coverage numbers, see footnote 908.
917 See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 10.1 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 4634). In 2017, Microsoft entered into a revenue share agreement with ZTE for the sale of certain Google Android devices worldwide, including the EEA. See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 10 April 2017 (Doc ID 8095) and Google's Data Room Report of 4 October 2017, paragraph 14 (Doc ID 8610).
918 The only exceptions are the Czech Republic, Estonia, Malta, Romania and Slovenia, see StatCounter data for 2009-2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, http://gs.statcounter.com/.
919 Source: StatCounter data for 2009-2017, downloaded on 22 May 2017, http://gs.statcounter.com/. StatCounter definition of Europe does not coincide with the Union or the EEA. In particular, it also includes Albania, Andorra, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Russia, Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey and Ukraine. However, the Commission concludes that this difference in scope is not substantial enough to significantly alter the meaning of the statistics.
to March 2017, Google's monthly share of general search queries in Europe\(^{920}\) was consistently between 87% and 95% on PCs, 94% and 99% on smartphones and 90% and 98% on tablets.\(^{921}\)

**Figure 20: Google's share of general search queries by type of device in Europe, (2009 - March 2017)\(^{922}\)**

Moreover, Google's share of general search queries on Google Android devices does not seem to be explained by a substantial quality advantage of the Google Search app in the eyes of Android users. In the Play Store, as of April 2017: (i) the Google Search app had an average rating of 4.4 (5.8 million reviews); (ii) the Bing Search app of 4.3 (73 thousand reviews); (iii) the Yahoo Search app of 4.2 (28 thousand reviews); (iv) the Seznam app of 4.3 (39 thousand reviews) and (v) the Yandex app of 4.4 (219 thousand reviews).\(^{923}\)

The Commission's conclusion that Google’s competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of competing general search services to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of shares of search queries is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. shares of general search queries can change for several reasons and the StatCounter data does not prove that the pre-installation of the Google Search app on practically all Google Android devices is the cause of the increase of Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices;\(^{924}\)

\(^{920}\) The situation in each EEA country was similar, with Google's monthly share of general search services for the period 2009-2016 oscillating between 86% and 99% on PCs, 94% and 100% on smartphones and 89% and 99% on tablets. The only exception was the Czech Republic where Google's share of general search services was between 53% and 80% on PCs, 81% and 99% on smartphones, and 77% and 85% on tablets. Source: StatCounter data for 2009-2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, [http://gs.statcounter.com/](http://gs.statcounter.com/).


\(^{924}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 220-221, paragraphs 146-148 (Doc ID 7117).
(2) Google's share of general search queries was at its highest on smart mobile devices in 2009.\textsuperscript{925}

(3) the StatCounter data actually confirms that the increase of Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices is not caused by the pre-installation of the Google Search app on all GMS devices since the data from January 2011 to December 2015 in Figure 20 indicates: (i) a continuous decrease in Google's share of queries on smart mobile devices; (ii) a parallel development of Google's share of general search queries on PCs and smart mobile devices; (iii) variations in Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices in different Member States; and (iv) Google's high market shares on PC show that "user preference for Google Search over rivals" and "marketplace choice is decisive", rather than the tying, is responsible for the increase of Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices;\textsuperscript{926}

(4) the reason for the increase of Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices is Google Search's superior quality, as confirmed by other evidence in the Commission's file, including evidence submitted by Google, responses by third parties for information, and results of surveys.\textsuperscript{927}

\begin{itemize}
\item First, the Commission is not required to demonstrate that the pre-installation of the Google Search app on practically all Google Android devices is the sole cause of the increase in Google's share of general search queries. In any event, this Decision demonstrates that the pre-installation of the Google Search app provides a significant competitive advantage that competing general search services cannot offset.
\item Second, Google's claim that its share of general search queries was at its highest on smart mobile devices in 2009 is misleading. In 2009, Google Android devices accounted only for 4.4% of all smart mobile devices sold on a worldwide base (excluding China).\textsuperscript{928} By contrast, Google appears to have had revenue sharing agreements in place with major OEMs of smartphones and MNOs that ensured that Google was set as default on their devices,\textsuperscript{929} and in particular on the Safari browser on Apple's iPhone, which accounted for a large part of general searches on mobile devices in 2009.\textsuperscript{930}
\item Third, the StatCounter data does not confirm that the pre-installation of the Google Search app on practically all GMS devices had no impact on Google's share of
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{925} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 84, paragraph 53 (Doc ID 8598).
\textsuperscript{926} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 221-223, paragraphs 149-150 (Doc ID 7117) and Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, pages 82-83, paragraphs 50-53 (Doc ID 8598).
\textsuperscript{928} Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).
\textsuperscript{929} While the Commission did not explicitly investigate agreements prior to 2011, the Commission's file contains several earlier revenue share agreements or agreements that refer to such agreements with major OEMs and MNOs, see e.g. [revenue share partner] [...], [revenue share partner] [...], [revenue share partner] [...], [revenue share partner] [...], and [revenue share partner] [...].
\textsuperscript{930} Ramu Nagappan, "Report: Google commands more than half of iPhone's Web traffic" (27 January 2010), available at \url{http://www.macworld.com/article/1145926/google_iphone_traffic.html}, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.
general search queries of smart mobile devices.

(842) In the first place, Google's share of queries on smart mobile devices did not decrease continuously during the period between 2009 and March 2017:

(1) Regarding smartphones, with one exception in the second half of 2009, Google's share in Figure 20 for smartphones moved in a narrow 2-3% bracket between approximately 95% and 98%. Moreover, since December 2015, Google's share of general search queries has remained stable at approximately 98%.

(2) Regarding tablets (which accounted for more than 20% of all smart mobile devices in each of the years covered in Figure 20), Google's share decreased from approximately 98% in 2012 to approximately 90% in the second half of 2013, before increasing again to approximately 98% at the beginning of 2014. Since mid-2014, it has remained relatively stable at approximately 94%.

(843) In the second place, Google's share of general search queries on PC and smart mobile devices has developed differently over time and differed by approximately 10% as of the beginning of 2017:

(1) Regarding PCs, Google's share remained around 94% for the most part of the period between 2009 and the second half of 2012 before decreasing to approximately 88% during the period between the second half of 2013 and the beginning of 2017;

(2) Regarding smartphones, see recital (842)(1); and

(3) Regarding tablets (which accounted for more than 20% of all smart mobile devices in each of the years covered in Figure 20), see recital (842)(2).

(844) In the third place, it is irrelevant that Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices varies in different Member States. Such variations reflect the fact that search markets are national in scope and the competitive situation differs somewhat from Member State to Member State. Moreover, national variations do not alter the fact that Google's share of general search queries is higher on smart mobile devices than PCs in all national markets for general search in the EEA and that, unlike on Google Android, the Google Search app is not pre-installed on PCs.

(845) In the fourth place, contrary to Google's claim, Google's high shares on PCs are not merely the result of user preferences. Google is also set as default search service on Chrome and all other major PC browsers, with the exception of Microsoft’s Internet Explorer/Edge.

(846) Fourth, the increase in Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices cannot solely be explained by Google Search's alleged superior quality.

(847) In the first place, Google's actual conduct contradicts its claim that the Commission should ignore the ratings on Google Play. Ratings based on user feedback are an important factor for Google's algorithm behind how search results are displayed to users of the Play Store and for the decision of users to download apps. Moreover,

---

Google advertises the importance of such ratings as a factor for being discovered by users in the Play Store.933

(848) In the second place, Google Search's alleged superiority is not demonstrated by the fact that Google Search had the highest rating of any available general search service app, aside from Yandex, in April 2016. The average rating of the Google Search app in the Play Store in April 2016 was only 0.1-0.2 points higher than that of the competing general search service apps of Bing, Yahoo and Seznam.

(849) Moreover, average ratings can change over time. For example, on 11 January 2018, the average rating of the Google Search app on the Play Store was the same as that of Bing and DuckDuck Go (4.4) and lower than that of Yandex (4.5).934

(850) In the third place, as explained in recital (816), the allegedly high daily download figures of the Google Search app and corresponding low download figures for Seznam, Naver and Yandex on iOS devices in France, Germany and the United Kingdom to which Google refers in support of the alleged superiority of Google Search935 are not meaningful.

(851) In the fourth place, to the extent Google refers to other evidence in support of Google Search's alleged superiority and user preference, the Decision shows that this alleged superiority or user preference is insufficient to overcome the status quo bias resulting from pre-installation (see for example, the data in recitals and (791) and (793), or the statements by Google's own employees in recital (787)).

VI. Google's other claims and the Commission's response

(852) Google also more generally claims that the Commission has failed in two respects to conduct an analysis of the "competitive effects" of the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store in line with the decisions adopted in Case AT.37792 Microsoft and AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying) and the judgment in Case T-201/04 Microsoft:

(1) the judgment in Case T-201/04 Microsoft requires the Commission to make a finding of "indirect network effects" with respect to the Google Search app;936 and

(2) unlike in its decisions in Cases AT.37792 Microsoft and AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying), the Commission has failed to: (i) assess the question of alternative means of access and user engagement; (ii) conduct a survey on download figures; (iii) examine the actual development of usage shares; and (iv) examine

See, for example, "Get discovered on Google Play search": "Google Play search factors in the overall experience of your app based on user behavior and feedback. Apps are ranked based on a combination of ratings, reviews, downloads, and other factors [...]," available at https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/4448378?hl=en, printed and saved on 11 January 2018.

933
934
935
936
carefully alternative explanations for changes in usage. \(^{937}\)

(853) Google's claims are unfounded.

(854) First, the judgment in Case T-201/04 Microsoft does not require the Commission to make a finding of "indirect network effects" with respect to the Google Search app. While the presence of indirect network effects was one factor that the Commission took into consideration in its decision in Case AT.37792 Microsoft, nothing in the judgment in Case T-201/04 provides that the Commission is generally required to make such a finding when analysing the effects of tying.

(855) Moreover, and in any event, contrary to Google’s allegation, \(^{938}\) general search services do exhibit network effects. In particular, as explained in more detail in Section 9.5.2, the greater the number of queries a general search service receives, the quicker it is able to detect a change in the pattern of user behaviour and update and improve the relevance of its search results and related search advertising.

(856) Second, like in Cases AT.37792 Microsoft and AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying), \(^{939}\) the Commission has, in this case, assessed the question of alternative means of access and user engagement, such as downloading and access via the web browser, examined the actual development of usage shares on the basis of usage data from third party surveys and data, and examined carefully alternative explanations for changes in usage shares, including alleged qualitative superiority. As for the alleged omission to conduct a survey on download figures, the Commission did not need to conduct such a survey because it obtained actual download figures from Google and third parties.

(857) Moreover, and in any event, the Commission is not required to apply rigorously an identical framework of assessment in all tying cases. Rather, the Commission must make an overall assessment in each given case and can take account of a range of tools for the purposes of that assessment. \(^{940}\)

11.3.4.2. Google’s conduct helps to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services, increases barriers to entry, deters innovation and tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers

(858) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that the tying of the Play Store and the Google Search app helps Google to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services, increases barriers to entry, deters innovation and tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers.

(859) First, Google’s conduct makes it harder for competing general search services to gain

\(^{937}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 181-182, paragraph 64, and page 292, paragraph 93 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{938}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Executive Summary, page xvii, last point in table and same table under Part Four, page 157, paragraph 10; pages 180-181, paragraph 63 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{939}\) Case AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying), recitals 39-54; AT.37792 – Microsoft, recitals 849-878, 900-926, 947-954.

search queries and the respective revenues and data needed to improve their services.

(860) Google's conduct does so in a number of ways:

(1) It makes it harder for competing general search services from gaining a sufficient volume of queries to expand and become or remain viable competitors. As Amazon states with respect to the growing segment of voice related search: "If Google is […], its control over Android to harm competition in the voice assistant segment and position itself as the default voice assistant for customers, the large volume of voice inquiries and requests passing through Google's voice service will provide Google with even more behavioural data that it can use to improve its search and advertising services, further reinforcing its position in those market segments."941

(2) It prevents competing general search services from achieving revenues associated with these search queries.942 Such additional revenues would have allowed competing general search services to improve their services and deploy innovative solutions for users.

(3) It prevents competing general search services from acquiring the valuable user data associated with these search queries.943

(861) Second, Google's conduct increases barriers to entry by shielding Google from competition from general search services that could challenge its dominant position in the national markets for general search services:

(1) Competing general search services must spend resources to overcome the status quo advantage conferred by pre-installation (see recital (812)); and

(2) Google's conduct prevents competing general search services from bidding for exclusive pre-installation on Google Android devices, despite exclusive pre-installation being the most effective way for competing general search services to obtain queries and compete against Google (see recital (830)).

(862) Third, by making it harder for competing general search services to gain search queries including the respective revenues and data needed to improve their services, Google's conduct reduces the incentives of competing general search services to invest in developing innovative features, such as innovation in algorithm and user experience design.944 For example, as explained in recital (1213), some general search services that have a more focused offering in a particular language or targeting a specific group of users and which are important to improve the user

941 Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 9 March 2017 (Doc ID 8247).
943 See, also the 2008 statement by Jonathan Rosenberg, formerly Google's Senior Vice President of Product Management and Marketing, indicates how the positive feedback loop of more users, more information and more advertisers works in Google's favour: "[…] So more users more information, more information more users, more advertisers more users, more users more advertisers, it's a beautiful thing, lather, rinse repeat, that's what I do for a living. So that's … 'the engine that can't be stopped'". See the US Senator Richard Blumenthal, Press Release: Blumenthal Continues to Press Google on Market Power and Competition Policy, 28 September 2011, https://www.blumenthal.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/blumenthal-continues-to-press-google-on-market-power-and-competition-policy-, printed and saved on 2 July 2017.
944 See presentation by Hubert Burda Media of 20 October 2014, pages 22-42 (Doc ID 3566).
experience. As a consequence of Google's conduct, they may not be able to achieve the scale and access to users that would allow them to invest in research and development with respect to those innovative features.

(863) Fourth, Google's conduct is capable of harming, directly or indirectly, consumers who, as a result of Google's interference with the normal competitive process, may see less choice of general search services available. 945

(864) Sixth, the Commission's conclusion that the tying of the Play Store and the Google Search app helps Google to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) Android devices accounted for only between [10-20]%-[20-30]% of queries on Google Search between 2013 and 2015; 946 and

(2) Google's conduct coincided with a period of improvement of its general search service. 947

(865) In the first place, as explained in recital (796), [10-20]% to [20-30]% of general search queries via Google Search was equivalent to [1-6] times more than the combined [5-10]% of queries in total across all platforms that all competing general search services achieved in 2016. This further hindered the maintenance of the degree of competition still existing in the national markets for general search services, where competition is already weakened as a result of the very presence of Google.

(866) In the second place, even if Google's conduct were to have coincided with a period of improvement of its general search service, Google neither claims nor demonstrates that its conduct has not affected the incentives and ability of competing general search services to improve their services. Moreover, absent the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, Google may have improved its general search service to a greater degree.

11.3.4.3. Google's claims regarding the need for the Commission to consider its conduct in the relevant economic and legal context

(867) Google claims that its conduct is incapable of restricting competition when assessed in its relevant economic and legal context.

(868) First, assessing whether Google's conduct is capable of restricting competition requires the Commission to demonstrate that "there would have been greater competition absent the impugned conduct" and to "consider in that context, the interactions among different sides of" the Android platform. 948

(869) Second, an assessment of its conduct in the relevant economic and legal context as of 2009 when Google began to enter into MADAs "would have revealed that this practice is incapable of restricting competition and in fact promoted competition". 949

945 See presentation by Hubert Burda Media of 20 October 2014, pages 22-42 (Doc ID 3566).
Google's claims are unfounded.

First, Google fails to clarify whether the conduct to which it refers is only the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store or the MADA as a whole. However, for the purposes of this Decision, the Commission concludes that Google's conduct is only the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, and not the MADA as a whole, because only the former constitutes an abuse of Google's dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores.

Second, the Commission is not required to demonstrate in a general manner that "there would have been greater competition" absent the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store. Rather, the Commission is required to demonstrate that the tying is capable of restricting competition on the relevant markets, namely the national markets for general search services.

Third, when assessing the capability of the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store to restrict competition on the national markets for general search services, the Commission has inter alia analysed whether there could have been greater competition on those markets, absent the tying (see Section 11.3.4). This includes an analysis of Google's share of general search queries and the ability of competing general search services to grow their share of queries by being set as default on smart mobile devices on which the Google Search app is not pre-installed, such as Windows Mobile (see recitals (790) to (794)).

Fourth, when assessing the capability of the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store to restrict competition on the relevant markets, the Commission has also taken account of the nature of interactions among the different sides of the Android platform. This includes the facts that: (i) on GMS devices, OEMs cannot obtain the Play Store without the Google Search app (see Section 11.3.3), (ii) pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices, including GMS devices (see Section 11.3.4.1.II); and (iii) competing general search services cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself through the pre-installation of the Google Search app on GMS devices (see Section 11.3.4.1.IV).

To the extent, however, that Google's claim about the "interactions among different sides" of the Android platform relates to whether the tying may give rise to benefits on the national markets for general search services and/or on other markets, the Commission has assessed and dismissed such a claim in its analysis of objective justification and efficiencies (see Section 11.5).

Fifth, when assessing the capability of the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store to restrict competition on the national markets for general search services,
the Commission is required to undertake such an assessment as of January 2011, when it concludes that Google became dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and not as of 2009 when Google began to enter into MADAs.

11.4. Tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app

The Commission concludes that the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and in the national markets for general search services because: (i) Google Chrome is a distinct product from the Play Store and the Google Search app (Section 11.4.1); (ii) the Play Store and the Google Search app cannot be obtained without Google Chrome (Section 11.4.2); (iii) Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and in the national markets for general search services (Section 11.4.3); and (iv) the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is capable of restricting competition (Section 11.4.4).

The Commission further concludes that Google has not demonstrated the existence of any objective justification for the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app (Section 11.5).

11.4.1. Google Chrome is a distinct product from the Play Store and the Google Search app

The Commission concludes that Google Chrome is a distinct product from the Play Store and the Google Search app.

First, Google Chrome provides distinct functionalities to users as:

(1) Google Chrome enables users to view web pages through a network such as the Internet or a company intranet;

(2) the Play Store enables users to download, install and manage a wide range of diverse apps from a single point in the interface of the smartphone; and

(3) Google Search app enables users to search for information across the entire Internet.

Second, a number of undertakings such as Huawei and LG Electronics supply mobile web browsers on a stand-alone basis, independently of Android app stores and general search services.

Third, Google develops and markets versions of Google Chrome that are designed to work on other smart mobile OSs such as Apple’s iOS or Microsoft’s Windows Phone OS.

Fourth, Google Chrome, as well as other competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers, can be downloaded via other non-Android app stores such as the Apple AppStore.

The Play Store and the Google Search app are licensed through a single licence agreement, i.e. the MADA. The same reasoning as outlined in Section 11.4 would apply if Google were to make the licensing of either only the Play Store or the Google Search app subject to pre-installing Google Chrome, given that Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and each national market for general search services.

All objective justifications put forward by Google regarding tying relating to its proprietary mobile apps are assessed together in Section 11.4.4.3.
(884) Fifth, despite the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, OEMs continue to seek to license the Play Store and the Google Search app without Google Chrome.\textsuperscript{954}

(885) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

11.4.2. \textit{Dominance in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and in the national markets for general search services}

(886) As set out in Sections 9.4 and 9.5, the Commission concludes that since 2011, Google holds a dominant position in: (i) the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores; and (ii) each national market for general search services in the EEA.

11.4.3. \textit{The Play Store and the Google Search app cannot be obtained without Google Chrome}

(887) The Commission concludes that OEMs cannot obtain the Play Store and the Google Search app without Google Chrome.

(888) First, OEMs can pre-install the Play Store and the Google Search app on their Google Android devices only if they license and pre-install the GMS bundle, including Google Chrome.\textsuperscript{955}

(889) Second, users cannot obtain the Play Store and the Google Search app without simultaneously obtaining Google Chrome.

(890) Third, OEMs that wish to install a different mobile web browser on their GMS devices can do so only alongside Google Chrome.

(891) Fourth, it is irrelevant that OEMs may not be required to pay anything extra for Google Chrome.

(892) In the first place, while Google does not charge for Google Chrome, it monetises that app through advertising via the general search service offered through the Google Chrome.

(893) In the second place, the conclusion that Google ties Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app does not depend on OEMs having to pay a certain price for Google Chrome.\textsuperscript{956}

(894) Fifth, it is irrelevant that users are not obliged to use Google Chrome which they find pre-installed on their GMS devices and that they can download on their devices a competing non OS-specific mobile web browser. The conclusion that Google ties Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app does not depend on users being forced to use Google Chrome or prevented from using a competing non OS-specific mobile web browser.\textsuperscript{957}

(895) Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

\textsuperscript{954} See for example Google internal email referring to an instance in which [MADA signatory] wanted to license only the Play Store and the Gmail app (Doc ID 1374-1937).

\textsuperscript{955} See Section 6.3.2.


11.4.4. Restriction of competition

The Commission concludes that the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is capable of restricting competition because it:

(1) provides Google with a significant competitive advantage that competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers cannot offset (Section 11.4.4.1); and

(2) deters innovation, tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers of mobile web browsers and helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services (Section 11.4.4.2).

Moreover, the Commission's conclusion that the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is capable of restricting competition is not affected by Google's claims regarding the need for the Commission to consider that tying in its relevant economic and legal context (Section 11.4.4.3).

11.4.4.1. Tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app provides Google with a significant competitive advantage that competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers cannot offset

The Commission concludes that, via the tying, Google is able to ensure for its mobile web browser a significant competitive advantage that competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers cannot offset by other methods of distributing mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices. This is for the following reasons:

(I) pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices;

(II) it is impossible to uninstall Google Chrome on GMS devices;

(III) competing non OS-specific mobile web browser developers cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself through the tying; and

(IV) Google's competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of market shares.

Moreover, contrary to Google's claims, when assessing the competitive advantage that Google ensures itself via the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, the Commission is not required to make a finding of "indirect network effects" with respect to the Google Chrome or to undertake certain "empirical work" (V).

I. Pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices

Pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices (see recitals (779) to (782)).

In 2016, approximately 1.65 billion smart mobile devices were sold worldwide (including China), of which approximately 1.33 billion or 81% were Google Android devices. Approximately 918 million smart mobile devices or 56% of the total

Source: [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867). In 2014, approximately 1.53 billion smart mobile devices were sold worldwide (including China), of which approximately 1.2 billion smart mobile devices or 78.4% were Google Android devices (Source: [...] (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710)).
number of all smart mobile devices sold in 2016, i.e. practically all Google Android devices outside China, had the GMS bundle pre-installed. These 918 million smart mobile devices in 2016 constitute a far higher number than any competing non OS-specific mobile web browser would be able to achieve by way of pre-installation on smart mobile devices. By way of comparison, Samsung, the OEM with the highest sales volume of Google Android devices, could pre-install its mobile web browser, Samsung Internet only on the 336 million smart mobile devices it sold in 2016.

By tying Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app on Google Android devices, Google therefore ensures that distribution of Google Chrome is as wide on smart mobile devices worldwide as the number of GMS devices.

The importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of web browsers on Google Android devices is confirmed by: (i) an internal Google document; (ii) responses by third parties to requests for information; (iii) a comparison of the revenues that Google derives on Google Android devices from general search queries via Google Chrome (which is pre-installed) and non-Chrome browsers (which are not pre-installed); (iv) a comparison of the revenues that Google derives on iOS devices from general search queries via Google Chrome (which is not pre-installed) and via the only major non-Chrome browser, Safari (which is pre-installed); and (v) a comparison of the reach of Google Chrome on GMS devices where it is pre-installed with its reach on iOS devices where it has to be downloaded by users.

First, the importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices is confirmed by an internal Google document dated April 2012 in which [Google Executive], stated that "I'm not sure if I follow this logic. Are you saying that oems will ship phones without a browser? Surely they'll ship with SOMETHING, and it will take memory. Make chrome mandatory and tackle the engineering problem of making our system smaller. This is precisely what i was talking about in leadership yesterday. The solution to making a great Google product isn't to make our technology optional."

Second, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by responses by third parties to requests for information:

(1) According to Mozilla, "[t]he vast majority of users never change the default browser. Even fewer download a second browser. Thus, while the default setting remains the most powerful influence on application usage, being pre-loaded on a device is still of value, because it lowers the barriers to adoption by a user. The hierarchy of commercial significance for default and pre-install options is as follows:

1 - Pre-loaded and default - All but guaranties widespread adoption
2 - Pre-loaded and non-default - Increases adoption

Source: […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867) and Section 9.3.1.

Source: […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).

3 - Not pre-loaded - Limits adoption to tech-savvy users who are actively seeking an alternative browser. This is a very small user segment.\(^\text{962}\)

(2) According to Samsung, "in the example of Safari, the only browser pre-installed on iOS devices, even 90% usage is estimated in some cases."\(^\text{963}\)

(3) According to a survey submitted by Opera,\(^\text{964}\) in 2013, 72% of the 1500 respondents in Germany, Poland and the United Kingdom used on a regular basis the mobile web browser that was pre-installed on their smart mobile device. In addition, 16% of the 1500 respondents did not consider any other factor (such as quality, ease of use, speed, security or other features) and continued to use a mobile web browser solely because it was pre-installed.

(4) According to Yandex, on a set of otherwise identical [OEM] smart mobile devices, the usage share of the Yandex browser was [5-10]% on the devices in which the Yandex browser was not pre-installed and [20-30]% on the devices in which it was pre-installed.\(^\text{965}\) In addition, the usage share of the Yandex browser was [0-5]% on [device name]\(^\text{966}\) smartphones, where the Yandex browser was not pre-installed, as opposed to [60-70]% on [device name] devices, where the Yandex browser was pre-installed.\(^\text{967}\)

(906) Third, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by a comparison between the revenues that Google derives on Google Android devices from general search queries via Google Chrome (which is pre-installed) and non-Chrome browsers (which are not pre-installed). According to data on worldwide revenues from general search queries conducted on web browsers provided by Google and summarised in Table 16, the revenues that Google derives on Google Android devices from general search queries via Google Chrome are higher than the revenues that Google derives on Google Android devices from general search queries via other mobile web browsers: [...]% higher in 2014, [...]% higher in 2015 and [...]% higher in 2016. Given that search revenues can be considered as a proxy for the usage of mobile web browsers\(^\text{968}\), this shows that the usage of Google Chrome is higher on devices where it is pre-installed.

(907) Fourth, the importance of pre-installation is confirmed by a comparison between the revenues that Google derives on iOS devices from general search queries via Safari

---

\(^{962}\) Mozilla's non-confidential response to Question 39 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 4166).

\(^{963}\) Samsung's non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 3930).

\(^{964}\) See non-confidential Appendix 1 to Opera’s response to the request for information of 1 December 2015 (Doc ID 4639). The survey was conducted by On Device in 2013 and covered smartphone users in Brazil, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Russia, South Africa, United Kingdom and US. The data mentioned in recital (905)(3) concerns only the three EEA countries (Germany, United Kingdom and Poland). The respondents that continued to use on a regular basis the mobile web browser that was pre-installed on their smart mobile device were (i) the Android users that indicated that they use more regularly Google Chrome or the default mobile web browser; and (ii) the iOS users that indicated that they use more regularly Safari or the default mobile web browser.

\(^{965}\) CRA presentation of 5 November 2015, slide 19. Internal analysis based on […] (Doc ID 4452).

\(^{966}\) [Information about device].

\(^{967}\) CRA presentation of 5 November 2015, slide 19. Internal analysis based on […] (Doc ID 4452).

\(^{968}\) The more the users make use of a web browser, the greater the revenues associated with search services via that web browser.
According to data on worldwide revenues from general search queries conducted on web browsers provided by Google and summarised in Table 16, the revenues that Google derives on iOS devices from general search queries via Safari are higher than the revenues that Google derived from search queries via Google Chrome: [...]% higher in 2014, [...]% higher in 2015 and [...]% higher in 2016. Given that search revenues can be considered a proxy for the usage of mobile web browsers, this also shows that the usage of Google Chrome is higher on devices where Google Chrome is pre-installed.

Table 16: Google's worldwide revenues from search queries via mobile web browsers on Android and on iOS (million EUR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenues with browsers</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Chrome</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Chrome</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>[...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(908) Fifth, the reach of Google Chrome on GMS devices where it is pre-installed is much higher than on iOS devices where it is not pre-installed:

1. In 2016, Google Chrome was downloaded on approximately [30-40] million iOS devices.971

2. In the same year, approximately 258 million iOS devices, where Safari is pre-installed, were sold worldwide,972 and

3. Google Chrome was therefore downloaded on only approximately [10-20]% of iOS devices worldwide sold in 2016.

(909) Sixth, the Commission's conclusion that pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. The Opera survey mentioned in recital (905)(3) is not probative given that (i) only a small number of respondents indicated that the pre-installation of a web browser is a factor that they take into account when deciding which mobile web browser to use;973 (ii) the survey did not verify whether the mobile web browser that users reported as being their "default" option was actually the pre-installed mobile browser;974 and (iii) Google Chrome's usage share

---

969 See the importance of Safari and Chrome on iOS devices on https://www.zdnet.com/article/which-browser-is-most-popular-on-each-major-operating-system/, printed and saved on 12 June 2018.
970 Source: Annex A to Google’s response to Questions 1 to 5 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7955).
971 Apple's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 31 March 2017 (Doc ID 8091).
972 Source: [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
worldwide is high even on PCs where it is not pre-installed.\(^{(975)}\)

(2) the difference in revenues that Google derived on Google Android and iOS devices from general search queries via Google Chrome is significantly lower when the fact is taken into account that approximately four times as many Google Android devices as iOS devices were sold worldwide as of July 2016.\(^{(976)}\) Moreover, the difference in Google Chrome's revenues on Android and iOS can be explained by the fact that Google Chrome faces competition from the Safari browser on iOS devices but not on Google Android devices;\(^{(977)}\) and

(3) downloads on iOS devices of mobile web browsers such as Google Chrome for iOS are limited because of constraints on the design of mobile web browsers that operate on iOS devices, as confirmed by an article from the ArsTechnica website.\(^{(978)}\) Moreover, Apple data from 2012-2016 indicates that Google Chrome represented \([…]\)% of downloads of mobile web browsers on iOS devices.\(^{(979)}\)

(910) In the first place, Google's criticisms of the Opera survey are unfounded:

(1) the number of respondents replying that the pre-installed mobile web browser was a factor in deciding which web browser to use is not as small as Google suggests. This is because that reply was presented in a list of possible multiple replies as "None, I just use the brow[ser] that came with my mobile". Respondents would therefore only select that reply if they did not consider any of the other multiple replies (e.g. speed, ease and simplicity of use, having a list of recently visited sites) as relevant;

(2) it is irrelevant that the Opera survey did not verify that the mobile web browser that users reported as being their "default" option was actually the pre-installed mobile web browser, rather than the mobile web browser that the user had downloaded and set as the default. This is because 79% of Android and iOS users that responded to the Opera survey replied that the mobile web browser that they use regularly is the one pre-installed on their devices i.e. "Google Chrome" (for Android devices) and "Safari" (for iOS devices); and

(3) Google Chrome's usage share in the EEA on Google Android devices is higher than on PCs despite Google having launched Google Chrome on Google Android devices four years later than on PCs.\(^{(980)}\) Google Chrome's worldwide share is slightly lower on non OS-specific mobile web browsers than on PC web browsers because of the presence of UC Browser in the non OS-specific mobile web browsers market, the focus of which is mainly on Asian

\(^{975}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 89, paragraph 70 (Doc ID 8598).

\(^{976}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 91, paragraph 73 (Doc ID 8598).


\(^{979}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, pages 244-245 (Doc ID 7117) and Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 90, paragraph 72 (Doc ID 8598).

countries.\(^{981}\)

(911) In the second place, in relation to Google Chrome's revenues on Android and iOS:

(1) the difference in revenues that Google derived on Google Android and iOS devices from general search queries via Google Chrome remains significant when the fact is taken into account that approximately four times as many Google Android devices as iOS devices were sold worldwide as of July 2016. Revenues per user that Google derived from general search queries via Google Chrome on Google Android devices were [...]% higher in 2014, [...]% higher in 2015 and [...]% higher in 2016 compared to revenues per user that Google derived from general search queries via Google Chrome on iOS devices;\(^{982}\) and

(2) the difference in revenues that Google derived on Google Android and iOS devices from general search queries via Google Chrome cannot be solely explained by the fact that Google Chrome faces competition from the Safari browser on iOS devices. This is because, on Google Android devices, Google Chrome also faces competition from other mobile web browsers such as UC Browser, Opera and Firefox (see Figure 21 and Figure 22).

(912) In the third place, in relation to downloads of Google Chrome on iOS devices in 2016:

(1) if, as the ArsTechnica article cited by Google suggests, downloads on iOS devices of mobile web browsers are limited because of constraints on the design of mobile web browsers that operate on iOS devices, this should not affect Google Chrome for iOS because as of 2015 at the latest, it already used the best version of Apple's engine which allowed it to improve its design;\(^{983}\) and

(2) what is relevant to illustrate the importance of pre-installation is not the relative percentage of downloads of mobile web browsers on iOS devices that Google Chrome represents, but the fact that the absolute number of those downloads ([30-40] million in 2016) remained low as compared to the number of pre-installations of Safari (258 million in 2016).

II. It is impossible to uninstall Google Chrome on GMS devices

(913) Nobody but Google can uninstall Google Chrome on GMS devices. The most that a competing non OS-specific mobile web browser can achieve on a Google Android device is that its mobile web browser is pre-installed side-by-side with Google Chrome. As explained by Sony, "It is not possible to uninstall Chrome and for Sony

---


982 These figures are obtained by dividing the revenues of Google Chrome on Android by four and then by the revenues of Google Chrome on iOS. Source: Annex A to Google's response to Questions 1 to 5 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7955).

Mobile it is mandatory by contract."\footnote{984}

(914) While Google does not contest this fact, it claims that this is irrelevant because users can download one or more competing mobile web browsers on their GMS devices and set one of them as the default.\footnote{985}

(915) The Commission does not question that users can download competing non-OS specific mobile web browsers on their GMS devices and set one of them as the default. Rather, it concludes that, because of the importance of pre-installation, a significant number of users will not download any competing non-OS specific mobile web browser but rather use Google Chrome which is pre-installed on their GMS devices (see recitals (917) to (931)).

III. Competing non OS-specific mobile web browser developers cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself through the tying

(916) The competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself cannot be offset by competing non OS-specific mobile web browser developers using alternative distribution channels such as downloads or the possibility for OEMs and MNOs to pre-install a competing mobile web browser.

a) Downloads cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself

(917) Downloads cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of Google Chrome on GMS devices. This is because users that find a mobile web browser pre-installed on their GMS devices are, on average, less likely to download alternative mobile web browsers, in particular when the pre-installed mobile web browser already delivers the required functionality.

(918) First, this is confirmed Mozilla statement that "The browser is one of those core functional applications that users expect to be preinstalled. The vast majority of user behavior suggests they use what is preinstalled on the device. It requires a tech-savvy user to consider other browsers (including for performance, features available, extensibility, privacy, open source etc.) that are available and know they can be installed and used as an alternative choice. Therefore, the browser that is the default and preinstalled one on the device will automatically get mass majority usage and adoption as lowest barrier to use."\footnote{986}

(919) Second, this is confirmed by the number of downloads of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers from the Play Store (see Table 17). In 2016, none of these mobile web browsers achieved a number of downloads that was comparable to the number of pre-installed Google Chrome browsers: (i) the UC Browser was downloaded on only [20-30]\% of GMS devices sold in 2016; (ii) the Opera mobile web browser was downloaded on only [10-20]\% of GMS devices sold in 2016; and (iii) the Firefox mobile web browser was downloaded on only [0-10]\% of GMS devices sold in 2016. In 2013, 2014 and 2015, the number of downloads of the UC

\footnote{984}{See Sony Mobile Communications’ non-confidential response to Question 2(v) of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 4122).}
\footnote{985}{Google’s Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 237-241, paragraphs 177-187 (Doc ID 7117).}
\footnote{986}{Mozilla’s non-confidential response to Question 35.2 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 to app developers (Doc ID 4166).}
Browser and Opera mobile web browser on GMS devices sold in each year was even lower.

Third, this is confirmed by the fact that the total number of downloads on GMS devices of competing non-OS specific mobile web browsers from the Play Store is low compared with the number of devices on which Google Chrome was pre-installed. In 2016, competing non-OS-specific mobile web browsers were downloaded on less than [40-50]% of the GMS devices sold during that year. Similarly, during the period 2013-2016, competing non-OS-specific mobile web browsers were downloaded on approximately [30-40]% of GMS devices sold during that period.

Table 17: Number of downloads on GMS devices of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers worldwide from the Play Store in 2013-2016\(^{987}\) (in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile browsers</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCBrowser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffin Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolphin</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adblock Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of downloads of competing mobile web browsers</strong></td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of Google Chrome pre-installations</strong>(^{988})</td>
<td>594,272</td>
<td>808,200</td>
<td>916,293</td>
<td>917,909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total as % of Google Chrome pre-installations</strong></td>
<td>[10-20]%</td>
<td>[20-30]%</td>
<td>[30-40]%</td>
<td>[40-50]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fourth, if only the EEA is considered, the number of downloads on GMS devices of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers from the Play Store is considerably lower in relative terms (see Table 18). The UC Browser, the most downloaded

---

\(^{987}\) Source: Annex Q6 to Google’s response to Question 6 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-1) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).

\(^{988}\) The total number of Google Chrome pre-installations corresponds to the number of GMS devices, i.e., Google Android devices outside China. See footnotes 436 and 440.
mobile web browser on GMS devices worldwide, was downloaded on less than [0-5]\% of GMS devices sold in the EEA in 2016. This can be explained by the focus of this mobile web browser which is mainly on Asian countries.  

Similarly, the Opera mobile web browser was downloaded on less than [0-5]\% of GMS devices sold in the EEA in 2016. This can be explained by the focus of this mobile web browser on African countries.  

The Firefox mobile web browser, the most downloaded competing non OS-specific mobile web browser in the EEA, was downloaded on [0-10]\% of GMS devices sold in 2016.

Fifth, in the EEA, the total number of downloads on GMS devices of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers from the Play Store during the period 2013-2016, corresponded to less than [10-20]\% of GMS devices on which Google Chrome was pre-installed.

Table 18: Number of downloads on GMS devices of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers in the EEA from the Play Store in 2013-2016 (in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile browsers</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adblock Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Adblocker Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffin Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolphin</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Browser</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seznam.cz</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of downloads of competing mobile web browsers</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
<td>[…]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total number of Google Chrome pre-installations | 174,217 | 196,349 | 203,740 | 197,375 |

---

989 See footnote 981.
991 Source: Annex Q6 to Google’s response to Question 6 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-1) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
992 The total number of Google Chrome pre-installations corresponds to the number of GMS devices, i.e., Google Android devices in Europe. See footnote 440.
Sixth, certain users remain reluctant to download apps and prefer to use the pre-installed mobile web browser. A survey provided by Opera indicated that, in 2013, 79% of Android and iOS users used regularly the mobile web browser that was pre-installed on their devices. Furthermore, when the pre-installed web browser already delivers the required functionality to a satisfactory level, users are less likely to look for, download, and use alternative web browsers (see Section 11.4.4.1.1).

Seventh, the Commission’s conclusion that downloads cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of Google Chrome on GMS devices is not affected by Google’s claims that:

1. Users can and do download competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers, as confirmed by Opera and the 2017 App Annie Report, which indicates that UC Browser was the sixth most downloaded app in the world in 2016;

2. Limitations on device storage space do not prevent downloads;

3. Downloads of Firefox on Google Android devices have increased significantly since August 2012 and in 2017, Firefox experienced a strong increase in the number of downloads on smart mobile devices, as confirmed by a blog post by Mozilla;

4. Users can freely download mobile web browsers that best suit their individual preferences, as confirmed by the situation in the Republic of Korea, where Samsung Internet and Naver are the leading mobile web browsers;

5. While being pre-installed is no guarantee of usage, being downloaded is a sign that users intend to try out the app and use the download channel; and

6. Downloads have proved successful for other categories of apps, such as maps where there have been significant downloads of Google Maps on iOS devices, despite the pre-installation of Apple Maps.

In the first place, the Commission does not contest that users can download web browsers from app stores. However:

1. Such downloading does not offset Google’s pre-installation advantage on GMS.

See non-confidential Appendix 1 to Opera’s response to the request for information of 1 December 2015 (Doc ID 4639).


See Google’s letter of 14 March 2018 (Doc ID 8768).


See Google’s letter of 14 March 2018 (Doc ID 8768).


devices resulting from the tying of Google Chrome with the Google Search app and the Play Store; and

(2) Opera's statements relied on by Google are contradicted by Opera's previous statements made in response to a request for information by the Commission pursuant to Article 18 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003:

"We believe the availability of the Chrome browser as the default browser application, pre-installed and available on the home-screen on Android phones limits Opera's ability to compete for the default position on all Android devices, which in turn would have enabled Opera to achieve on the merits a higher market share, active user number, brand awareness and revenues than is currently the case." 1002

"While we strongly believe that OEMs’ pre-installation of Chrome has reduced the number of downloads of our mobile browsers from Google Play, we do not have accurate estimates on the magnitude of this effect." 1003

(3) In the case of UC Browser, the greater frequency of downloads worldwide can be explained by the focus of this mobile web browser, which is mainly on Asian countries (see recital (910)(3)).

(926) In the second place, as explained in recitals (827) to (829), duplication of Google apps can cause issues with the storage space of some devices and negatively impact the user experience on smart mobile devices.

(927) In the third place, while between 2013 and 2016, the total annual number of downloads of Firefox on Google Android devices increased from [0-50] million to [0-50] million, the number of additional GMS devices on which Google Chrome was pre-installed annually increased from 594 million to 918 million. 1004

(928) Moreover, as regards the alleged strong increase in the number of downloads of Firefox on smart mobile devices in 2017, the total number of downloads of Firefox would still remain low compared to the number of GMS devices on which Google Chrome was pre-installed. Moreover, the blog post by Mozilla 1005 does not provide any breakdown of the alleged increase in the number of downloads of Firefox between iOS and Google Android devices.

(929) In the fourth place, according to StatCounter, Google Chrome, and not Samsung Internet and Naver, is the leading mobile web browser in Republic of Korea with a 64% usage share of non OS-specific mobile web browsers in 2016. 1006

(930) In the fifth place, even if being downloaded were a sign that users intend to try out the app, downloads of competing non-OS specific mobile web browsers in the EEA remain insignificant in number (see recitals (921) and (922)). Moreover, this would

1002 Opera's non-confidential response to Question 12 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 8734-41).
1003 Opera's non-confidential response to Question 12 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 8734-41).
1004 See Table 17.
not alter the importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of web browsers on Google Android devices (see Section 11.4.4.1.1).

(931) In the sixth place, the example of the Apple Maps app on iOS devices confirms the importance of pre-installation as compared to downloads. A significant number of users of iOS devices continue to use the pre-installed Apple Maps app rather than the Google Maps app, notwithstanding the perception that the service offered by the Apple Maps is of lesser quality than that offered by Google Maps.1007

b) Pre-installation agreements with OEMs and MNOs cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself

(932) Pre-installation agreements with OEMs and MNOs cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of Google Chrome on GMS devices. This is for the reasons described in recitals (933) to (946).

(933) First, OEMs and MNOs are reluctant to pre-install applications when they duplicate services because of issues with the storage space of certain devices (see also recital (829)).

(934) This is confirmed by the evidence described in Section 11.3.4.1.IV.c) and the following:

(1) according to [OEM], [information on pre-installation of applications].1008

(2) according to Sony, its policy since 2012 is to stop pre-installing its mobile web browser "to focus on the end-user experience and avoid duplication."1009 In addition "Since 2012 Q3, the internal recommendation has been to include Chrome only, and from 2015 the internal direction is that the Sony Mobile browser is included only when there is a strong justification, i.e. that customer requirements can’t be met with the Chrome browser. The number of markets where the [Sony Mobile] browser is provided is declining and the current prediction is that the Sony Mobile browser will not be included in any EEA Member State markets during 2016."1010 Sony indicated that its "Chrome-only" approach is due to the fact that (i) it is impossible to uninstall Google Chrome and (ii) it is mandatory as a result of the MADA, for Sony to pre-install Google Chrome.1011

(935) Second, even if a competing mobile web browser were also pre-installed, it cannot be set as the default web browser:

(1) according to Orange: "it’s not possible to set a browser by default [...] To avoid such experience, OEM as Sony & Motorola stopped the development of their

---


1008 See [OEM]’s non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers [...].

1009 See Sony Mobile Communications’ non-confidential response to Question 2(v) of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 4122).

1010 See Sony Mobile Communications’ non-confidential response to Question 2(iv) of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 4122).

1011 Sony Mobile Communications’ non-confidential response to Questions 2(iv) and 2(v) of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers (Doc ID 4122).
browser and use only Chrome. Therefore, when end users click on an URL, they will be prompted to select between different browsers. This may have a negative impact on the customer experience (except advanced users). Therefore, MNOs/OEMs will be incited to accept Google’s default setting in order to avoid this hurdle for the user.”

(2) […] an Android device manufacturer informed […] in 2013 that it had been "recently notified by Google that we are not allowed to set a default Browser on the device as it breaks their certification rules. Previously, we were able to do this but with their new certification process, this is not allowed. We can currently only preload the app on our device." In the same year, another manufacturer informed […] of the same issue.1013 […] also reported discussions with MNOs about pre-installing [web browser] on Android devices in which MNOs have told […] that they could not pre-install [web browser] because "OEMs have told them that their agreements with Google will not allow for the pre-installation or default setting of any applications that are competitive with applications existing in or applications that may in the future exist as a part of Google Mobile Services (GMS)."1014 As one MNO explained to […], "we could not pre-load another browser on their android devices. There was no exception to this, as it was the OEM who said this was not possible".1015

(936) Third, the number of pre-installations on Google Android devices of each competing non OS-specific mobile web browser is significantly lower than the number of pre-installations on Google Android devices of Google Chrome.1016 As indicated in Table 19:

(1) the competing non OS-specific mobile web browser with the highest number of pre-installations worldwide is Samsung’s browser, being pre-installed on [20-30]% of Google Android devices in 2016, i.e. approximately half of the numbers of pre-installation of Google Chrome;1017

(2) Opera Browser and UC Browser were pre-installed on respectively [10-20]% and [5-10]% of Google Android devices sold worldwide in 2016.1018 Moreover, when considering only the EEA, Opera Browser and UC Browser were pre-installed on less than 5%1019 of the Google Android devices in the EEA, given

---

1012 See Orange's non-confidential response to Question 38 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 (Doc ID 4575).
1013 See […].
1014 See […].
1015 See […].
1016 Given that competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers did not distinguish between pre-installations in GMS devices and Google Android devices, for the case of pre-installations, the base value for comparison is the total number of Google Android devices instead of GMS devices (which are used in Table 17 and Table 18). The Commission compares the percentage of pre-installations of Chrome on Google Android devices, which is less than 100%, with the percentage of pre-installations of competing web browsers. See footnote 489.
1017 Source: Annex Q6 to Google's response to Question 6 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-1) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
1018 Source: data accessible to Google in the data room submitted in response to the requests for information of 31 March 2017 (Alibaba) and 3 April 2017 (Opera) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
1019 Source: data accessible to Google in the data room submitted in response to the requests for information of 31 March 2017 (Alibaba) and 3 April 2017 (Opera) and […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
their focus respectively on countries in Africa and Asia;\(^{1020}\)

(3) Huawei’s mobile web browser was pre-installed on [5-10]% of the new Google Android devices in 2016 worldwide; and

(4) all the other mobile web browsers were pre-installed on less than 5% of the Google Android devices sold in 2016 worldwide. For example, Mozilla achieved until mid-2015 only [0-250 000] pre-installations of its Firefox browsers on Google Android devices\(^{1021}\) i.e. less than 1% than the number of Google Android devices.

Table 19: Percentage of pre-installations of mobile web browsers on Google Android devices worldwide in 2013-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile browsers</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of Google Chrome on Google Android devices</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>67.3%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of non-Chrome on Google Android devices</td>
<td>[50-60]%</td>
<td>[40-50]%</td>
<td>[50-60]%</td>
<td>[50-60]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
<td>[10-20]%</td>
<td>[10-20]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>[30-40]%</td>
<td>[20-30]%</td>
<td>[20-30]%</td>
<td>[20-30]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Browser</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
<td>[0-5]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(937) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that pre-installation agreements with OEMs and MNOs cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of Google Chrome on GMS devices is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) Table 19 shows that competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers were pre-installed on a similar proportion of Google Android devices;\(^{1022}\)

(2) Table 19 does not include several mobile web browsers (VC browser, Puffin

---

\(^{1020}\) As regards Alibaba, see footnote 981. As regards Opera, see footnote 990.

\(^{1021}\) See Mozilla’s non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 (Doc ID 4165).

\(^{1022}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, pages 92-93, paragraphs 77 and 79 (Doc ID 8598).
browser, Dolphin browser, Web Browser and Adblock Browser);\(^{1023}\)

(3) Table 19 underestimates the number of pre-installations of Opera on Google Android devices because it does not take into account instances where OEMs pre-installed Opera's browser but users did not activate it;\(^{1024}\)

(4) there is no reason why a competing non OS-specific mobile web browser could not obtain even greater pre-installations if they are attractive since neither users nor OEMs would object to the pre-installation of more than one mobile web browser, as confirmed by the fact that Samsung pre-installs its own Samsung Internet browser on the default home screen on its devices alongside Google Chrome;\(^{1025}\)

(5) consumer communication and social networking apps such as WhatsApp, Facebook and Instagram have been successful on Android and have not been impeded by the pre-installation of competing GMS apps such as Google Hangout, Google Photos and Google+;\(^{1026}\)

(6) data from Vodafone and Orange indicates significant pre-installation by these MNOs on Google Android devices of apps that compete with GMS apps;\(^{1027}\)

(7) what matters is not pre-installation but whether users actually try out and use the pre-installed app;\(^{1028}\) and

(8) OEMs do not pre-install competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers for reasons unrelated to the tying of Google Chrome such as low volumes, functionality requirements, localisation and tight production/launch schedules.\(^{1029}\)

(938) In the first place, Table 19 does not show that, worldwide, competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers were pre-installed on a similar proportion of Google Android devices between 2013 and 2016. Rather, it indicates that, worldwide between 2013 and 2016:

(1) each competing non OS-specific mobile web browser was pre-installed on a significantly lower number of Google Android devices than Google Chrome; and

(2) all competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers were collectively pre-installed on a lower number of Google Android devices than Google Chrome.

(939) In the second place, the worldwide share of mobile web browsers not included in Table 19 is insignificant. For example, the worldwide share of each non OS-specific

---

\(^{1023}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, pages 92-93, paragraphs 77 and 79 (Doc ID 8598).

\(^{1024}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, pages 92-93, paragraphs 77 and 79 (Doc ID 8598).

\(^{1025}\) Google's response to complaint by OIP, paragraphs 55, 65 and 75 (Doc ID 7787) and Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 229-236, paragraphs 166-173 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{1026}\) Google's response to complaint by OIP, paragraphs 55, 65 and 75 (Doc ID 7787) and Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 229-236, paragraphs 166-173 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{1027}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, page 228, paragraph 164 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{1028}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 227-228, paragraph 163 and 165 (Doc ID 7117).

mobile web browser not included in Table 19 was below 0.2% in 2016.\footnote{1030}

(940) In the third place, even though Table 19 does not take into account instances where OEMs pre-installed, but users did not activate, Opera's browser, this does not alter the fact that pre-installation agreements with OEMs and MNOs cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of Google Chrome on GMS devices. This is because Opera was pre-installed on less than 5% of the Google Android devices in the EEA.\footnote{1031}

(941) In the fourth place, given that the MADA requires OEMs to take a bundle of 12-30 apps, OEMs would have to be mindful to avoid duplicating Google apps as this would negatively impact the user experience on their devices (see recital (827)).

(942) Moreover, regarding the [OEM] browser, [confidential commercial information], [OEM] noted that "Google's requirement imposed on device manufacturers to pre-install Chrome browser as a precondition to accessing the Google apps contained in the Google Mobile Services ("GMS") suite poses a competitive challenge to rival browser developers".\footnote{1032}

(943) In the fifth place, unlike competing mobile web browsers, developers of competing consumer communication and social networking apps can offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself by the pre-installation of competing GMS apps such as Google Hangout, Google Photos and Google + (see recital (813)).

(944) In the sixth place, the data from Vodafone and Orange concerns the pre-installation of apps in general and not of competing mobile web browsers in particular.

(945) In the seventh place, Google's claim that the way an app is distributed is not relevant is contradicted by the evidence about the importance of pre-installation as a channel for the distribution of web browsers on Google Android devices (see recitals (903) to (908)).

(946) In the eighth place, even if there were other reasons why OEMs do not pre-install competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers, this would not alter the fact that Google's conduct makes it more difficult to pre-install competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers. This is because OEMs and MNOs are reluctant to pre-install applications when they duplicate services as explained in recitals (933) and (934).

IV. \textit{Google's competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of market shares}

(947) Google's competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of developers of non OS-specific mobile web browsers to offset that advantage are consistent with the evolution of Google's general share queries.

(948) According to StatCounter data,\footnote{1033} Google's usage share on non OS-specific mobile

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Year & Usage Share \% \\
\hline
2012 & 54.8 \\
2013 & 55.6 \\
2014 & 55.9 \\
2015 & 56.2 \\
2016 & 56.3 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\footnote{1030}{Source: StatCounter data for 2016, downloaded on 22 May 2017, \url{http://gs.statcounter.com/}.}
\footnote{1031}{Source: data accessible to Google in the data room submitted in response to the requests for information 3 April 2017 and [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).}
\footnote{1032}{See [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 19 October 2015 to web browser providers [...].}
\footnote{1033}{Source: StatCounter data for 2012-2017, downloaded on 22 May 2017, \url{http://gs.statcounter.com/}. StatCounter data is based on aggregate data collected by StatCounter on a sample exceeding 15 billion page views per month collected from across the StatCounter network of more than 3 million websites.}
web browsers, has increased both in Europe and worldwide between August 2012 (when Google Chrome became a mandatory Google app) and March 2017.

(949) In Europe, Google Chrome's usage share of non OS-specific mobile web browsers increased from 4.7% in August 2012 to 74.9% in March 2017 whereas the usage share of most other non OS-specific mobile web browsers decreased or remained insignificant: (i) the usage share of AOSP-based browsers\textsuperscript{1034} decreased from 74.5% to 8.2%; (ii) the usage share of Opera decreased from 15.9% to 1.4%; and (iii) the usage share of Firefox decreased from 0.9% to 0.2%. The only exception is the Samsung Internet browser, the market share of which increased after its introduction as a pre-installed browser in Samsung devices at the beginning of 2016, but has then stabilised at approximately 12% market share.

Figure 21: Usage share of non OS-specific mobile web browsers in Europe between August 2012 and March 2017

Worldwide, Google Chrome's usage share of non OS-specific mobile web browsers increased from 2.0% in August 2012 to 58.3% in March 2017 whereas the usage share of most other non OS-specific mobile web browsers either decreased or remained insignificant: (i) the usage share of AOSP-based browsers decreased from 42.4% to 6.4%; (ii) the usage share of Opera decreased from 30.2% to 6.6%; and (iii) Firefox's usage share decreased from 0.8% to 0.1%. The only exceptions are the Samsung Internet browser, the market share of which increased after its launch as a pre-installed browser at the beginning of 2016, but then stabilised at 7%, and UC Browser, the market share of which increased from 12.8% to 20.2%. In the case of UC Browser, its usage and growth is explained by the focus of this web browser on Asian countries.\textsuperscript{1035}

The Commission calculated the usage share data of non OS-specific mobile web browsers by disregarding the usage share data attributed by StatCounter to OS-specific mobile web browsers. AOSP-based browsers are those developed on top of the web browser apps made available through the Android Open Source Project. OEMs such as [OEM], Huawei, LG Electronics, Samsung or Sony have pre-installed this type of browser on their GMS devices. These browsers are referred to by StatCounter as “Android browsers”. See non-confidential responses to Question 2(iii) of the request for information of 15 October 2015 to web browser providers. See footnote 981.
According to StatCounter data, Google Chrome's usage share also increased proportionally more on non OS-specific mobile web browsers than on PC web browsers during that period:

1. In Europe, Google Chrome's usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers increased from 4.7% to 74.9% from August 2012 to March 2017 on non OS-specific mobile web browsers, whereas usage share on PC web browsers increased from 32.1% to 53.4%.  

2. Worldwide, Google Chrome's usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers increased from 2.0% to 58.3% from August 2012 to March 2017 on non OS-specific mobile web browsers, whereas usage share on PC web browsers increased from 34.7% to 62.8%.

According to StatCounter data, between August 2012 and March 2017, Google Chrome also enjoyed an increase in usage share and became the leader in terms of usage on all mobile web browsers, including OS-specific web browsers, both in Europe and worldwide. In Europe, Google Chrome's usage share on mobile web browsers increased from 1.7% to 48.3% from August 2012 to March 2017, and worldwide, Google Chrome's usage share on mobile web browsers increased from 1.0% to 45.0% from August 2012 to March 2017.

According to StatCounter data, Google’s usage share on all web browsers worldwide also increased during that period. Google Chrome's usage share on all web browsers increased from 29.9% in August 2012 to 52.9% in March 2017 whereas the usage share of Internet Explorer and Firefox, the two web browsers that had similar usage shares to Google Chrome in August 2012, decreased from 29.1% to 4.2% and 20.3%.


to 6.7% respectively.\(^{1039}\)

(954) The increase in Google Chrome's usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers does not seem to be explained by a substantial quality advantage in the eyes of Android users. According to Play Store ratings data as of April 2017: (i) Google Chrome had an average rating of 4.3 (7.4 million reviews); (ii) Opera Browser had an average rating of 4.3 (2.2 million reviews); (iii) Opera Mini had an average rating of 4.4 (3.2 million reviews); (iv) Firefox had an average rating of 4.4 (2.8 million reviews); (v) UC Browser had an average rating of 4.5 (13.9 million reviews); and (vi) the UC Browser Mini had an average rating of 4.4 (2.8 million reviews).\(^{1040}\)

(955) In particular, despite being rated more highly on the Play Store than Google Chrome, Firefox continues to struggle to gain adoption on smart mobile devices (0.1% usage share on mobile web browsers in Europe in March 2017), despite much broader adoption on PCs (20.9% usage share on PC web browsers in Europe in March 2017).

(956) The Commission's conclusion that Google's competitive advantage resulting from the tying and the inability of developers of non OS-specific mobile web browsers to offset that advantage are consistent with the evolution of Google's general share queries is not affected by Google's claim that:

1. Google Chrome's worldwide share on PC web browsers is higher than on non OS-specific mobile web browsers;
2. Google Chrome did not experience an increase in usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers between August 2012 and early 2014. It also did not overtake the AOSP browser share until mid-2014, approximately two years after the tying began;
3. Google Chrome's usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers decreased from late 2015 to early 2016;\(^{1041}\)
4. Google Chrome high usage in mobile is due to technical superiority and to the fact that it is the most used PC web browser;\(^{1042}\)
5. the rankings on the Play Store do not reflect quality;\(^{1043}\) and
6. the reason for Firefox's low share is due to significant drawbacks with the browser, which have not only kept its share on mobile low, but have also caused it to lose significant share on PC web browsers.\(^{1044}\)

(957) First, while Google Chrome's worldwide share on PC web browsers (62.8% in March 2017) is slightly higher than on non OS-specific mobile web browsers (58.3% in March 2017), in the EEA, Google Chrome's market share on non OS-specific mobile

---


\(^{1042}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 227-249 (Doc ID 7117)


web browsers (74.9% in March 2017), where it is pre-installed, is already higher than on PC web browsers (53.4% in March 2017), despite the fact that Google launched Google Chrome on Google Android devices four years later than on PCs (2012 versus 2008).

Moreover, Google Chrome's worldwide share is slightly lower on non OS-specific mobile web browsers than on PC web browsers because of the presence of UC Browser, the focus of which is mainly on Asian countries (see recital (910)(3)).

Second, Google Chrome did experience an increase in usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers between August 2012 and early 2014 (from 2% to 14.4%). Moreover, after overtaking AOSP web browsers in mid-2014, Google Chrome's usage continued to increase and was nine times higher than that of AOSP web browsers in March 2017.

Third, the decrease in Google Chrome's usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers during the first two months of 2016 was caused by the Samsung Internet browser, the usage share of which increased after Samsung began pre-installing it on its Galaxy devices. However, as of March 2016, the usage share of the Samsung Internet browser worldwide stabilised at approximately 7%, while Google Chrome's share started increasing again in March 2016. By the end of 2016, Google Chrome's usage share was already higher than before Samsung began pre-installing the Samsung Internet browser on its Galaxy devices.

Fourth, Google Chrome's usage share on non OS-specific mobile web browsers cannot be explained by its superior quality. This is because on iOS devices, users do not download Google Chrome to such an extent as to match its presence on GMS devices (see recital (908)). Moreover, Google's share of non OS-specific mobile web browsers developed differently and it is now significantly higher in the EEA than its share on PCs.

Fifth, Google's actual conduct contradicts its claim that the Commission should ignore the ratings on the Play Store (see recital (847)).

Sixth, in April 2017 users of Firefox attributed a higher average rating in the Play Store to this mobile web browser than users of Google Chrome. Moreover, on PC, Firefox is still the second most important web browser as regards usage share both in the EEA and worldwide.

V. Google's other claims and the Commission's response

Google more generally claims that the Commission has failed in two respects to conduct an analysis of the competitive advantage that Google ensures itself via the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app in line with

---


1046 Samsung's worldwide market share (i.e. 7%) underestimates the share at the level of Samsung devices, the only devices where Samsung Internet is pre-installed. See Figure 21.


the decisions adopted in Case AT.37792 Microsoft and AT/39530 Microsoft (Tying) and the judgment in Case T-201/04 Microsoft:

(1) the judgment in Case T-201/04 Microsoft requires the Commission to make a finding of "indirect network effects" with respect to the Google Chrome;¹⁰⁵⁰ and

(2) unlike in its decisions in Cases AT/37792 Microsoft and AT/39530 Microsoft (Tying), the Commission has failed to: (i) assess the question of alternative means of access and user engagement; (ii) conduct a survey on download figures; (iii) examine the actual development of usage shares; and (iv) examine carefully alternative explanations for changes in usage.¹⁰⁵¹

(965) Google's claims are unfounded.

(966) First, the judgment in Case T-201/04 Microsoft does not require the Commission to make a finding of "indirect network effects" with respect to Google Chrome. While the presence of indirect network effects was one factor that the Commission took into consideration in its decision in Case AT.37792 Microsoft, nothing in the judgment in Case T-201/04 provides that the Commission is generally required to make such a finding when analysing the effects of tying.

(967) Second, the Commission has, in this case, assessed the question of alternative means of access and user engagement, such as downloading and pre-installing, examined the actual development of usage shares and examined carefully alternative explanations for changes in usage shares. As for the alleged omission to conduct a survey on download figures, the Commission did not need to conduct such a survey because it obtained actual download figures from Google and third parties.

(968) Third, and in any event, the Commission is not required to apply rigorously an identical framework of assessment in all tying cases. Rather, the Commission must make an overall assessment in each given case and can take account of a range of tools for the purposes of that assessment.¹⁰⁵²

11.4.4.2. Google's conduct deters innovation, tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers of mobile web browsers and helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services.

(969) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that the tying of Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app deters innovation in relation to mobile web browsers, tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers and helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services.

¹⁰⁵¹ Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 181-182, paragraph 64, and page 292, paragraph 93 (Doc ID 7117).
First, Google's conduct deters innovation in relation to mobile web browsers because it prevents the development of non-OS specific mobile web browsers with innovative features. Moreover, as a result of Google's conduct, competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers must spend resources to overcome the advantage conferred by pre-installation (see recital (861)).

Second, Google's conduct is capable of harming, directly or indirectly, consumers who, as a result of Google's interference with the normal competitive process may see less choice of mobile web browsers.

Third, Google’s conduct helps it to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services and, thus, its revenues via search advertisements. This is for the reasons set out in recitals (973) to (977).

In the first place, Google Search is set as the default general search service on Google Chrome and OEMs cannot change this setting. In Google's own words: "Chrome, as a proprietary Google product, is distributed to OEMs with Google Search as the default search service. Proprietary software is generally licensed for distribution as a machine-readable binary code. Unlike open-source software, where the source code is written in a computer programming language that can be read and modified by software developers before it is compiled by them into binary code to be uploaded onto hardware, proprietary software is already compiled by the licensor into binary code that the distribution partner has to implement as licensed. OEMs cannot modify Chrome's binary code as this would infringe Google’s copyright and its position under IP law".  

In the second place, in 2016, [30-40]% of all general search queries on Google Android devices were conducted via Google Chrome. Moreover, the other main search entry point on Google Android devices is the Google Search app (including the widget), which covered [40-50]% of all general search queries on Google Android devices in 2016. As explained in Section 11.3 Google also ties the Google Search app entry point to the licensing of the Play Store.

In the third place, the majority of general search services that responded to the request for information to general search services confirmed that the mobile web browser is an important entry point for general search services.

In the fourth place, Google's conduct prevents competing general search services to gain search queries and the respective revenues and data needed to improve their services (see recital (859)).

In the fifth place, there are several examples of competing general search services that were able to grow their share of general search queries by being set as default in pre-installed or downloadable web browsers:

(1) In India and Brazil, where Bing was pre-installed and set as the default general

---

1053 Source: Google's response to Question 13 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790).
1054 Source: Google's response to Question 11 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-4).
1055 Source: Google's response to Question 11 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-4).
1056 See non-confidential responses to Question 2 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers.
search service on the mobile web browser of the Nokia Asha 501, Bing's query share was [20-30]% and [30-40]% respectively on such devices as opposed to less than [0-10]% in any EEA country.  

(2) Prior to June 2013 in Mexico, no general search service was pre-installed and set as the default general search service on the mobile web browser of the Nokia Asha 501 and Bing's query share on such devices was less than [0-10]%. By contrast, six months after Bing was pre-installed and set as default on the mobile web browser on those devices in July 2013, Bing's query share was [50-60]% on such devices.  

(3) In November 2014, Yahoo's general search service replaced Google as the default provider of general search services in the US for the newest release of Mozilla's PC and mobile web browser, Firefox 34. By contrast, Google Search remained the default general search service in earlier versions of Firefox, including the previous release, Firefox 33. A month after this change, Yahoo's query share on the Firefox 34 browser was 29% compared to 10% on the Firefox 33 browser. This resulted in an increase in Yahoo's share of general search queries in the US from 8.9% in November 2014 to 9.5% in April 2015. As for Google's query share, it was 63% on Firefox 34 and 82% on Firefox 33. Although Google argues that the increase in Yahoo's market share was minimal and that it lost the market share it had gained after the agreement with Firefox one year after it was implemented, the Commission concludes that the decrease in Yahoo's share from 9.5% in April 2015 to 7.6% in October 2015 can be justified in part by the decrease in Firefox's usage share on all web browsers in the US during the same period. In addition, the relevant figure is the increase of Yahoo's share from 10% to 29%, as the evolution of the share in general search services is only a reflection of the penetration of the devices where Firefox 34 was present.  

(4) In October 2015, the Yandex general search app was pre-installed and set as default on Windows Phone devices in Turkey. On these devices, Yandex's query share was approximately ten times higher than on other smart mobile devices in Turkey during the same time period.  

Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app helps Google to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services is not affected by Google's claims that:
its conduct coincided with a period of improvement of Google Chrome;\(^\text{1064}\)

Google Chrome allows users to switch the default of the web browser to competing general search services; and

OEMs are free to pre-install other web browsers.\(^\text{1065}\)

In the first place, even if Google's conduct were to have coincided with a period of improvement of Google Chrome, Google neither claims nor demonstrates that its conduct has not affected the incentives and ability of competing non OS-specific mobile web browsers to improve their browsers.

Moreover, absent the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, Google may have improved Google Chrome to a greater degree.

In the second place, users are unlikely to change general search service when the default service on the web browser already delivers the required functionality to a satisfactory level.

In the third place, as described in recital (933), OEMs and MNOs are reluctant to pre-install applications when they duplicate services.

11.4.4.3. Google's claims regarding the need for the Commission to consider its conduct in its relevant economic and legal context

Google claims that its conduct is incapable of restricting competition when assessed in its relevant economic and legal context.

First, assessing whether Google's conduct is capable of restricting competition requires the Commission to demonstrate that "there would have been greater competition absent the impugned conduct" and to "consider in that context, the interactions among different sides of" the Android platform.\(^\text{1066}\)

Second, an assessment of its conduct in the relevant economic and legal context as of 2009 when Google began to enter into MADAs "would have revealed that this practice is incapable of restricting competition and in fact promoted competition".\(^\text{1067}\)

Google's claims are unfounded.

First, Google fails to clarify whether the conduct to which it refers is only the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app\(^\text{1068}\) or the MADA as a whole.\(^\text{1069}\) However, for the purposes of this Decision, the Commission


\(^{1066}\) Google's letter of 11 June 2018, paragraphs 6 and 11-15 (Doc ID 8890).

\(^{1067}\) Google's letter of 11 June 2018, paragraph 20 (Doc ID 8890).

\(^{1068}\) Google's letter of 11 June 2018, paragraphs 2-4, 13, 18-21, 28 and 31 (Doc ID 8890); Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Four, pages 174-176, paragraphs 45-48 (Doc ID 7117); Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Executive Summary, Section IV; Part One, page 9, paragraph 15 and page 28, paragraph 69; Part Four, page 157, paragraph 13; and page 180, paragraph 61 (Doc ID 7117).

\(^{1069}\) Google's letter of 11 June 2018, paragraphs 14-17 and 24-27 (Doc ID 8890); Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Executive Summary, Section IV; Part One, page 8, paragraph 10; and Part Four, page 173, paragraphs 46-47 (Doc ID 7117).
concludes that Google's conduct is only the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, and not the MADA as a whole, because only the former constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services.

Second, the Commission is not required to demonstrate in a general manner that "there would have been greater competition" absent the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app. Rather, the Commission is required to demonstrate that the tying is capable of restricting competition on the relevant markets, namely the worldwide market for non-OS specific web browsers and the national markets for general search services.

Third, when assessing the capability of the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app to restrict competition on the relevant markets, the Commission has inter alia analysed whether there could have been greater competition on those markets, absent the tying (see Section 11.4.4). Regarding the worldwide market for non-OS specific web browsers, this includes an analysis of the usage of Google Chrome on smart mobile devices on which it is not pre-installed, such as iOS (see recitals (907) and (908)). Regarding the national markets for general search services, this includes an analysis of the ability of competing general search services to grow their share of general search queries by being set as default in pre-installed or downloadable web browsers (recital (977)).

Fourth, when assessing the capability of the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app to restrict competition on the relevant markets, the Commission has also taken account of the nature of interactions among the different sides of the Android platform. This includes the fact that: (i) on GMS devices, OEMs cannot obtain the Play Store and the Google Search app without Google Chrome (see Section 11.4.3); (ii) pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of mobile web browsers on smart mobile devices, including GMS devices (see Section 11.4.4.1.I); (iii) competing mobile web browsers cannot offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures for itself through the pre-installation of Google Chrome on GMS devices (see Section 11.4.4.1.III); and (iv) Google Search is set as the default general search service on Google Chrome and OEMs cannot change this setting (see Section 11.4.4.2).

To the extent, however, that Google's claim about the "interactions among different sides" of the Android platform relates to whether the tying may give rise to benefits on the worldwide market for non-OS specific mobile web browsers, the national markets for general search services and/or on other markets, the Commission has assessed and dismissed such a claim in its analysis of objective justification (see Section 11.5).

Fifth, when assessing the capability of the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app to restrict competition on the worldwide market for non-OS specific mobile web browsers and the national markets for general search services, the Commission is required to undertake such an assessment as of August 2012, when Google added Google Chrome as a mandatory app in a MADA and not as of 2009 when Google began to enter into MADAs.

11.5. Objective justification and efficiencies

Google claims that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and the
tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is objectively justified for the following reasons:

(1) It is a legitimate way for Google to monetise its investments in Android and its non-revenue-generating apps;\(^{1070}\)

(2) It allows Google to offer the "consistent out-of-the-box experience that users expect, and facilitates competition with Apple and other vertically integrated or closed mobile platforms",\(^{1071}\) and

(3) It allows Google to license the Play Store for free because the value of the Play Store to OEMs and users correlates with the value to Google of the promotion by OEMs of Google's general search service.\(^{1072}\) By contrast, if Google were to charge OEMs a uniform up-front licence fee for the Play Store, such a fee would make lower-end devices [assessment of the impact of a licence fee] and decrease competition with Apple.\(^{1073}\)

For the reasons set out in recitals (995) to (1008), the Commission concludes that Google has not demonstrated that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is objectively justified.

First, Google has not demonstrated that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is necessary to monetise its investment in Android and its non-revenue-generating apps.

In the first place, Google would still have been able to monetise substantially the Play Store. With the Play Store alone, Google already achieved revenues of approximately EUR [...] in 2011, EUR [...] in 2012, EUR [...] in 2013, EUR [...] in 2014, EUR [...] in 2015 and EUR [...] in 2016.\(^{1074}\)

In the second place, Google would still have benefitted from the valuable user data it gathers via Google Android devices, namely the information about the characteristics of the devices, such as hardware identifiers, the information about the device carrier, the device's time zone and which Google Accounts the user chooses to add to the device, location data as well as data from the usage of Google Play Services (e.g. contact information, demographic information, transactional records, etc.).\(^{1075}\)

In the third place, Google would still have benefitted from a significant stream of revenue from search advertising, given its market shares on PCs (see Section 9.5.1).

---

\(^{1070}\) Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, para 122 (Doc ID 1584) and Appendix 2 of Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 16 (Doc ID 8303-12).


\(^{1072}\) Appendix 3 of Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, pages 15-17 (Doc ID 8303-13).


\(^{1074}\) These include fees charged to developers as well as advertising revenues. Source: Annex A to Google's response to Questions 1 to 5 of request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7955) and to Question 20 to 22 of request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1268).

\(^{1075}\) See Section 9.3.1.
In the fourth place, Google has not demonstrated that it would not have had an interest in developing Android in order to counter the risks to its search-advertising business model resulting from the shift to mobile (see Section 6.2).

Second, Google has not demonstrated that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is necessary in order to provide a consistent out-of-the-box experience for users.

In the first place, while users may benefit from having a general search app or mobile web browser pre-installed on their Google Android devices, they do not benefit from Google requiring OEMs to pre-install the Google Search app and Google Chrome. On the contrary, users would benefit if OEMs had the flexibility to pre-install (exclusively) competitive products for some or all of their devices, allowing them to differentiate their products.

In the second place, OEMs can satisfy user demand for an "out-of-the-box" experience by assembling different applications from different providers rather than the tying.

In the third place, there are less restrictive means available to Google in order to compete with the "look-and-feel" of vertically integrated competitors, such as design and interface guidelines. In fact, Google itself issues guidelines to improve the integration of third-party apps in the Android OS.1076

Third, Google has not demonstrated that the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app is necessary to avoid the need for Google to charge OEMs a fee for the Play Store.

In the first place, given that it achieves substantial revenues through the Play Store Google's interest would be to have the Play Store installed on the largest possible number of Google Android devices.

In the second place, the business model of many app stores is to provide their services for free to OEMs, with monetisation resulting from the revenues generated from the download of apps by users.1077

In the third place, the value of the Play Store to users is already reflected in the amount that they spend on apps that they download via the Play Store. The greater the amount that users spend on apps that they download via the Play Store, the greater the value to them of the Play Store.

In the fourth place, Google could set lower license fees for lower-end devices, instead of setting the same fixed fee for all devices.

11.6. Duration of the infringements

With regard to the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, the

---


1077 See non-confidential replies to Question 2(iii) of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores. Amazon's non-confidential response: "Both mobile apps are pre-installed on certain Android and Blackberry devices pursuant to arrangements under which Amazon pays the carrier a revenue share or other fee in exchange for the pre-installation" (Doc ID 8184).
Commission concludes that the start date of the infringement is 1 January 2011, the date as of which the Commission concludes that Google is dominant in the market for Android app stores (see Section 9.4). The infringement is ongoing.

(1010) With regard to the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, the Commission concludes that the start date of the infringement is 1 August 2012, the date when Google Chrome first became a mandatory Google app in a MADA (see Section 11.1). The infringement is ongoing.


12.1. **Principles**

(1011) In order for conduct that makes the conclusion of a contract concerning a product or service subject to the acceptance of a supplementary obligation to be liable to be caught by the prohibition under Article 102 TFEU, it is sufficient that the following conditions are met:

1. the supplementary obligation is unrelated to the subject of the contract;
2. the undertaking concerned is dominant in the market on which it offers the product or service;
3. the supplementary obligation leaves the other party with no choice to obtain the product or service other than by accepting the supplementary obligation; and
4. the supplementary obligation is capable of restricting competition.

(1012) If these conditions are met, it is for the dominant undertaking, which bears the burden of proof, to demonstrate the existence of any objective justification for its conduct.

(1013) Even when there is a link between the supplementary obligation and the subject of the contract, this does not mean that these two are not dissociable in economic and commercial terms for the purpose of competition rules.

(1014) An undertaking in a dominant position is not entitled to take steps on its own initiative to eliminate products which, rightly or wrongly, it regards as unlawful.

12.2. **Summary of the abusive conduct**

(1015) Since at least 1 January 2011, Google makes the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on hardware manufacturers agreeing to the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs.

(1016) The Commission concludes that this conduct constitutes an abuse of Google’s

---

1082 See Section 6.3.1.
dominant positions in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services. This is because: (i) entering into the anti-fragmentation obligations is unrelated to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app (see Section 12.3); (ii) Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores, and in the national markets for general search services (see Section 12.4); (iii) the Play Store and the Google Search app cannot be obtained without entering into the anti-fragmentation obligations (see Section 12.5); (iv) the anti-fragmentation obligations are capable of restricting competition (see Section 12.6).

(1017) The Commission further concludes that Google has not demonstrated the existence of any objective justification for the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations (see Section 12.7).

(1018) The Commission finally concludes that Google's intention to notify hardware manufacturers of the option to enter into an ACC in place of an AFA does not alter the fact that Google still makes the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on hardware manufacturers agreeing to the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs (see Section 12.8).

12.3. The anti-fragmentation obligations are unrelated to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app

(1019) The Commission concludes that the anti-fragmentation obligations are unrelated to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app.1083

(1020) First, the anti-fragmentation obligations are neither naturally nor by way of commercial usage part of a contract for the licensing of Android app stores or general search apps. For example, Microsoft and Amazon do not provide their app stores and general search app (in the case of Microsoft) to third parties under analogous or even similar obligations related to the use of a certain smart mobile OS.

(1021) Second, the anti-fragmentation obligations constrain the freedom of action of hardware manufacturers with regard to the whole of their device portfolio and not just the devices on which the Play Store and the Google Search app are pre-installed.

(1022) Third, hardware manufacturers have requested waivers from the anti-fragmentation obligations.1084

(1023) The Commission's conclusion that the anti-fragmentation obligations are unrelated to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. the "commercial norm" is far more restrictive than the AFAs as Apple, Microsoft and BlackBerry prevent any incompatible variants of their OSs;
2. the anti-fragmentation obligations facilitate the licensing of Google proprietary

1083 The Play Store and the Google Search app are both licenced through the MADA. The same reasoning would apply if Google were to make the licensing of either only the Play Store or only the Google Search app subject to entering into the anti-fragmentation obligations, given that Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and each national market for general search services.

1084 See for example Google's internal documents submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1305-49014 and Doc ID 1751-01365).
apps; and

(3) the Commission's position is at odds with its own policy in the digital economy and its decision in Microsoft as the AFA’s objective is to promote interoperability.\textsuperscript{1085}

(1024) First, the fact that Apple, BlackBerry and Microsoft have adopted a proprietary business model and do not license their app stores and general search apps does not indicate that anti-fragmentation obligations are by way of commercial norm part of a contract for the licensing of Android app stores or general search apps.

(1025) Moreover, and in any event, it is difficult to speak of "commercial norm" in relation to the licensing of Android app stores and general search apps when such licensing is [90-100]% controlled by Google.\textsuperscript{1086} A commercial usage which is acceptable in a normal situation, on a competitive market, may not be acceptable in the case of a market where competition is already restricted.\textsuperscript{1087}

(1026) Second, Google's claim that the anti-fragmentation obligations facilitate the licensing of Google proprietary apps is irrelevant for the assessment of whether the anti-fragmentation obligations are related to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app.

(1027) In the first place, while a contractual obligation may well facilitate the commercial success of a given product or service, this does not mean that such an obligation is by its nature or according to commercial usage connected to the product or service.

(1028) In the second place, even if there were a link between the anti-fragmentation obligation, on the one hand, and app stores and general search apps on the other hand, this would not mean that the anti-fragmentation obligations are not dissociable from app stores and general search apps in economic and commercial terms for the purpose of the competition rules.\textsuperscript{1088} This is confirmed by the following:

(1) Google has developed a version of its general search app for iOS and Windows devices and does not make its distribution via the Apple AppStore and Windows Mobile Store subject to anti-fragmentation obligations;

(2) None of the general search service providers listed in Table 5, apart from Google, make the distribution of their general search apps via the Play Store subject to anti-fragmentation obligations; and

(3) The anti-fragmentation obligations cover both devices on which the Play Store and the Google Search app are pre-installed and devices on which the Play Store and the Google Search app are not pre-installed. This confirms that the anti-fragmentation obligations are unrelated to the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app, at least as regards devices on which the Play Store and the Google Search app are not pre-installed.

(1029) In the third place, Google's claim is based on the assumption that anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to protect the Android ecosystem. As discussed in Section

\textsuperscript{1085} See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, pages 131-133, paragraphs 105-110 (Doc ID 7117).


\textsuperscript{1087} Case T-83/91 Tetra Pak v Commission, EU:T:1994:246, para 137.

Third, Google's anti-fragmentation obligations do not simply promote "interoperability" between Google Android devices. They also prevent AFA signatories from selling devices based on competing Android forks (see Sections 6.3.1 and 12.6.3).

12.4. **Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores, and in the national markets for general search services**

As set out in Sections 9.4 and 9.5, the Commission concludes that since 2011, Google holds a dominant position in: (i) the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores; and (ii) each national market for general search services in the EEA.

12.5. **The Play Store and the Google Search app cannot be obtained without entering into the anti-fragmentation obligations**

The Commission concludes that hardware manufacturers cannot obtain the Play Store and the Google Search app without entering into the anti-fragmentation obligations. This is confirmed by the following internal Google documents:

1. An internal email by [Google Executive], dated 17 July 2014: "AFA must always be signed with the MADA and this clearly states that only compatible Android devices can be distributed, regardless of whether GMS is included or not."  
2. An internal email by [Google Executive], dated 11 February 2011: "No support from google without AFA. No access to our [software] without AFA. No GMS agreement without AFA (They want and will need a GMS agreement to enable the low cost project)."  
3. An internal email by [Google Executive], dated 11 February 2011: "I've been discussing with Larry [Page, founder of and at the time CEO at Google] what it means to run mobile at Google. Who develops Android apps is really his decision. But I think everyone understands how the android strategy hinges on us licensing a bundle of google apps in order to [...] stop people from forking android [...]"

Second, Google has acknowledged that it enters into a MADA, which grants a licence to pre-install the Play Store and the Google Search app, only with hardware manufacturers who have entered into the anti-fragmentation obligations. In particular, Google explained that "Adoption of the AFA and baseline compatibility specifications is encouraged by Google through the offering of its own suite of..."
proprietary apps (i.e., the GMS) royalty-free under the Mobile Application Distribution Agreement ("MADA") to OEMs."\(^{1092}\) In addition, Google stated that: "Signing the AFA will make commercial incentives available (while still optional), namely the royalty-free licensing of Google’s proprietary apps under the terms of a MADA."\(^{1093}\)

(1035) Google does not contest these findings.

12.6. Restriction of competition

(1036) The Commission concludes that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations is capable of restricting competition. This is the following reasons:

1. Android forks constitute a credible competitive threat to Google (Section 12.6.1);
2. Google actively monitors compliance with, and enforces, the anti-fragmentation obligations (Section 12.6.2);
3. The anti-fragmentation obligations hinder the development of Android forks (Section 12.6.3);
4. Compatible forks do not constitute a credible competitive threat to Google (Section 12.6.4); and
5. The capability of the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition is reinforced by the unavailability of Google's proprietary APIs to fork developers, which makes it more difficult for Android forks to attract app developers (Section 12.6.5);
6. Google's conduct helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services, deters innovation, and tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers (Section 12.6.6).

(1037) Moreover, the Commission's conclusion that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations is capable of restricting competition is not affected by Google's claims regarding the need for the Commission to consider that licensing in its relevant economic and legal context (Section 12.6.7).

12.6.1. Android forks constitute a credible competitive threat to Google

(1038) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that Android forks constitute a credible competitive threat to Google.

(1039) First, the fact that the source code for AOSP is already available for free\(^{1094}\) means that the investment and time required to fork Android would be lower than the

---

\(^{1092}\) See Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, para. 38 (Doc ID 1584).

\(^{1093}\) See Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, para. 85 (Doc ID 1584). As explained in Section 6.3.2, in some instances, MADAs have been explicitly made conditional upon the respect of the terms in the AFA. In other cases, obligations equivalent to those contained in the AFAs were also included in the MADAs. The validity of the latter was conditional upon compliance with those obligations.

investment and time required to develop a completely new smart mobile OS. For example, Amazon stated that the cost of developing its forked version of Android, Fire OS, has been in the range of "tens of millions of dollars" and Alibaba's Aliyun, which according to Google is a forked version of Android, required [less than 50 million] of investments.

These investments, even if considerable, are significantly less than the investments required to develop an entirely new smart mobile OS. For example, Microsoft stated that: "Total development costs for the modern Windows Phone platform through the end of June 2013 are [in the millions of dollars]. […] Windows Phone 7, Microsoft’s first release of its modern smartphone OS, took more than [0-4] years to develop."

Second, the similarities between Google Android and Android forks mean that many apps can run on Android forks with the need for no or only minor adjustments:

1. Microsoft stated: "If that application exclusively calls APIs that are part of the native AOSP version of Android and also targets the same Android OS version as the fork uses, additional development work should be minimal because most Android forks retain the AOSP APIs."

2. Nokia also stated that approximately half of Google Android apps could work on devices running on its forked version of Android, Nokia X, without any adjustments: "[…] our experience from the launch of the Nokia X line of devices, which ran an OS that was based on AOSP, was that while [approximately 90%] of apps developed for Android could be made to work on Nokia X devices, [approximately half] of these apps required modification for full functionality."

Third, for apps that require additional development for porting (see Section 12.6.5), it is generally easier to port an app from Google Android to an Android fork than to port an app from Google Android to a different smart mobile OS:

1. Rovio Entertainment stated: "Porting an application from one Android fork to another is generally a relatively small effort, taking from a few man-days to a few man-weeks. However, if the target platform is missing some critical feature that is hard to replace, a port might take considerably longer. Porting from Android to a completely different OS, such as iOS, depends very much on how well the application has been insulated from the OS APIs (for example by using middle-ware). The effort will typically be larger than needed for ports between Android forks, ranging from a few man-days to several man-years.
(2) Garmin Ltd. ("Garmin") stated: "The efforts to write or convert an App in a complete different OS (like iOS or WindowsPhone) varies significantly from OS to OS or case by case. In average it consumes 5 times more cost, efforts and resources than a port to an Android fork."\(^{1102}\)

(3) MapQuest stated: "Converting an app for a fork typically requires an additional 5-10% above the cost /time required to develop the app originally for Android. The process is much the same but uses different services. When "converting" to a different operating system, it takes virtually 100% as long as the development time for the original app, because MapQuest builds its apps and features from scratch."\(^{1104}\)

(1043) The Commission's conclusion that Android forks constitute a credible competitive threat to Google is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. no demand exists for licensing "purpose-built"\(^{1105}\) incompatible Android variants such as Amazon Fire OS and Aliyun;\(^{1106}\)
2. Android licensors would have an incentive to ensure full compatibility with Google's CDD and CTS regardless of the AFAs;\(^{1107}\) and
3. "Nokia recognized the commercial value of CDD compliance and worked with us to make the Nokia X compatible, even though Nokia had no AFA obligations."\(^{1108}\)

(1044) First, there was demand from certain OEMs to commercialise devices running Android forks such as Amazon Fire OS and Aliyun. The anti-fragmentation obligations prevented, however, developers of Android forks from satisfying that demand (see Section 12.6.3).

(1045) Second, absent the AFAs, OEMs would not necessarily have an incentive to ensure full compatibility with Google's CDD and CTS.

(1046) In the first place, it is true that Android fork developers have an incentive to limit incompatibilities so as to facilitate the porting by app developers of their apps from Google Android. This is confirmed by the following:

---

1102 See Rovio Entertainment's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 4277).
1103 See Garmin's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 1997).
1104 See MapQuest's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 4503).
1105 Google defines "purpose built" forks as those which "deliberately substitute different APIs and hardware requirements for those the CDD specifies and promote those differences to developers and users." (see Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, page 122, paragraph 75 (Doc ID 7117)).
1106 As examples of these "purpose built" forks, Google refers to Fire OS and Aliyun.
Nokia, which stated that: "Nokia's goal for the AoL project was to employ AOSP based Linux as the primary low and mid-tier OS, to offer Nokia services as opposed to services of the platform owner like Google, and to maximize compatibility between the AOSP OS on Nokia X devices and proprietary Android, such that applications developed for Android would be able to function (as unchanged as possible) on Nokia's devices".\(^1\)

Microsoft, which stated that: "Because OEMs who create Android forks want to make the porting of existing Android applications as easy as possible for third-party developers, OEMs creating Android forks are highly incentivized to retain API compatibility with AOSP Android and their operating systems largely resemble official Android OEM devices (with the exception of Google Play Services support for developers)";\(^2\) and

The fact that, in July 2013, 75% of the apps in the Play Store were compatible with Fire OS,\(^3\) even though, as recognised by Google, Amazon Fire OS is not a compatible fork.

In the second place, however, certain incompatibilities may be desirable as they could allow the creation of innovative features that may be valued by users and app developers. As described in Section 6.2.2.1.I, Google created Android by breaking compatibility with Java.

In the third place, if Android licensors did indeed have an incentive to ensure full compatibility with Google's CDD and CTS regardless of the AFAs, it would have been unnecessary for Google to make the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on hardware manufacturers agreeing to the anti-fragmentation obligations. However, Google itself claims that "AFAs are indispensable for Android to succeed".\(^4\)

Third, contrary to what Google claims, Nokia did not work with Google to make the Nokia X fully compatible with Google's CDD and CTS, even though Nokia had no AFA obligations. Rather, as Nokia explained: "[…] Nokia's assessment at the time of developing the Nokia X devices was that meeting Google's compatibility requirements (and signing the agreements) would have put excessive limitations on Nokia's differentiation intent."\(^5\) Indeed, [information concerning bilateral commercial negotiations and discussions].\(^6\)

**12.6.2. Google actively monitors compliance with, and enforces, the anti-fragmentation obligations**

The Commission concludes that Google actively monitors compliance with, and

---

\(^1\) See Nokia's non-confidential response to the request for information to OEMs of 18 July 2014, paragraph 28 (Doc ID 8231).

\(^2\) See Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 2040).

\(^3\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 4188).


\(^5\) See Nokia's non-confidential response to the request for information of 18 July 2014, paragraph 32 (Doc ID 8231).

\(^6\) See Nokia's non-confidential response to the request for information of 18 July 2014, paragraphs 33-34 (Doc ID 3993): [information concerning bilateral commercial negotiations and discussions].
enforces, the anti-fragmentation obligations.

(1051) First, Google has intervened in a number of cases to enforce compliance with the anti-fragmentation obligations. This is because, in the words of [Google Executive], "Marketing a non-compatible device is literally an act of war in Android-ville."\(^{1115}\)

(1052) For example, at the beginning of 2011, [AFA signatory] launched devices in China based on its own [...] forked version of Android. After "some serious communication with [AFA signatory] team",\(^{1116}\) Google started "pushing hard to ask [AFA signatory] give up their so called [...]"\(^{1117}\) and eventually obtained a commitment from [AFA signatory] to "remove all the non compatible features in the next build".\(^{1118}\)

(1053) In the meantime, Google advised [app developer], one of the most successful games developed for smart mobile devices, to refrain from implementing certain modification to their [...] app requested by [AFA signatory] to ensure compatibility with [...]\(^{1119}\)

(1054) Similarly, in September 2012, "Acer (an AFA signatory) adopted Alibaba’s Aliyun OS which turned out to be a "forked" version of Android"\(^{1120}\) for the launch of the A800 smartphone in China. Upon learning of Acer’s conduct, Google approached Acer requesting clarifications on what it thought was a potential breach of the AFA.\(^{1121}\) In the words of [Google Executive], Acer's reaction was [...]\(^{1122}\) Acer cancelled the upcoming press conference for the launch of the device that was planned to be based on Aliyun, and ultimately abandoned the project.\(^{1123}\) As a reaction, Alibaba publicly stated: "Our partner received notification from Google that if the new product launch with Aliyun went ahead, Google would terminate Android product cooperation and related technical authorization with Acer".\(^{1124}\) Google publicly reacted by stating that: "[Acer has] committed to building one Android platform and to not ship non-compatible Android devices [...] Non-

\(^{1116}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1751-01365).
\(^{1117}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1305-42438).
\(^{1118}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1751-01365).
\(^{1119}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1751-01365).
\(^{1120}\) See Google's response to the complaint by FairSearch, paragraph 91 (Doc ID 1584).
\(^{1121}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1754-355).
\(^{1122}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1754-355).
\(^{1123}\) See Bruce Einhorn, "The Acer Smartphone That Never was" (15 September 2012), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2012-09-13/the-acer-smartphone-that-never-was, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.
compatible versions of Android, like Aliyun, weaken the ecosystem.\footnote{1125}

(1055) Second, Google has terminated, or threatened to terminate, its Android-related agreements with hardware manufacturers that do not comply with the anti-fragmentation obligations.

(1056) A first example was in 2009 when [AFA signatory] sought to include in its AFA wording that would limit the anti-fragmentation obligations. In response, [Google Executive], stated: "I'd like you and [Google executive] (cc'd) [both Google employees] to sit down with them and explain they would be in violation of the [AFA] if they ship an incompatible device, and if they ship ANY non-compatible device then I'd like the GMS license for all devices to terminate."\footnote{1126}

(1057) A second example was in 2011 when [AFA signatory], began to sell devices based on Aliyun OS in China.\footnote{1127} In response, Google contacted [AFA signatory] to remind it of its obligations under the AFA. As described by [Google Executive], "We should work with [AFA signatory] to address the issues, but if they refuse to work with us on this, we should just cut them off. Regardless of whether they knew Alibaba was based on Android, they know now. They need to ensure every Alibaba device they ship is fully compatible. If the devices are not compatible, we'll go through the typical escalation path (myself, [Google Executive]), and if we're unable to reach resolution, we'll have to cut them off." [Google Executive] also made clear that "[…] we cut off the partners who don't fulfill their obligations under our agreements: no GMS, no early access, no technical support -- nothing."\footnote{1128} Eventually, in this case, Google "ended up terminating [AFA signatory] MADA."\footnote{1129}

(1058) A third example was also in 2011 when [AFA signatory] was considering selling a non-compatible device based on a forked version of Android developed by [AFA signatory]. In response, [Google Executive], noted that if [AFA signatory] proceeded, this would be "Probably a good opportunity to set an example on what the consequences are if they chose to ignore protecting compatibility in Android".\footnote{1130} In response, [Google Executive], instructed: "Cut them off if they fragment. Including revoking Gms license."\footnote{1131}

(1059) A fourth example was also in 2011 when Google learned that [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory] were considering manufacturing as ODMs Amazon’s Kindle Fire tablet based on Fire OS. In response, [Google Executive], stated in an internal email:

---

\footnote{1125}{See James Trew, “Google wants 'better compatibility' for Android, Alibaba says 'Aliyun is separate', Acer takes the brunt of it” (15 September 2012), available at \url{http://www.engadget.com/2012/09/15/google-wants-better-compatibility-for-android/}, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.}

\footnote{1126}{Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1760-615).}

\footnote{1127}{See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1370-1585).}

\footnote{1128}{Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1751-1344).}

\footnote{1129}{Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1364-2114).}

\footnote{1130}{Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1305-49014).}

\footnote{1131}{Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1305-49014).}
"I'd suggest we reach out to [AFA signatory] explaining they are in breach and informally to [AFA signatory] to reinforce what compatibility is about. I met the CEO and Chairmen of both companies at a gathering together with Eric [Schmidt, at the time CEO of Google] in [...] last week and both companies were eager to connect with us in general. I predict they know they have reason to worry, but drool over the amazon volumes as the opportunistic ODMs they are."  

(1060) Third, since late 2011, Google has included a clause in the MADAs pursuant to which MADA signatories needed to submit CTS reports to prove device compatibility, even for devices that are not GMS devices, i.e. which do not pre-install any of Google's proprietary apps. Google can use these reports to ensure that no device launched by a MADA signatory is based on a fork.

(1061) Fourth, Google itself informally tests the compatibility of Android devices. For example, in correspondence with Huawei, Google refers to a device built by [AFA signatory] for the [MNO]. [Google Executive], states "We bought this device from a shop [...]. I will check the device with our [AFA signatory], the user agent definitely is not compatible with CDD. This is a very serious issue we will push [AFA signatory] to solve this issue."  

(1062) Fifth, any waiver of the anti-fragmentation obligations is granted sporadically and at Google's full discretion. As confirmed by Google, there is no example of an exempted device which runs on a fork developed by a third party, such as Amazon or Alibaba.

(1063) The Commission's conclusion that Google actively monitors compliance with, and enforces, the anti-fragmentation obligations is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. the language used by Google in its internal and external correspondence simply indicates that Google helps partners to ensure that their devices are compatible and more attractive to developers and users;  

2. OEMs and app developers have confirmed to the Commission that fragmentation is a threat to the Android ecosystem;  

---

1134 See Annex XII attached to [AFA signatory]'s non-confidential response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].
1135 See Google's internal documents submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, email from [Google Executive] of 1 March 2011 (Doc ID 1364-2044) ("we rarely give exemptions"); and email from [Google Executive] of 11 February 2011 (Doc ID 1371-1561) ("This is rather a very serious issue for Google. We treat incompatible devices very seriously and exceptions are rarely given.")
1136 For example, see AFA between Google and [AFA signatory], clause 2.1, "Except as may be specifically authorised by Google in writing and in Google's sole discretion, the following terms shall apply: [...]"
Google objected to [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory] (see recital (1107)) devices because of hardware deficiencies. Moreover, Google exceptionally granted AFA exemptions to [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory] devices.

Moreover, Google approached Acer regarding the latter's intended launch of the A800 smartphone in China based on Alibaba's Aliyun OS because the Aliyun OS is not part of the relevant worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OS;

Google objected to Aliyun devices because they supported pirated versions of Google apps;

even if Google were to monitor and enforce compliance with CDD and CTS, the Commission has failed to identify individual CDD/CTS clauses that would restrict competition or to cite examples in which Google modified such clauses to hinder competition;

not only are CDD and CTS public documents, but Google helps OEMs to comply with CDD and CTS requirements by drafting new CDD releases in response to partner feedback and not retroactively making CDD and CTS more restrictive;

any monitoring and/or enforcement by Google of the anti-fragmentation obligations does not prevent AFA signatories from supplying non-Android devices;

any monitoring and/or enforcement of the anti-fragmentation obligations does not, in any event, prevent fork developers from referencing to Android and using the Android robot.

First, the language used by Google in its internal and external correspondence is suggestive of Google imposing and enforcing the anti-fragmentation obligations rather than of helping partners to ensure that their devices are compatible and more attractive to developers and users (e.g. "Marketing a non-compatible device is literally an act of war in Android-ville"; "we cut off the partners who don't fulfill their obligations under our agreements: no GMS, no early access, no technical

---


See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 141, paragraph 135 and page 144, paragraph 142 (Doc ID 7117).


Second, the fact that certain OEMs and app developers have informed the Commission that fragmentation is a threat to the Android ecosystem does not mean that AFAs are the appropriate means to tackle alleged issues relating to fragmentation.

Google attached to its Response to the Statement of Objections 36 letters from OEMs and app developers supporting Google’s views about the dangers of fragmentation. However the probative value of such letters is limited: 20 out of 36 of the letters are based on an identical template and they were not submitted to the Commission independently by their authors, but through the intermediary of Google. It appears likely that the authors of the 36 letters were influenced by Google when drafting or signing those letters.

Third, Google has not submitted any evidence to support its claim that it objected to [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory] devices because of hardware deficiencies:

1. In the case of [AFA signatory], the email referred to by Google concedes that ”most of the Android app can run on [[device name] devices]”. The alleged hardware deficiencies do not therefore seem to have prevented most of the Android apps from running on [AFA signatory]’s fork.

2. In the case of [AFA signatory], the statement by a Google employee according to which ”our mutual goal is to have all phones be compatible and able to run applications” does not demonstrate that [AFA signatory]’s devices were affected by hardware deficiencies. It rather only explains that, from Google's perspective, [AFA signatory] should have complied with the anti-fragmentation obligations;

3. In the case of [AFA signatory], the correspondence does not demonstrate that [AFA signatory]’s products were affected by hardware deficiencies. It rather suggests that [AFA signatory]’s choices were due to an intention to differentiate its products from other Google Android devices. This is confirmed by statements by [Google Executive] ("I think they understand but are culturally inclined to ignore/believe they can wiggle through an unreasonable exception. […] For the DPF I am not sure what the gap is, they should be able to build it compatibly - but probably commercially chose not to.") and by [Executive] of [AFA signatory]: ("[AFA signatory] needs the function to be different [from] others");

4. In the case of [AFA signatory], Google admits that it did not object to this

---


1150 See Annex I to Google's Response to the SO. See also Google's letter of 27 June 2018, pages 2 and 4 (Doc ID 8949).


device due to hardware deficiencies. Rather, Google objected to it because of a differentiated and customised user interface that was implemented upon request of a MNO, [...] ; and

(5) In the case of [AFA signatory], Google has not submitted any evidence to support its claim that [AFA signatory]'s devices were affected by hardware deficiencies. If anything, the internal correspondence quoted at recital (1107) suggests that [AFA signatory]'s intention was to create a tablet to compete against other Android-based tablets (i.e. to "create anti-Kindle Fire device, e.g. using AOSP code without Google’s approval & Android Compatibility, and building our own services & apps on top of it.")

(1068) Moreover, it is irrelevant that Google exceptionally granted AFA exemptions to [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory] devices as those exemptions were only temporary and were explicitly granted under the condition that [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory] would comply with the anti-fragmentation obligations going forward.1154

(1069) Fourth, the fact that Google approached Acer regarding the latter's intended launch of the A800 smartphone in China based on Alibaba's Aliyun OS is a relevant example of how Google enforces the anti-fragmentation obligations, regardless of the geographic market to which that conduct relates. Moreover, Alibaba had ambitions to develop its Aliyun business across the world, including in the EEA.1155

(1070) Fifth, it is irrelevant that Google objected to Aliyun devices because they supported pirated versions of Google apps. If Google, rightly or wrongly, regarded those devices as infringing its intellectual property rights, it should have pursued those infringements by means of the remedies provided by intellectual property laws and not by means of the anti-fragmentation obligations.

(1071) Sixth, the Commission is not required to identify specific CDD/CTS clauses that restrict competition or to cite examples in which Google modified such clauses to hinder competition. It is sufficient that the Commission has established that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs is capable of restricting competition.

(1072) Moreover, and in any event, Google may change the specific CDD/CTS clauses at any time, given that it has the right to amend them unilaterally.1156

(1073) Seventh, it is irrelevant that: (i) CDD and CTS are public documents; (ii) Google allegedly drafts new CDD releases in response to partner feedback and (iii) Google would not retroactively make CDD and CTS more restrictive. This is for the following reasons:

1. Google has the right to amend the CDD/CTS parameters unilaterally, including, in principle, the right to change these parameters retroactively;1157

2. Google can and does amend in a more restrictive sense CDD and CTS

---

1155 See [...].
1156 See Section 6.3.1.
1157 See Section 6.3.1.
parameters. For example, it has been reported that in the Android Nougat CDD Google introduced stringent requirements concerning user interface\textsuperscript{1158} and graphics;\textsuperscript{1159} and

(3) Google has a wide margin in the interpretation of the parameters defining compatibility. An email dated 6 August 2010 from [Google Executive], stated that: “It’s not like it isn’t obvious to the OEMs that we are using compatibility as a club to make them do things we want, and that just weakens their motivation to be compatible.”\textsuperscript{1160}

(1074) Eighth, it is irrelevant that AFAs allow signatories to supply non-Android devices\textsuperscript{1161} as competing licensable smart mobile OSs do not constitute a credible alternative to Android.\textsuperscript{1162} Google was only able to point to 21 instances of devices pre-installing a licensable smart mobile OS different from Android.\textsuperscript{1163} As of 5 May 2017, approximately a third of those devices have been discontinued.\textsuperscript{1164}

(1075) Ninth, it is irrelevant that fork developers can reference Android and use the Android robot.\textsuperscript{1165} This is because, despite their ability to reference Android and use the Android robot, fork developers are in any event prevented by the anti-fragmentation obligations from finding distribution channels that would enable a rapid scaling up of their operations (see Sections 12.6.3.2 and 12.6.3.3).

12.6.3. The anti-fragmentation obligations hinder the development of Android forks

(1076) The Commission concludes that the anti-fragmentation obligations hinder the development of Android forks in a number of ways.

12.6.3.1. Coverage, duration and scope of the AFAs

(1077) As discussed in Section 6.3.1, Google has concluded AFAs with more than 100 distinct hardware manufacturers, software developers and other entities. The coverage of these agreements is substantial, as all the major players at each level of the smart mobile device supply chain have entered into these agreements.

(1078) Furthermore, the duration of the AFAs is long, and Google requires that AFAs be renewed as soon as the remaining duration of the agreement falls below [0-5] years (see Section 6.3.1).

(1079) In addition, in the case where a hardware manufacturer would be interested in selling even only one GMS device, it would have to commit not to pre-install an Android fork on all other devices.

---

\textsuperscript{1158} See "Sony is not to blame for leaving the Xperia Z3 off the Android Nougat list", available at \url{http://www.xperiablog.net/2016/08/30/sony-is-not-to-blame-for-leaving-the-xperia-z3-off-the-android-nougat-list/}, saved and printed on 13 June 2018.

\textsuperscript{1159} See “Google Forbids OEMs From Customizing Android Nougat’s Notification System”, available at \url{http://wccftech.com/google-nougat-notification-system/}, saved and printed on 10 July 2018.

\textsuperscript{1160} See Google's internal documents submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, email from [Google Executive] of 6 August 2010 (Doc ID 1305-3564).

\textsuperscript{1161} See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 109, paragraphs 32-33 (Doc ID 7117).

\textsuperscript{1162} See Section 9.3.

\textsuperscript{1163} See Appendix 13 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 8303-6).

\textsuperscript{1164} On the basis of public information, this appears to be the case for the following models: Acer Allegro, HP Palm Pre 2, HTC 7 Surround, Samsung Focus, Sharp FX and Dell Venue Pro.

Google does not contest these findings.

The anti-fragmentation obligations prevent developers of Android forks from finding distribution channels that would enable a rapid scaling up of their operations. Such rapid scaling up is important in view of the indirect network effects which characterise smart mobile OSs (see Section 9.3.2).

The most immediate and natural strategy for a developer of an Android fork would be to enter into agreements for the licensing of its fork with OEMs already active in the supply of smart mobile devices. This is because OEMs possess the technical knowledge to develop smart mobile devices, and a recognisable brand in the eyes of users that would increase the likelihood of a successful commercialisation of those devices.

A strategy based on the licensing of a fork and the rapid scaling up of the business would, therefore, constitute a serious competitive threat to Google. As pointed out by [Google Executive], in the context of the opportunity to grant a GMS licence to Cyanogen Inc. ("Cyanogen"), the developer of a compatible fork: "Actually, the more I think about this, [the more] I'm getting nervous. Basically we are allowing a software company to distribute a version of our OS without having to be a hardware manufacturer themselves. Basically, they are operating much like we do, with the goal of getting their software ("unencumbered" by hardware) scaled to as many devices as possible. In some ways doesn't that make them more dangerous than Amazon?"[1166]

The anti-fragmentation obligations prevent, however, the competitive threat of a strategy based on the licensing of a fork and the rapid scaling up of the business from materialising.

An example of this is provided by Alibaba's failure to gain traction outside China, in spite of its ambitions to develop its Aliyun business across the world, including in the EEA.[1167] As discussed in Section 12.6.2, "In September 2012, Google objected to the launch of the intended Acer A800 product incorporating YunOS".[1168] In spite of the wide availability of Aliyun within China, Alibaba has failed to establish a meaningful presence outside China […].[1169]

The Commission's conclusion that the anti-fragmentation obligations prevent developers of Android forks from finding distribution channels that would enable a rapid scaling up of their operations is not affected by Google's claims that:

---

1166 Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1751-1058). Eventually, Google decided not to provide a licence to Cyanogen, despite Cyanogen OS being compatible, and to provide a GMS licence to the hardware manufacturer selling phones based on Cyanogen OS instead, as "We are not comfortable licensing GMS to be distributed as part of other software distributions." See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, email by [Google Executive] of 5 February 2014 (Doc ID 1751-1058).

1167 See […]

1168 See Alibaba's non-confidential response to Question 25.1 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 (Doc ID 6122).

1169 See […].
AFAs are intended to prevent only "corner cutting" by OEMs and not purpose-built incompatible forks.\footnote{1170} While the Commission recognised in the SO that Cyanogen OS is "a competitive threat" to Android, it fails also to recognise that Cyanogen OS, as a compatible fork, is helped, not hindered, by compliance with the CDD and CTS.\footnote{1172} Notwithstanding the anti-fragmentation obligations and the fact that it is "notorious for featuring pirated versions of popular apps"\footnote{1173}, Aliyun has developed a meaningful presence in China.\footnote{1176}

First, as Google acknowledges, the anti-fragmentation obligations actually prevent not only "corner cutting" versions of Android but also purpose-built forks.\footnote{1174} In this regard, Google's alleged intent of preventing "corner cutting" is irrelevant.\footnote{1175}

Second, the Commission did not recognise in the SO that Cyanogen posed "a competitive threat" to Google given that Cyanogen pre-installed Google proprietary apps in its devices and had to comply with the terms set by Google.\footnote{1175} Rather, the Commission simply referred to the development of Cyanogen OS as an example confirming that Google is concerned about strategies based on the licensing of a fork and the rapid scaling up of the business. In any event, as of December 2016 Cyanogen stopped operations and ceased developing Cyanogen OS.\footnote{1176}

Third, it is irrelevant that Aliyun has developed a meaningful presence in China notwithstanding the anti-fragmentation obligations or that Aliyun's devices may be notorious for featuring pirated versions of popular apps.\footnote{1176}

In the first place, as noted in Section 8.2, conditions of competition are different in China.\footnote{1190}

In the second place, as an undertaking in a dominant position, Google is not entitled to take steps on its own initiative to eliminate Aliyun's products which, rightly or wrongly, it considers as featuring pirated versions of popular apps.\footnote{1190}

Another illustration of the fact that the anti-fragmentation obligations prevent developers of Android forks from finding distribution channels that would enable a rapid scaling up of their operations is the example of Fire OS, a forked version of
Android developed by Amazon that is generally considered as a high-quality fork of Android. Google considers Fire OS as an example of "purpose built" Android fork, which "deliberately substitute different APIs and hardware requirements for those the CDD specifies and promote those differences to developers and users."  

(1093) In addition to pre-installing Fire OS on its own branded tablets called "Kindle Fire" and branded smartphones called "Fire phone", Amazon entered into discussions with a number of important OEMs concerning the licensing of Fire OS as of early 2012.

(1094) While those discussions continued throughout the course of 2012-2013, they did not progress because of the concern of the OEMs that selling devices with Fire OS would be a breach of the provisions of their current or soon to be agreed AFAs with Google:

(1) [AFA signatory] showed interest in cooperating with Amazon but expressed concerns about the anti-fragmentation obligations in its AFA. As noted in an internal email of 8 January 2013 from an Amazon employee, "[AFA signatory]: [...] They were forthcoming and open about their concerns. They are interested in pursuing if we can solve for Anti-fragmentation issues. [...] Anti-fragmentation issue: This is the main issue for them. They confirmed they have anti frag agreement for the duration of their Android relationship. They said "We don't want to piss off Google." The negotiations with [AFA signatory] did not progress further.

(2) [AFA signatory] also raised issues related to the anti-fragmentation obligations in its AFA. As noted in an internal email of 10 January 2013 from an Amazon employee, "[AFA signatory] - interested, but stated the anti-fragmentation agreement blocks them from working with us and asked us to get Google to consent" The negotiations with [AFA signatory] did not progress further.

(3) [AFA signatory] showed initial interest in cooperating with Amazon. However, as stated in an email of 10 January 2013 by an Amazon employee, "It's unclear if they signed the AFA but there was definitely an Android-based tablet that showed up in the wild and we heard that [Google Executive] vetoed an Android netbook that went through the full CTS testing." A few days later, in an internal report dated 21 January 2013, it is stated that: "They remain interested in the project, and we will follow up next week in the Bay Area. [AFA signatory] did ask about AFA; we said that we knew of other companies...

---

1179 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).
1180 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).
1181 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 5C in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4069).
1182 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 5C in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4069).
1183 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 5C in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4069).
that were operating outside the AFA and encouraged them not to sign AFA. Separately, [AFA signatory] told [Amazon's persons] that they will be launching 7" and 10" Android tablets in the fall. Given this information, we have some concerns that [AFA signatory] may have already signed the AFA, and [the negotiation team] may not have been aware of this." Eventually, after having confirmed that it had entered into an AFA with Google, [AFA signatory] terminated discussions.

(4) [AFA signatory] engaged in negotiations with Amazon. After a number of negotiation rounds, an employee of [AFA signatory] wrote to Amazon on 22 November 2013: "I actually reviewed the existing Anti- Fragmentation Agreement (AFA) with Google. Unfortunately it seems difficult or impossible to collaborate Fire OS based Phone project with Amazon unless you to clarify not to use any Android assets for Fire Os. If you plan to use Fire Os […], [AFA signatory] can't proceed this project as partner unfortunately. I assume all of Android phone manufactures have same condition." The negotiations with [AFA signatory] did not progress further.

(5) As soon as it was contacted by Amazon, [AFA signatory] replied that the AFA prevented it from working with Amazon.

(6) [AFA signatory] is the company that engaged for the longest period in negotiations with Amazon. As noted in an internal Amazon report: "Early in the [licensing] program we believed there was an opportunity to create a FireOS platform with multiple OEMs building devices powered by FireOS. After talking with the major OEMs ([AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], and [AFA signatory]) it's clear that [AFA signatory] is our best and potentially only co-branded partner. Other tier 1 OEMs are unwilling to risk violating Google’s Anti-Fragmentation Agreement."

Initially, [AFA signatory] reassured Amazon that "they […] are not currently restricted by the Google AFA." However, at a meeting between Google and [AFA signatory] executives on 19 October 2013, Google reminded [AFA signatory] of the anti-fragmentation obligations in its AFA. As stated in an email by [AFA signatory executive], at [AFA signatory], "In my meeting with them [Google Executive], […] they seems quite sensitive on Windows phone and [Amazon] case. For [Amazon], [Google Executive] said they need to pass

---

1184 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 5B in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4069).
1185 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 4 in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4059).
1186 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 5D in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4069).
1189 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 5B in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 4069).
cts test. They are ok not supporting gms but cts compatibility test must have. Otherwise Google will have a big problem with [AFA signatory].”

On 22 October 2013, [Google Executive], said: "[AFA signatory] knows that compatibility is a requirement even when they act as an odm. This has been communicated to [AFA signatory executive] who agreed.”

In an internal email of 24 October 2013, [AFA signatory executive], elaborated on the anti-fragmentation obligations and Google’s interpretation of them and stated: "In general, Google doesn’t want manufacturer to modify Android (although it's an open source) to fit in different platforms […] and Google has its own plan to control the manufacturers for developing Android products”.

[AFA signatory executive], answered: "I assume [AFA signatory executive] and everyone else relevant to [Amazon] developments knows about this and won't be fragmenting Android".

Whilst it is possible that at some point [AFA signatory] had the impression that Amazon wanted to pass the Android compatibility tests, it subsequently became clear to [AFA signatory] that Amazon Fire OS was an Android fork. Nonetheless, [AFA signatory] decided not to raise the issue with Amazon as pointed out in an internal email of […] by [AFA signatory executive]: "[AFA signatory executive] had a meeting with [Amazon] ([Amazon Executive] – who you’ve met a few times) today, and as I suspected they are not planning CTS certification. We need to make sure we discuss this while we’re together to understand what this means and what our next steps are. [AFA signatory executives]– please don’t follow up with [Amazon] right now as [Amazon Executive] antenna was raised when [AFA signatory executive] asked and [Amazon Executive] said asked if "there was anything that [Amazon] should be worried about.”

Amazon’s plan to license its Fire OS was eventually withdrawn before [AFA signatory] could make a final decision.

(1095) The Commission’s conclusion that the anti-fragmentation obligations prevented Amazon from finding distribution channels is not affected by Google’s claims that:

(1) the Commission has brought forward no evidence that the anti-fragmentation obligations caused the failure of Amazon’s efforts to license Fire OS;

---

1190 See [AFA signatory]’s non-confidential Annex […] in response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
1191 See email by [Google Executive] of 22 October 2013, Doc ID 1754-120.
1192 See [AFA signatory]’s non-confidential Annex […] in response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
1193 See [AFA signatory]’s non-confidential Annex […] in response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
1194 See [AFA signatory]’s non-confidential Annex […] in response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
1195 See [AFA signatory]’s non-confidential Annex […] in response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
1196 See Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).
the fact that Amazon’s failure to attract OEMs was not caused by the anti-fragmentation obligations is confirmed by the fact that Amazon was unable to conclude an agreement with two OEMs that had not entered into AFAs;

Amazon failed to license Fire OS for reasons that had nothing to do with the anti-fragmentation obligations, namely: (i) Amazon’s lack of carrier support; (ii) the high price of Amazon own branded devices such as the Fire Phone; (iii) the lack of Google proprietary apps; (iv) the fact that app developers also found Amazon OS unattractive and (v) the fact that Amazon decided on its own volition not to enter negotiations with an OEM that is not listed in recital (1094); and

the Commission has not referred to any example of Amazon trying to license Fire OS after 2013, nor to any exemption request submitted to Google in relation to Fire OS devices. Amazon itself realised that the licensing of Fire OS was a failed business model, as shown by its decision to partner subsequently with BLU and Motorola to launch Google Android devices. 1197

First, the Commission is not required to demonstrate that the anti-fragmentation obligations were the sole cause of the failure of Amazon's efforts to license Fire OS. Moreover, the body of evidence relied on by the Commission, including contemporaneous internal Amazon documents and contemporaneous correspondence between Amazon and OEMs, demonstrates that the anti-fragmentation obligations were an important cause of the failure of Amazon's efforts to license Fire OS. The licensing of Fire OS could have allowed Amazon to build a network of important OEMs, including [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory], [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory]. This would have had a positive impact on the Amazon ecosystem, allowing Amazon to develop better and more efficient OS and apps, capable of competing more effectively with Google proprietary apps. This is confirmed by Amazon’s statements that:

"In the absence of Google's anti-fragmentation agreements with OEMs, [Amazon's attempts to license Fire OS] would almost certainly have achieved a different outcome", 1198 and

Due to the existence of indirect network effects, achieving scale is "absolutely critical" in successfully distributing a smart mobile OS. 1199

Second, the two OEMs that had not entered into AFAs represented a small share of sales of smart mobile devices and were at the time focused on selling devices based on their own smart mobile OS rather than on licensable smart mobile OSs.

Third, Google's claim that Amazon failed to license Fire OS for reasons that had nothing to do with the anti-fragmentation obligations is incorrect.

1197 Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 137, paragraph 126 (Doc ID 7117); Appendix 5 to Google's Response to the Statement of Objections (Doc ID 8302); Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Two, pages 57-58, paragraphs 75-76 (Doc ID 8598); Appendix 1 to Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Two (Doc ID 8599).

1198 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).

1199 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).
In the first place, absent the anti-fragmentation obligations, MNOs could have supported devices based on a licensed version of Fire OS at the same time as the Amazon-branded Fire Phone. Such support is common practice in the industry, as exemplified by the fact that MNOs supported at the same time devices manufactured by Google Android OEMs and the "Google-branded" Nexus models.\(^\text{1200}\)

In the second place, absent the anti-fragmentation obligations, OEMs may have priced devices based on a licensed version of Fire OS lower than the Amazon Fire Phone released in 2014. This is confirmed by the fact that [AFA signatory] and [AFA signatory], which were involved in negotiations with Amazon, were focussed at the time on manufacturing and distributing lower-end Google Android devices.

In the third place, the fact that Amazon devices lacked Google proprietary apps does not mean that users would find them unattractive. Amazon's Kindle Fire tablet based on Fire OS, which also lacks Google proprietary apps, has generally received positive reviews by industry experts.\(^\text{1201}\)

In the fourth place, absent the anti-fragmentation obligations, it is likely that app developers would have found Fire OS even more attractive. This is confirmed by the fact that, notwithstanding the anti-fragmentation obligations, there were approximately [700 000 – 900 000] apps available for Fire OS as of April 2017.\(^\text{1202}\)

In the fifth place, it is irrelevant that Amazon might have decided by its own volition not to enter negotiations with one specific OEM that is not listed in recital (1094). This is because, in any event, that OEM had entered into an AFA, with the result that its commercial behaviour would likely have been affected by the anti-fragmentation obligations.

Fourth, given the anti-fragmentation obligations, it is unsurprising that, after the failure of its attempts to license Fire OS, Amazon chose to devise an alternative strategy to ensure the distribution of its mobile services and launched Google Android devices in cooperation with BLU and Motorola.

The Commission concludes that the AFAs prevent OEMs from developing their own forked version of Android. OEMs would be well-placed to develop an Android fork as some of them are, or have been, active in the development of smart mobile OSs (e.g. Samsung with Tizen). OEMs could therefore use their technical knowledge to develop their own forked versions of Android and either license the forks to third parties or incorporate them in their own smart mobile devices.

---

\(^\text{1200}\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).


\(^\text{1202}\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 2 of the follow up request for information of 11 April 2017 (Doc ID 8276).
For example, in 2012, [AFA signatory] was considering building a tablet based on a forked version of Android. As stated by [AFA signatory executive], there was "some pre-study activity if [AFA signatory] should create anti-Kindle Fire, e.g. using AOSP code without Google's approval & Android Compatibility, and building our own services on top of it." As [AFA signatory] recognised, however, "we [AFA signatory] are also Google licensees. There is a strong concern if we’d violate the agreement by doing Kindle Fire-type product, while doing our Android phone/tablet business as usual." Furthermore, "we cannot make devices based on the Android framework which are not Android Compatible." [AFA signatory] eventually abandoned the project.1204

12.6.3.5. The anti-fragmentation obligations make it more difficult for fork developers to find ODMs willing to manufacture their own branded devices

The Commission concludes that the anti-fragmentation obligations make it more difficult for fork developers to find ODMs willing to manufacture their own branded devices.

If a fork developer is unable to license its fork to OEMs due to the anti-fragmentation obligations, an alternative strategy would be for that developer to resort to an ODM for the manufacturing of self-branded smart mobile devices. As indicated by Amazon, however, "[AFA agreements with ODMs] cause friction in the contracting process and result in critical time delays as partners attempt to work through the business risks of possibly contravening the anti-fragmentation restrictions and facing harsh penalties from Google. Ultimately, the anti-fragmentation agreements force Amazon to pay a higher price, to agree to other contractual concessions, or to assume more risk and expense in the form of providing broad indemnification to partners in order to be able to finalize a deal with a [ODM] partner. Given the importance of time to market in manufacturing smart mobile devices and achieving scale in distributing a mobile OS such as Fire OS, the anti-fragmentation clauses ensure that any potential distributors of forked Android are prevented from becoming credible competitors to Google."1205 (see also Recital (1059)).

The Commission's conclusion that the anti-fragmentation obligations make it more difficult for fork developers to find ODMs willing to manufacture their own branded devices is not affected by Google's claim that ODMs can still cooperate with fork manufacturers, as long as a device is compatible when transferred by an ODM to a firm such as Amazon.1206 This is because the anti-fragmentation obligations still prevent ODMs from selling devices that comply with the requirements set by fork developers, when those requirements are different from those set by Google.

Besides preventing ODMs and OEMs from selling devices running Android forks, the anti-fragmentation obligations create further obstacles that prevent ODMs and OEMs to support Android forks

The Commission concludes that besides preventing ODMs and OEMs from selling

1203 See non-confidential Annex 44 to [AFA signatory]'s response to the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
1204 See [AFA signatory]'s response to the request for information of 5 April 2016 […].
1205 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 29 July 2015 (Doc ID 4063).
devices running Android forks, the anti-fragmentation obligations create further obstacles that prevent ODMs and OEMs to support Android forks.

(1112) First, by preventing chipset manufacturers from pre-installing an Android fork and a set of apps inside the chipsets they supply to OEMs or ODMs, the anti-fragmentation obligations make it more difficult for fork developers to convince ODMs and OEMs to sell devices based on their fork. For example, [Google Executive], stated that assisting [ODM] in achieving full compatibility, with a view to leading them to sign an AFA, "helps to reduce the compatibility issue in China."1207

(1113) Second, the anti-fragmentation obligations prevent OEMs or ODMs from supporting in any other way the development of Android forks, as this would contravene clause 2.1 of the AFA.1208 Such support could include: (i) cooperating in the development of such forks; (ii) providing technical assistance to the fork developer; and (iii) distributing, participating in the creation of, or promoting in any way, an SDK for the development of apps for a fork.

12.6.4. Compatible forks do not constitute a credible competitive threat to Google

(1114) The Commission concludes that compatible forks do not constitute a credible competitive threat to Google.

(1115) On the one hand, in principle, a developer of an Android fork could decide to cooperate with Google and pass the Android compatibility tests in order to avoid facing the restrictions posed by the anti-fragmentation obligations.

(1116) On the other hand, the need to pass the Android compatibility tests would confer on Google a high degree of control over such a compatible fork.1209 This would both make the development of compatible forks commercially less attractive and reduce the likelihood that they would exercise a strong competitive constraint on Google.

(1117) First, it is confirmed by internal Amazon documents and exchanges between Amazon and Google from 2012.

(1118) In an undated internal document (likely to be from 2014) assessing whether the Fire OS should pass the Android compatibility tests, Amazon stated that "Google maintains significant control over the Android ecosystem, which means that there is risk that Google could block our ability to launch a product or a new service. For example, Google may interpret the Mobile Application Distribution Agreement (MADA) and Anti-Fragmentation Agreement (AFA) in ways that disadvantage us. Google also sets the rules for Android compatibility through the Compatibility Test Suite (CTS) and the Compatibility Definition Document (CDD) and it could change CTS or the CDD in ways that negatively impact our devices."1210 This position was reinforced by the fact that, in Amazon's view, entering into an agreement with Google was a "one-way door and could give Google significant leverage over our current and future Android-based device programs".1211

1207 See email by [Google Executive] of 1 September 2011 (Doc ID 1371-00800).
1208 "[COMPANY] will not take any actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android".
1209 See Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
1210 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 2 in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 3942).
1211 See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 2 in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 8166).
Amazon was also concerned that the prospect of having to apply for the Android compatibility tests would have a chilling effect on the development of its fork as "We could be prohibited from developing new categories of devices using "vanilla" AOSP because Google does not have a clear policy on how to handle compatibility on new device categories."\(^{1212}\)

Similar concerns were highlighted by an email by [Amazon Executive], to [Google Executive], in which [Amazon Executive] sent on 25 May 2012 when Amazon was exploring the possibility of entering into Google's compatibility programme: "[exchange between Amazon and Google about Google's compatibility programme]."\(^{1213}\)

In the same email correspondence, [Amazon Executive] explains that: "[exchange between Amazon and Google about Google's compatibility programme]."\(^{1214}\)

Second, it is confirmed by a response to a request for information by Nokia, in which Nokia indicates that its "assessment at the time of developing the Nokia X devices was that meeting Google's compatibility requirements (and signing the agreements) would have put excessive limitations on Nokia's differentiation intent."\(^{1215}\)

Third, it is confirmed by Alibaba, which states that "[information about Aliyun’s development]"\(^{1216}\)

The Commission's conclusion that compatible forks do not constitute a credible competitive threat to Google is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. the anti-fragmentation obligations leave sufficient space for intra-brand competition between different variants of Google Android at the level of smart mobile OS,\(^{1217}\) apps and APIs;\(^{1218}\)

2. Alibaba's statements cannot support the Commission's position given that Alibaba itself considers that Aliyun is not an Android fork;\(^{1219}\) and

3. the anti-fragmentation obligations have not prevented any specific innovation.\(^{1220}\)

First, it is irrelevant that the anti-fragmentation obligations may leave some space for intra-brand competition between different variants of Google Android. This is because it is sufficient that the anti-fragmentation obligations further hinder the maintenance of the degree of competition still existing in the worldwide market.

---

\(^{1212}\) See Amazon's non-confidential Annex 2 in response to the request for information of 28 July 2014 (Doc ID 3942).

\(^{1213}\) See email by [Amazon Executive] to [Google Executive] of 25 May 2012 (Doc ID 1366-31).

\(^{1214}\) See email by [Amazon Executive] to [Google Executive] of 25 May 2012 (Doc ID 1366-31).

\(^{1215}\) See Nokia's non-confidential response to the request for information of 18 July 2014, paragraph 32 (Doc ID 8231).

\(^{1216}\) See Alibaba’s non-confidential response to Question 25.3 of the request for information of 12 June 2013 (Doc ID 6122).


\(^{1219}\) Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Two, page 49, paragraph 43 (Doc ID 8598).

(excluding China) for licensable smart mobile OSs and the national markets for general search services, where competition is already weakened as a result of the very presence of Google on those markets.

Moreover, and in any event, the degree of intra-brand OS competition between different variants of Google Android at the level of smart mobile OSs, apps and APIs is weak.

In the first place, regarding intra-brand competition at the level of smart mobile OSs, Google controls the CDD/CTS parameters and, as such, the degree of variation that a compatible fork may exhibit. For example, Cyanogen stated: "To the best of our knowledge, no mobile OEM has explicitly refrained from entering an agreement with Cyanogen or limited the scope or terminated an agreement with Cyanogen due to requirements imposed by Google, but the OEMs have informally expressed concerns about Google's position and attitude towards Cyanogen and wonder whether Google will change its compatibility requirements to make it more difficult or impossible for a Cyanogen OS device to meet Google's compatibility requirements."  

Moreover, developers of compatible forks such as Cyanogen have not achieved any meaningful commercial success outside of China. For example, in 2016, less than 1 million devices running Cyanogen's version of Android were sold on a worldwide basis (excluding China). In addition, as of December 2016, Cyanogen stopped operations and ceased developing its Cyanogen OS.

In the second place, regarding intra-brand competition at the level of apps and APIs level, such competition is irrelevant for the purposes of assessing the effect of the anti-fragmentation obligations at the level of smart mobile OSs. This is because apps and APIs serve different purposes from smart mobile OSs.

Second, Alibaba's statement at recital (1123) supports the Commission's conclusion that compatible forks do not constitute a credible competitive threat to Google because both the Commission and Google (see recital (408)) consider that Aliyun is an Android fork. In any event, Alibaba's response is provided [...].

Third, in any event, this Decision demonstrates that the anti-fragmentation obligations allowed Google to interfere with the ability of Android fork developers to distribute OSs that presented different and distinctive features (see recitals (1056) to (1059), (1117) to (1123) and (1107)).

The capability of the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition is reinforced by the unavailability of Google's proprietary APIs to fork developers, which makes it more difficult for Android forks to attract app developers.

The Commission concludes that the capability of the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition is reinforced by the unavailability of Google's proprietary APIs to fork developers, which makes it more difficult for Android forks to attract app developers.

---

1221 See Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
1222 See Cyanogen non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 21 September 2015 (Doc ID 5275).
1223 Source: [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
A large number of developers for Google Android make use of Google's proprietary APIs. Given that Google's proprietary APIs are not available to fork developers, app developers wishing to port an app from Google Android to an Android fork have to replace all the APIs linking to Google cloud services. Developers of apps that make use of Google proprietary APIs therefore face additional porting costs to develop apps for forks.

1. According to Opera: "As apps begin to rely more and more on Google's extended set of network APIs that are part of Google's Android but not of Android forks, these apps will not work on Android forks. To the extent these apps are the apps that users desire, the appeal of such forks would be reduced and thus their ability to compete with Google's Android. Opera Software uses the Google Cloud Messaging ("GCM") for synchronization. This API is only available on Google-approved devices. It would be prohibitive for Opera to replace this API on devices made by manufacturers that have not signed up for [Google Play Services]."  

2. According to Facebook: "[…] Porting an app that critically relies on Google cloud services functionality to an AOSP variant without Google cloud services or a comparable framework could be very challenging—despite the "source code similarity" of both operating systems."

3. According to Amazon: "It is difficult to estimate the time and cost involved because it is dependent on the functionality and sophistication of the app, as well as the process the developer used to build the app. On one end of the spectrum, Amazon has seen a simple, map-based app take approximately one week to port from Android to Fire OS. On the other end of the spectrum, Amazon has seen a complex game take seven months to port from Android to Fire OS due to its social features, shared economy and other complex elements. On average, Amazon estimates that it would take 1-2 weeks (plus testing time) per API for a developer to switch from Google Play services APIs for in-app purchasing and device messaging to Amazon’s corresponding APIs and 2-3 weeks (plus testing time) for a developer to switch from Google’s Maps API to Amazon’s Maps API. And these are not one-time investments by the developers. Each time a developer updates an app, it must do additional development work to ensure the updated app works with both the Google and

---

1225 Yandex estimates that approximately 65% of the most popular free Android apps in the Play Store use at least one of Google's proprietary APIs (see Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 2031). In addition, both Yandex and Opera state that Google only permits paid apps to be distributed via the Play Store if they use Google’s in-app billing API, and therefore it can be presumed that all paid apps also use at least that API (see Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 2031), and Opera's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 2133)). Furthermore, almost the totality of the app store providers that responded to the request for information stated that when developing apps for Google Android devices, developers tend to use Google Play Services APIs instead of potentially competing APIs (see responses to Question 25 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores).

1226 See Opera's non-confidential response to Question 10 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 2133).

1227 See Facebook's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 4395).
Amazon APIs and must perform testing on both versions.\textsuperscript{1228}

(1134) The Commission's conclusion that the capability of the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition is reinforced by the unavailability of Google's proprietary APIs to fork developers is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) the Commission's argument that Google's proprietary APIs are essential to a fork’s success undermines its argument that forks constitute a credible competitive threat for Google;\textsuperscript{1229}

(2) many alternative APIs, including from Amazon, are available;\textsuperscript{1230} and

(3) contrary to allegations by certain third parties, Google has never migrated over time APIs from AOSP to Google Play Services.\textsuperscript{1231}

(1135) First, the Commission does not argue that Google's proprietary APIs are essential to a fork's success. Rather, it simply concludes that the unavailability of Google's proprietary APIs on Android forks makes it more difficult for Android forks to attract app developers (see recitals (1132) and (1133)).

(1136) Moreover, and in any event, porting an app from Google Android to a completely different smart mobile OS remains comparatively more difficult than porting an app from Google Android to an Android fork, even taking into account the absence of Google's proprietary APIs on the Android fork. This is for the following reasons:

(1) many apps can run on Android forks with the need for no or only minor adjustments (see recital (1041); and

(2) an app developer porting an app from Google Android to another smart mobile OS would have to overcome not only the potential barriers constituted by the absence of Google's proprietary APIs on that OSs, but also the fact that Google Android and other OSs have different source codes (see recital (1042)).

(1137) Second, the Commission does not argue that alternative APIs, including from Amazon, are not available. Rather, it simply concludes that Google proprietary APIs are commercially important for app developers (see Section 9.4.4). The fact that Amazon developed a complete suite of APIs alternative to Google's is not surprising, given that this was made necessary by the lack of availability of Google proprietary APIs on Android forks.

(1138) Third, Google's claim that it has never migrated APIs from AOSP to Google Play Services is irrelevant. This is because the unavailability of Google's proprietary APIs on Android forks makes it more difficult for Android forks to attract app developers regardless of whether those APIs previously existed on AOSP.

\textsuperscript{1228} See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 29 June 2015 to app developers (Doc ID 4188).

\textsuperscript{1229} See Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 136, paragraph 122 (Doc ID 7117).


\textsuperscript{1231} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Two, pages 60-61, paragraphs 83-86 (Doc ID 8598).
12.6.6. **Google's conduct helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services, deters innovation, and tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers**

(1139) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that the anti-fragmentation obligations maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services, deter innovation, and tend to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers.

(1140) First, by hindering the development of Android forks and eliminating a credible competitive threat to Google Android, Google's conduct helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services. This is because devices based on Android forks can be used by competing general search services as a channel for the distribution of their search apps and services. For example, Amazon on Fire OS devices and Nokia on Nokia X devices pre-installed Bing instead of Google Search. By hindering the development of Android forks, Google raises barriers to the entry or expansion of competing search apps and services and, thus, protects its search advertising revenues.

(1141) Second, the anti-fragmentation obligations reduce the incentives of market participants to develop Android forks providing smart mobile devices with distinctive features and with additional functionalities (see for example recitals (1056) to (1059), (1117) to (1123) and (1107)).

(1142) Third, Google's conduct also tends to harm, directly or indirectly, consumers, who as a result of Google's interference with the normal competitive process may see less choice of smart mobile OSs and general search services. An illustration of this is provided by the example of Fire OS, a forked version of Android developed by Amazon that is generally considered as a high-quality fork of Android and which was prevented from finding distribution channels by the anti-fragmentation obligations (see Section 12.6.3.3).

(1143) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that the anti-fragmentation obligations help Google to maintain and strengthen its dominant position in each national market for general search services is not affected by Google's claims that there remain distribution channels other than Android forks for competing general search services.

(1144) It is irrelevant that there remain distribution channels other than Android forks for competing general search services. This is because it is sufficient that the anti-fragmentation obligations further hinder the maintenance of the degree of competition still existing in national markets for general search services, competition which is already weakened as a result of the very presence of Google on those markets.

(1145) In addition, the anti-fragmentation obligations makes it harder for competing general search services to achieve better distribution on smart mobile devices, which would

---


allow them to gain additional search queries and the respective revenues and data needed to improve their services (see recitals (859), (860) and (1140)).

12.6.7. **Google's claim regarding the need for the Commission to consider its conduct in the relevant economic and legal context**

(1146) Google claims that its conduct is incapable of restricting competition when assessed in its relevant economic and legal context.

(1147) First, assessing whether Google's conduct is capable of restricting competition requires the Commission to demonstrate that "there would have been greater competition absent the impugned conduct" and to "consider in that context, the interactions among different sides of" the Android platform.  

(1148) Second, an assessment of its conduct in the relevant economic and legal context as of 2008 when Google began to enter into AFAs would indicate that "AFAs have not restricted, but promoted, competition".  

(1149) Google's claims are unfounded.

(1150) First, the Commission is not required to demonstrate in a general manner that "there would have been greater competition" absent the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations. Rather, the Commission is required to demonstrate that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations is capable of restricting competition in the relevant markets, namely the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs and the national markets for general search services.

(1151) Second, when assessing the capability of the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition on the relevant markets, the Commission has inter alia analysed whether there could have been greater competition on those markets, absent the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations (see Section 12.6). Regarding the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs, this includes an analysis of the likelihood that certain players, such as Amazon, would have developed and commercialised Android forks in the absence of the conduct (see Sections 12.6.1 to 12.6.3). Regarding the national markets for general search services, this includes an analysis of the general search services pre-installed by competing Android forks (see recital (1140)).

(1152) Third, when assessing the capability of the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition on the relevant markets, the Commission has also taken account of the nature of interactions among the different sides of the Android platform. Regarding the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs, this includes the fact that: (i) the Play Store and the Google Search app cannot be obtained without entering into the anti-fragmentation obligations (see Section 12.5); (ii) many apps can run on Android forks with the need for no or only minor adjustments (see recital

---

1235 Google's letter of 11 June 2018, paragraph 23 (Doc ID 8890).
(1041)); and (iii) for apps that require additional development for porting, it is generally easier to port an app from Google Android to an Android fork than to port an app from Google Android to a different smart mobile OS (see recital (1042)). Regarding the national markets for general search services, this includes the fact that devices based on Android forks can be used by competing general search services as a channel for the distribution of their search apps and services (recital (1140)).

(1153) To the extent, however, that Google's claim about the "interactions among different sides" of the Android platform relates to whether the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations may give rise to benefits on the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs, on the national markets for general search services and/or on other markets, the Commission has assessed and dismissed such a claim in its analysis of objective justification (see Section 12.7).

(1154) Fourth, when assessing the capability of the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations to restrict competition on the worldwide (excluding China) market for licensable smart mobile OSs and the national markets for general search services, the Commission is required to undertake such an assessment as of January 2011, when it concludes that Google became dominant in those markets, not as of 2008 when Google began to enter into AFAs.

12.7. Objective justification and efficiencies

(1155) Google claims that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on hardware manufacturers agreeing to the anti-fragmentation obligations is objectively justified for the following reasons:

(1) the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to ensure the interoperability of the Android ecosystem. Moreover, alternative smart mobile OS providers have more restrictive business models;\footnote{1236}

(2) the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to prevent fragmentation that would be detrimental to the Android ecosystem;\footnote{1237}

(3) the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to protect Google's reputation;\footnote{1238}

(4) the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to prevent OEMs from "cutting corners";

(5) the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to prevent free riding on technical support such as early release of the Android source code or developer boot camps.\footnote{1239}

\footnote{1239} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 145, paragraph 151 (Doc ID 7117) and Appendix 2, page 20 (Doc ID 8303-12).
(6) Google introduced the AFA before it became dominant;
(7) the anti-fragmentation obligations were not meant to be misleading;
(8) the Commission has failed to carry out a balancing of the anti-competitive and
pro-competitive effects of the anti-fragmentation obligations. 1240

(1156) For the reasons set out in recitals (1157) to (1183), the Commission concludes that
Google has not demonstrated that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google
Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations is objectively justified.

(1157) First, Google has not demonstrated that the anti-fragmentation obligations are
necessary to ensure the interoperability of the Android eco-system.

(1158) In the first place, the anti-fragmentation obligations are not limited to promoting
"interoperability" but also prohibit OEMs from supporting through different means
Android forks that could be pre-installed on devices competing with GMS devices
(see Section 12.6.3).

(1159) In the second place, Google profited significantly from the declared open-source
distribution of Android, as can be seen from the slide in Figure 23, included in an
internal presentation to Google’s board of directors by [Google Executive]. 1241

**Figure 23: Google internal document on open source**

**How do we retain control of something we gave away?**

- We credit Android’s rapid adoption to the fact that we made it available under an open source license
- Because of its Apache licensing model, we sent a strong signal that we are not controlling the platform (vs. GPL or dual license model)
- Because Google was historically seen as a threat to operators, giving up control was a key component of operators adopting Android
- This is one reason Android is considered one of the most commercially successful Linux distributions

**Conclusion: Open source reduces friction**

(1160) Against that background, Google cannot now claim that the anti-fragmentation
obligations are necessary to minimise the negative consequences for Google resulting from greater competition from Android forks that are connected to
developing an OS in an open source environment. 1242

(1161) In the third place, it is irrelevant that alternative smart mobile OS providers may have

---

1241 See Google internal presentation by [Google Executive], "Android – Answers to strategy questions for
BOD", 8 October 2010, slide 3 (Doc ID 1790-397).
1242 As noted in an internal presentation by Google, for example, “We don’t work directly in the open for
several reasons (patents, fragmentation, competition...)” (emphasis added) (Google’s internal document
submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, presentation by [Google
Executives] of 30 September 2010 (Doc ID 1348-546)).
more restrictive business models\textsuperscript{1243} as:

(1) Apple, BlackBerry and Microsoft have not decided to adopt an open source business model; and

(2) Android was considered the "most closed" among the open source software reviewed by VisionMobile.\textsuperscript{1244}

(1162) In the fourth place, Google's intention to notify hardware manufacturers of the option to enter into an ACC in place of an AFA confirms that Google could have implemented less restrictive measures than the anti-fragmentation obligations as originally worded.

(1163) Second, Google has not demonstrated that fragmentation would be detrimental to the Android ecosystem.

(1164) In the first place, Google itself contributes significantly to the fragmentation of the Android ecosystem. This is primarily because, as discussed in Section 9.4.4, by preventing fork developers from pre-installing its proprietary APIs, Google Play Services, Google has created an artificial distinction between two categories of Android devices: GMS devices that pre-install Google Play Services and other devices that do not pre-install Google Play Services. This is confirmed by:

(1) A specialised press report, according to which: "[…] the most commonly used version of Android is actually a fork by Google itself."\textsuperscript{1245}

(2) Amazon's statement, according to which: "The 'openness' of Android was one of the key factors that made Android attractive to developers. Google subsequently moved APIs out of open source Android to Google Play services, leading to a significant drop in portability. For example, Google released Google Cloud Messaging for Android in 2012 but then moved it to Google Play services the following year. Since then, all new significant APIs that Google releases are available exclusively through Google Play services. The APIs that remain open source are not updated at the same rate as the corresponding closed source versions. For example, open source Android contains an early version of the Location API that has not been updated to match the more feature-rich Google Play services version. As a result, an app using the open source version of the Location API would offer lower-quality location-based services that consume more battery power than one using the Location API available through Google Play services, an option no developer would choose when given both as options. And apps using the Google Play services version of the Location API will not work on forked versions of Android without modification. […]. Having secured the successful adoption of the Google Android OS, the Google Play app store, and the Google Mobile

\textsuperscript{1243} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, pages 118-119, paragraphs 57-61 (Doc ID 7117).

\textsuperscript{1244} See "Open Governance Index- Measuring the true openness of open source projects from Android to Webkit" (July 2011), page 16, available at \url{http://www.visionmobile.com/product/open-governance-index/}, printed and saved on 11 April 2016.

Services ("GMS") app suite by effectively all OEMs and developers, Google is taking more and more steps to create a closed ecosystem, despite its assertions of an open ecosystem.”

(3) Nokia's statement, according to which: "Google itself has contributed to its fragmentation by releasing two separate versions of the OS: AOSP and Android OS, as well as releasing such a great number of different successive versions of Android OS, which Google develops in secret, which is unlike common practice in open source software development."

(4) Opera's statement, according to which: "Android is additionally prone to fragmentation when the Google proprietary network APIs that are part of GPS are not supported on forks of the open-source components of Android. Therefore, apps designed to run on Google's Android and making use of Google's proprietary network APIs do not run on the Android forks that do not include the proprietary APIs."

(5) Yandex's statement, according to which: "[...] an example of this form of fragmentation would be the creation of AOSP-based mobile devices without access to the APIs contained in GPS. This type of fragmentation is caused by Google’s approach to distributing its APIs only within a single package, which is available to device manufacturers only if they pre-install GPS on the device (for more details, please see above). Absent these APIs, such applications will simply not operate —despite the similarity of the source code — even on a pure AOSP-based device."

(1165) In the second place, "fragmentation" can be a source of competition and innovative products, as confirmed by the fact that Google itself created Android by breaking compatibility with Sun Microsystem's Java.
The fact that fragmentation can bring significant benefits is also confirmed by third-party respondents to requests for information:

1. EA, which stated: "The development of Android forks has provided consumers with more choice and in our view the impact on the fragmentation of the Android ecosystem benefits consumers as a result."\(^{1251}\)

2. Yandex, which stated: "Whilst the development of Android forks certainly has an impact on the fragmentation of the Android ecosystem in terms of additional development being required to adapt applications for various versions of the OS, the benefits of fragmentation outweigh the downsides. The creation of forked versions of the Android OS promotes innovation, provides consumers with a wider choice of mobile devices suitable for their needs and ensures that device manufacturers have optionality to make their device stand out from the competition by incorporating innovative features that might have been rejected by the owner of the source code for the original OS."\(^{1252}\)

3. Nokia, which stated: "The impact [of Android forks] is merely on fragmenting the commercial ecosystem – not so the technical compatibility."\(^{1253}\)

4. Skyhook, which stated: "The availability of Android forks is important to Skyhook’s business, as the proliferation of alternative operating systems made about interoperability. This change in course is not surprising given the unrebutted evidence that Google specifically designed Android to be incompatible with the Java platform and not allow for interoperability with Java programs."

\(^{1251}\) See EA Swiss Sarl’s non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 2043).

\(^{1252}\) See Yandex’s non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 2031).

\(^{1253}\) See Nokia’s non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 4360).
increases the markets into which Skyhook can offer its location services."

(5) Opera, which stated: "Android forks have certainly increased the level of fragmentation in the Android ecosystem. Two identical devices, one running a Google-approved version of Android including GPS, and another running a version of Android without GPS, will offer different APIs for applications. Also, the two devices may offer access to different search engines and pre-installed applications. As such, fragmentation allows a greater variety of devices and may allow some competition to occur."  

(6) Amazon, which stated: "Android forks should be a positive development for the community and end users, and should be allowed to evolve and flourish without Google throttling their development by the imposition of wide-sweeping restrictions. If allowed to develop, Android forks increase the diversity of standalone operating systems, features, and functionality, thereby conferring a broad range of benefits on developers and users, including a greater diversity and flexibility in device functionality, and consequently increased ability to cater services to a wider range of mobile devices and users."  

(1167) In the third place, Google has never defined precisely what "fragmentation" as referred to in the AFAs means. Whilst the obligation to sell only compatible devices could be interpreted in light of the CDD and CTS compatibility requirement, the same cannot be said for the AFA clause according to which "[COMPANY] will not take any actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android".  

(1168) The fact that Google has never defined the concept of fragmentation is confirmed by an internal Google document and third-party respondents to requests for information:  

(1) [Google Executive], stated in internal correspondence: "We will not and cannot define fragmentation. Unless [Google Executive] wants to define it (which I doubt), we need to leave the language [of the AFA] as is."  

(2) Sony's stated that: "The term "fragmentation" is not defined in the AFA, and Google may change its interpretation of "fragmentation" at any time and in its sole discretion."  

(3) Asus stated that "The definition and scope of Anti-Fragmentation in ASUS’ AFA (Document 7) with Google were vague. Google simply stipulated in the AFA entered into by and between ASUS and Google on March 4th, 2011 that ASUS will not take any actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of  

1254 See Skyhook's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 2114).  
1255 See Opera's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 2133).  
1256 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 4188).  
1257 In any event, Google maintains a large margin of discretion in the interpretation of these requirements (see recital (163)).  
1258 See Section 6.3.1.  
1260 See Sony's non-confidential response to Question 44 of the request for information to OEMs of 17 July 2014 (Doc ID 8289).
Android. However, they failed to make any further interpretation of what may constitute "fragmentation" of Android.”

(4) Amazon stated that "There is no clear definition of the term "fragmentation" in the context of open source mobile operating systems. [...] The concept of "fragmentation" and the corresponding prohibition against "anti-fragmentation" in the context of open source mobile operating systems seem to be a commercial concept that Google has constructed largely to control how open source Android can be commercialized by its competitors. [...] Google does not provide any explanation or specific example of what constitutes fragmentation".

(5) Nokia stated that "Interestingly, Google does not itself give a definition of fragmentation. Google’s AFA prohibits any "actions that may cause or result in the fragmentation of Android [OS]", but fragmentation remains undefined in the AFA”.

(1169) In the fourth place, as discussed in Section 12.6.1, one of the benefits of developing an Android fork instead of a full-fledged alternative smart mobile OS would be to have access to the wide pool of apps developed for Google Android. As such, fork developers have an incentive to minimize incompatibilities.

(1170) In the fifth place, Android fork developers would have an incentive to set up credible and efficient systems to ensure the correct functioning of apps on devices running their Android fork. Amazon, for example, has invested significant resources in ensuring a high level of quality across the apps developed for Fire OS.

(1171) In the sixth place, as regards Google's claims of technical failures on Amazon devices and in Asia:

(1) Google cites only one example of a technical failure related to Amazon Fire OS devices across the [700 000 – 900 000] apps developed for the Fire OS. This is negligible both in absolute terms and relative to the instances of technical failures reported in relation to Google Android devices; and

---

1261 See Asus' non-confidential response to Question 44 of the request for information to OEMs of 17 July 2014 (Doc ID 3703).

1262 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 14 of the request for information to app developers of 29 June 2015 (Doc ID 4188).

1263 See Nokia's non-confidential response to Question 14 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4360).

1264 See Amazon's non-confidential response to Questions 4 and 8 of the request for information of 21 October 2015 on app stores (Doc ID 4067) and Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 9 March 2017 (Doc ID 8247).


1266 See Amazon’s non-confidential response to Question 2 of the follow up request for information of 11 April 2017 (Doc ID 8276).

1267 For example, certain Android devices were found transmitting owners' personal data to a server in China (see "Secret Back Door in Some U.S. Phones Sent Data to China, Analysts Say" (15 November 2016), available at https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/16/us/politics/china-phones-software-security.html? r=0, printed and saved on 13 June 2017). In addition, common Android technical flaws recently found include: "QuadRooter", which affects devices incorporating Qualcomm chipsets running Android versions 4.3 and earlier and allows low-privileged apps to access sensitive data by invoking permissions that are requested by millions of apps available in the Play Store (see "Critical Qualcomm security bug leaves many phones open to attack" (5 May 2016), available at...
(2) The fact that devices sold in Asia have a relatively higher rate of technical failure than devices sold in Europe and the US may depend on several reasons that are independent from Google's claim\textsuperscript{1268} that AFA coverage is allegedly lower in Asia because of the following:

(1) According to Google's data,\textsuperscript{1269} devices in Europe have a higher failure rate than the US ([30-40]\% vs [20-30]\%), despite AFAs covering both Europe and the US (see Section 6.3.1);

(2) Google has not substantiated its claim that OEMs "largely" do not sign AFAs in "Asia". It is only in China that certain OEMs do not seem to have signed AFAs (see Section 8.3); and

(3) In any event, OEMs such as Huawei, Lenovo, Xiaomi and ZTE, which represent the large majority of devices sold in China (see recital (447)), have entered into AFAs that cover and are enforced for devices sold in China.

(1172) Third, Google has not demonstrated that the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary to protect its reputation.

(1173) In the first place, users of devices running Android forks cannot access Google proprietary apps, given that Google only enters into MADAs with OEMs that commit not to sell Android forks. As such, in the absence of any Google trademark associated with devices running Android forks, there is no basis for users to attribute to Google the responsibility for any technical failures of those devices. Thus, while there may be an objective justification for Google to have in place a reasonable, fair and objective programme for the verification of GMS devices, with a view to ensuring the quality and uniformity of the user experience and the correct functioning of its proprietary apps, there is no such justification for Google's interference with the freedom of OEMs to sell devices based on Android forks that do not pre-install Google proprietary apps.

(1174) In the second place, any scope for confusion between GMS devices and devices running Android forks is reduced by the fact that the use of the "Android" name, logo and custom typeface is limited by Google's branding guidelines, which for example provide that:

(1) unless expressly authorised by Google through written agreement, the Android logo and custom typeface may not be used (with or without the Android robot);

---

\textsuperscript{1268} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 127 (Doc ID 7117).

\textsuperscript{1269} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Three, page 127, paragraph 89 (Doc ID 7117).
the use of "Android" on hardware, packaging or marketing materials of device is restricted to Google Android devices only; and

"Android" should never be used in the name of products or as the primary or dominant mark on packaging or devices.\(^{1270}\)

In the third place, to the extent that there would remain scope for confusion between GMS devices and devices running Android forks, Google could put in place revised policies of licensing its "Android" and "Android compatible" trademarks for use on devices meeting the CDD and CTS. Google could also unilaterally decide to use the "Google" brand to identify those devices that are meeting the CDD and CTS or pre-install Google proprietary apps.

Moreover, the MADAs already contain mandatory branding requirements that leave significant discretion to Google and that need to be fully implemented by OEMs. For example, the MADAs mandate OEMs to show, upon device boot, an Android brand feature or Google trademark, to be determined by Google in its sole discretion.\(^{1271}\)

Fourth, Google has not demonstrated that the anti-fragmentation obligations are limited to prevent "corner cutting". On the contrary, and as acknowledged by Google,\(^{1272}\) the anti-fragmentation obligations also prevent the commercialisation of Android forks, which could constitute a competitive threat to Google.\(^{1273}\)

Fifth, Google has not demonstrated that the AFAs are necessary to prevent free riding on technical support such as early release of the Android source code or developer boot camps.

In the first place, it is inherent to open source software that information related to it can be used to develop forked versions of that software.

In the second place, Google could identify and address any unauthorised disclosure of information pertaining to pre-release versions of Android. This is because [Google commercial practice].\(^{1274}\)

In the third place, mere technical support such as "developer boot camps" that Google offers OEMs cannot justify the imposition of a blanket ban against the commercialisation of Android forks. Google could address any free riding on technical support provided at developer boot camps by less restrictive measures such as contractual non-disclosure obligations that could be limited to the information obtained during developer boot camps.

Sixth, it is irrelevant for the purposes of assessing the existence of an objective justification that Google introduced the anti-fragmentation obligations before it was dominant or that the anti-fragmentation obligations may not have been meant to mislead. These factors are incapable of altering the fact that the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations as

---


\(^{1271}\) See for example MADA between Google and [MADA signatory] of […] March 2014, clause 3.3.g. […]


\(^{1273}\) See Section 12.6.1.

\(^{1274}\) See Annex Q.22 to Google’s response to the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7793).
of 2011 is not objectively justified.

(1183) Seventh, the Commission is not required to carry out a balancing of the anti-competitive and pro-competitive effects of those obligations because Google has not demonstrated that the anti-fragmentation obligations are necessary.

12.8. Google's intention to notify hardware manufacturers of the option to enter into an ACC in place of an AFA

(1184) The Commission concludes that Google's intention to notify hardware manufacturers of the option to enter into an ACC in place of an AFA does not alter the fact that Google still makes the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on hardware manufacturers agreeing to the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs.\textsuperscript{1275}

(1185) First, while the ACCs would allow OEMs to manufacture Android incompatible devices under a third party brand and AFA signatories to supply components for incorporation in Android incompatible devices under a third party brand, it would still not allow OEMs to manufacture Android incompatible devices under their own brand (alone or in conjunction with the brand of the Android fork developer).

(1186) Second, and in any event, as of the date of the adoption of this Decision, Google has not submitted any evidence regarding the number of hardware manufacturers that it has notified of the option to enter into an ACC or how many hardware manufacturers have exercised that option.

12.9. Duration of the infringement

(1187) The Commission concludes that the start date of the infringement is 1 January 2011, the date as of which the Commission concludes that Google is dominant in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services. The infringement is still ongoing.

13. Abuse of Google's dominant position: Portfolio-based revenue share payments conditional on the pre-installation of no competing general search service

13.1. Principles

(1188) An undertaking which is in a dominant position on a market and ties purchasers – even if it does so at their request – by an obligation or promise on their part to obtain all or most of their requirements exclusively from that undertaking, abuses its dominant position within the meaning of Article 102 of the Treaty and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement, whether the obligation is stipulated without further qualification or whether it is undertaken in consideration of the grant of a rebate or payment. The same applies if the undertaking in question, without tying the purchasers by a formal obligation, applies, either under the terms of agreements concluded with these purchasers or unilaterally, a system of loyalty rebates or payments, that is to say, discounts or payments conditional on the customer's obtaining all or most of its requirements — whether the quantity of its purchases be large or small — from the undertaking in a dominant position ("exclusivity rebates" or "exclusivity

\textsuperscript{1275} See Section 6.3.1.
Exclusivity payments are therefore presumed to constitute an abuse of dominant position within the meaning of Article 102 of the Treaty and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement.\textsuperscript{1276}

Where, however, the dominant undertaking concerned seeks to rebut the presumption of abuse by submitting, during the administrative procedure, on the basis of supporting evidence, that its exclusivity payments were not capable of restricting competition and, in particular, of producing the alleged foreclosure effects,\textsuperscript{1278} the Commission is not only required to analyse, first, the extent of the undertaking’s dominant position on the relevant market and, secondly, the share of the market covered by the exclusivity payments, as well as the conditions and arrangements for granting the payments in question, their duration and their amount, it is also required to assess the possible existence of a strategy aiming to exclude competitors that are at least as efficient as the dominant undertaking from the market.\textsuperscript{1279}

The analysis of the capacity to foreclose is also relevant in assessing whether a system of exclusivity payments which, in principle, falls within the scope of the prohibition laid down in Article 102 of the Treaty and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement, may be objectively justified.\textsuperscript{1280}

The exclusionary effect arising from such exclusivity payments, which is disadvantageous for competition, may be counterbalanced, or outweighed, by advantages in terms of efficiency which also benefit the consumer.\textsuperscript{1281} That balancing of the favourable and unfavourable effects of exclusivity payments on competition can be carried out only after an analysis of the intrinsic capacity of those payments to foreclose competitors which are at least as efficient as the dominant undertaking.\textsuperscript{1282}

13.2. Summary of the abusive conduct

The Commission concludes that between 1 January 2011 and 31 March 2014, Google abused its dominant position in the national markets for general search services by granting revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-install no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio.

This conclusion is based on the following considerations:

1. Google’s portfolio-based revenue share payments constituted exclusivity payments (Section 13.3); and
2. the presumption that the grant of such exclusivity payments constitutes an

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1276} Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 89; Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 137.
\item \textsuperscript{1277} Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 89; Case C-23/14 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2015:651, paragraph 27.
\item \textsuperscript{1278} Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 138.
\item \textsuperscript{1279} Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 139.
\item \textsuperscript{1280} Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 140.
\item \textsuperscript{1281} Case C-95/04 P British Airways, EU:C:2007:166, paragraphs 85 and 86; Case C-209/10 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2012:172, paragraphs 40 and 41; Case C-23/14 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, EU:C:2015:651, paragraphs 47 and 48; Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 140.
\item \textsuperscript{1282} Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 140.
\end{itemize}
The abuse of dominant position is borne out in the circumstances of the present case by the Commission's analysis of the capability of Google’s portfolio-based revenue share payments to restrict competition (Section 13.4).

The Commission further concludes that Google has not demonstrated the existence of any objective justification for the grant of portfolio-based revenue share payments, nor that those payments were counterbalanced or outweighed by advantages in terms of efficiency that also benefit the consumer (Section 13.5).

**13.3. Google’s portfolio-based revenue share payments constituted exclusivity payments**

Between at least 1 January 2011 and 31 March 2014, Google granted payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-installed no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio. With the exception of the agreement between Google and [revenue share partner], the agreed portfolio consisted of at least all GMS devices.

As a result, if an OEM or MNO had pre-installed a competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio, it would have had to forego the revenue share payments not only for that particular device but also for all the other devices in that portfolio.1283

In the case of all OEMs to whom Google granted portfolio-based revenue share payments, the number of non-GMS devices outside the agreed portfolio was small and mostly included devices running on Windows Phone.1284 [Revenue share partner] had the lowest share of devices running on Google Android1285 of [85-90]%. The portfolio-based revenue share payments made by Google to OEMs except for [revenue share partner] were therefore conditioned on the OEMs obtaining from Google all of their requirements for general search services on an important segment of smart mobile devices, which in turn also constituted all or almost all of their requirements for general search services on smart mobile devices.

In the case of [revenue share partner], the portfolio-based revenue share payments were conditioned on [revenue share partner] obtaining from Google all of its requirements for general search services on Wi-Fi only tablet devices with a screen size of 7” or more, which represented [50-60%] and [70-80%] of [revenue share partner]’s Google Android devices in 2012 and 2013, respectively.1286

In the case of all MNOs to whom Google granted portfolio-based revenue share payments, GMS devices were sold alongside other smart mobile devices, including

---

1283 See e.g. [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 20 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

1284 See Annex 6 to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 29 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […]; [revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 29 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […]; [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 29 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […]; Annex 4 to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 29 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […]; Annex 29 to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 29 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

1285 Practically all Google Android devices sold by these OEMs outside China were GMS devices (see footnote 436).

1286 […] attached to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 27 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
devices running Windows Phone and iOS. The portfolio-based revenue share payments were therefore conditioned on the MNOs obtaining from Google all their requirements for pre-installed general search services on devices in the agreed portfolio, which constitutes an important segment of smart mobile devices.

(1200) Google’s internal documents confirm that the purpose of the portfolio-based revenue share payments was to ensure that OEMs and MNOs obtained from Google all of their requirements for general search services on the devices included in their agreed portfolio. This purpose was clearly spelt out in an internal conversation in 2011 relating to the negotiation of a revenue share agreement between Google and [MNO]:

(1) [Google Executive], explained the following: "Non-duplication of services is the same as exclusivity as long as it applies across *all* devices (or all Android devices).[…] I think this approach is really important otherwise Bing or Yahoo can come and steal away our Android search distribution at any time, thus removing the value of entering into contracts with them. Our philosophy is that we are paying revenue share *in return for* exclusivity."

(2) [Google Executive] the Google employee negotiating the contracts with European MNOs, replied "If it's too constraining, they might prefer not to sign anything. But I get your point.

(3) In response, [Google Executive], explained to her that "The exclusive across all the android search entry points is very strategic to mobile search, the nightmare scenario is for [Microsoft] (or others) to come and scoop us by simply paying more, we know they have shown an appetite to do this in the past and will likely do so again to gain traction, as such. [Google Executive's] suggested approach is much preferred if possible, this also sets the desired precedent going forward for other android partnerships in your region."

(4) Finally, [Google Executive] added "America Movil, Verizon, and AT&T were all examples of large carriers that wanted to ship without Google […] and did. AT&T shipped Yahoo on Android phones. Verizon shipped Bing. America Movil shipped Yahoo. We need to incentivize carriers to ship Google by using the same approach we at Google have used for many years: "We will pay you revenue share in return for exclusive default placement". This contract is an exchange. Without the exclusivity, we are not "getting" anything. Without an exclusive search deal, a large carrier can and will ship alternatives to Google (as seen with Verizon, AT&T, and America Movil). […] Our philosophy is that we are paying revenue share *in return for* exclusivity."

(1201) Google’s internal documents also confirm that Google was aware that its portfolio-based revenue share payments may give rise to antitrust concerns. In 2013-2014, following an "antitrust risk analysis" Google amended its portfolio-based revenue share agreements in "countries/markets where [its] search share and that of Android are high and where [it] faces an aggressive antitrust regulator and/or active complainants". This amendment resulted in the carve-out of the Union and the


1288 Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1753-683).
Republic of Korea of the territorial scope of the portfolio-based revenue share payments.

(1202) The Commission's conclusion that the portfolio-based revenue share payments constituted exclusivity payments is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. OEMs and MNOs are not customers of general search services that have a requirement which is exclusively fulfilled by Google;

2. Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments did not constitute exclusivity payments because users could access competing general search services on devices by downloading competing general search service apps or through mobile web browsers; and

3. only a small portion of general search queries that originated from Google Android devices were covered by portfolio-based revenue share agreements.

(1203) First, OEMs and MNOs do have requirements for general search services insofar as they provide users with smart mobile devices that offer general search service functionalities.

(1204) Second, the conclusion that the portfolio-based revenue share payments constitute exclusivity payments does not depend on whether users could access competing general search services by downloading competing general search service apps or through mobile web browsers. This is because had an OEM or MNO pre-installed a competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio, it would have had to forego the revenue share payments not only for all the general search queries on that particular device but also on all the other devices in that portfolio.

(1205) Third, Google's claim that only a small portion of general search queries that originated from Google Android devices were covered by portfolio-based revenue share agreements is in effect a challenge to the Commission's assessment of the capability of the portfolio-based revenue share payments to restrict competition and is addressed in Section 13.4.2.

13.4. **Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments were capable of restricting competition**

(1206) The presumption that Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments constituted an abuse of a dominant position is borne out in the circumstances of the present case by the Commission's analysis of the capability of Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments to restrict competition. This is for the following reasons:

1. Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments reduced the incentives of OEMs and MNOs to pre-install competing general search services (Section 13.4.1);

2. Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments made access to the national markets for general search services more difficult (Section 13.4.2); and

3. Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments deterred innovation (Section 13.4.3).

---

As part of this assessment, the Commission has *inter alia* assessed and taken into account: (i) the extent of Google's dominant position on the national markets for general search services (see Section 9.5), (ii) the share of the general search services in the EEA covered by the portfolio-based revenue share payments (see Section 13.4.2), and (iii) the conditions and arrangements for Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments, as well as their duration and amount (see Sections 6.3.3 and 13.3).

### 13.4.1. Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments reduced the incentives of OEMs and MNOs to pre-install competing general search services

Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments reduced the incentives of OEMs and MNOs to pre-install competing general search services. This is for the following reasons:

1. Absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices (see Section 13.4.1.1);
2. A competing general search service could not have matched Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs (see Section 13.4.1.2); and
3. The portfolio-based revenue share payments were one cause of the OEMs and MNOs refraining from pre-installing competing general search services on their Google Android devices (see Section 13.4.1.3).

Given that the MADAs were in place during the whole duration of Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments, the Commission's analysis of the capability of the portfolio-based revenue share payments to restrict competition takes account of the requirement under the MADAs that Google Search is pre-installed on all GMS devices.

Given that practically all Google Android devices sold outside China are GMS devices, this requirement under the MADA meant that the most that a competing general search service could achieve on a Google Android device of an OEM or MNO that received portfolio-based revenue share payments was that its general search service was pre-installed in addition to Google Search.

### 13.4.1.1. Absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices

For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that, absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices.

First, competing general search services would have had an interest to offer revenue shares or other monetary compensation in return for pre-installation:

1. As Google has acknowledged, "OEMs and MNOs often look for opportunities to generate additional revenues beyond device sales. These opportunities include monetizing the available screen space of devices by offering exclusive preinstallation to various app developers. Just as supermarkets sell (premium) shelf space to suppliers, so, too, do OEMs and MNOs seek to generate additional revenues by monetizing the 'real estate' of the smartphone's screen."
Monetizing this space enables OEMs and MNOs to generate additional revenues that can be used, among others, to invest in their devices or to drive down device prices to the benefit of end users, further promoting competition.”

(2) In an internal discussion, [Google Executive] explained that "America Movil, Verizon, and AT&T were all examples of large carriers that wanted to ship without Google [...] and did. AT&T shipped Yahoo on Android phones. Verizon shipped Bing. America Movil shipped Yahoo. [...] Without an exclusive search deal, a large carrier can and will ship alternatives to Google (as seen with Verizon, AT&T, and America Movil). [...] Our philosophy is that we are paying revenue share *in return for* exclusivity.”

(1213) Second, OEMs and MNOs may have wanted to offer differentiated products and improve user experience. For example, OEMs and MNOs may have wanted to pre-install different general search services because certain services have a more focused offering in a particular language (e.g. Seznam) or target a specific group of users that devote more attention to certain issues such as privacy (e.g. DuckDuckGo, Qwant), ease of search (e.g. Kikin’s "Touch-to-Search" functionality) or lack of adult content (e.g. Qwant Junior). This was confirmed by [Google Executive], in an internal discussion in 2007 about Google’s distribution agreement with Apple: "I think we should encourage them to have Yahoo as a choice in the pull down or some other easy option. I don’t think it is a good user experience nor the optics is great for us to be the only provider in the browser.” [Google Executive], responded "I agree [Google Executive].”

(1214) Third, the pre-installation of competing general search services alongside Google would have increased the traffic to those services:

(1) According to Yahoo, it "expects that traffic generated by its search services would be higher if its search services were preinstalled than if not preinstalled, regardless of whether Google’s search engine is also preinstalled on the same device.”

(2) According to Qwant, "A pre-installation […] will likely highly increase our traffic.”

(3) According to Microsoft, at the end of 2008, it signed a pre-installation

---

1290 Google’s response to the complaint by Yandex, paragraph 36 (Doc ID 2118).
1292 Seznam’s non-confidential response to Question 8 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 4561).
1293 See ”DuckDuckGo Privacy”, available at https://duckduckgo.com/privacy, printed and saved on 14 April 2016; ”Your privacy and Qwant”, available at https://www.qwant.com/privacy, printed and saved on 14 April 2016; and ”Kikin’s ‘touch to search’ service set for Android debut on the Vodafone Smart Tab II” available at http://blog.vodafone.co.uk/2013/02/18/kikins-touch-to-search, printed and saved on 14 April 2016.
1295 Yahoo’s non-confidential response to Question 10 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 3411).
1296 Qwant’s non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 3236).
agreement with Verizon pursuant to which, in the US in 2010 and 2011, its general search service was pre-installed alongside the Google Search service on six models of Google Android devices.\textsuperscript{1297} Contrary to Google's claim that the evolution of Bing shares from January 2009 in the US does not show any significant increase,\textsuperscript{1298} during the two years in which the agreement was in force, Bing’s share of general search queries on smart mobile devices in the US increased from approximately zero in 2009 to approximately 1.5% in December 2011.\textsuperscript{1299} Moreover, as explained in recital (789)(8), the traffic resulting from Microsoft's agreement with Verizon covering only six phones accounted for [15-25]% of the entire volume of mobile general search queries to Bing in the US in 2010 and 2011.

(4) According to Yandex, "The traffic difference between situations where a search engine is not pre-installed and where it is pre-installed as a secondary search engine (i.e., without being the default search engine) can be up to a factor of 2-3, especially for the markets where the search engine's brand is already widely known."\textsuperscript{1300}

(5) According to Seznam, it made significant efforts to achieve pre-installation deals with various players in the market, without success: "We have been trying to establish cooperation with mobile operators for seven years. Negotiations have been ongoing with all operators, focusing on offers of cooperation in the distribution of our mobile services and search services, subsequently joined by mobile applications. We communicate at all levels, i.e. product – sale – hardware/distribution. We are seeking the opportunity to distribute our own mobile services and applications by way of preinstallation in mobile devices (Android mobiles and tablets […])."\textsuperscript{1301}

(1215) Fourth, Google was willing to pay for being pre-installed as a second general search service on non-Google Android devices. For example, [revenue share partner] explained that in 2009 it had concluded a revenue share agreement with Google, pursuant to which it added ‘Google pointers’ to Windows Phones that were sold with Bing set as the default general search service. [Revenue share partner] "didn’t have intention to exclude any search engine but to provide Google search as an option in [revenue share partner] Windows phone products".\textsuperscript{1302}

(1216) Fifth, Google acknowledges that, absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, "an OEM could […] promote a rival search provider and deliver no incremental query volume to Google, but collect payment from Google nonetheless."\textsuperscript{1303} This is also confirmed by an internal discussion at Google in which [Google Executive], explained "Deals we can close with standard terms are the following: MADA +

\textsuperscript{1297} Microsoft's non-confidential response to Question 10.1 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 4634).
\textsuperscript{1298} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Three, page 68, paragraph 23 (Doc ID 8598)).
\textsuperscript{1300} Yandex’s non-confidential response to Question 10 of the request for information of 20 November 2015 to Search providers (Doc ID 4219).
\textsuperscript{1301} Seznam’s non-confidential response to Question 19 of the request for information of 30 July 2014 (Doc ID 4289).
\textsuperscript{1302} [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
\textsuperscript{1303} Google’s response to the complaint by Yandex, paragraph 42 (Doc ID 2118).
search revshare deals with small OEMs […] What we can lose if we don't sign with carriers and don't do any activity with retailers is difficult to estimate, but as they control the last mile to the customer, it could be significant.*1304

(1217) Sixth, the Commission’s conclusion that, absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices, is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would not have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices because of Google's superior quality. This is confirmed by the fact that OEMs and MNOs, which either never entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement with Google or whose agreement expired, have not pre-installed competing general search services on their Google Android devices;1305

2. the Commission has not demonstrated that pre-installation would have increased the traffic of competing general search services, and relies only on statements by competing general search services;1306 and

3. had, absent the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, OEMs and MNOs pre-installed a competing general search service in addition to Google Search, this would have reduced their revenues.1307

(1218) In the first place, Google is wrong to claim that OEMs and MNOs would not have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices because of Google's alleged superior quality. This is for three reasons.

(1219) First of all, certain OEMs, which either never entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement with Google or whose agreement expired, have pre-installed competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices:

1. In February 2017, Microsoft and ZTE entered into a revenue share agreement for the sale of certain Google Android devices worldwide, including the EEA, with Bing set as the default general search service on ZTE's proprietary web browser, as well as for the sale of certain quantities of Google Android devices with the Bing search app pre-installed on those devices.1308 While Google claims that (i) ZTE has limited presence in the EEA, (ii) the quantity of devices on which Bing will be pre-installed is de minimis, and (iii) the agreement is not portfolio-based and was only entered into in February 2017,1309 none of these factors alters the fact that the agreement shows that, absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial

---

1308 Microsoft’s non-confidential response to Question 4 of the request for information of 10 April 2017 (Doc ID 8095) and Google’s Data Room Report of October 4, 2017 (Doc ID 8610).
interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices.

(2) [Search provider] entered into revenue share agreements with two OEMs whereby the [search provider] mobile search widget and links to the [search provider]'s home page on the default web browser were pre-installed on those OEMs' devices worldwide, including a small number in the EEA. While Google claims that the two OEMs are not obliged to pre-install [search provider]'s services on their devices under the agreements, none of these factors alter the fact that the agreement shows that, absent the portfolio-based revenue share payments, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices.

(1220) In addition, a competing general search service entered into a revenue share agreement with the mobile web browser developer, Mozilla, [terms of the agreement]. While Google claims that this agreement is irrelevant since Mozilla is not an OEM or an MNO and [terms of the agreement], this does not alter the fact that the agreement shows that Mozilla considers that OEMs and MNOs have a commercial interest in pre-installing the Mozilla browser with a competing general search service [terms of the agreement].

(1221) Further, the fact that Google entered into portfolio-based revenue share agreements indicates that, notwithstanding its alleged superior quality, Google considered that, absent those agreements, OEMs and MNOs would have had a commercial interest in pre-installing competing general search services on at least some of their Google Android devices. This is confirmed by the internal Google evidence cited in recital (1200).

(1222) Moreover, there are several reasons unrelated to Google's alleged superior quality that can explain why OEMs and MNOs that either never had or ceased to have portfolio-based revenue share agreements with Google did not pre-install competing general search services on their Google Android devices:

(1) Opportunities for competing general search services to achieve pre-installation on Google Android devices not subject to portfolio-based revenue share payments from Google were limited to smaller OEMs and MNOs because Google had in place portfolio-based revenue share agreements with the most important OEMs. Most of those smaller OEMs accounted, on an individual

---

1310 [Search provider]'s non-confidential response […].
1312 Mozilla's non-confidential response to the Questions of the request for information dated 8 May 2017 (Doc ID 8170).
1314 In 2011 and 2012, respectively, nearly [70-80]% and [80-90]% of Google Android smartphones sold in Europe were covered by portfolio-based revenue share payments: [revenue share partners and revenue share information]. As of 2013, when portfolio-based revenue share agreements started to be replaced by device-based revenue share payments, nearly [20-30]% of Google Android smartphones were covered by portfolio-based revenue share payments, [revenue share partners and revenue share information]. In 2014, [revenue share partner], portfolio-based revenue share payments accounted for over [0-10]% of Google Android smartphones sold in Europe, [revenue share partners and revenue share information]. As smartphones represent the large majority of Google Android devices sold by the OEMs that entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement with Google, the data provides a
basis, for less than 1% of total smart mobile devices sales.1315

(2) OEMs would have to incur transaction costs when entering into portfolio-based revenue share agreements with competing general search services and such costs would not have been justified for a small volume of devices. Google itself recognised the existence of such transaction costs in an internal Google email dated 9 April 2012 in which [Google Executive] stated the following when discussing whether Google should enter into a revenue share agreement with [OEM] regarding Android Market, the predecessor of the Play Store: "We have thoroughly reviewed [OEM] - both mobile and TV - for consideration for Android Market revenue share, it seems that the volume is not meaningful for both Google and partner to justify our (legal, business, finance) resources spent on the agreement and payout."1316 While Google claims that this email is not probative because it concerned a revenue share agreement for its app store rather than its general search service, it has not explained why there would be any material difference in transaction costs associated with revenue share agreements relating to app stores and general search services.

(3) Due to the MADA, OEMs are unlikely to pre-install an additional general search app to the mandatory Google Search app (see recitals (824) to (829)).

(1223) In the second place, the Commission has demonstrated that pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices (see Section 11.3.4.1.II). This conclusion is based not only on statements by competing general search services, but also on evidence of increases in search queries to Yandex following the pre-installation of Yandex's general search services on Android devices in Russia (see recital (789)(5)) and to Bing following the pre-installation of Bing on six Verizon Google Android devices in the US (see recital (1214)(3)).

(1224) In the third place, Google has not submitted any evidence to support its claim that, absent the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, had OEMs and MNOs pre-installed a competing general search service in addition to Google Search, this would have reduced their revenues.

13.4.1.2. Competing general search services could not have matched Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs

(1225) The Commission concludes that a competing general search service could not have matched Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments because it would have been unable to offer an OEM or MNO a sufficient absolute amount of revenues to compensate them for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices. This is for the reasons set out in this Section.

(1226) First, for the reasons set out in recitals (1227) to (1238), an OEM or MNO could not realistically have expected a competing general search service to capture more than the following share of general search queries carried out on Google Search on their

---

1315 Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710).
1316 Doc ID 1373-2125.
portfolio of Google Android devices.1317

(1) [0-5]% if an OEM or MNO would have pre-installed an additional general search app, but not set that competing general search service as default on web browsers’ entry points;

(2) 22.5% if an OEM or MNO would have pre-installed an additional general search app and also set that competing general search service as default on web browsers’ entry points.

(1227) In the first place, pursuant to the MADA, the Google Search app had to be pre-installed on all GMS devices (which includes all devices of the portfolio of each OEM and MNO), and placed on the devices' home screen. Therefore, the app of the competing general search service could only have been pre-installed in addition to the Google Search app, and could not have been displayed more prominently.

(1228) In the second place, different OEMs and different employees within Google took differing views as to whether the MADA also required OEMs to set Google Search as the default general search service on their pre-installed mobile web browsers.

(1229) On the one hand, the following internal Google email, responses by OEMs to requests for information and correspondence between, on the one hand, Google and, on the other hand, OEMs indicate that the MADA required OEMs to set Google Search as the default general search service on their pre-installed mobile web browsers:

(1) An internal Google email of 7 September 2011 from [Google Executive], to [Google Executive] at Google, which states that "We told [OEM] that Phone-top search (aka Google Search) must be the default search for all Web search access points [per MADA 3.4.(4)]. We defined Default Search as: 1. Search initiated from Q SB (the widget) 2. Search initiated by pressing the physical Search Button on the device 3. Search initiated from URL address bar on Default Browser".1318

(2) Responses by [OEM], [OEM] and [OEM] to requests for information reporting that they effectively interpreted the requirements of the MADA as covering searches carried out on the URL line of the browser:

(1) [OEM] indicated that "Pursuant to paragraph 3.4(4) of the 2011 MADA, Google's Phone Top Search was set as the default search provider on [web browser] during the term of the 2011 MADA. No exceptions were applied during this period;1319

1317 These figures correspond to the additional queries a competing general search service would have been able to capture as compared to the amount of queries where Google Search was the only pre-installed search app and the default search service on all entry points of a Google Android device.


1319 Google's Phone Top Search is a separate app which displays the Google Search widget, Google's Response to the Second Letter of Facts, Part Two, page 11, paragraph 23 (Doc ID 8876). Notwithstanding that, the usage made by [OEM] in this statement is consistent with the one made in Google's internal email as shown in recital (1229)(1), as a generic reference to Google search services. [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 11 of the 28 February 2018 request for information [...].
(2) [OEM] indicated that "the said passage [of the 2014 MADA] covers the search entry points of (a) the URL line of the browser(s) (sometimes also referred to as "Omnibox") and (b) any other search entry points within the browser (e.g. homepage or bookmarks)".\footnote{See [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 6 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 [...] [...]}.\footnote{See [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 [...] [...]}.\footnote{[OEM] indicated that its interpretation of the MADA has not changed over time.}

(3) [OEM] indicated that "under Section 3.3(4) of [the 2013] MADA, all web search entry points are set default as Google Search. While this list is not exhaustive, it includes the following search entry points: Android Search Widget, Android Chrome Search, Android device search, the search bar at the home screen that defaults to the Google search engine, the Google search app (part of GMS) that defaults to the Google search engine, the Google Chrome default search that defaults to Google search engine as well as "Omnibox" and homepage and bookmarks".\footnote{See Google's letters to BlackBerry of 8 November 2016 (Doc ID 7745-11), to Huawei of 28 November 2016, as referred to in Huawei's non-confidential response to Question 2 the request for information of 8 March 2017 (Doc ID 7472), to Lenovo of 8 November 2016 (Doc ID 8089-7), and to Motorola of 8 November 2016 (Doc ID 8089-9).}

(1320) Correspondence between, on the one hand, Google and, on the other hand, BlackBerry, Huawei, Lenovo and Motorola, dated November 2016 whereby Google informed those OEMs of modifications in the terms of the MADA by which they no longer needed to comply with any provision of the MADA that "required Google Search to be set as the default search provider for any and all web search access points or intents on the device" suggesting that the MADA previously required these OEMs to set Google Search as the default general search service on their pre-installed mobile web browsers.\footnote{See Google's internal document submitted in response to Statement of Objections, email from [Google Executive] of 18 May 2011 (Doc ID 6555-77).}

(1321) See [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 7 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 [...] [...] .\footnote{See [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 [...] [...] .}
(2) [OEM] indicated that "the passage [relevant section of the 2014 MADA] does not cover the URL line of the browser".1325

(1231) Where an OEM interpreted the MADA as requiring it to set Google Search as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers on the devices the OEM manufactures and which are distributed by it or by an MNO, the most that a competing general search service could therefore achieve on a GMS device was that its general search service app was pre-installed side-by-side with the Google Search app.

(1232) By contrast, where an OEM interpreted the MADA as not requiring it to set Google Search as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers on the devices the OEM manufactures and which are distributed by it or by an MNO, the most that a competing general search service could therefore achieve on a GMS device was that its general search service app was pre-installed side-by-side with the Google Search app and set as the default on pre-installed mobile web browsers other than Chrome ("Other Browsers").

(1233) In the third place, where an OEM interpreted the MADA as requiring that OEM to set Google Search as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers, that OEM, or an MNO distributing its devices1326 could not reasonably have expected such a competing general search service to capture from Google Search more than [0-5]% of the general search queries carried out on the Google Android devices in its portfolio.

(1234) The figure has been calculated based on the following:

1. An OEM or MNO could not reasonably have expected a competing general search app to capture from the Google Search app more than a share of queries that was typically obtained by competing general search services on PCs worldwide during the period in which portfolio-based revenue share agreements were in place.

2. According to StatCounter data,1327 the maximum combined annual query share of all competing general search services on PCs worldwide in the period 2011-2014 was 12%.

3. According to data provided by Google, the distribution per entry point of Google Search queries carried out worldwide on Google Android devices in 2014-2016 was the following:1328

   a. Approximately [30-40]% originated from the Google Search app; and

   b. Approximately [60-70]% originated from mobile web browser entry

---

1325 See [OEM]'s non-confidential response to Question 9 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 […].

1326 See recital (193).


1328 Given that Google was unable to provide data for the period 2011-2013, these calculations are based on data of search queries by entry point during the period 2014-2016. Source: Google's response to Question 11 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-4). Google does not contest the use of 2014-2016 data and presents its version of the calculations based on this data. See Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Four, pages 114-116, paragraphs 37-38 (Doc ID 8598).
points. Of these [60-70]%: (i) approximately [20-30]% originated from the URL line of Chrome, on which no competing general search service could be set as default (see recital (796)(2)(b) and (973)); (ii) approximately [10-20]% originated from the URL bar of Other Browsers; and (iii) approximately [20-30]% originated from the Google Search homepage.\(^\text{1329}\)

(4) The figure of [0-5]% therefore corresponds to 12% (the maximum cumulative market share that competing general search services obtained on PCs worldwide in the period 2011 to 2014) of the [30-40]% of the Google search queries carried out worldwide on Google Android devices via the Google Search app.\(^\text{1330}\)

(1235) The figure of [0-5]% is conservative and favourable to Google for the following reasons:

(1) it reflects the combined share of all competing general search services and not just the share of the largest one;

(2) during the period 2011-2014, Google Search queries represented 88% to 91% of all general search queries on PCs worldwide;\(^\text{1331}\)

(3) the combined share of all competing general search services on PCs worldwide in the period 2011-2014 was higher than the combined market share of all competing general search services on smart mobile devices during that same period (Google Search queries represented 94% to 98% of all general search queries on smartphones);\(^\text{1332}\) and

(4) for this share to be achieved, an OEM or MNO would have had to pre-install the competing general search app on all devices of its portfolio.

(1236) In the fourth place, where an OEM interpreted the MADA as not requiring that OEM to set Google Search as the default general search service on Other Browsers an OEM, or an MNO distributing its devices, could not reasonably have expected such a competing general search service to capture from Google Search more than 22.5% of Google Search queries carried out on the Google Android devices in its portfolio.

(1237) The figure of 22.5% of queries corresponds to the sum of the maximum [0-5]% of Google Search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search (see recital (1233)) and the maximum [10-20]% of Google Search queries originating from the URL bar of Other Browsers (see recital (1234)(3)(b)) that an OEM or MNO could reasonably

\(^{1329}\) These correspond to Google Search queries originating from the mobile web browser with the user navigating to Google Search homepage, clicking on a bookmark or in the other ways in which a general search service can be used when a different one is set as default.

\(^{1330}\) Because the data provided by Google on the distribution per entry point of Google Search queries does not provide information per search entry point for specific OEMs/MNOs, the Commission assumes that the share of general search queries originating from the general search app for each OEM and MNO is equal to the same share at the aggregate level.


have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search when set as default on Other Browsers.

(1238) For the same reasons as explained in recital (1235), the figure of 22.5% is conservative and favourable to Google.

(1239) Second, each OEM and MNO that entered into portfolio-based revenue share agreements received payments from Google equal to between [revenue share terms] of the revenues that Google derived from search advertisements covered by the portfolio-based revenue share agreements on the OEM’s and MNO’s devices for the duration of those agreements. This is shown in the last column of Table 20.

Table 20: Percentage ranges of portfolio-based revenue share payments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OEM</th>
<th>Percentage (range) of revenue shares in the agreement</th>
<th>Minimum monthly revenue share actually paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]^{1333}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]^{1334}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]^{1335}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]^{1336}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]^{1337}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]^{1338}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^{1333} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].
^{1334} [Revenue share partner] non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].
^{1335} [Revenue share partner] did not report the share of Google’s revenue paid under their portfolio-based revenue share agreement, but submitted that payments were made for each month in which the agreement was in place. In light of the terms of the agreement it can be assumed that the payment represented [revenue share terms] of Google’s Search revenue on [revenue share partner] devices. Annex 3-Q24 to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 24 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […] and Section 6.3.3.1. Google did not contest this assumption.
^{1336} [Revenue share partner] did not report the share of Google’s revenue paid under their portfolio-based revenue share agreement, but submitted that payments were made for each month in which the agreement was in place. In light of the terms of the agreement it can be assumed that the payment represented [revenue share terms] of Google’s Search revenue on [revenue share partner] devices. See [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential email of 1 April 2016 […] and Section 6.3.3.1. Google did not contest this assumption.
^{1337} Non-confidential Annex 4 to [revenue share partner]’s response to Question 24 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 [...].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MNO</th>
<th>Revenue share terms</th>
<th>Revenue share terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share partner]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1240) Third, each OEM and MNO that entered into portfolio-based revenue share agreements received payments covering only [70-80]% of Google general search queries. This is because Google did not grant portfolio-based revenue share payments for the [20-30]% of queries via mobile web browsers that originated from the Google Search homepage.

(1241) Fourth, a competing general search service would have been unable to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google’s payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices, irrespective of whether an OEM interpreted the MADA as requiring that OEM to set Google Search as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers.

(1242) In the first place, where the OEM interpreted the MADA as not requiring that OEM to set Google Search as the default general search service on Other Browsers, a competing general search service would have never been able to compensate an OEM, or an MNO distributing its devices, for the loss of the Google’s payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices.

(1243) In such a scenario, and where an OEM or MNO would have sought to pre-install a

---

1338 [Revenue share partner] did not report the share of Google’s revenue paid under their portfolio-based revenue share agreement, but submitted that payments were made for each month in which the agreement was in place. In light of the terms of the agreement it can be assumed that the payment represented at least [revenue share terms] of Google’s Search revenue on [revenue share partner] devices. See non-confidential Annex 24 to [revenue share partner]’s response to Question 24 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […] and Section 6.3.3.1. Google did not contest this assumption.

1339 [Revenue share partner] did not report the share of Google’s revenue paid under their portfolio-based revenue share agreement, but submitted that payments were made for each month in which the agreement was in place, at least as of May 2010. In light of the terms of the agreement it can be assumed that the payment represented at least [revenue share terms] of Google’s Search revenue on [revenue share partner] devices. See […] to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 25 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 […].

1340 Non-confidential […] to [revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 25 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 […]

1341 [Revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 25 of the request for information of 22 July 2014 […] and Annex 25.1 to [revenue share partner]’s response to the request for information of 22 July 2014 […].

1342 […] to [revenue share partner]’s response to Question 25 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

competing general search service and set it as default on the pre-installed mobile web browsers on all devices in the portfolio:

(1) for an OEM or MNO that received a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google, a competing general search service would have had to offer a share of its revenues greater than 100% in order to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices. This is because a revenue share of [140-150]% over the 22.5% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search would have been approximately equal to a revenue share of [revenue share terms] over [70-80]% of Google Search general search queries covered by Google revenue share payments;\textsuperscript{1344}

(2) for an OEM or MNO that received a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google, a competing general search service would have had to offer a share of its revenues greater than [70-80]% in order to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices. This is because a revenue share of [70-80]% over the 22.5% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search would have been approximately equal to a revenue share of [revenue share terms] over [70-80]% of Google Search general search queries covered by Google revenue share payments;\textsuperscript{1345}

(3) for an OEM or MNO that received a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google, a competing general search service would have had to offer a share of its revenues greater than [50-60]% in order to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices. This is because a revenue share of [50-60]% over the 22.5% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search would have been approximately equal to a revenue share of [revenue share terms] over [70-80]% of Google Search general search queries covered by Google revenue share payments;\textsuperscript{1346} and

(4) for an OEM or MNO that received a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google, a competing general search service would still have had to offer a share of its revenues greater than [30-40]% in order to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices. This is because a revenue share of [30-40]% over the 22.5% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search would have been approximately equal to a revenue share of [revenue share terms] over [70-80]% of Google Search

\textsuperscript{1344} This is based on the assumption that a competing general search service could obtain the same average revenue per search as Google and has the same operational costs as Google.

\textsuperscript{1345} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{1346} Ibid.
general search queries covered by Google revenue share payments.\textsuperscript{1347}

Moreover, given that a competing general search service would have been unlikely to be pre-installed on all the Google Android devices of the portfolio of an OEM or MNO (see recitals (824) to (832)), in order for a competing general search service to be able to offer an OEM or MNO a stream of revenue greater than Google's:

(1) for a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment to be profitable, it would have to have been pre-installed on more than [70-80]\% of that OEM's or MNO's portfolio of Google Android devices;

(2) for a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment to be profitable, it would have to have been pre-installed on more than [50-60]\% of that OEM's or MNO's portfolio of Google Android devices;

(3) for a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment to be profitable, it would have to have been pre-installed on more than or [30-40]\% of that OEM's or MNO's portfolio of Google Android devices.

This is because a 100\% revenue share payment by a competing general search service over the 22.5\% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search on: (i) [70-80]\%, (ii) [50-60]\% or (iii) [30-40]\% of that OEM's or MNO's portfolio of Google Android devices would have matched a portfolio-based revenue share payment by Google of [revenue share terms] of Google search queries covered by Google revenue share payments on that OEM's or MNO's entire portfolio of Google Android devices.

In the case of a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment, a competing general search service would have been unable to offer an OEM or MNO a stream of revenue greater than Google's and still make any profit from the agreement, even if it would have been pre-installed on the entirety of the devices of that OEM's or MNO's portfolio of devices. This is because a 100\% revenue share payment by a competing general search service over the 22.5\% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search would not have matched a portfolio-based revenue share payment by Google of [revenue share terms] over the [70-80]\% of Google search queries covered by Google revenue share payments on that OEM's or MNO's entire portfolio of Google Android devices.

The percentage of pre-installation on Google Android devices that would have to have been achieved by a competing general search service in order to match Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments would have been significantly higher than the percentage of the OEM's portfolio of Google Android devices on which a competing general search service achieved pre-installation under any of the portfolio-based revenue share agreements concluded between a competing general search services and OEMs described in recital (1219).\textsuperscript{1348}

\textsuperscript{1347} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{1348} For example, according to Google's Data Room Report of October 4, 2017 the agreement between ZTE and Microsoft "specifies that ZTE will preload Bing on just [thousands of] devices, [a percentage] of which will be shipped in the US. The remaining [percentage] will moreover be split among EEA countries and Australia". As regards [search provider]'s agreements with OEMs, [search provider]'s
In addition, for competing general search services that have a more focused offering in terms of languages or targeting a specific group of users an OEM or MNO would have pre-installed them only on a small sub-set of their portfolio of devices, given that an OEM or MNO would not realistically have expected that such general search service would have captured a substantial share of queries on all devices. Taking the example of Seznam, which is focused on Czech language queries, during the period 2014-2016, even if it had captured all the general search queries on Google Android devices in the Czech Republic, which could only be the case in the absence of the MADA, it could not have achieved more than [0-5]% of worldwide general search queries on Google Android devices, and therefore would not have been able to match Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments across an OEM's or MNO's portfolio of Google Android devices.

Finally, competing general search services would have had to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices while being pre-installed only on new devices. This is because a competing general search service could not have been pre-installed on the devices already sold to users and on which an OEM or MNO obtained portfolio-based revenue share payments from Google.

As a result, a competing general search service would have had to offer a revenue share payment greater than 100% in order to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of a:

1. [Revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google once an OEM or MNO had sold more than [20-30]% of the Google Android devices sold during the period in which the portfolio-based revenue share agreement was in place;

2. [Revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google once an OEM or MNO had sold more than [40-50]% of the Google Android devices sold during the period in which the portfolio-based revenue share agreement was in place; and

3. [Revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment from Google once an OEM or MNO had sold more than [60-70]% of Google Android devices sold during the period in which the portfolio-based revenue share agreement was in place.

This is because a 100% portfolio-based revenue share payment by a competing general search service over the 22.5% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search on the remaining: (i) [70-80]%, (ii) [50-60]%, or (iii) [30-40]% of an OEM's or MNO's Google Android devices would have matched a portfolio-based revenue share payment by Google of [revenue share terms] over [70-80]% of Google search queries covered by Google revenue share

---

non-confidential response […] indicates that the [search provider]’s mobile search widget and links to the [search provider]’s home page on the default web browser were pre-installed on a small number of devices in the EEA under the revenue share agreements entered into by [search provider] with OEMs. There are no examples of agreements between a competing general search service and a MNO.

Source: Google's response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-4).
payments on an OEM's or MNO's entire portfolio of Google Android devices.\footnote{1350}

(1252) In the case of a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payment, a competing general search service would have had to offer a revenue share payment greater than 100% even if no device had already been sold during the period in which the portfolio-based revenue share agreement was in place. This is because a 100% revenue share payment by a competing general search service over the 22.5% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to capture from Google Search would not have matched a portfolio-based revenue share payment by Google of [revenue share terms] over the [70-80]% of Google search queries covered by Google revenue share payments on that OEM's or MNO's entire portfolio of Google Android devices.

(1253) In the second place, where an OEM interpreted the MADA as requiring that OEM to set Google Search as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers, a competing general search service would also never have been able to compensate an OEM, or an MNO distributing its devices, for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices.

(1254) In such a scenario, even if it had been willing to forego all its revenues from search advertisements and offer an OEM or MNO a revenue share of 100% on the entirety of the devices of the portfolio, a competing general search service would have been unable to offer an OEM or MNO a stream of revenue greater than what Google offered under even a [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue payments.\footnote{1351} This is because a revenue share of 100% over the [0-5]% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected the competing general search service to have captured from Google Search would not have matched a revenue share of [revenue share terms] over the [70-80]% of Google Search general search queries covered by Google revenue share payments.

(1255) Moreover, a competing general search service would have had to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices, while being pre-installed only on a limited number of its devices (see recitals (1244) to (1248)).

(1256) Fifth, the Commission's conclusion that a competing general search service would have been unable to offer an OEM or MNO a sufficient absolute amount of revenues to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices is not affected by Google's claims that:

(1) the MADA did not require Google Search to be set as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers on GMS devices;\footnote{1352}

(2) when assessing whether a competing general search service could have

\footnote{1350} In the case of portfolio-based revenue share payments equal to [Revenue share terms] a competing general search service would have had to offer a revenue share payment of more than 100% in order to compensate an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices even if there were no devices already sold to users.

\footnote{1351} This is based on the assumption that a competing general search service could obtain the same average revenue per search as Google and has the same operational costs as Google.

compensated an OEM or MNO for the loss of portfolio-based revenue share payments, the Commission failed to consider the ability of equally efficient competing general search services to match the portfolio-based revenue share payments;\(^\text{1353}\)

(3) a competing general search service that was attractive to users could reasonably have expected to capture from Google Search much higher shares of general search queries than those calculated by the Commission. Such a share of general search queries would have been at least equivalent to that achieved by Seznam in the Czech Republic;\(^\text{1354}\)

(4) the Commission's conclusion that a competing general search service would have been able to capture from Google Search only a small proportion of the queries conducted on a Google Android device is inconsistent with the conclusion that Google's conduct has the capability to foreclose competition;\(^\text{1355}\)

(5) a competing general search service would have been able to offer a revenue share payment also on the general search queries via mobile web browsers that originate from a general search service's homepage, thereby reducing the percentage of revenue share needed to match Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments;\(^\text{1356}\)

(6) the [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payments are "gross" figures, from which Google deducted [...]%. This resulted in an effective rate of Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments rate of only [revenue share terms], respectively;\(^\text{1357}\)

(7) the Commission does not establish the "incremental costs", i.e. the additional costs that Google or a competing general search service would incur when responding to an additional search query;\(^\text{1358}\)

(8) the Commission provides no evidence why a competing general search service would have been pre-installed only on a portion of Google Android devices. Moreover, the infrequent pre-installation of competing general search services reflects Google's higher quality;\(^\text{1359}\)

---


(9) even if an OEM or MNO would have been willing to pre-install a competing general search service only on a portion of its devices, it would have been free to enter into agreements with multiple competing general search services which, collectively, could have matched Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices;\(^{1360}\)

(10) the Commission fails to analyse the lifespan of devices already sold to users relative to new devices and to consider whether devices already sold to users generate as much revenue as new devices;\(^{1361}\) and

(11) in light of points (1) to (10) of this recital, a competing general search service could have matched Google's payments while still earning positive revenues from the general search queries on all the devices within an OEM's or MNO's portfolio.\(^{1362}\)

(1257) In the first place, the Commission has demonstrated that a competing general search service could not have matched Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments irrespective of whether an OEM interpreted the MADA as requiring it to set Google Search as the default general search service on the pre-installed mobile web browsers (see recital (1241)).

(1258) Moreover, for the reasons set out in recital (1228) above, certain OEMs and Google's employees considered that the MADA required Google Search to be set as the default general search service on pre-installed mobile web browsers.

(1259) In the second place, when assessing whether a competing general search service could have compensated an OEM or MNO for the loss of Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices, the Commission has considered the ability of equally efficient competing general search services to match the portfolio-based revenue share payments, namely competing general search services with the same operational costs and generating the same revenue per search as Google.

(1260) In the third place, the maximum share of queries that a competing general search service could reasonably have expected to capture from Google Search would not have been at least equivalent to the share of general search queries achieved by Seznam in the Czech Republic. That share is an exception in the EEA, due to the fact that Seznam was the incumbent general search service in the Czech Republic before it was overtaken by Google and its general search algorithms are built around the Czech language. Indeed, Seznam enjoys a minimal share of queries in countries other than the Czech Republic.

(1261) Moreover, a competing general search service that was attractive to users could not reasonably have expected to capture from Google Search a share of general search queries higher than the maximum combined share of general search queries achieved by competing general search services on PCs:

(1) on PCs, general search services typically compete side-by-side through being set as the default general search service on the different web browsers pre-

\(^{1360}\) Google's Response to the Second Letter of Facts, Part Two, page 17, paragraph 46 (Doc ID 8876).


installed on PCs. On smart mobile devices, a competing general search service app would be competing with the Google Search app in a similar way, by being pre-installed side-by-side with the Google Search app; and

(2) a competing general search service would not have benefited from the same scale advantage as Google. As explained in Section 9.5.2, because a general search service uses data to refine the relevance of its general search results pages, it needs to receive a certain volume of queries in order to compete viably. In addition, the higher the number of users of a general search service, the greater the likelihood that a given search advertisement is matched to a user and converted into a sale. This in turn increases the price that a general search service can charge advertisers if their search advertisements are clicked on. The general search service can then reinvest that revenue in seeking to attract new users of its general search service. This scale advantage is reflected in the lower share of queries achieved by competing general search services as compared with Google Search.

(1262) In the fourth place, the Commission’s conclusion that a competing general search service would have been able to capture from Google Search only a small proportion of the queries conducted on a Google Android device is consistent with the conclusion that Google’s conduct has the capability to foreclose competition. While the [0-5]% of the Google Search general search queries that an OEM or MNO could reasonably have expected a competing general search service to have captured from Google Search would have been a small amount for Google, it would have constituted a significant amount of additional queries for competing general search services, which were, and still are, much smaller than Google.

(1263) Moreover, what might initially have been a small amount of queries could have been competitively significant in the context of gaining an initial foothold with regard to an OEM or MNO or more generally in terms of achieving scale and/or commercial credibility with a view to future growth.

(1264) In the fifth place, a competing general search service would also not have offered a revenue share payment on the general search queries via mobile web browsers that originate from a general search service’s homepage. This is because: (i) Google did not grant revenue share payments for the [20-30]% of queries via mobile web browsers that originated from the Google Search homepage; and (ii) such queries would have originated from the homepage of the competing general search service even in absence of any revenue share agreement between an OEM or MNO and the competing general search service.

(1265) In the sixth place, the [...]% that Google deducted from the [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payments was, as Google recognises, to cover Google’s operational costs. It is therefore irrelevant that the [revenue share terms] portfolio-based revenue share payments were “gross” figures from which Google deducted [...]% because a competing general search service which is as-efficient as Google would, by definition, have had to deduct a similar percentage from any payments to cover its operational costs.

In the seventh place, the operational costs deducted by Google from its revenue share payments were directly proportional to the volume of queries carried out on an OEM's or MNO's smart mobile device as they were set as a percentage of the revenues associated to those queries (i.e. [...]% of the revenues). Therefore, they provide a good proxy of the "incremental costs" associated with general search queries.

Moreover, in order to operate in a sustainable manner, a competing general search service would have to cover not only its operational costs, but also a share of its fixed costs, in particular R&D costs. As described in Section 9.5.2, a fully-fledged general search service requires significant and continuous investments in terms of time and resources. In addition, general search services constantly invest to improve their product and a competing general search service would have no choice but to attempt to match these investments.

In the eighth place, as set out in recitals (824) to (829), the lower number of pre-installations of competing general search services does not reflect competition on the merits, but it is the result of the requirements of the MADA on OEMs to take a bundle of 12-30 apps, including the Google Search app.

In the ninth place, an OEM or MNO would not have realistically entered into agreements with multiple competing general search services in order to match Google's payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices. This is because an OEM or MNO would have:

1. been unlikely to pre-install a competing general search service in addition to Google Search on most of the Google Android devices within its portfolio (see recitals (824) to (829));
2. been unlikely to find a number of competing general search services that would each have wanted to be pre-installed on Google Android devices sold in different geographic areas and/or to different user groups; and
3. had to incur multiple transaction costs that would not be justified for a small volume of devices (see recital (1222)(2)).

In the tenth place, smart mobile devices generally continue to generate revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs for several years after being sold, given that as set out in recital (548), the majority of users replace their devices within three years. In addition, devices already on the market should generate similar revenues as new devices, given that Google has submitted no evidence that the usage of general search services on devices would decline over time.

In the eleventh place, for the reasons set out in recitals (1240) to (1249), a competing general search service could not have matched Google’s payments across its entire portfolio of Google Android devices, while still earning positive revenues from the search queries on the devices.

13.4.1.3 The portfolio-based revenue share payments were one reason why OEMs and MNOs refrained from pre-installing competing general search services on their Google Android devices

For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that the portfolio-based revenue share payments were one reason why OEMs and MNOs refrained from pre-installing competing general search services on their Google Android devices.
First, [revenue share partner] "considered installing [search service] within the scope of not infringing [revenue share partner]'s contractual obligation with Google. […] but [revenue share partner] ultimately did not pursue any options other than Google search. This decision was influenced by the terms of the [revenue share agreement] and also by internal strategy."\(^{1365}\)

Second, in 2012 [revenue share partner] explored the possibility of making [search service] the default general search service on a mobile web browser that would have been pre-installed in addition to Google Chrome. While this would have allowed [revenue share partner] to "also potentially get the revenue share from [search service]", [revenue share partner] ultimately concluded that "to entitle overall Google revshare […], the default has to be Google and non-duplication of search service."\(^{1366}\)

Third, prior to the amendment of [revenue share partner]'s portfolio-based revenue share agreement in March 2013, [revenue share partner] sought a waiver from Google in order to pre-install [search service] on Google Android devices sold in [geographic area] without losing the benefit of the portfolio-based revenue share payments. After Google rejected such a waiver request, "[Revenue share partner] chose not to pursue the matter further and did not preload [search service]."\(^{1367}\)

Fourth, between 2008 and 2014, Seznam unsuccessfully sought to pre-install its general search app on the Google Android devices of MNOs: "Unfortunately, all our efforts generally grind to a halt with the oral off-the-record statement: 'we are unable to change mobile phone firmware for licensing and financial reasons'."\(^{1368}\)

Fifth, in 2012 [Partner J] attempted to pre-install the Yandex search widget on the second screen of certain of its Google Android devices. However, [Partner J] subsequently removed the Yandex widget and informed Yandex that this was because it violated its agreement with Google.\(^{1369}\)

Sixth, the Commission's conclusion that the portfolio-based revenue share payments were one reason for the OEMs and MNOs refraining from pre-installing competing general search services is not affected by Google's claims that:\(^{1370}\)

1. the evidence from [revenue share partner] should be dismissed on the grounds that any discussions were at an early stage;
2. Yandex's submission concerning Partner J should be dismissed on the grounds that there is no evidence to suggest that Partner J was forced to remove Yandex's widget; and

\(^{1365}\) [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Questions 22 and 22.1 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

\(^{1366}\) Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014 (Doc ID 1372-413).

\(^{1367}\) [Revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 23 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

\(^{1368}\) Seznam's non-confidential response to Question 19 of the request for information of 30 July 2014 (Doc ID 4289).

\(^{1369}\) Yandex's non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 30 July 2014 (Doc ID 4603).

there are many reasons why OEMs and MNOs refrained from pre-installing competing general search services, unrelated to the portfolio-based revenue share agreements.

In the first place, [revenue share partner]’s discussions were not all at an early stage:

(1) [Revenue share partner]’s discussions with the [search service], were sufficiently advanced that [revenue share partner] and [search service] had entered into a [cooperation agreement].

(2) [Revenue share partner]’s discussions with [search service] were sufficiently advanced that [revenue share partner] sought a waiver from Google in order to pre-install [search service] on Google Android devices sold in [geographic area].

In the second place, Yandex’s statement in response to the Commission’s request for information reports Yandex’s understanding of why Partner J removed the Yandex widget, and the underlying document from Partner J provided by Yandex refers to Partner J’s contractual obligations with Google.

In the third place, the fact that there may be other reasons why OEMs and MNOs refrained from pre-installing competing general search services does not alter the fact that the portfolio-based revenue share payments were one such reason.

13.4.2. Google’s portfolio-based revenue share payments made access to the national markets for general search services more difficult

The Commission concludes that Google’s portfolio-based revenue share payments made access to the national markets for general search services more difficult.

First, Google’s portfolio-based revenue share payments reduced the incentives of the OEMs and MNOs that received such payments to pre-install competing general search services (see Section 13.4.1).

Second, Google’s portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered a significant part of the national markets for general search services (see Section 13.4.2.1).

Third, competing general search services would have been unable to offset the competitive advantage that Google ensured for itself via the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, by using alternative distribution channels such as downloads (see Section 13.4.2.2).

13.4.2.1. Google’s portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered a significant part of the relevant markets

For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that Google’s portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered a significant part of the relevant national markets for general search services.

First, Google portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered both the most significant OEMs distributing Google Android smartphones in the EEA, in terms of shares of sales, namely [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner].

1371 [Revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 22 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].

1372 [Revenue share partner]’s non-confidential response to Question 23 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 […].
share partner], and the major MNOs active in the EEA, namely [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner].

(1288) In the first place, the sales made by OEMs that had entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement with Google covered approximately [80-90]% of the Google Android smartphones sold in Europe 2011-2012. Taking into account that Google Android smartphones represented approximately 56%\(^\text{1373}\) of all the smartphones sold in Europe in 2011-2012, the portfolio-based revenue share agreements with OEMs thus covered approximately [40-50]%\(^\text{1374}\) of the smartphones sold in Europe during that period. This represented a significant coverage in terms of smart mobile devices in the EEA.

Table 21: Share of Google Android smartphones sold in Europe by OEM under portfolio-based revenue share payments with Google between 2011 and 2014\(^\text{1375}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OEMs</th>
<th>Revenue share %</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Revenue share]</td>
<td>[Revenue share terms]</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>[...]%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total coverage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>[70-80]%</td>
<td>[80-90]%</td>
<td>[20-30]%</td>
<td>[5-10]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1289) In the second place, this estimate of the coverage of the portfolio-based revenue share agreements with OEMs is conservative and favourable to Google. This is because it does not include the additional devices that were covered by the portfolio-based revenue share agreements between Google and MNOs.\(^\text{1376}\)

---

1373 Source: [...] (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710).
1374 This figure is obtained by multiplying [80-90]% by 56%.
1375 Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710). As smartphones represent the large majority of Google Android devices sold by the OEMs that entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement with Google, the data provides a reasonable approximation of the sales of smart mobile devices sold under such agreements. [Revenue share partner]’s sales, for which the portfolio-based revenue share agreement covered only tablets, are not reported in the table. Finally, devices running on the following, non-Google Android, OSs have been excluded from the calculations: Fire, Flyme OS, and Nokia X.
1376 The [...] data used in Table 21 included sales data relating to two of the MNOs that received portfolio-based revenue share payments from Google, namely [revenue share partner] and [revenue share
Second, Google Search queries originating from smart mobile devices grew constantly in the period between 2012 and 2014 and represented approximately [30-40]% of the Google Search queries carried out in the EEA in 2014.\textsuperscript{1377}

Third, Google was pre-installed on the large majority of the remaining smart mobile devices.

In the first place, as of 2013 Google began to replace portfolio-based revenue share agreements with device-based revenue share agreements (namely as regards [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner]).\textsuperscript{1378} These device-based revenue share agreements covered [50-60]% and [60-70]% of the GMS smartphones sold in 2013 and 2014, respectively.\textsuperscript{1379}

In the second place, Google Search is set as default on the Safari browser on each smart mobile device sold by Apple, pursuant to a [commercial] agreement between Apple and Google (see recital (515)(1)).\textsuperscript{1380}

Fourth, general search queries from Google Android devices accounted for [10-20]% and [10-20]% of total Google search queries carried out in the EEA in 2013 and 2014 respectively.\textsuperscript{1381}

Fifth, the Commission's conclusion that Google's portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered a significant part of the relevant markets for general search services, is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. portfolio-based revenue share agreements did not cover a significant part of the markets for general search services since they covered only a portion of the general search queries on Google Android devices while there are other channels to access the market;\textsuperscript{1382}

2. on the basis the Commission's assessment as laid out in the Statement of Objections, the impact of Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments would have been minimal as the [0-5]% of queries at the device level a competing general search service could achieve if it had been pre-installed, would have represented only 0.4% to 0.9% of the overall market for general search services;\textsuperscript{1383} and

3. any advantage that resulted from pre-installation of Google's general search services on GMS devices does not amount to anti-competitive foreclosure and that the Commission, contrary to Cases AT.37792 Microsoft and AT.39530

\textsuperscript{1377} Source: Google's response to Question 14 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7894-5).

\textsuperscript{1378} See recital (197).

\textsuperscript{1379} Source: [...] data (Doc IDs 3098, 4632, 4633 and 4710).

\textsuperscript{1380} Apple's non-confidential response to Question 16 of the request for information of 17 July 2014 (Doc ID1453).

\textsuperscript{1381} Google was unable to provide the same level of disaggregation per OS for 2011 and 2012.


Microsoft (Tying), has not produced any empirical evidence to show that it does.\textsuperscript{1384}

(1296) In the first place, Google's portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered a large number of Google Android devices sold in the EEA (see recitals (1287) to (1289)).

(1297) Moreover, the portion of the general search queries on Google Android devices covered by portfolio-based revenue share agreements was significant both because of the rapidly growing volume of search queries that take place on these devices (see recital (1289) and because such queries are a particular source of valuable location data (see recital (114)) that allows general search services to improve their general search and search advertising results (see recitals (688) to (691) and (693) to (697)).

(1298) In addition, the vast majority of the remaining general search queries on Google Search in the EEA were originated from entry points where Google Search was pre-installed or set as default, namely (i) Google Chrome browser on PCs, (ii) search app and web browsers default on Google Android devices of [revenue share partner], [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner] via device-based revenue share payments from 2013 onwards, (iii) Safari browser on iOS via [a commercial] agreement with Apple, and (iv) other browsers on PCs via default agreements with developers (see recital (796)).

(1299) In the second place, the impact of the portfolio-based revenue share payments was not minimal.

(1300) First of all, as explained in Section 13.4.1.II, whilst [0-5]\% of the Google Search queries on Google Android devices would have been a small amount for Google, it would have constituted a significant amount of additional queries for competing general search services, which were, and still are, much smaller than Google.

(1301) Moreover, what might initially have been a small amount of queries could have been competitively significant in the context of gaining an initial foothold with regard to an OEM or MNO or more generally in terms of achieving scale and/or commercial credibility with a view to future growth.

(1302) In addition, the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were offered during the strategically important phase of the shift in the focus of the Internet industry from PCs to smart mobile devices (see Section 6.2).

(1303) In the third place, as in Cases AT.37792 Microsoft and AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying),\textsuperscript{1385} the Commission has, in this case, assessed the question of the actual development of usage shares on the basis of usage data from third party surveys and data, and examined carefully alternative explanations for changes in usage shares, including alleged qualitative superiority

(1304) Moreover, and in any event, the Commission is not required to apply an identical framework of assessment in all cases. Rather, the Commission must make an overall assessment in each given case and can take account of a range of tools for the

\textsuperscript{1384} Google's Response to the Statement of Objection, Part Five, pages 291-292, paragraphs 89-93 (Doc ID 7117).

\textsuperscript{1385} Case AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying), recitals 39 to 54; AT.37792 – Microsoft, recitals 849 to 878, 900 to 926 and 947 to 954.
purposes of that assessment.\(^{1386}\)

13.4.2.2. Competing general search services would have been unable to offset the competitive advantage that Google ensured for itself via portfolio-based revenue share agreements, by using alternative distribution channels such as downloads.

The Commission concludes that competing general search services would have been unable to offset the competitive advantage that Google ensured itself via portfolio-based revenue share agreements by using alternative distribution channels such as downloads.

First, pre-installation is an important channel for the distribution of general search services on smart mobile devices (see Section 11.3.4.1.II). Through its portfolio-based revenue share agreements, Google was therefore able to ensure for itself a competitive advantage over competing general services.

Second, competing general search services would have been unable to offset this competitive advantage, by using alternative distribution channels such as download (see Section 11.3.4.1.IV).

Third, Google’s competitive advantage resulting from the portfolio-based revenue share agreements and the inability of competing general search services to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of shares of the national markets for general search services (see Section 11.3.4.1.V).

Fourth, the Commission’s conclusion that competing general search services would have been unable to offset the competitive advantage that Google ensures itself via portfolio-based revenue share agreements by using alternative distribution channels such as downloads, is not affected by Google’s claims that:

1. users do not face barriers to downloading competing general search services apps or accessing them via mobile web browsers;\(^{1387}\)
2. Google Search’s share during the alleged infringements is not consistent with foreclosure;\(^{1388}\) and
3. Google Search obtained queries on the basis of the quality of its general search service and thus the vast majority of search queries would have gone to Google Search regardless of the portfolio-based revenue share agreements.\(^{1389}\)

In the first place, downloads and accessing competing general search services via mobile web browsers would have been unable to offset the competitive advantage that Google ensured for itself. In particular, as set out in Section 11.3.4.1.IV, downloads of general search apps and agreements with developers of mobile web browsers cannot be compared in reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of the


Google Search app on GMS devices.

(1311) In the second place, Google’s competitive advantage and the inability of competing general search services to offset that advantage is consistent with the evolution of Google’s shares of general search queries. In particular, as set out in Section 11.3.4.1.V, Google's share of general search queries (i) was higher on mobile devices than on PCs and the difference even increased during the period during which the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were in force and (ii) does not seem to be explained by a substantial quality advantage of the Google Search app in the eyes of Android users.

(1312) In the third place, as set out in recitals (846) to (851), Google's share of general search queries on smart mobile devices cannot solely be explained by Google Search's alleged superior quality.

13.4.3. Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments deterred innovation

(1313) For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments deterred innovation.

(1314) First, the portfolio-based revenue share payments prevented the launch of Google Android devices pre-installed with general search services other than Google Search. Absent Google’s conduct, users would, therefore, have had a wider choice, for example in terms of quality or range of products. For instance, as explained in recital (862), as a consequence of Google’s conduct some general search services with a more focused offering may not be able to achieve the scale and access to users that would allow them to invest in research and development with respect to their specific features.

(1315) Second, by preventing competing general search services from gaining incremental search queries and the respective revenues and data needed to improve their services, Google's conduct reduced the incentives of competing general search services to invest in developing innovative features, such as innovation in algorithm and user experience design.

(1316) In the first place, Google's conduct made it harder for competing general search services to gain a sufficient volume of queries to expand and become or remain viable competitors (see recital (860)(1)).

(1317) In the second place, Google's conduct prevented competing general search services from achieving revenues associated with these search queries. Such additional revenues would have allowed competing general search services to improve their services and deploy innovative solutions for users (see recital (860)(2)).

(1318) In the third place, Google's conduct also prevented competing general search services from acquiring the valuable user data associated with these search queries (see recital (860)(3)).

(1319) Third, the portfolio-based revenue share payments reduced the incentives of Google to improve the quality of its general search service as it did not need to compete on the merits with competing general search services.

(1320) Fourth, the Commission's conclusion that Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments deterred innovation is not affected by Google's claim that the Commission
overlooks the improvements that Google made to its general search service during the period in which the agreements were in place.\textsuperscript{1390}

\textit{(1321)} In the first place, even if Google's conduct coincided with a period of improvement of its general search service, Google neither claims nor demonstrates that its conduct has not affected the incentives and ability of competing general search services to improve their services.

\textit{(1322)} In the second place, absent Google's portfolio-based revenue share payments, Google may have improved its general search service to a greater degree.

\textbf{13.5. Objective justification and efficiencies}

\textit{(1323)} Google claims that the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were objectively justified because they were necessary to:

\begin{enumerate}
\item convince OEMs and MNOs to "produce devices for the nascent Android ecosystem",\textsuperscript{1391}
\item ensure that Google recouped its investment in Android,\textsuperscript{1392} and
\item allow Google Android devices to compete against Apple's devices, by lowering their prices, improving their quality and allowing OEMs and MNOS to invest more in R&D.\textsuperscript{1393}
\end{enumerate}

\textit{(1324)} For the reasons set out in this Section, the Commission concludes that Google has not demonstrated that the portfolio-based revenue share agreements are objectively justified.

\textit{(1325)} First, even assuming that the portfolio-based revenue share agreements may have been necessary at some earlier point to convince OEMs and MNOs to sell devices for the "nascent Android ecosystem", they were no longer necessary as of January 2011 when Google Android devices represented already more than 40% of the smart mobile devices sales worldwide and Android was therefore no longer "nascent".\textsuperscript{1394}

\textit{(1326)} Moreover, and in any event, via the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, Google was paying OEMs and MNOs to be set as the exclusive general search service on those devices, not to convince them to sell Google Android devices.

\textit{(1327)} Second, Google has not demonstrated that the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were necessary to ensure that Google recouped its investment in Android. For the reasons set out in Section 11.4.4.3, absent the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, Google would still have been able to significantly monetise Android.

\textit{(1328)} Third, Google has not demonstrated that the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were necessary to allow Google Android devices to compete against

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1391] Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Five, page 298, paragraph 115 (Doc ID 7117) and Appendix 2, page 21 (Doc ID 8303-12).
\item[1392] Google's response to the complaint by Yandex, paragraph 41 (Doc ID 2118).
\item[1394] Source: […] data (Doc IDs 7866 and 7867).
\end{footnotes}
Apple.

(1329) In the first place, Google could have offered monetary incentives such as revenue share or lump-sum payments for OEMs and MNOs to pre-install its general search services or prominently place it on the first screen of devices, without requiring exclusive pre-installation. This is confirmed by the fact that Google currently offers OEMs and MNOs monetary incentives to prominently place its general search service on the first screen of devices.\(^{1395}\)

(1330) In the second place, if Google had not paid for exclusivity, competing general search services would have had an interest in offering revenue shares or other monetary compensation in return for pre-installation (see recital (1212)).

(1331) In the third place, the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were not necessary to lower the prices of Google Android devices. This is because OEMs and MNOs, which either never entered into a portfolio-based revenue share agreement with Google or whose agreement expired, also offered low-priced devices\(^{1396}\) and invested substantially in R&D.\(^{1397}\)

(1332) Moreover, the portfolio-based revenue share agreements were not necessary to (i) convince OEMs to sell Google Android devices, (ii) decrease OEMs' and MNOs' costs, (iii) improve the quality of devices or (iv) induce more investment in R&D. This is because, after the expiry of the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, Google neither claims nor demonstrates that OEMs and MNOs changed their pricing and R&D behaviour.

13.6. Duration of the infringement

(1333) The Commission concludes that the start date of the infringement was 1 January 2011, the date as of which the Commission concludes that Google is dominant in each national market for general search services in the EEA (see Section 9.5). The infringement ended on 31 March 2014, the date that the portfolio-based revenue share agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] ended (see Section 6.3.3.1).

(1334) The Commission's conclusion that the end date of the infringement was 31 March 2014 is not affected by Google's claim that the portfolio-based revenue share agreements covered only [20-30]% of Google Android devices as of 2013.\(^{1398}\)

(1335) In the first place, the agreements continued to cover a significant proportion of Google Android devices, which were an important and growing channel for the distribution of general search services (see Section 13.4.2.1).

(1336) In the second place, the effects of certain portfolio-based agreements that were in

---

\(^{1395}\) See [revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 2 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 [...] [revenue share partner]'s non-confidential response to Question 3 of the request for information of 8 March 2017 [...] Amendment Agreement to the Google Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...] and Google Mobile Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] [...].

\(^{1396}\) According to [...] data, for example, the average price of [OEM] and [OEM]'s smartphones (i.e. respectively USD [100-120] and USD [120-140] in 2016), two of the largest OEMs that have not signed a revenue share agreement with Google, is approximately half of the average price of Google Android devices (Source: [...] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867)).

\(^{1397}\) See example of [OEM] R&D investments described in the [...] printed and saved on 2 July 2018.

\(^{1398}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Six, page 329, paragraph 63 (Doc ID 7117).
place in 2011 and 2012 continued because:

(1) the majority of users replace their devices within three years (see recital (548)); and

(2) [revenue share partner] and [revenue share partner] continued to receive portfolio-based revenue share payments with respect to existing Google Android devices on which Google Search was exclusively pre-installed, even after those agreements had been amended to become device-based revenue share agreements respectively in March 2013 and December 2013.1399

14. SINGLE AND CONTINUOUS INFRINGEMENT

14.1. Principles

(1337) The concept of a single and continuous infringement relates to a series of actions which form part of an overall plan because their identical objective distorts competition within the internal market.

(1338) For the purposes of characterising various instances of conduct as a single and continuous infringement, it is necessary to establish whether they complement each other inasmuch as each of them is intended to deal with one or more consequences of the normal pattern of competition and, by interacting, contribute to the realisation of the objectives intended within the framework of that overall plan. In that regard, it is necessary to take into account any circumstance capable of establishing or casting doubt on that complementary link, such as the period of application, the content (including the methods used) and, correlative, the objective of the various actions in question.1400

14.2. Application to this case

(1339) For the reasons set out in Sections 11 to 13, the Commission concludes that the following conduct constitute separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement:

(1) the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store;

(2) the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app;

(3) the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs; and

(4) the grant of revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-installed no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio.

(1340) For the reasons set out in recitals (1341) to (1355), the Commission further concludes that these different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13

---

1399 See Mobile Services Distribution Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […] and Google Android Search Revenue Share Agreement between Google and [revenue share partner] […].

constitute a single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement.

(1341) First, the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 pursue an identical objective, namely to protect and strengthen Google's dominant position in general search services and thus its revenues via search advertisements. Figure 25 illustrates the interplay of the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 and the related flow of traffic, data and revenues to Google.

Figure 25: Interplay between the different forms of conduct in Sections 11 to 13 and the related flow of traffic, data and revenues to Google

(1342) The fact that the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 pursue an identical objective is confirmed by the elements set out in recitals (1343) to (1348).

(1343) In the first place, contemporaneous evidence confirms that through the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13, Google implemented an overall "carrot-and-stick" strategy vis-à-vis hardware manufacturers and MNOs in order to

---


1402 See presentation by [Google Executive], "Android Strategy and Partnerships Overview" (June 2009), pages 10 and 11 (Doc ID 1348-570); "As a platform, it is not intended to directly generate any revenue for Google" and "Android drives revenues through search ads".

1403 See complaint by OIP of 6 March 2017, page 19 (Doc ID 7285).

1404 See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, Google internal presentation by [Google Executive], "Android — Answers to strategy questions for BOD", 8 October 2010, slides 5 and 6 (Doc ID 1790-397), titled: "Carrots are healthy food, but carrying a stick can save lives". See also Google internal confidential presentation "Android Eng All-hands", 10 November 2010, slides 13 and 14 (Doc ID 1367-1115).
protect and strengthen its dominant position in general search services. Google’s carrots-and-stick strategy was summed up in the two slides depicted in Figure 26 taken from a 2010 presentation by [Google Executive].

**Figure 26: Summary of Google’s carrots-and-stick strategy**

Carrots are healthy food, but carrying a stick can save lives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anti-Fragmentation Agreements</th>
<th>GMS Agreements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Prevents our partners from taking actions that result in fragmentation:</td>
<td>● Aligns incentives through distribution of Google services:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Distributing HW or SW that is not Android compatible</td>
<td>○ Provides access to Google’s marketplace and apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Creating and distributing competing SDKs</td>
<td>○ Enables revenue sharing on certain services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Anti-fragmentation signed as part of this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Provides full access to the Android source-code for OEMs that help us build lead devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Incentivizes participation in the Android program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Ensures Google services are installed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Tests Android implementations to ensure our developers’ apps run on a maximum number of devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Required before OEMs can provide access to Android market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ CDD allows us to define the platform roadmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Revshare with operators gets us distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Operator “channels” help ensure they participate in our ecosystem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carrots are healthy food (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resourcing and support</th>
<th>OHA marketing agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Only provide engineering support to commercial partners</td>
<td>● The marketing arm of “openness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search revshare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Carriers get upside in adopting Android</td>
<td>○ Offsets the cost of bandwidth (ie, youtube)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1344) In the second place, as one Google executive explained with respect to the implementation of one aspect of the carrot-and-stick strategy: "Android is by far the greatest opportunity for Search monetization in mobile over the next years and is very strategic to Google." Another Google executive described Google's intention to protect and strengthen its dominant position in general search services as follows:

---

1405 "Android – Answers to strategy questions for BOD", 8 October 2010, slides 5-6 (Doc ID 1790-397).
"Every time I see an Android device shipping with Bing I die a little."\(^{1407}\)

(1345) In the third place, as regards the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, this protects and strengthens Google's dominant position in the national markets for general search services because:

(1) the Google Search app and Google Chrome are the two most important entry points for Google's general search service on Google Android devices;\(^ {1408}\) and

(2) the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store and of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app ensures that an ever increasing percentage of smart mobile devices within the EEA were sold with the Google Search app and Google Chrome pre-installed (from approximately 46% in 2011 to approximately 80% in 2016).\(^ {1409}\)

(1346) In the fourth place, as regards the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations, it ensures that Google's partners and competitors cannot develop Android forks outside of Google's control, and on which competing general search services could be pre-installed and set as default.\(^ {1410}\)

(1347) In the fifth place, as regards the portfolio-based revenue share agreements, they ensure that no competing general search service was pre-installed on Google Android devices in addition to Google Search.\(^ {1411}\) As [Google Executive] described in an internal email to a colleague in Google's business development unit in 2011: "The exclusive across all the android search entry points is very strategic to mobile search, the nightmare scenario is for [Microsoft] (or others) to come and scoop us by simply paying more, we know they have shown an appetite to do this in the past and will likely do so again to gain traction [...]. This contract is an exchange. Without the exclusivity, we are not "getting" anything. Without an exclusive search deal, a large carrier can and will ship alternatives to Google (as seen with Verizon, AT&T, and America Movil)."\(^ {1412}\)

(1348) In the sixth place, the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 prevent competing general search services from acquiring traffic and valuable user data (see recitals (859), (860), (976), (1145) and (1315)). These traffic and valuable user data could be used by general search services to improve their product offering, thereby achieving better opportunities to compete with Google.\(^ {1413}\) For example, the


\(^{1408}\) See recitals (799)(1), (973), (974) and (1234)(3).

\(^{1409}\) See footnote 438 (and also recitals (783) and (901)).

\(^{1410}\) See Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, Google internal presentation by [Google Executive], "Android – Answers to strategy questions for BOD", 8 October 2010, slide 5 (Doc ID 1790-397): "Stop our partners and competitors from forking Android and going alone."

\(^{1411}\) See Section 13.2.


\(^{1413}\) See Amazon's non-confidential response to Question 5 of the request for information of 9 March 2017 (Doc ID 8247); Oracle's non-confidential response to Question 1 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7835). As to the different kind of data that Google collects, see recital (110) and Google's response to Question 25 of the request for information of 24 March 2017 (Doc ID 7790).
combination of different data gathered also through GMS devices helps Google to create "super-profiles" of Internet users in order to improve its behavioural advertising capabilities. The advertising, in turn, provides the revenues for Google’s efforts to improve its services and collect more data (see recitals (109), (327), (328), (459), (688) to (691) and (695)).

Second, the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 are complementary in that Google creates an interlocking interdependence between them. This is illustrated by a number of examples.

In the first place, in order to enter into a MADA, an OEM must enter into, and abide by the terms of an AFA. Hence, in order to be able to pre-install the Play Store and the other Google apps in the GMS, an OEM must enter into, and abide by the terms of both the AFA and the MADA.

In the second place, in order to enter into a revenue share agreement, an OEM had first to enter into a MADA (and thus also an AFA). Hence, in order to receive compensation for the pre-installation of the Google Search app on its devices an OEM had to enter into all three agreements: an AFA, a MADA and a revenue share agreement.

In the third place, if an OEM were to pre-install exclusively on one or more of its Android devices a competing general search service instead of Google Search, it would no longer be able to pre-install on those devices any of the mandatory Google apps and services, including the Play Store. The interdependence of revenue share agreement and MADA also allowed Google the pre-installation of its other apps and services without needing to pay for their pre-installation. If an OEM wanted to receive a revenue share for Google Search, it could not take Google Search alone but had to also pre-install Google's other mandatory apps and services without being remunerated. In addition, OEMs were prevented from offering exclusivity to any provider of apps and services that competed with the ones in the mandatory GMS bundle.

Third, the Commission's conclusion that the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 constitute a single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. the objective of the different forms of conduct was to create an "attractive, compatible, and vibrant" mobile eco-system; and

2. Google uses the data it collects in order to improve its general search service.

---


1415 See Section 6.3.1, and for example, Google's internal document submitted in response to the request for information of 11 July 2014, email of [Google Executive], of 11 February 2011 (Doc ID 1754-740): "No support from google without AFA. No access to our [software] without AFA. No GMS agreement without AFA (They want and will need a GMS agreement to enable the low cost project)."

1416 Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Five, page 119, paragraphs 1-4 and page 121, paragraphs 9-12 (Doc ID 8598); Appendix 1 to Google’s Response to the Statements of Facts (Doc ID 6555-2).
which is pro-competitive.\textsuperscript{1417}

In the first place, there is no incompatibility between the Commission's conclusion that the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 pursue the identical objective of protecting and strengthening Google's dominant position in general search services and Google's claim that they pursue the objective of creating an "attractive, compatible, and vibrant" mobile eco-system. Google developed Android precisely because it recognised the opportunities and risks that the shift in the focus of the Internet industry from PCs to smart mobile devices could bring about for its dominant position in general search services.\textsuperscript{1418}

In the second place, it is irrelevant that Google uses the valuable user data it collects in order to improve its general search service. The Commission does not object to Google collecting data in order to improve its general search service but to the fact the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 prevent competing general search services from acquiring traffic and valuable user data to expand and become or remain viable competitors.

14.3. Duration of the single and continuous infringement

The Commission concludes that the duration of the single and continuous infringement is 2748 days.

The start date of the single and continuous infringement is 1 January 2011. This is because since that date, Google: (i) holds a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and in each national market for general search services in the EEA; and (ii) was engaged in the following conduct:

1. the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store;
2. the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs; and
3. the grant of revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-installed no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio.

The single and continuous infringement is still ongoing as Google continues to engage in the following conduct:

1. the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store;
2. the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app; and
3. the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs.

While Google contests each of the separate infringements, it does not contest the Commission’s conclusions set out in this Section with respect to the duration of the single and continuous infringement.

\textsuperscript{1417} Google's Response to the First Letter of Facts, Part Five, page 120, paragraphs 5-8 (Doc ID 8598).
\textsuperscript{1418} See recitals (113) to (117).
15. **JURISDICTION**

15.1. **Principles**

(1360) The Union competition rules set out in Articles 101 and 102 TFEU are intended to prevent collective or unilateral conduct of undertakings limiting competition within the internal market. While Article 101 TFEU prohibits agreements and practices which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition ‘within the internal market’, Article 102 TFEU prohibits the abuse of a dominant position ‘within the internal market or in a substantial part of it’.

(1361) In order to justify the Commission’s jurisdiction, it is sufficient that a conduct is either implemented in the EEA ("implementation test") or is liable to have immediate, substantial and foreseeable effects in the EEA ("qualified effects test"). These two approaches for establishing the Commission’s jurisdiction are alternative.

(1362) The criterion of implementation is satisfied by mere sale within the Union, irrespective of the location of sources of supply or of production plants.

(1363) The qualified effects test allows the application of Union competition law to be justified under public international law when it is foreseeable that the conduct in question will have an immediate and substantial effect in the Union. In this regard, it is sufficient to take account of the probable effects of conduct on competition in order for the foreseeability criterion to be satisfied.

15.2. **Application to this case**

(1364) The Commission concludes that it has jurisdiction to apply Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 and of the EEA Agreement to Google's conduct as described in this Decision.

(1365) First, Google's conduct is implemented in the EEA, given that OEMs and MNOs had to comply with the terms of the AFAs, MADAs and portfolio-based revenue sharing agreements when supplying devices in the EEA.

(1366) Second, Google's conduct is capable of having substantial, immediate and foreseeable effects in the EEA.

(1367) In the first place, Google's conduct is capable of having substantial effects in the EEA, given that Google Android devices sold into the EEA represented between 45% and 76% of smart mobile devices sold into the EEA between 2011 and 2017.

(1368) In the second place, Google's conduct is capable of having immediate effects in the EEA given that the AFAs, MADAs and portfolio-based revenue sharing agreements

---

1419 Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 42.
1421 Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraphs 40-46.
1423 Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 49.
1424 Case C-413/14 P Intel Corp. v Commission, EU:C:2017:632, paragraph 51.
1425 Source: […] data (Doc ID 7866 and 7867).
influenced the behaviour of OEMs and MNOs (see Sections 11, 12 and 13), including those active in the EEA.

(1369) In the third place, Google's conduct is capable of having foreseeable effects in the EEA, given that OEMs and MNOs had to comply with the terms of the AFAs, MADAs and portfolio-based revenue sharing agreements when supplying devices into the EEA.

(1370) Third, the Commission's conclusion that it has jurisdiction to apply Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement to Google's conduct described in this Decision is not affected by Google's claims that:

1. the majority of the AFAs, MADAs and portfolio-based revenue sharing agreements were concluded and implemented outside the EEA; and

2. the Commission has not demonstrated that Google's conduct would harm competition immediately, substantially and foreseeably.1426

(1371) In the first place, the fact that Google's agreements with OEMs and MNOs were concluded outside the EEA is irrelevant as the AFAs, MADAs and portfolio-based revenue sharing agreements were implemented in the EEA, given that OEMs and MNOs had to comply with the terms of their agreements with Google when supplying devices into the EEA.

(1372) In the second place, the Commission only has to demonstrate that Google's conduct is capable of having substantial, immediate and foreseeable effects in the EEA, not that Google's conduct would harm competition immediately, substantially and foreseeably.

16. EFFECT ON TRADE BETWEEN MEMBER STATES

(1373) According to settled case-law, the effect on trade criterion consists of three elements.

(1374) First, "trade" must be affected. The concept of trade is not limited to traditional exchanges of goods and services across borders, but covers all cross-border economic activity. It also encompasses practices affecting the competitive structure of the internal market by eliminating or threatening to eliminate a competitor operating within the territory of the Union.1427

(1375) Second, a practice must be capable of having an effect on trade between Member States.1428 In other words, it must be foreseeable with a sufficient degree of probability on the basis of a set of objective factors of law or fact that the practice in question has an influence, direct or indirect, actual or potential, on the pattern of trade between Member States.1429 Where a dominant undertaking engages in exclusionary conduct in more than one Member State, such conduct is normally, by

---

its very nature, capable of affecting trade between Member States.\(^{1430}\)

Third, the effect on trade between Member States must be "appreciable". This is assessed primarily with reference to the position of an undertaking on a relevant product market.\(^{1431}\) The stronger the position of an undertaking, the more likely it is that the effect on trade between Member States of a practice will be appreciable.\(^{1432}\)

In the present case, the Commission concludes that the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 separately and collectively have an appreciable effect on trade between Member States for the reasons set out in recitals (1378) to (1381).

First, Google’s economic activities related to smart mobile OSs, app stores, general search and browsers are, by their very nature, cross-border in scope.

Second, the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 affect the competitive structure of the internal market by eliminating or threatening to eliminate competitors operating within the territory of the European Union.

Third, the different forms of conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 have been implemented in all Member States.

Fourth, since 2011, Google holds a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs, the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and in each national market for general search services in the EEA.

Google does not contest the Commission's conclusions as outlined in this Section.

17. ADDRESSSEES

17.1. Principles

Article 102 TFEU is addressed to undertakings. The concept of an undertaking refers to any entity engaged in an economic activity, regardless of its legal status and the way in which it is financed.\(^{1433}\) The term "undertaking" must also be understood as designating an economic unit even if in law that economic unit consists of several persons, natural or legal.\(^{1434}\)

When such an economic entity infringes the competition rules, it falls, according to the principle of personal responsibility, to that entity to answer for that infringement.\(^{1435}\) However, the infringement of competition law must be imputed unequivocally to a legal person on whom fines may be imposed and the statement of objections must be addressed to that person. It is also necessary that the statement of objections indicates in which capacity a legal person is called on to answer the

\(^{1430}\) Guidelines on the effect on trade concept contained in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ C 101, 27.4.2004, p. 81, paragraph 75.


\(^{1433}\) Case C-90/09 P General Química and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 34 and the case-law cited.

\(^{1434}\) Case C-90/09 P General Química and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 35 and the case-law cited.

\(^{1435}\) Case C-90/09 P General Química and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 36 and the case-law cited.
The principle of economic continuity means that liability may be attributed to the legal successor of the legal person responsible for the infringement of the competition rules.\textsuperscript{1437}

A parent company that owns 100\% (or almost 100\%) of a subsidiary has the ability to exercise decisive control over such subsidiary. In such a case, there exists a rebuttable presumption that the parent company also in fact exercises that control without the need for the Commission to adduce further evidence on the actual exercise of control (the parental liability presumption).\textsuperscript{1438}

17.2. Application to this case

For the reasons set out in this Decision, the Commission concludes that Google LLC, as the legal successor of Google Inc., has directly participated in the separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13 and the single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Section 14.2.

The Commission also holds Alphabet Inc. jointly and severally liable as of 2 October 2015 for the separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13 and the single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Section 14.2.

Alphabet Inc. holds 100\% of Google since 2 October 2015 and is therefore presumed to exercise decisive influence over Google LLC, the legal successor of Google Inc., since that date. Alphabet has not provided any evidence to rebut the presumption that it has exercised decisive influence over Google since that date.

18. REMEDIES

18.1. Principles

Article 7(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 provides that where the Commission finds that there is an infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement it may, by decision, require the undertaking concerned to bring such infringement to an end. For this purpose, it may also impose on the undertaking concerned any behavioural or structural remedies which are proportionate to the infringement committed and necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an end.

It follows that a decision pursuant to Article 7(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 may include an order to "do certain acts or provide certain advantages which have been wrongfully withheld as well as prohibiting the continuation of certain action, practices or situations which are contrary to the Treaty".\textsuperscript{1439} The Commission may

\textsuperscript{1436} Case C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel and Others v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraph 57.
\textsuperscript{1437} Case C-448/11 P SNIA v Commission, EU:C:2013:801, paragraph 22.
\textsuperscript{1438} Case C-90/09 P General Química and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 39-40 and the case-law cited.
require the undertaking concerned to submit to it proposals with a view to bringing the situation into conformity with the requirements of the Treaty.\textsuperscript{1440}

(1392) The requirement that a remedy has to be effective\textsuperscript{1441} empowers the Commission to require an undertaking to refrain from adopting any measures having an equivalent object or effect as the conduct identified as abusive.\textsuperscript{1442} Any remedy must also apply in relation to the infringement that has been established\textsuperscript{1443} and be proportionate to the objective sought, namely re-establishment of compliance with the rules infringed.\textsuperscript{1444} If anti-competitive effects continue after the practices which caused them have ceased, the Commission remains competent to act with a view to eliminating or neutralising them.\textsuperscript{1445}

18.2. Application to this case

(1393) Google and Alphabet should be required to bring the separate infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13 and the single and continuous infringement of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Section 14.2 (together referred to hereinafter as the "Infringement") effectively to an end, if they have not already done so, and to refrain from adopting any practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect.\textsuperscript{1446} In the event that Google and Alphabet were not to bring the Infringement effectively to an end or were to adopt a practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect, the Commission may by decision impose any remedies which are proportionate and necessary to bring the Infringement or that practice or measure effectively to an end.

18.2.1. Remedies concerning tying relating to Google’s proprietary mobile apps

(1394) Google and Alphabet should refrain from licensing the Play Store to hardware manufacturers only on condition that they pre-install the Google Search app.

(1395) Second, Google and Alphabet should refrain from licensing the Play Store and/or the Google Search app to hardware manufacturers only on condition that they pre-install Google Chrome.

(1396) Third, Google and Alphabet should refrain from adopting any practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect. This shall include at least the following:

1. Google and Alphabet cannot make the obtaining by hardware manufacturers and users of the Google Search app with the Play Store conditional on any payment or discount that would remove or restrict the freedom of hardware manufacturers and users to pre-install the Play Store without the Google Search app;

2. Google and Alphabet cannot punish or threaten hardware manufacturers and users that pre-install the Play Store without the Google Search app, including by making use of one or more of Google’s other proprietary apps, APIs, the


\textsuperscript{1441} Joined Cases 6/73 and 7/73 Commercial Solvents, EU:C:1974:18, paragraph 46.


\textsuperscript{1443} Joined Cases 6/73 and 7/73 Commercial Solvents, EU:C:1974:18, paragraph 45.

\textsuperscript{1444} Joined Cases C-241/91 P and C-242/91 P RTE and ITP v Commission, EU:C:1995:98, paragraph 93.

\textsuperscript{1445} Case C-119/97 P Ufex and Others v Commission, EU:C:1999:116, paragraph 94.

\textsuperscript{1446} Case T-83/91 Tetra Pak, EU:T:1994:226, paragraphs 217-222.
Android SDK or the Android PDK;

(3) Google and Alphabet cannot make the obtaining by hardware manufacturers and users of Google Chrome with the Play Store and/or the Google Search app conditional on any payment or discount that would remove or restrict the freedom of hardware manufacturers and users to pre-install the Play Store and/or the Google Search app without Google Chrome; and

(4) Google and Alphabet cannot punish or threaten hardware manufacturers or users that pre-install obtain the Play Store and/or the Google Search app without Google Chrome, including by making use of one or more of Google’s other proprietary apps, APIs, the Android SDK or the Android PDK.

Recitals (1394) to (1396) are without prejudice to any proportionate and necessary remedies that the Commission may by decision impose in the event that Google and Alphabet were not to bring the Infringement effectively to an end or would adopt a practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect.

18.2.2. Remedies concerning the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs

First, Google and Alphabet should refrain from licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs. This shall not affect Google's ability to put in place reasonable, fair and objective measures that would only be limited in scope to GMS devices and that would not, therefore, affect hardware manufacturers' commercial freedom to sell non-GMS devices based on Android forks.

Second, Google and Alphabet should refrain from adopting any practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect. This shall include at least the following:

(1) Google and Alphabet must refrain from licensing the Play Store and the Google Search app on condition that hardware manufacturers enter into the anti-fragmentation obligations contained in any other agreements (e.g. MADAs or revenue sharing agreements);

(2) Google and Alphabet cannot make the grant of a royalty-free or discounted licence to the Play Store or the Google Search app conditional on an obligation not to sell devices based on Android forks;

(3) Google and Alphabet cannot make the obligation not to sell devices based on Android forks conditional on any payment or discount;

(4) Google and Alphabet cannot use one or more of Google’s other proprietary apps, APIs, the Android SDK or the Android PDK to remove or restrict the freedom of hardware manufacturers to sell devices based on Android forks;

(5) Google and Alphabet cannot impose on hardware manufacturers any obligation to pre-install one or more of Google's proprietary apps that would remove or restrict the freedom of third parties to sell devices based on Android forks; and

(6) Google and Alphabet cannot punish or threaten hardware manufacturers that sell devices based on Android forks.

Recitals (1398) and (1399) are without prejudice to any proportionate and necessary remedies that the Commission may by decision impose in the event that Google and
Alphabet were not to bring the Infringement effectively to an end or would adopt a practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect.

18.2.3. *Remedies concerning revenue share agreements conditional on the exclusive pre-installation of Google Search*

(1401) First, to the extent that Google and Alphabet have not already done so, Google and Alphabet should refrain from granting payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-install no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio.

(1402) Second, Google and Alphabet should refrain from adopting any practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect.

(1403) This is without prejudice to any proportionate and necessary remedies that the Commission may by decision impose in the event that Google and Alphabet were not to bring the Infringement effectively to an end or would adopt a practice or measure having an equivalent object or effect.

18.2.4. *Implementation of the remedies*

(1404) Google and Alphabet are granted 90 days from the date of the notification of this Decision to implement measures that bring the Infringement effectively to an end. A 90 days period is appropriate to implement such measures, given that Google may have to put in place certain technical arrangements, in addition to the removal of the contractual conditions from Google’s agreements with OEMs.  

(1405) Google and Alphabet should be required to notify the Commission, within 60 days from the date of notification of this Decision, of the measures by means of which they intend to bring the Infringement effectively to an end. That communication should be sufficiently reasoned and detailed to enable the Commission to make a preliminary assessment as to whether those measures will ensure that the Infringement is brought to an end effectively and in accordance with the principles set out in Sections18.2.1 to 18.2.3. Any statements by the Commission to Google and Alphabet or silence on the part of the Commission between the 60 day deadline and 90 day deadline should not be interpreted as an indication that the intended measures communicated by Google and Alphabet will ensure that the Infringement is brought to an end effectively.

(1406) The Commission is entitled to monitor the implementation by Google and Alphabet of the remedies ordered in this Decision. For those purposes, it is entitled to use the powers of investigation provided for in Regulation No (EC) 1/2003.

(1407) Considering the variety of the measures that Google and Alphabet may take to bring the Infringement effectively to an end, Google and Alphabet should provide the Commission with periodic reports on the measures taken to ensure compliance with this Decision. The first of those reports should be submitted on the day when Google and Alphabet bring the Infringement effectively to an end. Thereafter, reports should be submitted every six months for a period of five years from the date of submission of the first report.

---

1447 Google’s letter of 20 June 2018 (Doc ID 8906).
19. **PERIODIC PENALTY PAYMENTS**

19.1. **Principles**

(1408) Pursuant to Article 24(1)(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and Article 5 of Council Regulation (EC) No 2894/94, the Commission may, by decision, impose on undertakings or associations of undertakings periodic penalty payments not exceeding 5% of the average daily turnover in the preceding business year per day and calculated from the day specified in the decision, in order to compel them to put an end to an infringement, in accordance with a decision taken pursuant to Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003.

19.2. **Application to this case**

(1409) The Commission concludes that it is necessary to impose periodic penalty payments pursuant to Article 24(1)(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and Article 5 of Council Regulation (EC) No 2894/94 if Google and Alphabet were to fail to: (i) implement measures that bring the Infringement effectively to an end within 90 days from the date of notification of this Decision; (ii) notify the Commission within 60 days from the date of notification of this Decision of the specific measures by means of which they intend to bring the Infringement effectively to an end; and (iii) provide the Commission with periodic reports every six months, for a period of five years, on the action taken to comply with this Decision.

(1410) In setting the level of the periodic penalty payments, the Commission has taken into account the need to impose periodic penalty payments sufficient to ensure compliance by Google and Alphabet with this Decision. The Commission has also taken into account the need to set periodic penalty payments that are sufficient to ensure compliance by other undertakings of a similar size and with similar financial resources.

(1411) Consequently, if Google and Alphabet were to fail to comply with any of the requirements set out in recital (1409), the Commission hereby imposes a daily periodic penalty payment of 5% of Alphabet's average daily turnover in the business year preceding such failure to comply.

20. **FINES**

20.1. **Principles**

(1412) Pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and Article 5 of Council Regulation (EC) No 2894/94 of 28 November 1994 concerning arrangements for implementing the EEA Agreement, the Commission may by decision impose fines on undertakings, where, either intentionally or negligently, they infringe Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement.

(1413) An infringement of Article 102 of the Treaty or Article 54 of the EEA Agreement is committed intentionally or negligently where the undertaking concerned cannot be unaware of the anticompetitive nature of its conduct, whether or not it was aware that it was infringing the competition rules of the Treaty. Regarding an undertaking in

---

a dominant position, the undertaking is aware of the anti-competitive nature of its conduct where it is aware of the essential facts justifying both the finding of a dominant position on the relevant market and the finding by the Commission of an abuse of that dominant position.  

(1414) Where the Commission establishes the existence of a single and continuous infringement consisting of several separate infringements, it may impose a single fine and is not required to break down the amount of the fine between the separate infringements or to state specifically how it took into account each of the separate infringements.

(1415) Pursuant to Article 23(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, in fixing the amount of the fines, the Commission must have regard to all relevant circumstances and particularly to the gravity and the duration of the infringement. In doing so, the Commission sets the fines at a level sufficient to ensure deterrence. The Commission ensures that any aggravating or mitigating circumstances are reflected in the fines imposed.

(1416) In setting the fines to be imposed, the Commission will refer to the principles laid down in its Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation No 1/2003 ("the Guidelines on Fines").

(1417) First, the Commission defines the basic amount of the fine. That amount is to be set by reference to the value of sales, that is, the value of the undertaking’s sales of goods or services to which the infringement directly or indirectly relates in the relevant geographic area in the EEA. The value of sales will be assessed before VAT and other taxes directly related to the sales.

(1418) In determining the basic amount of the fine to be imposed, the Commission takes the value of the undertaking’s sales to which the infringement directly or indirectly relates in the relevant geographic area within the EEA.

(1419) The amount of the value of sales taken into account corresponds to a percentage which may be set at a level of up to 30% of the value of sales. The choice of a
given percentage will depend on the degree of gravity of the infringement.

(1420) The proportion of the value of sales resulting from that percentage will then be multiplied by the duration of the infringement.\textsuperscript{1458}

(1421) The Commission may also include in the basic amount an additional amount of 15\% to 25\% of the value of sales, irrespective of duration.\textsuperscript{1459}

(1422) Second, where applicable, the Commission will adjust the basic amount upwards or downwards to take into account aggravating or mitigating circumstances.\textsuperscript{1460} Those circumstances are listed non-exhaustively in points 28 and 29 of the Guidelines on Fines.\textsuperscript{1461}

(1423) Third, the Commission is particularly concerned with the need to ensure that fines have a sufficiently deterrent effect. To that end, the Commission may increase the fine to be imposed on an undertaking which has a particularly large turnover beyond the sales of goods or services to which the infringement relates.\textsuperscript{1462}

(1424) Fourth, pursuant to Article 23(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, the fine for an infringement shall not exceed 10\% of the undertaking’s total turnover in the preceding business year.

20.2. Intent or negligence

(1425) In the present case, the Commission concludes that, contrary to what Google claims,\textsuperscript{1463} Google and Alphabet have committed the Infringement intentionally or at least negligently.

(1426) First, Google and Alphabet could or should not have been unaware of the fact that Google held a dominant position in at least the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services in the EEA (see Section 9).

(1427) In the first place, Google and Alphabet ought to have been familiar with the principles governing market definition in competition cases and, where necessary, taken appropriate legal advice regarding the definition of the markets for Android app stores and for general search services.\textsuperscript{1464}

(1428) In the second place, Google and Alphabet ought to have been familiar with the significance of Google's strong and stable market shares in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services in the EEA.\textsuperscript{1465}

(1429) In the third place, it is irrelevant that past merger decisions left open the possible existence of a separate market for licensable smart mobile OSs. This is because the Decision does not establish that Google's conduct constitutes an abuse of its dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of...
smart mobile OSs, only in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services in the EEA.

Moreover, and in any event:

(1) In the Google / Motorola Mobility merger decision, the Commission left open whether licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs should be considered as part of the same market;\footnote{Case M.6381 – Google / Motorola Mobility, recital 30.} and

(2) In the Microsoft / Nokia merger decision, the Commission both left open whether licensable and non-licensable smart mobile OSs should be considered as part of the same market and stated that "Android was in 2012 by far the dominant OS with upwards of 80-90% of the market".\footnote{Ibid.}

Second, the conduct described in Sections 11 to 13 consists of agreements voluntarily entered into by Google.

Third, Google and Alphabet could or should not have been unaware of the fact that the conduct described in: (i) Section 11.3 constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores; (ii) Section 11.4 constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and in the national markets for general search services; (iii) Section 12 constitutes an abuse of Google’s dominant positions in the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services; and (iv) Section 13 constituted an abuse of Google’s dominant position in the national markets for general search services. The Commission and the Court of Justice of the European Union have repeatedly condemned practices by undertakings in a dominant position that abusively tie two products or services,\footnote{Case T-30/89 Hilti v Commission, EU:T:1991:70; Case T-83/91 Tetra Pak v Commission, EU:T:1994:246; Case C-333/94 P Tetra Pak v Commission, EU:C:1996:436; and Case T-201/04 Microsoft v Commission, EU:T:2007:289.} make the conclusion of a contract concerning a product or service subject to the acceptance of a supplementary obligation\footnote{Ibid.} and make payments conditional on exclusivity.\footnote{Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche, EU:C:1979:36; Case T-66/01 Imperial Chemical Industries v Commission, EU:T:2010:255.}

20.3. Calculation of the fine

20.3.1. Joint and several liability

The Commission has concluded that Alphabet is jointly and severally liable for the Infringement as of 2 October 2015 (see Section 17.2).

The Commission therefore concludes that Google and Alphabet should be held jointly and severally liable to pay the fine insofar as it relates to the period from that date.

20.3.2. Single fine

Given that the different forms of conduct constituting the single and continuous infringement, consisting of the infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of
the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13, pursue an identical objective, namely to protect and strengthen Google's position in general search services and thus its revenues via search advertisements (see recital (1341)), the Commission therefore concludes that a single fine should be imposed on Google and Alphabet.

20.3.3. Determination of the basic amount of the fine

20.3.4. Value of sales

(1436) The Commission concludes that the Infringement directly or indirectly relates to at least the gross revenues generated by Google on GMS devices via clicks on search advertisements drawn from Google’s auction-based online search advertising platform, AdWords. This is because the Infringement pursues an identical objective, namely to protect and strengthen Google's position in general search services and thus its revenues via search advertisements.

(1437) For the purpose of the value of sales, the Commission therefore uses the gross revenues generated by Google on GMS devices via clicks on search advertisements when users, located in the EEA, click on such advertisements, irrespective of whether those advertisements are displayed on google.com or a Google national website in the EEA.\(^{1471}\)

(1438) The Commission's conclusion that the Infringement directly or indirectly relates to at least the gross revenues generated by Google on GMS devices via clicks on search advertisements drawn from Google’s auction-based online search advertising platform, AdWords, is not affected by Google's claims that the Commission ought to exclude from the value of sales:

1. revenues generated via clicks on search advertisements when users navigate to Google Search by typing the Google URL into a mobile web browser;\(^{1472}\) and
2. payments made by Google for the placement of its search advertisements on non-Google, third-party, websites ("traffic acquisition costs").\(^{1473}\)

(1439) First, the Commission is entitled to include in the value of sales revenues generated by Google on GMS devices via clicks on search advertisements when users navigate to Google Search by typing the Google URL into a mobile web browser. This is because the Infringement helps to maintain and strengthen Google's dominant position in each national market for general search services, markets which include all search entry points.

(1440) Second, the Commission is entitled to include in the value of sales Google's gross revenues including traffic acquisition costs, for the reasons set out in recitals (1441) to (1444).

(1441) In the first place, the wording of the second subparagraph of Article 23(2) of Regulation No 1/2003 refers to the total turnover of the undertaking concerned, without any deduction.\(^{1474}\)

(1442) In the second place, and in any event, Google's traffic acquisition costs are an

\(^{1471}\) The Commission used the revenues provided by the Google in response to its request for information of 5 April 2018 (Doc ID 8850).


\(^{1473}\) See Google's response to the request for information of 5 April 2018 (Doc ID 8850).

integral part of Google's search revenues and a component of the price charged to advertisers for Google's services.\textsuperscript{1475} Consequently, traffic acquisition costs are a component of the overall sales price.\textsuperscript{1476}

\textbf{1443} In the third place, it is irrelevant whether traffic acquisition costs constitute a significant part of Google's gross revenues\textsuperscript{1477} or that such costs are predetermined as a specific portion of Google's gross revenues and thus readily identifiable.\textsuperscript{1478}

\textbf{1444} In the fourth place, not to take gross turnover into account in some cases (but to do so in others) would require a threshold to be established, in the form of a ratio between net and gross turnover, which would be difficult to apply and would give scope for endless and insoluble disputes.\textsuperscript{1479}

\textbf{20.3.5.} \textit{The last full year}

\textbf{1445} The Commission concludes that, contrary to Google's claim,\textsuperscript{1480} there are no exceptional reasons to deviate from the basic principle that the fine should be based on Google's gross revenues generated on GMS devices via clicks on search advertisements in 2017, the last full business year of the single and continuous infringement.\textsuperscript{1481}

\textbf{1446} Google's gross revenues generated on GMS devices via clicks on search advertisements in 2017 reflect economic reality because they take into account the size and economic power of Google and Alphabet and the scale of the Infringement.

\textbf{20.3.6.} \textit{Gravity}

\textbf{1447} The Commission concludes that the proportion of the value of sales to be used to establish the basic amount of the fine should be 11%.

\textbf{1448} In reaching this conclusion, the Commission takes into account the factors set out in recitals (1449) to (1460).

\textbf{1449} First, the relevant markets affected by the Infringement are of significant economic importance. This means that any anticompetitive behaviour on these markets is likely to have had a considerable impact.

\textbf{1450} Second, the Commission and the Court of Justice of the European Union have already repeatedly condemned practices by undertakings in a dominant position that make the conclusion of a contract concerning a product or service subject to the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[1478] Case C-272/09 P KME Germany and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:810, paragraph 53; Case C-389/10 P KME Germany and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:816, paragraph 62.
\item[1479] Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Seven, pages 325-326, paragraph 52-54 (Doc ID 7117).
\item[1480] Paragraph 13 of the Guidelines on Fines.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
acceptance of a supplementary obligation\textsuperscript{1482} and that make payments conditional on exclusivity.\textsuperscript{1483}

(1451) Third, throughout the duration of the Infringement, Google not only held a dominant position in the worldwide market (excluding China) for the licensing of smart mobile OSs, the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national market for general search services in the EEA, but its market shares were generally above 90\% in all relevant markets (see Section 9).

(1452) Fourth, the whole EEA was covered by the Infringement.

(1453) Fifth, the Commission's conclusion that the proportion of the value of sales to be used to establish the basic amount of the fine should be 11\% is not affected by Google's claim\textsuperscript{1484} that the proportion of the value of sales to be used to establish the basic amount of the fine should be set at "the lowest end of the gravity scale" because: (i) the economic importance of the relevant markets is "in large part" a result of Google's "own efforts" in the "growth and success of the industry"; (ii) any assessment that the Infringement is likely to have had a considerable impact on the relevant markets requires "specific, credible and adequate evidence"; (iii) Google's market shares were not generally above 90\% in all the relevant markets; and (iv) the proportion of the value of sales used to establish the basic amount of the fine in the Intel case involving "naked restrictions" was 5\%.

(1454) In the first place, it is irrelevant whether the significant economic importance of the relevant markets at stake may be "in large part" a result of Google's "own efforts" in the "growth and success of the industry". The Commission does not generally object to Google's "efforts", only to Google's abusive conduct that was not objectively necessary for the "growth and success of the industry" (see Sections 11.5, 12.7 and 13.5).

(1455) In second place, the finding that the Infringement is likely to have had a considerable impact on the relevant markets relates to its capability to restrict competition on the relevant markets (see Sections 11.3.4, 11.4.4, 12.6 and 13.4 for this analysis) in the light of the size of the revenues generated by Google on those markets.

(1456) In the third place, since at least 2011, Google has enjoyed high shares in each national market for general search services in the EEA (see Section 9.5). In addition, its market shares were indeed above 90\% in all relevant markets for most of the years concerned by the infringement (see Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5).

(1457) In the fourth place, the Commission’s earlier decision-making practice does not in itself serve as a legal framework for the imposition of fines in competition matters, since that framework is defined solely in Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 and in the Guidelines on Fines.\textsuperscript{1485} Accordingly, the fact that the Commission has imposed fines in the past at a specific level for certain categories of infringements does not prevent


\textsuperscript{1483} See for example Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche, EU:C:1979:36.

\textsuperscript{1484} Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Six, page 326 and 327 (Doc ID 7117).

it from setting new fines at a higher level, if raising of penalties is deemed necessary in order to ensure the implementation of Union competition policy.\footnote{1486} Moreover, previous decisions imposing fines may be relevant from the point of view of observance of the principle of equal treatment only where the facts of the cases in those other decisions, such as markets, products, the countries, the undertakings and periods concerned, are comparable to those of the present case.\footnote{1487}

The facts in the \textit{Intel} case are, however, not comparable to those in this case as the two cases concern different products, undertakings, practices, market coverage and time periods.

In the fifth place, a gravity percentage of 11\% is considerably below the upper limit of the scale referred to in paragraph 21 of the Guidelines on Fines that can go up to 30\%.

20.3.7. \textit{Duration}

The Commission concludes that the single and continuous infringement, consisting of the infringements of Article 102 TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement described in Sections 11 to 13, started on 1 January 2011 and is still ongoing (see Section 14.3). The Commission therefore uses the date of adoption of this Decision as the end date of the single and continuous infringement for the purpose of calculating the fine. The Commission concludes that the duration of the single and continuous infringement is 2 748 days (approx. 7.52 years).

Alphabet is jointly and severally liable with Google for the single and continuous infringement as of 2 October 2015 (see Section 17.2). Therefore, the duration of the single and continuous infringement for which Alphabet is jointly and severally liable is 1 013 days (approx. 2.77 years).

The Commission's conclusion regarding the duration of the single and continuous infringement is not affected by Google's claims that:

\begin{enumerate}
    \item "the period of dominance for fine calculation purposes ought only to start after its market shares have been high for a long enough period to be treated as stable",\footnote{1488} and
    \item it has voluntarily "phased out" certain practices before or during the Commission's investigation.
\end{enumerate}

First, for the reasons discussed at Section 9, the period of dominance for fine calculation purposes ought to start in 2011 and not at a later date. Should the Commission impose a fine on Google with regard to only part of the period of the single and continuous infringement, the objective of applying a deterrent fine would not be fulfilled with regard to the remaining part of the period of the infringement.

Moreover, Google could not have been unaware of the fact that it held a dominant position in at least the worldwide market (excluding China) for Android app stores and the national markets for general search services in the EEA (see recitals (1426) to (1428)).

\footnote{1486}{Case C-295/12 \textit{P Telefónica and Telefónica de España v Commission}, EU:C:2014:2062, paragraph 190.}
\footnote{1488}{Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Six, pages 328-329 (Doc ID 7117).}
Second, it is irrelevant for the purposes of duration whether Google may have voluntarily "phased out" certain practices before or during the Commission's investigation because, as of the date of this Decision, the single and continuous infringement is still ongoing (see Section 14.3).

20.3.8. Additional amount

The Commission concludes that the basic amount should include an additional amount in order to deter undertakings of a similar size and with similar resources from entering into the same type of infringements as Google and Alphabet.

In light of the factors set out in recitals (1448) to (1452), the additional amount should be 11% of the value of sales in 2017.

The Commission's conclusion that the basic amount should include an additional of 11% of the relevant value of sales is not affected by Google's claim that an additional amount "has never been applied in Article 102 TFEU cases and it is not warranted for cases such as the present."

First, the Commission has applied an additional amount in Article 102 TFEU cases. \(^{1489}\)

Second, point 25 of the Guidelines on Fines provides that the Commission can impose an additional amount in the case of non-cartel infringements. \(^{1490}\)

20.3.9. Aggravating and mitigating circumstances

The Commission concludes that there are no aggravating or mitigating circumstances that should result in an increase or decrease in the basic amount of the fine.

That conclusion is not affected by Google's claims \(^{1491}\) that: (i) there is uncertainty surrounding the legal characterisation of Google's conduct; (ii) Google effectively cooperated with the Commission by arranging meetings with Commission staff and assisting the Commission with respect to access to file; (iii) any infringement was not intentional; and (iv) Google has voluntarily "changed" certain of its practices before or during the Commission's investigation.

First, there is no uncertainty surrounding the legal characterisation of Google's practices (see recital (1450)).

Second, Google's alleged cooperation cannot be considered an effective cooperation beyond Google's legal obligations. \(^{1492}\) Moreover, it did not assist the Commission in establishing the existence of Google's and Alphabet's single and continuous infringement with less difficulty. \(^{1493}\)

---


\(^{1491}\) Google's Response to the Statement of Objections, Part Six, pages 331-332 (Doc ID 7117).

(1476) Third, Google and Alphabet have committed the Infringement intentionally or at least negligently.

(1477) Fourth, the fact that Google has voluntarily changed certain of its practices does not constitute a mitigating circumstance, given that:

   (1) Google's tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app (Section 11) and licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs (Section 12) remain ongoing and abusive; and

   (2) it was only on 28 March 2017, and not immediately after the Commission launched its investigation, that Google informed the Commission of its intention to notify hardware manufacturers of the option to enter into an ACC in place of an AFA. Moreover, the ACC would not alter the fact that Google still makes the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on hardware manufacturers agreeing to the anti-fragmentation obligations in the AFAs (see recital (1185)).

20.3.10. Deterrence

(1478) The Commission pays particular attention to the need to ensure that fines have a sufficiently deterrent effect. To that end, the Commission may increase a fine to be imposed on an undertaking which has a particularly large turnover beyond the sales of goods or services to which the infringement relates.\textsuperscript{1494}

(1479) In this case, the Commission considers that whilst there may be grounds to increase the fine, the level of the fine as calculated above in recitals (1433) to (1477) is already sufficient to ensure deterrence.

20.3.11. Conclusion: final amount of the fine

(1480) The Commission concludes that the final amount of the fine to be imposed on Google amounts to EUR 4 342 865 000, of which EUR 1 921 666 000 jointly and severally with Alphabet.

(1481) Alphabet's turnover in the business year ending 31 December 2017 was EUR 98 127 million. As the amount of the fine set out in recital (1480) is below 10% of that figure no adaptation is necessary pursuant to Article 23(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003.

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

\textit{Article 1}

1. Google LLC and Alphabet Inc. have infringed Article 102 of the Treaty and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement by participating in a single and continuous infringement consisting of four separate infringements, namely:

   (a) the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store;

   (b) the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app;

\textsuperscript{1494} Paragraph 30 of the Guidelines on Fines.
(c) the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the anti-fragmentation agreements; and

(d) the grant of revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-installed no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio.

2. The single and continuous infringement has been taking place since the following dates:

(a) 1 January 2011 as regards Google LLC;

(b) 2 October 2015 as regards Alphabet Inc.

The single and continuous infringement is continuing as at the date of adoption of this Decision.

3. The four separate infringements that constitute the single and continuous infringement have been taking place, or took place, since the following dates:

– as regards Google LLC:

(a) 1 January 2011 for the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the anti-fragmentation agreements and the grant of revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-installed no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio; and

(b) 1 August 2012 for the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app; and

– as regards Alphabet Inc., 2 October 2015 for the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app, and the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the anti-fragmentation agreements.

The infringement regarding the grant of revenue share payments to OEMs and MNOs on condition that they pre-installed no competing general search service on any device within an agreed portfolio ended on 31 March 2014 as regards Google LLC. Alphabet Inc. did not participate in that infringement.

The infringements regarding the tying of the Google Search app with the Play Store, the tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app and the licensing of the Play Store and the Google Search app conditional on the anti-fragmentation obligations in the anti-fragmentation agreements are continuing as at the date of adoption of this Decision.

Article 2

For the single and continuous infringement consisting of four separate infringements referred to in Article 1, the following fine is imposed:

Google LLC: EUR 4 342 865 000, of which EUR 1 921 666 000 jointly and severally with Alphabet Inc.

The fine shall be paid in euros, within three months of the date of notification of this Decision, to the following bank account held in the name of the European Commission:
After the expiry of that period, interest shall automatically be payable at the interest rate applied by the European Central Bank to its main refinancing operations on the first day of the month in which this Decision is adopted, plus 3.5 percentage points.

Where an undertaking referred to in Article 1 lodges an appeal, that undertaking shall cover the fine by the due date, either by providing an acceptable financial guarantee or making a provisional payment of the fine in accordance with Article 90 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1268/2012.1495

**Article 3**

The undertaking referred to in Article 1 shall within 90 days of notification of this Decision, bring effectively to an end the single and continuous infringement consisting of four separate infringements referred to in that Article insofar as it has not already done so. The undertaking referred to in Article 1 shall also, within 90 days of notification of this Decision, bring effectively to an end each of the four separate infringements referred to in that Article insofar as it has not already done so.

The undertaking referred to in Article 1 shall refrain from repeating any act or conduct described in that Article, and from any act or conduct having the same or equivalent object or effect.

**Article 4**

The undertaking referred to in Article 1 shall notify the Commission, within 60 days from the date of notification of this Decision, of the specific measures through which it intends to comply with this Decision.

The undertaking referred to in Article 1 shall provide the Commission with periodic reports on the measures taken to comply with this Decision. The first of those reports shall be sent on the day on which the undertaking brings effectively to an end the single and continuous infringement consisting of four separate infringements and each of the four separate infringements referred to in that Article. Subsequent reports shall be submitted every six months from that day, for a period of five years from that day.

**Article 5**

If the undertaking referred to in Article 1 fails to comply with any of the orders set out in Articles 3 and 4, the Commission hereby imposes a daily periodic penalty payment of 5% of its average daily turnover in the business year preceding such a failure to comply.

---

Article 6

This Decision is addressed to Google LLC and Alphabet Inc., both of 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, United States of America.

This Decision shall be enforceable pursuant to Article 299 of the Treaty and Article 110 of the EEA Agreement.

Done at Brussels, 18.7.2018

For the Commission

Margrethe VESTAGER
Member of the Commission